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Preface: Toward an Integrated Study of  
Data Mining and Knowledge Management 

Data mining (DM) and knowledge management (KM) are two important research 
areas, but with different emphases. Research and practice in these two areas have 
been largely conducted in parallel. The Chinese Academy of Sciences Symposium on 
Data Mining and Knowledge Management 2004 (CASDMKM 2004) held in Beijing, 
China (July 12–14, 2004) provided a unique opportunity for scholars to exchange 
ideas in these two areas. CASDMKM is a forum for discussing research findings and 
case studies in data mining, knowledge management and related fields such as 
machine learning and optimization problems.  It promotes data mining technology, 
knowledge management tools and their real-life applications in the global economy.  

This volume of postsymposium proceedings contains 3 invited talks, as well as 25 
papers selected from 60 original research papers submitted to the symposium. 
Contributions in this volume come from scholars within China as well as from 
abroad, with diverse backgrounds, addressing a wide range of issues. The papers in 
this volume address various aspects of data mining and knowledge management. We 
believe the publication of this volume will stimulate the integrated study of these two 
important areas in the future. 

Although both data mining and knowledge management have been active areas in 
research and practice, there is still a lack of idea exchange between these two camps. 
CASDMKM aims to bridge this gap. Numerous issues need to be studied in regard to 
data mining and knowledge management. For example, how to manage the 
knowledge mined from different data mining methods? From the knowledge 
management perspective, what kinds of knowledge need to be discovered? What are 
the similarities and differences for data mining applications and knowledge 
management applications? What are the issues not yet explored on the boundary of 
data mining and knowledge management? This list of questions goes on and on. Of 
course papers in this volume cannot answer all of these questions. Nevertheless, we 
believe that CASDMKM 2004 served as an exciting platform to foster an integrated 
study of data mining and knowledge management in the near future. 

The papers included in this volume are organized into the following categories: 

• Data mining methods: Various theoretical aspects of data mining were 
examined from different perspectives such as fuzzy set theory, linear and 
non-linear programming, etc. 

• Practical issues of data mining: Complementary to theoretical studies of data 
mining, there are also papers exploring aspects of implementing and 
applying data mining methods. 

• Data mining for bioinformatics: As a new field, bioinformatics has shown 
great potential for applications of data mining. The papers included in this 
category focus on applying data mining methods for microarray data 
analysis. 

• Data mining applications: In addition to bioinformatics, data mining 
methods have also been applied to many other areas. In particular, multiple-
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criteria linear and nonlinear programming has proven to be a very useful 
approach. 

• Knowledge management for enterprise: These papers address various issues 
related to the application of knowledge management in corporations using 
various techniques. A particular emphasis here is on coordination and 
cooperation.   

• Risk management: Better knowledge management also requires more 
advanced techniques for risk management, to identify, control, and minimize 
the impact of uncertain events, as shown in these papers, using fuzzy set 
theory and other approaches for better risk management. 

• Integration of data mining and knowledge management:  As indicated 
earlier, the integration of these two research fields is still in the early stage. 
Nevertheless, as shown in the papers selected in this volume, researchers 
have endearored to integrate data mining methods such as neural networks 
with various aspects related to knowledge management, such as decision 
support systems and expert systems, for better knowledge management. 

 
September 2004             Yong Shi 

Weixuan Xu 
Zhengxin Chen 
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Visualization-Based Data Mining Tool and 
Its Web Application 

Alexander V. Lotov1, Alexander A. Kistanov2, and Alexander D. Zaitsev2 

1 State University – Higher School of Economics, Moscow, Russia, and 
Russian Academy of Sciences, Dorodnicyn Computing Centre, and 

Lomonosov Moscow State University 
Lotov1@ccas.ru 

http://www.ccas.ru/mmes/mmeda/ 
2 Lomonosov Moscow State University, Department of Systems Analysis 

Abstract. The paper is devoted to a visualization-based data mining tool that 
helps to explore properties of large volumes of data given in the form of 
relational databases. It is shown how the tool can support the process of 
exploration of data properties and selecting a small number of preferable items 
from the database by application a graphic form of goal programming. The 
graphic Web application server is considered which implements the data mining 
tool via Internet. Its current and future applications are discussed. 

1    Introduction 

Data mining is a well-known approach to studying large volumes of data collected in 
databases. Statistical methods that are usually used in data mining help to discover 
new knowledge concerning the data. In this paper we consider a method for data 
mining that does not use statistical concepts, but supports discovering of new 
information concerning the data collected in a relational database by computer 
visualization. Computer visualization of information proved to be a convenient and 
effective technique that can help people to assess information. Usually one 
understands visualization as a transformation of symbolic data into geometric figures 
that are supposed to help human beings to form a mental picture of the symbolic data. 
About one half of human brain’s neurons is associated with vision, and this fact 
provides a solid basis for successful application of visualization techniques. One can 
consider computer visualization of information as a direct way to its understanding. 

The visualization method considered in this paper is called the Interactive 
Decision Maps (IDM) technique. Along with other data mining techniques, the IDM 
technique helps to find a new knowledge in large volumes of data (and even in 
mathematical models). However, in contrast to usual data mining techniques that 
reveal some laws hidden in data volumes, the IDM technique provides information on 
their frontiers. Moreover, being combined with the goal programming approach, the 
IDM technique helps to select small volumes of data, which correspond to  
the interests of the user. By this, information on data responsible for the form of the 
frontiers is discovered. The IDM technique proved to be compatible with the Internet 
and was implemented in Web in the framework of server-client structure.  
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The main idea of the IDM technique in the case of large relational databases 
consists in transformation of the rows of a database into multi-dimensional points, in 
enveloping them and in subsequent exploration of the envelope. To be precise, it is 
assumed that the relational database contains a large list of items described by their 
attributes. Any item is associated with a row of the database, while columns of the 
database represent attributes. Several (three to seven) numerical attributes specified 
by the user are considered as the selection criteria. Then, rows are associated with 
points in the criterion space. The IDM technique is based on enveloping the variety of 
criterion points (constructing the convex hull of the variety) and on-line visualization 
of the Pareto frontier of the envelope in the form of multiple decision maps. Applying 
the IDM technique, the user obtains information on feasible criterion values and on 
envelope-related criterion tradeoffs.  

An interactive exploration of the Pareto frontier with the help of the IDM 
technique is usually combined with goal identification: the user has to specify the 
preferable combination of criterion values (the goal). However, due to the IDM 
technique, the goal can be identified at a decision map directly on display. Then, 
several rows from the list are provided, which are close to the identified goal 
(Reasonable Goals Method, RGM).  

The IDM/RGM technique was implemented in the form of a graphic Web 
application server. The Web application server uses the fundamental feature of the 
IDM technique that consists in separating the phase of enveloping the points from the 
phase of human study of the Pareto frontier and identification of the goal. Such a 
feature makes it possible to apply the IDM/RGM technique in the framework of 
server-client structure. On the Web, such a structure is applied by using the 
opportunities of Java. Enveloping of the points is performed at the server, and a Java 
applet provides visualization of the Pareto frontier on-line and identification of the 
goal at the user’s computer.  

The idea to visualize the Pareto frontier was introduced by S.Gass and T.Saaty in 
1955 [1]. This idea was transformed into an important form of the multi-criteria 
methods by J.Cohon [2]. The IDM technique was introduced in the 1980s in the 
framework of the Feasible Goals Method, FGM, and applied in various economic and 
environmental studies (see, for example, [3-5]). The FGM is usually used to explore 
the Pareto frontier and select a reasonable decision in the cases where mathematical 
models can be used. In contrast, the IDM/RGM technique introduced in 1990s [6] is 
aimed at exploration of relational databases. It was used in several studies including 
water management in Russia [7] and national energy planning at the Israeli Ministry 
of National Infrastructures [8]. Other applications of the RGM/IDM technique are 
possible, too (see, for example, [9]). They are summarized in [5] and include selecting 
from large lists of environmental, technical, financial, personal, medical, and other 
decision alternatives.  

In this paper we concentrate on Web application of the IDM technique. 
Experimental application of the IDM technique on Web has started as soon as in 1996 
[3]. Its refined version based on Java technology was developed in 2000 in the form 
of Web application server [10]. The first real-life application of the Web application 
server is related to supporting of remote negotiations and decision making in regional 
water management (Werra project, Germany). However, a wide range of applications 
of such a Web tool can be considered. Actually, any relational database can be now 
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analyzed through Web in a simple way using the IDM/RGM technique. A database 
may contain statistical data (medical, demographic, environmental, financial, etc.), the 
results of experiments with technical or natural systems (say, data on a device 
performance, etc.) or of simulation experiments with models, etc. The Web tool can 
be applied in e-commerce, too: for example, it can support selecting of goods or 
services from large lists as lists of real estate, second-hand cars, tourist tours, etc. The 
IDM/RGM technique can be used for visualization of temporal databases, and so a 
graphic Web tool can be coded that studies temporal data by animation of the Pareto 
frontier via Internet. This option can be especially important in financial management. 

The concept of the IDM/RGM technique and its Web implementation are 
described in the paper. First, the mathematical description of the technique is 
provided. Then, a description of the demo Web application server is given. 

2    Mathematical Description 

Let us consider a mathematical description of the IDM/RGM technique. We consider 
a table that contains N rows and several columns, any of which is related to an 
attribute. Let us suppose that user has specified m attributes to be selection criteria. 
Then, each row can be associated to a point of the m-dimensional linear criterion 

space mR . Criterion values for the row number j are described by the point jy , 

which coordinates are jy1 ,…, j
my . Since N rows are we considered, we have got N 

criterion points 1y , 2y , ..., Ny . The RGM is based on enveloping of the points, i.e. 

on constructing the convex hull of them defined as  

YC = conv { 1y , 2y , ..., Ny }. 

Let us suppose that the maximization of the criterion values is preferable. In this 
case, the point y′  dominates (is better than) the point y, if y′  ≥ y and y′  ≠ y. Then, 

the Paret-efficient (non-dominated) frontier of YC is a variety of points of y∈ YC that 
are not dominated, i.e. 

( ) { }{ }. ,:: ∅=≠′≥′∈′∈= yyyyYyYyYP CCC  

The Edgeworth-Pareto Hull of the convex hull (CEPH) denoted by YC* is the 
convex hull of the points broadened by the dominated points, i.e.  

YC* = YC +(- mR+ ) 

where mR+  is the non-negative cone of mR . It is important that the efficiency frontier 

of the CEPH is the same as for the convex hull, but the dominated frontiers disappear. 
For this reason, the RGM applies approximation of the variety YC* instead of YC. 
Approximation methods are described in details in [5]. 

A two-criterion slice of YC* passing through a point y* ∈ mR  is defined as 
follows. Let us consider a pair of criteria, say u and v. Let z* be the values of the rest 
of criteria in the point y*. Then, a two-criterion slice of the set YC* related to the pair 
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(u, v) and passing through the point y* can be defined as (we do not care about the 
order of the criteria) 

( ) ( ) }{ **,,:),(**, CC YzvuvuzYG ∈= . 

Collection of slices, for which the value of only one of the rest of criteria can 
change, constitutes the decision map. To identify the goal directly on the decision 
map, user has to select a convenient decision map and a slice on it (by this the values 
z* of all criteria except two are fixed) Then the identification of a goal vector is 
reduced to a fixation of the values u* of two criteria given on axes. It can be done by 
a click of the computer mouse. By this the goal vector y* = (u*, z*) is identified.  

Several points, which are close to the identified goal, are selected and related rows 
are provided to user. Different variants of the concept of proximity can be applied. In 
our recent studies we apply the weighted Tchebycheff metric ρλ(y*, y) as the measure 

of distance between the goal y* = ( *1y ,..., *my ) and a point y = ( 1y ,..., my ) where 

ρλ(y*, y) = max {λi(yi* − yi)+ : i=1,2,...,m}. 

Parameters (weights) λ1,…, λm  are non-negative. Tchebycheff metric has the 
sense of maximal deviation of weighted criterion values. Usually the weighted 
Tchebycheff metric is applied with given values of parameters λ=(λ1,…, λm)  (see 

[11]). In this case, a point with minimal value of Tchebycheff metric ρλ(y*, y) is 
found. Clearly it is non-dominated.  

In our case, the only 
information provided by the 
user is the goal y*. No 
information about the para-
meters λ1,…,λm is supposed to 
be provided by user. To solve 
this problem, several 
approaches could be pro-
posed. Here we described one 
of them [6], which is used in 
the Web application server. 
All points  are found that 
could be optimal if the whole 
variety of positive parameters 
λ1,…, λm is used. Certainly it 
is impossible to solve the 
infinite number of optimi-
zation problems with all 

different sets of parameters λ1,…, λm. However, the following simple procedure may 
be used instead of solving an infinite number of optimization problems. In the first 
step of the procedure, a modified point is constructed for any original point in the 
following way: if a criterion value in the original point is better than the criterion 
value in the user-identified goal, the criterion value of the identified goal is 
substituted for the criterion value of the original point. In the second step of the 

 
Fig. 1. Selection procedure of the RGM (it is preferable to 
increase the criterion values) 
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procedure, Pareto domination rule is applied to modified points. In the result, non-
dominated points are selected from the modified points. Finally, the original feasible 
points that originated the non-dominated modified points are selected. The procedure 
is illustrated in Fig. 1 for the case of two criteria, which are subject of maximization.  

The reasonable goal identified by the user is denoted by the filled square symbol. 
Original points are represented by the filled circles. For any original point, a modified 
point is constructed: if a criterion value in an original point is better than in the 
reasonable goal, the goal value is substituted for the criterion value. Modified points 
are represented by hollow circles in Fig. 1. So, the feasible point 1 originates the 
modified point 1’, etc. If all criterion values for an original point are less than the 
aspiration levels (for example, point 3), the modified point coincides with the original 
one. Then, Pareto domination rule is applied to modified points: non-dominated 
points are selected among them. Point 2’ dominates point 1’, and point 4’ dominates 
point 5’. So, three non-dominated modified points are selected: 2’, 3, and 4’. Finally, 
the original feasible points which originated the non-dominated modified points are 
selected. In Fig. 1, these points are 2, 3 and 4. It is clear that points elected through 
this procedure represent non-dominated row (in  usual Pareto sense). 

One can see that the approximation of the CEPH and its exploration may be easily 
separated in time and space in the framework of the RGM/IDM technique. This 
feature of the RGM/IDM technique is effectively used in the Web application server.  

3    Web Application Server 

The current Web application server based on the RGM/IDM technique is a prototype 
version of the future Web application servers that will support easy selection of 
preferable alternatives from various tables using simple graphic interface. This service 
can be of a general use suited for any table prepared data or domain specific that 
enables some useful features and deeper integration with domain data. 

Web service implements multi-tier architecture and consists of the calculation 
server, web server application and graphic presentation. 

Calculation server is an executable module coded in C++. It processes given table 
data and builds the approximation of the CEPH. Calculation server is ANSI C++ 
compliant so it can be compiled and executed at any platform. 

Main graphic presentation window is a Java applet executed inside user browser. 
MS Internet Explorer, v. 4.0 or higher may be used to display it. 

Web application is coded in Java and JSP and serves for several interfacing 
purposes: it helps user to prepare a table with alternatives, invokes calculation server 
to process it, displays the applet with calculated data and handles user choice to 
generate selected alternatives. Web application can be executed on any web server 
that supports JSP and Java servlets. The Web tool is located at 
http://www.ccas.ru/mmes/mmeda/rgdb/index.htm 

The user has first to specify the table to be explored. After the data input is 
completed and the query is submitted, server envelops the criterion points and sends 
the Java applet along with the CEPH to computer of the user.  

The user can explore the decision maps (Fig. 2) for different numbers of bedrooms 
and bathrooms by specifying these numbers by moving sliders of the  scroll  bars. The 
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user may want to use animation (automatic movement of sliders). He/she can see how 
the numbers of bedrooms and bathrooms influence possible combinations of lot-size, 
age and price. Using the slider of the color (shading) scroll bar, the user can specify a 
desired price. The slider is given on the color palette. Colors of the palette are 
practically not seen in the black-and-white picture given in the paper. Therefore, we 
propose to visit our Web application server to play with the animation of color 
decision maps.  

To identify a goal, preferred numbers of bedrooms and bathrooms must be 
identified by the user first. The related decision map given in Fig. 3 differs from one 
given in previous Fig. 2: several shadings (colors on display) disappeared. Then, the 
user has to identify a preferable combination of values given of two criteria given in 
the map. To do it, the user has to use the cross that helps to identify the reasonable 
goal (Fig. 3). Once again, it is needed to stress that a full freedom of choice with 
respect to the efficient combinations of criteria is given to the user as it is done in all 
methods for generating the Pareto-efficient frontier. 

 

Fig. 2. A black-and-white copy of decision map that describes feasible lot-size and age for 
several values of price (in color on display and shading here, thousand of US$) for the whole 
real estate table (as it is specified by scroll bars, not less than two bedrooms and one 
bathroom are required at the moment) 
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After the preferred position of the cross is specified, the user has to use Fixation 
button. Then, the applet transmits the goal to the server, and the server returns the 
selected rows to the user.  

Fig. 3. A decision map for preferred numbers of bedrooms and bathrooms with the cross that 
helps to identify the goal 

The user receives a list of rows that are equal from point of view of the Web 
server, but surely are not equal to the user. He/she has to choose one of these options 
by him/herself. Various methods for selecting the criterion points (rows of the table) 
can be easily applied in customized versions, but they were not included into the 
demo version.  

The demo version is restricted to 500 alternatives and five criteria. The full 
version can have till seven criteria and several hundreds of thousands of rows. 
Moreover, matrices of decision maps can be used in a customized version.  

Our prototype implements the general approach to exploration of any table data. 
However this service can be integrated to existing Web sites, Internet stores, online 
shops, portals etc, everywhere where selection should be performed from large tables 
of homogenous goods or services.  
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Integration with other Web sites can be done rather simple by modifying or 
replacing our Web application tier and integrating it with another one. In this case, 
data can be prepared or comes from other Web application or Web site, then it is 
processed via calculation server, examined via our graphic applet, decision is made 
and selection results are displayed by the means of another Web site and in its 
context. For example, in most applications a lot of additional information about 
alternatives as detail descriptions, pictures, etc. must be shown with the list of 
selected alternatives.  

Calculation server (RGDB server) may reside on a special dedicated high-
performance server or servers and communicate with Web application via simple 
external interface. This leads to Application Service Provider (ASP) or Utility 
architecture.  

Users

Web Server

Web Server

RGDB Server

Users
 

Fig. 4. ASP architecture 

There is a server (RGDB server on the Fig. 4) with well-defined interface and 
users or other programs and web servers that use the server. Hence, Web application 
becomes independent from calculation server and can be developed and deployed 
independently.  

4    Summary 

The RGM/IDM technique helps to explore various relational databases. Due to 
enveloping, the user has an opportunity to explore the whole variety visually and 
select several interesting rows by a simple click of the computer mouse. It is 
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important that the RGM procedure is scalable – it can be used in the case of databases 
that contain even million of rows.  

Many applications of the IDM/RGM technique for databases can be found. In 
addition to e-commerce, problems of e-logistics can be studied (partner selection, 
etc.). Another network application may be related to supporting the network traders in 
various exchanges. For example, a day trader can visually monitor technical 
indicators of stocks provided via network. Graphic display of information of stock 
may help the trader to be the first to buy an advantageous security during a trade 
session.  

Important applications of the technique may be related to mobile DSS. 
Visualization provides a natural tool for informing remote users and inquiring 
concerning their preferences.  
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Abstract. Knowledge Management (KM) with information technology (IT) has 
made tremendous progresses in recent years. It has helped many people in mak-
ing decision and transactions. Nevertheless, without continuous expanding and 
upgrading our habitual domains (HD) and competence set (CS), KM may lead 
us to decision traps and making wrong decisions. This article introduces the 
concepts of habitual domains and competence set analysis in such a way that we 
could see where KM can commit decision traps and how to avoid them. Innova-
tion dynamics, as an overall picture of continued enterprise innovation, is also 
introduced so that we could know the areas and directions in which KM can 
make maximum contributions and create value. KM empowered by HD can 
make KM even more powerful. 

1   Introduction 

With rapid advancement of Information Technology (IT), Knowledge Management 
(KM) has enjoyed its rapid growth [4]. In the market, there are many software avail-
able to help people make decisions or transactions, such as supply chain management 
(SCM), enterprise resource planning (ERP), customer relationship management 
(CRM), accounting information system (AIS), etc.[3], [7], [12]. In the nutshell, KM is 
useful because it can help certain people to relieve the pains and frustrations for ob-
taining useful information to make certain decisions or transactions. For salesperson, 
KM could provide useful information as to close sales. For credit card companies, 
KM could provide useful information about card holders’ credibility. For supply chain 
management, KM can efficiently provide where to get needed materials, where to 
produce and how to transport the product and manage the cash flow, etc. 
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It seems, KM could do “almost everything” to help people make “any decision” 
with good results. Let us consider the following example. 

Example 1: Breeding Mighty Horses. For centuries, many biologists paid their 
attention and worked hard to breed endurable mighty working horses so that the new 
horse could be durable, controllable and did not have to eat. To their great surprise, 
their dream was realized by mechanists, who invented a kind of “working horse”, 
tractors. The biologists’ decision trap and decision blind are obvious. 

     Biologists habitually thought that to produce the mighty horses, they had to use 
“breeding methods” a bio-tech, a decision trap in their mind. Certainly, they made 
progress. However, their dream could not be realized. 
     IT or KM, to certain degree, is similar to breeding, a biotech. One wonders: is it 
possible that IT or KM could create traps for people as to make wrong decision or 
transactions? If it is possible, how could we design a good KM that can minimize the 
possibility to have decision traps and maximize the benefits for the people who use it? 
     Since humans are involved, habitual domains (HD) and competence set analysis 
must be addressed as to answer the above questions. We shall discuss these concepts 
in the next section. As KM is based on IT, its modules can handle only “routine” or 
“mixed routine” problems. It may help solve “fuzzy problems”. But, we must decom-
pose these fuzzy problems into series of routine problems first. For challenge decision 
problems, their solutions are beyond our HD and KM. Certain insight are needed. We 
shall discuss these topics in Section 3. Finally, for an enterprise to continuously pros-
per and be competitive, it needs continuous innovation in technology, management, 
marketing, financing, distribution logistics, etc. [5]. For a systematic view of the inno-
vation, we introduce “Innovation Dynamics” in Section 4. The introduction will help 
us to locate which areas and directions that KM can be developed as to maximize its 
utilization and create its value. At the end, some conclusion remarks will be offered. 

2   Habitual Domains and Competence Set Analysis 

From Example 1, we see that one’s judging and responding could be inefficient or 
inaccurate if his or her ways of thinking get trapped rigidly within a small domain. To 
further expound this concept, let us describe the known concept of Habitual Domains. 
For details, see Refs. [8] and [9]. 

2.1   Habitual Domains 

Each person has a unique set of behavioral patterns resulting from his or her ways of 
thinking, judging, responding, and handling problems, which gradually stabilized 
within a certain boundary over a period of time. This collection of ways of thinking, 
judging, etc., accompanied with its formation, interaction, and dynamics, is called 
habitual domain (HD). Let us take a look at an example. 

Example 2: Chairman Ingenuity. A retiring corporate chairman invited to his ranch 
two finalists, say A and B, from whom he would select his replacement using a horse 
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race. A and B, equally skillful in horseback riding, were given a black and white 
horse respectively. The chairman laid out the course for the horse race and said, 
“Starting at the same time now, whoever’s horse is slower in completing the course 
will be selected as the next Chairman!” After a puzzling period, A jumped on B’s 
horse and rode as fast as he could to the finish line while leaving his horse behind. 
When B realized what was going on, it was too late! Naturally, A was the new Chair-
man. 

     Most people consider that the faster horse will be the winner in the horse race (a 
habitual domain). When a problem is not in our HD, we are bewildered. The above 
example makes it clear that one’s habitual domain can be helpful in solving problems 
but it also can come his or her way of thinking. Moreover, one may be distorting in-
formation in a different way. 
     Our habitual domains go wherever we go and have great impact on our decision 
making. As our HD, over a period of time, will gradually become stabilized, unless 
there is an occurrence of extraordinary events or we purposely try to expand it, our 
thinking and behavior will reach some kind of steady state and predictable. 
Our habitual domains are comprised of four elements: 

1. Potential domain (PDt). This is the collection of all thoughts, concepts, ideas, and 
actions that can be potentially activated by one person or by one organization at 
time t. 

2. Actual domain (ADt). This is the collection of all thoughts, concepts, ideas, and 
actions, which actually catch our attention and mind at time t. 

3. Activation Probability (APt). This represents the probability that the ideas, concepts 
and actions in the potential domain that can be actually activated. 

4. Reachable domain (RDt). This is the collection of thoughts, concepts, ideas, actions 
and operators that can be generated from initial actual domain. 

At any point in time habitual domains, denoted by HDt, will mean the collection of 
the above four subsets. That is, HDt = (PDt, ADt, APt, RDt). In general, the actual 
domain is only a small portion of the reachable domain; in turn, the reachable domain 
is only a small portion of potential domain, and only a small portion of the actual 
domain is observable. Note that HDt changes with time. We will take an example to 
illustrate PDt, ADt, and RDt. 

Example 3. Assume we are taking an iceberg scenic trip. At the moment of seeing an 
iceberg, we can merely see the small part of the iceberg which is above sea level and 
faces us. We cannot see the part of iceberg under sea level, nor see the seal behind 
the back of iceberg (see Fig. 1). Let us assume t is the point of time when we see the 
iceberg, the portion which we actually see may be considered as the actual domain 
(ADt), in turn, the reachable domain (RDt) could be the part of iceberg above sea 
level including the seal. The potential domain (PDt) could be the whole of the iceberg 
including those under the sea level. 
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Fig. 1. Illustration of PDt, RDt, and ADt 

     At time t, if we do not pay attention to the backside of the iceberg, we will never 
find the seal. In addition to this, never can we see the spectacular iceberg if we do not 
dive into the sea. Some people might argue it is nothing special to see a seal in the 
iceberg. But, what if it is a box of jewelry rather than a live seal! This example illus-
trates that the actual domain can easily get trapped in small domain resulting from 
concentrating our attention on solving certain problems. In doing so, we might over-
look the tremendous power of the reachable domain and potential domain. 
     In the information era, even the advances of IT and KM can help solve people’s 
decision problems, our actual domain could still easily get trapped, leading us to make 
wrong decision or action. 

Example 4: Dog Food. A dog food company designed a special package that not 
only was nutritious, but also could reduce dogs’ weight. The statistical testing market 
was positive. The company started “mass production”. Its dog food supply was far 
short from meeting the overwhelming demand. Therefore, the company doubled its 
capacity. To their big surprise, after one to two months of excellent sales, the custom-
ers and the wholesalers began to return the dog food package, because the dogs did 
not like to eat it. 
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     Clearly, a decision trap was committed by using statistics on buyers, not on the 
final users (dogs). The KM used statistical method on “wrong” subject and committed 
the trap. If the RD (reachable domain) of the KM could include the buyers and the 
users, the decision traps and wrong decisions might be avoided. 
     There are many methods for helping us to improve or expand our habitual domains 
and avoid decision traps. We list some of them in the following two tables. The inter-
ested reader is referred to Refs. [8] and [9] for more detail. 

Table 1. Eight basic methods for expanding habitual domains 

1. Learning Actively 
2. Take the Higher Position 
3. Active Association 
4. Changing the Relative Parameters 
5. Changing the Environment 
6. Brainstorming 
7. Retreat in Order to Advance 
8. Praying or Meditation 

Table 2. Nine principles for deep knowledge 

1. Deep and Down Principle 
2. Alternating Principle 
3. Contrasting and Complementing Principle 
4. Revolving and Cycling Principle 
5. Inner Connection Principle 
6. Changing and Transforming Principle 
7. Contradiction Principle 
8. Cracking and Ripping Principle 
9. Void Principle 

2.2   Competence Set and Cores of Competence Set 

For each decision problem or event E, there is a competence set consisting of ideas, 
knowledge, skills, and resources for its effective solution. When the decision maker 
(DM) thinks he/she has already acquired and mastered the competence set as per-
ceived, he/she would feel comfortable making the decision. Note that conceptually, 
competence set of a problem may be regarded as a projection of a habitual domain on 
the problem. Thus, it also has potential domain, actual domain, reachable domain, and 
activation probability as described in Sec. 2.1. Also note that through training, educa-
tion, and experience, competence set can be expanded and enriched (i.e. its number of 
elements can be increased and their corresponding activation probability can become 
larger) [8, 9, 10, 11]. 
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     Given an event or a decision problem E which catches our attention at time t, the 
probability or propensity for an idea I or element in Sk (or HD) that can be activated is 
denoted by Pt(I, E). Like a conditional probability, we know that 0 ≤ Pt(I, E) ≤ 1, that 
Pt(I, E) = 0 if I is unrelated to E or I is not an element of PDt (potential domain) at 
time t; and that Pt(I, E) = 1 if I is automatically activated in the thinking process 
whenever E is presented. Empirically, like probability functions, Pt(I, E) may be esti-
mated by determining its relative frequency. For instance, if I is activated 7 out of 10 
times whenever E is presented, then Pt(I, E) may be estimated at 0.7. Probability the-
ory and statistics can then be used to estimate Pt(I, E). 
     The α-core of competence set at time t, denoted by Ct(α, E), is defined to be the 
collection of skills or elements of Sk that can be activated with a propensity larger than 
or equal to α. That is, Ct(α, E)={I| Pt(I, E)≥ α}. 

3   Classification of Decision Problems 

Let the truly need competence set at time t, the acquired skill set at time t, and the α-
core of an acquired skill set at time t be denoted by Trt(E), Skt(E), and Ct(α, E), re-
spectively. Depending on Trt(E), Skt(E), and Ct(α, E), we may classify decision prob-
lems into following categories: 

1. If Trt(E) is well-known and Trt(E) ⊂ Ct(α, E) with high value of α or α→1, then the 
problem is a routine problem, for which satisfactory solutions are readily known 
and routinely used. 

2. Mixed-routine problem consists of a number of routine sub-problems, we may 
decompose it into a number of routine problems to which the current IT can pro-
vide the solutions. 

3. If Trt(E) is only fuzzily known and may not contained in Ct(α, E) with a high value 
of α, then the problem is a fuzzy problem, for which solutions are fuzzily known. 
Note that once the Trt(E) is gradually clarified and contained in α-core with a high 
value of α, the fuzzy problem may gradually become routine problem. 

4. If Trt(E) \ Ct(α, E) is very large relative Ct(α, E) no matter how small is α or Trt(E) 
is unknown and difficult to know, then the problem is a challenging problem. 

So far, KM with IT can accelerate decisions for the routine or mixed-routine prob-
lems. There still are many challenging problems, which cannot be easily solved by 
KM with IT. This is because the needed competence set (Trt(E)) of a challenging 
problem is unknown or only partially known, especially when humans are involved. 
The following illustrates this fact. 

Example 5: Alinsky’s Strategy (Adapted from Alinsky [1]). In 1960 African 
Americans living in Chicago had little political power and were subject to discrimina-
tory treatment in just about every aspect of their lives. Leaders of the black commu-
nity invited Alinsky, a great social movement leader, to participate in their effort. 
Alinsky clearly was aware of deep knowledge principles.  Working with black  leaders  
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he came up with a strategy so alien to city leaders that they would be powerless to 
anticipate it. He would mobilize a large number of people to legally occupy all the 
public restrooms of the O’Hare Airport. Imagine thousands of individuals visit the 
airport daily who were hydraulically loaded (very high level of charge) rushed for 
restroom but there would be no place for all these persons to relieve themselves. 

How embarrassing when the newspaper and media around the world headlined 
and dramatized the situation. As it turned, the plan never was put into operation. City 
authorities found out about Alinsky’s strategy and, realizing their inability to prevent 
its implementation and its potential for damaging the city’s reputation, met with black 
leaders and promised to fulfill several of their key demands. 

     The above example shows us the importance of understanding one’s potential do-
main. At the beginning, African Americans did not entirely know the habitual domain 
of city authorities (a challenging problem). Their campaigns, such as demonstration, 
hunger strike, etc., failed to reach their goal (an actual domain). Alinsky observed a 
potentially high level of charge of the city authorities, the public opinion (potential 
domain), that could force them to act. As a result, the authorities agreed to meet the 
key demands of the black community, with both sides claiming a victory. 

4   Innovation Dynamics 

Without creative ideas and innovation, our lives will be bound in a certain domain and 
become stable. Similarly, without continuous innovation, our business will lose its 
vitality and competitive edge [2], [6]. Bill Gates indicated that Microsoft would col-
lapse in about two years if they do not continue the innovation. 
     In this section, we are going to explore innovation dynamics based on Habitual 
Domains (HD) and Competence Set (CS) Analysis as to increase competitive edge. 
From HD Theory and CS Analysis, all things and humans can release pains and frus-
trations for certain group of people at certain situations and time. Thus all humans and 
things carry the competence (in broad sense, including skills, attitudes, resources, and 
functionalities). For instance, a cup is useful when we need a container to carry water 
as to release our pains and frustrations of having no cup. 
     The competitive edge of an organization or human can be defined as the capability 
to provide right services and products at right price to the target customers earlier than 
the competitors, as to release their pains and frustrations and make them satisfied and 
happy. 
     To be competitive, we therefore need to know what would be the customers’ needs 
as to produce the right products or services at a lower cost and faster than the competi-
tors. At the same time, given a product or service of certain competence or functional-
ity, how to reach out the potential customers as to create value (the value is usually 
positively related to how much we could release the customers’ pains and frustrations). 

If we abstractly regard all humans and things as a set of different CS, then produc-
ing new products or services can be regarded as a transformation of the existent CS to 
a new form of CS. Based on this, we could draw clockwise innovation dynamics as in 
Fig. 2: 
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Fig. 2. Clockwise Innovation Dynamics 

     Although Fig. 2 is self-explaining, the following are worth mentioning: (The num-
bers are corresponding to that of the figure.) 

Note 1: According to HD Theory, when the current states and the ideal goals have 
unfavorable discrepancies (for instance losing money instead of making money, tech-
nologically behind, instead of ahead of, the competitors) will create mental charge 
which can prompt us to work harder to reach our ideal goals. 
Note 2: Producing product and service is a matter of transforming CS from the exist-
ing one to a new form. 
Note 3: Our product could release the charges and pains of certain group of people 
and make them satisfied and happy. 
Note 4: The organization can create or release charges of certain group of people 
through advertising, marketing and selling. 
Note 5: The target group of people will experience the change of charges. When their 
pains and frustrations, by buying our products or services, are relieved and become 
happy, the products and services can create value, which is Note 6. 
Note 7 and Note 8 respectively are the distribution of the created value and reinvest-
ment. To gain the competitive edge, products and services need to be continuously 
upgraded and changed. The reinvestment, Note 8, is needed for research and devel-
opment for producing new product and service. 
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     In a contrast, the innovation dynamics can be counter-clockwise. We could draw 
counter-clockwise innovation dynamics as in Fig. 3: 

 

Fig. 3. Counter-clockwise Innovation Dynamic 

Note 1: According to HD Theory, when the current states and the ideal goals have 
unfavorable discrepancies will create mental charge which can prompt us to work 
harder to reach our ideal goals. 
Note 2: In order to make profit, organization must create value. 
Note 3: According to CS analysis, all things carry competence which can release pains 
and frustrations for certain group of people at certain situations and time. 
Note 4: New business opportunities could be found by understanding and analyzing 
the pains and frustrations of certain group of people. 
Note 5: Reallocation or expansion of competence set is needed for innovating prod-
ucts or services to release people’s pains and frustrations. 

Innovation needs creative ideas, which are outside the existing HD and must be 
able to relieve the pains and frustrations of certain people. From this point of view, the 
method of expanding and upgrading our HDs becomes readily applicable. Innovation 
can be defined as the work and process to transform the creative ideas into reality as to 
create the value expected. It includes planning, executing (building structures, organi-
zation, processes, etc.), and adjustment. It could demand hard working, perseverance, 
persistence and competences. Innovation is, therefore, a process of transforming the 
existing CS toward a desired CS (product or service). 
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5   Conclusions 

With the advances of information technologies including computer, network, etc. 
Knowledge Management (KM) has been rapidly innovated in recent years. KM is 
useless if it cannot help some people release their frustrations and pains, or if it cannot 
help them make better decisions. The challenging for KM nowadays is how can it be 
developed to maximize its value to help solve complex problems. 
     This article discussed four categories of decision problems: routine, mixed-routine, 
fuzzy, and challenging problems. Many routine problems can be solved by KM/IT. 
For mixed-routine and fuzzy problems, we may decompose it into a number of solv-
able routine sub-problems. As to challenging problems, one must expand his/her ha-
bitual domain or think deeper into reachable domain even potential domain, to find 
effective solution and avoid decision traps. 
     This paper also addressed “Innovation Dynamics” for a systematic view of innova-
tion. Though KM can clarify what are the needed competence set, and may speed up 
the process of expansion of competence set. KM/IT may also lead us into traps as to 
make wrong decisions or transactions. This is most likely when we are confronted 
with challenging problems and we are in a state of high level of charge. 
     Many research problems are open for exploration. For instance, in the innovation 
dynamics, each link of Fig. 2 and 3 involves a number of routine, fuzzy and challeng-
ing problems. How do use KM/IT, HD, CS to help the decision maker to make good 
(optimal) decisions easily and quickly, so that we could relieve their pains and frustra-
tion, and create value? 
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Abstract. The field of Knowledge Management (KM) has already completed 
its initiatory phase, characterized by operational confusion between knowledge 
and information, stemming from the tenuous notion of “explicit knowledge”. 
Consequently, the progress of KM has been much slower than would the 
significance of knowledge management in a modern enterprise indicate. Here 
we propose and discuss four cornerstones for returning to the roots of 
knowledge management and so moving forward towards a new phase of KM. 
We discuss the roots of reliable knowledge thinking and theory in economics, 
management and philosophy. Then we formulate clear, unambiguous and 
pragmatic definitions and distinctions of knowledge and information, establish 
simple and natural measures of the value of knowledge and propose the 
Knowledge-Information (KnowIn) continuum and its circulatory nature in 
managing knowledge of the enterprise. Autopoietic cycle A-C-I-S is elaborated 
to that purpose. We conclude the paper by discussing some implications of the 
new KM for strategy and strategic management. 

1   Introduction 

The field of Knowledge Management (KM) has already completed its initial cycle of 
relative euphoria and fashion with rather unimpressive practical results. This is 
because KM lacked reliable and self-confident definition and differentiation from 
information, information management and IT applications. This allowed an “easy 
entry” of a large variety of enthusiasts who were able to interpret “knowledge” in 
whichever suitable way. Such phenomenon is well documented by an unusual swell 
of thousands of KM books and articles. Opportunistic entries resulted in equally 
opportunistic exits. Consequently, the field of KM has lost its ways [8]. 
     Yet, knowledge based strategy and therefore also KM undoubtedly represent one 
of the most significant advances in economics, management and business enterprise 
of modern era. The earliest expositions and formulations of Knowledge Management 
come from the 1980s, as for example in [12, 13]. 
     At least four cornerstones have to be re-established before fully capitalizing on the 
KM promise of such import and magnitude: 
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1. Return to the firm roots of reliable knowledge thinking and theory in economics, 
management and philosophy. 

2. Formulate clear, unambiguous and pragmatic definitions and distinctions of 
knowledge and information. 

3. Establish simple and natural measures of the value of knowledge. 
4. Propose the Knowledge-Information (KnowIn) continuum and its circulatory 

nature in the enterprise. 

     Other aspects, like strategy, technology, human resources and organizational 
environment are also important, but can be more or less derived from the above four 
cornerstones of conceptual foundations of KM. Observe that all four cornerstones are 
interconnected in a legacy progression, the next always based on the preceding one. 
     In this paper we concentrate on outlining the four cornerstones, with a short 
conclusion exploring the nature of strategy and strategic management from the 
vantage point of the new KM.   

1   Forward to the Roots of Knowledge 

Although we have to return back to the roots [3, 4], in the context of KM such move 
represents a step forward. This apparent contradiction is intentional. 
     A useful and practical philosophical foundation of knowledge comes from 
American pragmatists, especially from C. I. Lewis’s system of conceptualistic 
pragmatism [5], rooted in the thought of Peirce, James and Dewey[2].  

Pragmatist philosophical roots firmly established that knowledge is: 

1. Action oriented 
2. Socially established 
3. Relatively interpreted 

     First, knowledge is action. This is also echoed in Polanyi’s “All knowledge is 
tacit” [9]. There is no “explicit” knowledge, only information. Second, knowledge is 
consensually social and without a social context there can be no knowledge. Third, 
although the "given" of sensory data and experience remains absolute, its 
classification and its relation to other things is relative to a given context of 
experience and intended action. 
     Lewis captured the social dimension of knowledge through his term community of 
action. Congruity of behavior and consensual human cooperation are the ultimate 
tests of shared knowledge. The purpose of communication is coordination of action 
and behavior: It is therefore essential that all of its aspects remain consensual. 
     Knowledge cannot be separated from the process of knowing (establishing 
relationships). Knowledge and knowing are identical: knowledge is process. 
     What is meant when we say that somebody knows or possesses knowledge? We 
imply that we expect one to be capable of coordinated action towards some goals and 
objectives. Coordinated action is the test of possessing knowledge. Knowledge 
without action reduces to simple information or data. Maturana and Varela [6] put it 
very succintly: All doing is knowing, and all knowing is doing. 
     Clearly, “explicit knowledge”, repositories of data and information (data banks, 
encyclopaedias, expert systems) are only passive recordings, descriptions of 
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knowledge. Only coordinated human action, i. e., process of relating such components 
into coherent patterns, which turn out to be successful in achieving goals and 
purposes, qualifies as knowledge. 
     Among the myriads of possible postulated relationships among objects, only some 
result in a coordinated action. Every act of knowing brings forth a world. We "bring 
forth" a hypothesis about the relationships and test it through action; if we succeed in 
reaching our goal - we know.      

     Bringing forth a world of coordinated action is human knowledge. 

     Bringing forth a world manifests itself in all our action and all our being. Knowing 
is effective [i. e., coordinated and "successful"] action. 
     Knowledge as an effective action enables a living (human) being to persist in its 
coordinated existence in a specific environment from which it continually brings forth 
its own world of action. All knowing is coordinated action by the knower and 
therefore depends on the "structure" of the knower. The way knowledge can be 
brought forth in doing depends on the nature of "doing" as it is implied by the 
organization of the knower and his circumstance (working environment). 

3   Definition of Knowledge 

Clear, unambiguous and operational definition of knowledge is essential and without 
it the field of KM cannot progress in either theory or practice. 
     Based on the preceding philosophical foundations, we can advance the simplest 
possible definitions for the purposes of effective KM [14]. 

     Knowledge is purposeful coordination of action. 

     The quality and effectiveness of achieved purpose is the evidence (and measure) of 
knowledge. 

     Information is symbolic description of action. 

     Any action, past, current or future, can be described and captured through symbols. 
All such descriptions are information. All those rules, formulas, frames, plans, scripts, 
and semantic networks are information, not forms of knowledge. It is not a set of rules 
or a formal representation of knowledge, i. e. information, that is critical to 
intelligence, but rather the mind’s coordination of the body’s experiences and actions, 
i. e. knowledge.  
     Knowledge is rooted in each individual’s actions, behavior and experiences and 
therefore partially embedded in the process that is being coordinated.  
     The differences between knowledge and information are significant, qualitative 
and striking – as the differences between action and its description should be. I know 
because I do. I have information because I describe. 
     There can be too much information (information overload) but there can never be 
too much knowledge: There is no knowledge overload. 
     Information is only one of the inputs into the process coordination. Knowledge is 
coordination itself. There can be too many inputs, but coordination can only be better 
or worse. Information can be correct or incorrect, right or wrong, true or misleading. 
Knowledge can only be more or less effective. 
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     Knowledge is always gradual, from less to more (effective). In this sense, it is not 
correct or incorrect: it is not an input. 
     Knowledge refers to the processing of inputs through coordination of action. The 
rules of coordination (sequences, patterns, levels of performance), derived from 
experience, observation, consensus or social prescription, are characteristic of 
knowledge, not of information. What are these rules and how are they followed are 
among the determinants of forms of knowledge. 

     Skills. If the rules are internally determined and controlled by the subject, we 
speak of skills. Skills can be validated by the action’s outcome only. There is no need 
for social sanction or approval of the rules. Robinson Crusoe has skills as all 
autodidacts have skills. Neither have knowledge. 

     Knowledge. If the rules adhered to are established externally, in a social context 
and validation, then we can speak of knowledge rather than skills. Knowledge is 
recognized and validated socially. (One cannot say “I know” – unless one is an 
autodidact (amateur or diletante) and thus self-exempt from the rules. Only others - 
family, community or society – can testify to one’s knowledge.) One cannot claim 
knowledge without proper social validation.  

     Expertise. If the external rules are mastered and performed at a socially respected 
degree and if the actor can reflect upon the rules with respect to their improvement or 
change, then knowledge becomes expertise. An expert gains socially sanctioned 
power over the rules so that they no longer need to be obeyed. Expertise is an 
acquired ability to change the rules. 
     Observe that the difference between skills and knowledge is not based on the 
outcome. A skillful person can sometimes achieve a better outcome than a 
knowledgeable person, but it is not equally socially recognized and valued. Skill is 
based on the outcome only. Knowledge is based on both the outcome and the process 
leading to it. Expertise is masterful knowledge and cannot grow out of skills. 
     While skills, knowledge and expertise are all related to know-how – how to 
achieve a given or stated purpose, or to know-what – how to state or select a purpose 
to be pursued, the notion of wisdom is related to know-why.  
     Knowledge is related to both efficiency (know-how) and effectiveness (know-what) 
while wisdom is related to explicability (know-why). Having information is far from 
being knowledgeable. Being knowledgeable still does not imply wisdom. 
     One can be knowledgeable without being wise. Many use information and follow 
given rules efficiently: they acquire dexterity and become specialists. Others choose 
their goals and change the rules with the approval of others – and become experts. But 
even the masters of rules and purposes are not wise if they cannot satisfactorily 
explain why particular purposes, rules or courses of action should be chosen or 
rejected.  

     Wisdom is socially accepted or experience validated explication of purpose.  
     Enhancing human wisdom, pursuing practices and systems that are not only 
efficient or effective, but also wise, i. e., building wisdom systems, is the next frontier 
of the long and tortuous progression from data and information to knowledge and 
wisdom.  
     It is probably useful to expand on a definition of communication.  
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     Communication is closely related to both knowledge and information. 
Conventional wisdom would weaken the usefulness of the concept of communication 
by including any information transfer in its domain. 
     We communicate with each other through language. Language is a system of 
symbolic descriptions of action. We exchange these symbolic labels (information) in 
order to coordinate our action and modify behavior. When such coordination or 
modification occurs, we communicate. When it does not, we just transfer information. 

     Communication occurs when the result of a particular exchange of information (e. 
g., linguistic labels) is the coordination of action (doings, operations) or modification 
of behavior. 

     Clearly, language is not a system of communication, yet communication occurs 
through language. 
     What is the difference between action and behavior? Action is the result of 
deliberate decision making [15] within new contexts and circumstances. Behavior is a 
habitual or automated response to repeating circumstances within a known context. 
Both are affected by communication. 

     Communication is consequential exchange of information. 

4   Natural Measure of Knowledge 

Knowledge must be measured in a simple, natural way, not through a complex 
arificial formula or construct. 
     Based on the definition of knowledge as purposeful coordination of action, one can 
derive a natural measure of knowledge as a value attributed to coordination.  
     Knowledge is neither intangible nor abstract and it is not difficult to measure. 
Knowledge produces very tangible outcomes of real value to the approving society. 
Information, as a description of action, may be difficult to measure – it has no 
tangible outcome per se. The value of information is intangible, unless it becomes an 
input into measurable action, i. e. knowledge. Action itself (knowledge) is eminently 
measurable because its outcomes can be observed, measured and valued.  
     Knowledge is measured by the value that our coordination of effort, action and 
process adds to inputs of material, technology, energy, services, information, time, 
etc. 

     Knowledge is measured by added value. 

     Value of any produced item, product or service, is a combination of purchased or 
otherwise externally or internally acquired inputs and work and labor (coordinated 
performance of operations constituting the process). This value have to be socially 
recognized and accepted: by the market, by the purchaser, sponsor, peer group, 
community, family and so on. If nobody wants my product then it is irrelevant how 
many inputs, how much time and effort have I expended. My knowledge has no 
value. 
     If somebody pays for my product (in money or in kind) then its market or social 
value has been established. To derive the value of knowledge, we have to correct the 
value of product by subtracting all (including information) external and internal 
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purchases (their market value) or used and otherwise valued acquisitions. In corporate 
setting, we also subtract operating cost and general administrative cost. 
     As a result we obtain added value (to inputs) or added value per hour or worker. 
Such conceived added value is due to action or process, its performance and 
coordination. There are three components to added value: labor, work and 
coordination. 
     One has to pay wages to labor (performance of externally coordinated operations) 
and work (internally coordinated operations). In addition, one has to pay salaries for 
any employed coordination services. Observe that both wages and salaries can only be 
covered from the added value. Labor, work and management are not (or should not 
be) inputs, but forms of coordination and performance of the process. If no value has 
been added, no payment of wages and salaries can be sustained. 
      “Work” can be defined as economically purposeful activity requiring substantial 
human coordination of task and action. “Job” designates the kind of work that is 
performed contractually, that is, explicitly for remuneration and in the employ of 
others. “Labor” (often used as a synonym for hard work or toil) can more properly be 
related to performing simplified work-components or tasks without engaging in their 
substantial coordination towards given purposes. Work often involves labor but not 
vice versa. Work involves coordination of tasks while labor relates only to their 
performance. After we subtract from added value the cost of labor (considered 
material input), what remains is the value of knowledge applied to the process. 
     Added value measures knowledge, the contribution of coordination of action 
through work and management. 
     The relativity of the value of knowledge is clear. The same expenditure of 
coordination effort, time, skills and work can have great value in one context and no 
value in another. The same level of knowledge can have great value in New York and 
no value in Prague – and vice versa. All knowledge is relative and its value is derived 
from the context of its application. This is why knowledge cannot be measured from 
inputs and through apriori expenditures of time, effort and skills. Knowledge is not 
primary but secondary, a derived category: derived from the value of its outcome. The 
amount of knowledge does not determine the value of its outcome, but the value of 
the outcome determines the value of knowledge applied. 
     No amount of information, duration of study, hard work or dedicated effort can 
guarantee the value of knowledge. All such effort has to be socially accepted and 
sanctioned, its value affirmed and validated. Otherwise it can be wrong, misplaced, 
unuseful and unvalued – regardless of the effort. 
     In education we mostly acquire information (description of action), not knowledge 
(action itself). We study cookbooks but rarely learn to cook. Information is necessary 
and potentially useful, easy to transmit. But information is not knowledge. 
     In a world of global communications and information sharing we are less and less 
going to be paid for having information and more and more for knowing, for being 
able to coordinate action successfully (pay for knowledge). The value of education 
rooted in information is going to decline, education for knowledge is going to rise. 
     In this context, it becomes apparent that confusing information with knowledge is 
rapidly becoming counterproductive. After reading hundreds of cookbooks, I am still 
not a viable chef. I still do not know how to coordinate action, my own or others. 
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After reading hundreds of textbooks on management, I am still not a manager. I still 
do not know how to manage enterprise, my own or of others.  
     One of the cruelest outcomes of education is instilling the feeling that information 
is knowledge in unexperienced novices. Studying description of action does not 
guarantee knowledge of action. 
     This is why even the oxymoronic connection “explicit knowledge”, implying that 
somehow a symbolic description is some sort of “knowledge”, is not only confusing 
and unscientific, but also damaging and fundamentally untrue. 
     Witness K. E. Sveiby [10]: “All knowledge is either tacit or rooted in tacit 
knowledge. All our knowledge therefore rests in the tacit dimension,” or M. Polanyi 
[9]: “Knowledge is an activity which would be better described as a process of 
knowing.” So it would be. To know is to do. 
     The field of KM has to abandon its initial cycle and leap forward to its roots.  

5   KnowIn Circulatory System  

It is important that knowledge and information become inteconnected in an integrated, 
mutually enhancing system of autopoietic self-production cycle of KnowIn 
circulation. 
     Clearly, there is a useful connection between action and its description, between 
knowledge and information. While knowledge management should include 
information management, information management cannot include knowledge 
management. Process can include its inputs, but no single input can include its 
process.  
     Knowledge produces more knowledge with the help of intermediate information. 
The purpose is to produce more knowledge, not more information. 
     In order to do that effectively, we have to integrate knowledge and information 
(KnowIn) flows into a unified system of transformations. It is insufficient, although 
necessary, to manage, manipulate, mine and massage data and information. It is 
incomplete and inadequate to manage knowledge without managing its descriptions. 
Its is both necessary and sufficient to manage integrated and interdependent KnowIn 
flows. 

     Purpose of knowledge is more knowledge, not more information. 

     Useful knowledge is codified into its recording or description. Obtained 
information is combined and adjusted to yield actionable information. Actionable 
information forms an input into effective coordination of action (knowledge). 
Effective knowledge is then socialized and shared, transformed into useful 
knowledge. In short, the cycle 

Knowledge -> Information -> Knowledge 

can be broken into its constituent transformations: 

1. Articulation: knowledge -> information 
2. Combination: information -> information 
3. Internalization: information -> knowledge 
4. Socialization: knowledge -> knowledge 
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     These labels are due to Nonaka’s [7] transitions of knowledge: tacit to explicit, 
Articulation; explicit to explicit, Combination; explicit to tacit, Internalization; and 
tacit to tacit, Socialization. They are not separate dimensions and should not be 
separately treated. 
     The above sequence A-C-I-S of KnowIn flows is continually repeated in a circular 
organization of knowledge production. 

Every enterprise, individual or collective, is engaged in two types of production: 

1. Production of the other (products, services), heteropoiesis 
2. Production of itself (ability to produce, knowledge), autopoiesis 

     Production of the other is dependent on the production of itself. Any successful, 
sustainable enterprise must continually produce itself, its own ability to produce, in 
order to produce the other, its products and services. Production, renewal and 
improvement of knowledge to produce is necessary for producing anything. 
     Knowledge production (production of itself) has traditionally been left unmanaged 
and uncoordinated. The focus used to be on the product or service, on “the other”. In 
the era od global competition the omission of knowledge management is no longer 
affordable. Knowledge production leads to sustained competitive products and 
services but not the other way around. Even the most successful products do not 
guarantee sustained knowledge base and competitiveness of the enterprise. 
     The A-C-I-S cycle is concerned with autopoiesis [18], the production of itself. 
Traditional management is focused on its products and services, while neglecting its 
own continued ability to produce requisite knowledge for their production. Therein 
lies the imperative for knowledge management in the global era: information is 
becoming abundant, more accessible and cheaper, while knowledge is increasingly 
scarce, valued and more expensive commodity. There are too many people with a lot 
of information, but too few with useful and effective knowledge. 
     A-C-I-S Cycle. We can now characterize all four essential transformations in 
greater detail: 

1. Articulation: transformation (knowledge -> information) is designed to describe, 
record and preserve the acquired, tested and provenly effective knowledge and 
experience in a form of symbolic description. All such symbolic descriptions, like 
records, manuals, recipes, databases, graphs, diagrams, digital captures and expert 
systems, but also books, “cookbooks” and procedures, help to create symbolic 
memory of the enterprise. This phase creates the information necessary for its 
subsequent combination and recombination into forms suitable for new and 
effective action.  

2. Combination: transformation (information -> information) is the simplest as it is 
the only one taking place entirely in the symbolic domain. This is the content of 
traditional information management and technology (IT). It transforms one 
symbolic description into another, more suitable (actionable) symbolic 
description. It involves data and information processing, data mining, data 
warehousing, documentation, databases and other combinations. The purpose is 
to make information actionable, a useful input into coordination process. 

3. Internalization: transformation (information -> knowledge) is the most 
important and demanding phase of the cycle: how to use information for effective 
action, for useful knowledge. Symbolic memory should not be passive, 
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information just laying about in libraries, databases, computers and networks. 
Information has to be actively internalized in human abilities, coordinations, 
activities, operations and decisions – in human action. Only through action 
information attains value, gains context and interpretation and - connected with 
the experience of the actor – becomes reflected in the quality of achieved results. 

4. Socialization: transformation (knowledge -> knowledge) is related to sharing, 
propagating, learning and transfer of knowledge among various actors, coordinators 
and decision makers. Without such sharing through the community of action 
knowledge loses its social dimension and becomes ineffective. Through intra- and 
inter-company communities, markets, fairs and incubators we connect experts with 
novices, customers with specialists, employees with management for the purposes 
of learning through example, practice, training, instruction and debate. Learning 
organization can emerge and become effective only through socialization of 
knowledge. 

     The A-C-I-S cycle is continually repeated and renewed on improved, more effective 
levels through each iteration. All phases, not just the traditional combination of IT, have 
to be managed and coordinated as a system.  
     Circular KnowIn flows are stimulated, coordinated and maintained by a catalytic 
function of Knowledge Exchange Hub (KEH). This KEH functions under the 
supervision of KM Coordinator who is responsible for maintaining the four 
transformations A-C-I-S. 
     For the first two transformations, Tuggle and Goldfinger [11] developed a partial 
methodology for externalizing (or articulating) knowledge embedded in organizational 
processes. Any such externalization produces useful information [1]. It consists of four 
steps. First, a process important to the organization is selected. Second, a map of the 
selected process is produced (by specifying its steps and operations and identifying who 
is involved in executing the process, what are the inputs and the outputs). Third, the 
accuracy of the process map needs to be verified. Fourth, we examine the process map 
for extracting the embedded information: What does the process reveal about the 
characteristics of the person executing the process? What about the nature of the work 
performed? What about the organization in which this process occurs? Why is this 
process important to the organization in question? What benefit (added value) does the 
process contribute to the organization?  
     There are two forms of information extracted from the process mapping. The first 
extraction produces information about process structure while the second extraction 
produces information about process coordination. By producing a map of the process, a 
symbolic description of action, one extracts information about the process. The second 
extraction works with the process map directly (extracting information from 
information), i. e. shifting into Combination of A-C-I-S. It describes properties about 
the agent conducting the process, insights regarding the steps carried out in executing 
the process, and revealed understandings about the communications going on during the 
execution of the process. 
     This methodology involves only the A-C portion of the A-C-I-S cycle. The all 
important stages of Internalization and Socialization are not yet addressed. This 
incompleteness is probably due to the Nonaka [7] induced habit of treating the 
dimensions of A-C-I-S as separate, autonomous and independent. They form an 
autopoietic cycle and cannot be separated.  
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A-C-I-S cycle has autopoietic organization [16, 17], defined as a network of 
processes of: 

1) Knowledge Production (Poiesis): the rules governing the process of creation of new 
knowledge through Internalization of information.  

2) Knowledge Bonding (Linkage): the rules governing the process of Socialization of 
knowledge within the enterprise.  

3) Knowledge Degradation (Information Renewal and Replenishment): the rules 
associated with the process of transforming knowledge into information through 
Articulation and Combination. 

     All three types of constitutive processes must be well balanced and functioning in 
harmony. If one of the three types is missing or if one or two types predominate (out-of-
balance system), then the organization can either be heteropoietic or allopoietic, i. e., 
capable of producing only “the other” rather than itself.  
     Any self-sustaining system will have the processes of production, bonding and 
degradation concatenated in a balanced way, so that the production rate does not 
significantly exceed the replenishment rate, and vice versa. Self-sustaining systems will 
be autopoietic in an environment of shared or common resources; such a business 
enterprise would resemble a living organism rather than mechanistic machinery. 
     Autopoietic knowledge systems, in spite of their rich metaphoric and 
anthropomorphic meanings and intuitions, are simply networks characterized by inner 
coordination of individual actions achieved through communication among temporary 
member-agents. The key words are coordination, communication, and limited 
individual life span of members. Coordinated behavior includes both cooperation and 
competition.  
     So we, as individuals, can coordinate our own actions in the environment only if we 
coordinate it with the actions of other participants in the same, intersecting or shared 
network. In order to achieve this, we have to in-form (change) the environment so that 
the actions of others are suitably modified: we have to communicate. As all other 
individuals are attempting to do the same, a knowledge network of coordination 
emerges, and, if successful, it is being "selected" and persists. Such a network then 
improves our ability to coordinate our own actions effectively. Cooperation, 
competition, altruism, and self-interest are inseparable. Business enterprise becomes a 
living organism. 
     Any self-sustainable system must secure, enhance and preserve communication (and 
thus coordinated action) among its components or agents as well as their own 
coordination and self-coordination competencies. Systems with limited or curtailed 
communication can be sustained and coordinated only through external commands or 
feedback; they are not self-sustaining. Hierarchies of command are sustainable but not 
self-sustaining. Their organization is machine-like, based on processing information, not 
on producing knowledge.  
     We have established that consensual (unforced) and purposeful (goal-directed) 
coordination of action is knowledge. Self-sustainable systems must maintain their 
ability to coordinate their own actions – producing knowledge. Self-sustaining systems 
must be knowledge producing, not only information, labor or money consuming 
entities. 
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6   Knowledge Based Strategy  

One of the main implications of the new KM is the realization that strategy should be 
based on knowledge rather than information and rooted in action rather than its 
symbolic description. 
     Traditionally, the organization executives prepare a set of statements, descriptions 
of future action: mission, vision, set of goals, plan or pattern for action and similar 
artefacts. Observe that all these statements are nothing but information. It all remains 
to be translated into action. That is where most organization executives stumble. 
     How do you transform information into knowledge? How do you carry out the 
Internalization phase of A-C-I-S? They can all write statements, but can they do? All 
the statements, from mission to plan are “above the cloud line”. They do not see from 
the high clear skies of information down into the confusing reality of knowledge. So, 
it does not work. 
     So, we have to start anew. 
     Strategy is about what you do, not about what you say you do or desire to do. 
Strategy is about action, not about description of action. Strategy is about doing, not 
about talking about it. 

     Your strategy is what you do. And what you do is your strategy. 

     All the rest is words. 
     All organizations do and so all organizations have strategy, whether or not they 
realize it. 
     Executives have to stop managing information through issuing statements and start 
managing knowledge through coordinating action. There are no strategic, tactical and 
operational levels: everything takes place below the cloud line, separating information 
from knowledge. Everything useful is operational. 
     First, one has to create a detailed map of corporate activities to find out what is 
company doing, reveal its own strategy. Remarkably, many corporations do not know 
what they do, do not know their own strategy. They only know what they say, their 
own statements. 
     Second, after creating activity map, one has to analyze the activities by 
benchmarking them with respect to competitors, industry standards or stated 
aspirations. 
     Third, value-curve maps are created in order to differentiate one’s activities from 
those of competition. Differentiation, not imitation, is the key to competitiveness and 
strategy. 
     Fourth, selected activities are changed in order to fill the spaces revealed by value-
curve maps as most effective for successful differentiatiation. 
     So, we change our action, and thus our strategy, without ever leaving the action 
domain. Our strategy remains what we are doing, even though we are doing 
something else. No need to implement or execute our “strategy” (set of statements) – 
it has already been enacted. 
     Executives “execute” their strategic statements. Their strategies are hard to 
execute. They are probably created “above the cloud line”, far removed from the 
doing, and should not be executed at all. Their effective (forced) execution is likely to 
damage the corporation and its strategic resilience. 
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     Once we have effectively changed our activities and differentiated our action, there 
is nothing to prevent excutives from describing the newly created strategy: They can 
derive their missions and visions as a description of true action, from bottom up, 
reflecting a real strategy – and take them above the cloud line. Their company will 
prosper. 
     Strategic management is all about doing, producing and creating. How do we 
produce knowledge, capability, core values, alliances, and networks? How do we do? 
     Therein lies the new promise and challenge of Knowledge Management.  
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Abstract. In this new hybrid model of nonlinear classifier, unlike the classical 
linear classifier where the feature attributes influence the classifying attribute 
independently, the interaction among the influences from the feature attributes 
toward the classifying attribute is described by a signed fuzzy measure. An 
optimized Choquet integral with respect to an optimized signed fuzzy measure 
is adopted as a nonlinear projector to map each observation from the sample 
space onto a one-dimensional space. Thus, combining a criterion concerning the 
weighted Euclidean distance, the new linear classifier also takes account of the 
elliptic-clustering character of the classes and, therefore, is much more 
powerful than some existing classifiers. Such a classifier can be applied to deal 
with data even having classes with some complex geometrical shapes such as 
crescent (cashew-shaped) classes. 

1   Introduction 

Classification is one of the important methods for pattern recognition [1, 10]. It has 
been applied in data mining widely. The simplest and fundamental model of 
classification is the two-class linear classifier that divides the feature space into two 
parts by a hyperplane. Applying any linear classifier needs a basic assumption that 
there is no interaction among the strengths of the influences from individual feature 
attributes toward the classifying attribute, that is, the joint influence from a set of 
feature attributes toward the classifying attribute is just a linear combination of the 
influences from individual feature attributes in the set toward the classifying attribute. 
However, the above-mentioned interaction cannot be ignored in many real problems. 
Due to the interaction, the geometrical shapes may be various. Some previous works 
[2, 3, 11, 12] have adopted nonadditive set functions to describe such an interaction 
among the feature attributes directly and used nonlinear integrals (such as the 
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Choquet integral [4, 7, 8]) as a projector from the feature space to a one-dimensional 
space. As a continuation of these previous works, this paper provides a new hybrid 
model of nonlinear classifier that combines the Choquet deviation and the weighted 
Euclidean distance. Thus, the new nonlinear classifier also takes account of the 
elliptic-clustering character of the classes and, therefore, is much more powerful than 
some existing classifiers. Such a classifier can be applied to deal with data even 
having classes with some complex geometrical shapes such as crescent 
(cashew-shaped) classes. 

2   Basic Concepts and Notations 

Consider m feature attributes, mxxx ..., ,, 21 , and a classifying attribute, y, in a 
database. Attributes mxxx ..., ,, 21  are numerical, while y is categorical with a range 
C = {c1, c2, …,cn} where each ck, ,..., ,2,1 nk =  is the indicator of a class and may be 
symbolic or numerical. Denote }..., ,,{ 21 mxxx  by X. The m-dimensional Euclidean 
space is the feature space. An n-classifier is an n-partition of the feature space with a 
one-to-one correspondence to C. It should be determined based on a sufficient data set. 
The data set consists of l observations of mxxx ..., ,, 21  and y, and has a form as  

 x1 x2 … xm y 

 f11 f12 … f1m y1 

 f21 f22 … f2m y2 

 

 fl1 fl2 … flm yl 

where row  

 fi1 fi2 … fim yi 

is the i-th observation of attributes mxxx ..., ,, 21  and y with ),( ∞−∞∈ijf  and 
Cyi ∈  for li ,...,2,1=  and mj ..., ,2,1= . Positive integer l is called the size of the 

data, and should be much larger than m. The observation of mxxx ..., ,, 21  can be 
regarded as a function ),( : ∞−∞→Xf . It is a point in the feature space. Thus, the 
i-th observation of mxxx ..., ,, 21  is denoted by if , and we write )( jiij xff = , 

mj ..., ,2,1=  for li ..., ,2,1= . Let == ik yiI { ck}, nk ..., ,2,1= . Then, { 1I , 2I , …, 

nI } is an n-partition of index set {1, 2, …, l}. 
 The interaction among the influences of feature attributes toward the classifying 
attribute is described by a set function μ defined on the power set of X satisfying the 
condition of vanishing at the empty set, i.e., μ: P ),()( ∞−∞→X  with μ(∅) = 0. For 
convenience, we also require that 1)( =Xμ . Set function μ may not be additive or 
nonnegative, or neither. Such a set function is called a pseudo-regular signed fuzzy 
measure. A pseudo-regular singed fuzzy measure defined on P(X) is identified with a 
vector of order 22 −m : (μ1, μ2, …, 22 −mμ ), where hμ  = )}{(

1=jh
jxμ  if h is 

expressed in binary digits as 11 hhh mm ⋅⋅⋅−  for every 22..., ,2,1 −= mh . 
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The generalized Choquet integral of a function, f, with respect to pseudo-regular 
signed fuzzy measure μ is defined by 

∞−
∞+−= 0

0
)(]1)([ αμαμμ αα dFdFdf  

when not both terms on the right-hand side are infinite, where set })({ αα ≥= xfxF  
is called the α-cut set of function f for any ),( ∞−∞∈α . The generalized Choquet 
integral can be calculated through the following formula: 

−

=
=

12

1

m

h
hhzfd μμ  

where 

−=>−
=

⋅=⋅=

 otherwise                              ,0

12or  0  isit  if     ,maxmin
01

m
j

h
j

h
h

hff
z jj   for 12..., ,2,1 −= mh , 

and 112 =−mμ , in which )( jj xff =⋅ . In the above expression, a convention that the 

maximum taken on an empty set has value zero is adopted. 

Given two constants 1c  and 2c , functions ),0[ : ∞→Xa  with 

0)(min
1

=
≤≤ j

mj
xa  and ]1 ,1[ : −→Xb  with 1)(max

1
=

≤≤
j

mj
xb , and given a 

pseudo-regular signed fuzzy measure μ, inequality 21 )( cdbfac ≤+≤ μ  represents 

a subset of the feature space. Such a region can reflect the interaction among the 

influences from feature attributes toward the classifying attribute and, therefore, can 

be adopted as a frame to each component of the n-partition of the feature space. 

Simply, we denote )( jxa  by ja  and )( jxb  by jb  for mj ..., ,2,1= , i.e., 

),...,,( 21 maaaa =  and ),...,,( 21 mbbbb = . 

3   Main Algorithm 

(1) Input the data set. Create l, m, n, and nonempty sets Ik, k = 1, 2, …, n.  
(2) Choose a large prime s as the seed for the random number generator. Set the 

value for each parameter listed in the following. 

 λ: The bit length of each gene, i.e., λ bits are used for expressing each gene. It 
depends on the required precision of the results. e.g., λ=10 means that the 
precision is almost 310− . Its default is 10. 

 P and q: The population sizes used in GAI and GAII. They should be large 
positive even integers. Their defaults are 200 and 100 respectively. 
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 α1, β1, α2 and β2: The probabilities used in a random switch in GAI and GAII to 
control the choice of genetic operators for producing offspring from selected 
parents. They should satisfy the condition that 0≥iα , 0≥iβ , and 

1≤+ ii βα  for .2,1=i  Their defaults are 0.2, 0.5, 0.2, and 0.5 respectively. 
 ε1 and ε2: Small positive numbers used in the stopping controller in GAI. Their 

defaults are 610−  and 1010−  respectively. 
 t1 and t2: The limit numbers of generations that have no significant progression 

successively in GAI and GAII. Their defaults are 10 and 100 respectively.  
 w: the weight for using weighted Euclidean distance in GAI. Its default is 0.1. 

(3) Let }{ kik IifD ∈= , k = 1, 2, …, n. For each kD , take it as D and run GAI. 
The obtained result is saved as )(ka , )(kb , )(kc , )(kμ , )(

*
kf , 2

ks , 2
kd , and 

2
kσ .  

(4) Rearrange kD , k = 1, 2, …, n, as 
kpD , k = 1, 2, …, n, such that 

222
21 nppp σσσ ≤⋅⋅⋅≤≤  

 where ( nppp ,...,, 21 ) is a permutation of (1,2,…,n). 

(5) From 1=k  to nk =  successively, taking )(k
pk

D  as A and )(k
p

ki i
D

>
 as B, and 

using )( kpa , )( kpb , )( kpc , )( kpμ , )(
*

kpf , 2
kps , and 2

kpd , run GAII, where 
)(k

pi
D , nkki ,...,1, += , is the adjustment of 

ipD , i.e., the remainder of 
ipD  by 

erasing those data that have already been classified into the previous classes 
ipc
′
, 

1,...,2,1 −=′ ki . The obtained 0ξ  and 0η  are saved as 
kpξ  and 

kpη , 

nk ,...,2,1= . 

(6) Stop. 

4   Genetic Algorithm I (GAI for Determining the Location and Shape of 

Each Class) 

Given a nonempty subset of data with a form }{ IifD i ∈= , where I is a nonempty 

index set, its location and shape may be described by vectors a, b, constant c, and 

pseudo-regular signed fuzzy measure μ. These parameters can be determined 

according to the criterion that  

∈
+−=

Ii
i dbfac

I
s 22 ])([

1 μ  

is minimized, where I  is the cardinality of I. Constant c is called the Choquet 

projected mean of D, μ is called the eigenmeasure of D, and 22
* min s=σ  is called 

the Choquet projected variance of D. The Choquet centroid of D is point *f  in the 
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feature space whose j-th coordinate is 
j

j
j b

ac
f

−
=*  when 0≠jb , mj ..., ,2,1= . 

Any j-th dimension of the feature space with 0=jb  will be rejected and then the 

Choquet centroid will be considered in the relevant lower-dimensional space. 

Minimizing 2s  is the main criterion of the optimization. However, another criterion 

that the data should be as close to the Choquet centroid as possible will be also 

considered. Thus, a convex combination of 2s  and 

2
*

0

22 )(
1

j
Ii b

ijj ffb
Im

d
j∈ ≠

−= , 

that is, 222 )1( wdsw +−=σ , will be adopted as the objective of the optimization, 

where w−1  and w are the weights chosen before running the program. 

 A genetic algorithm [5, 6, 9] is used to determine a, b, c, and μ, with relevant *f , 
2s , and 2d   that minimize 2σ  for the given subset of data, D. 

5   Genetic Algorithm II (GAII for Determining the Size of Each class) 

Once the location and the shape of a class are determined, the size of the class that 
will be adopted for the classification may be described by the relative Choquet 
deviation  

2
1

)(
)(

s

dbfac
f

+−
=

μ
δ  

and the relative weighted Euclidean distance from the Choquet centroid 

2

0

2
*

2

2

)(
1

)(
d

ffb
m

f
jb

jjj
≠

⋅ −

=δ , 

where f is a point in the feature space. The optimal size of the class will be determined 
by minimizing the misclassification rate. The problem now is simplified to be a 
two-class classification, i.e., to determine the best boundaries of the class with data set 
A, which will be used to distinguish points in this class from the others with data set B. 
The boundaries are expressed in terms of the relative Choquet deviation and the 
relative weighted Euclidean distance from the Choquet centroid when the data sets A 
(or adjusted A) and B are given and the information on A’s location and shape is 
available. A genetic algorithm is used to determine the optimal constants 0ξ  and 0η  
for dominating the relative Choquet deviation and the relative weighted Euclidean 
distance from the Choquet centroid respectively.  
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6   Application 

Once a new observation is available, it can be classified into some class as follows.  

(1) Set the value of switch SW. SW = 0 means classifying any outlier into some class 
among c1, c2, …, and cn obligatorily, while SW = 1 means classifying any outlier 
into an additional class cn+1. Its default is 1.  

(2) Set the value of parameter γ. It is a factor used for balancing the relative Choquet 
deviation and weighted Euclidean distance to the Choquet centroid of a class 
when an outlier is obligatory to be classified into one of the given n classes. Its 
default is 2. 

(3) Input the new observation, ),...,,( 21 mffff ⋅⋅⋅= . Based on the result obtained in 
the main algorithm, according to the order of nppp ,...,, 21 , f is classified into 
class 

kpc  if it has not been classified into previous class and satisfies  

22)()()()( ))((
kk

kkkk
pp

pppp sdfbac ⋅≤+− ξμ  

 and 

2

0

2)(
*

2)(

)(

)()(
1

kk
kp

j

kk

pp
b

p
jj

p
j dffb

m
⋅≤−

≠
⋅ η . 

 Then go to step (5). In case no such a k exists for f, go to the next step. 

(4) If SW = 0, calculate  

m

ffb

s

dfbac
f

k
jb

k
jj

k
j

k

kkkk

k ⋅

−
+

+−
=

≠
⋅

γ
μ

θ 0

2)(
*

2)(

2

2)()()()(
2

)(

)()(
])([

)(  

 for nk ,...,2,1= . Then f is classified into class ch if  

)(min)( 2

1

2 ff k
nk

h θθ
≤≤

= . 

 If SW = 1, classify f into cn+1. 
(5) Output ∈f  ch, where h is one of 1, 2, …, n, and n+1. Then stop.  
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Abstract. Fuzzy classification proposes an approach to solve uncertainty problem
in classification tasks. It assigns an instance to more than one class with differ-
ent degrees instead of a definite class by crisp classification. This paper studies
the usage of fuzzy strategy in classification. Two fuzzy algorithms for sequen-
tial self-organizing map and learning vector quantization are proposed based on
fuzzy projection and learning rules. The derived classifiers are able to provide
fuzzy classes when classifying new data. Experiments show the effectiveness of
proposed algorithms in terms of classification accuracy.

Keywords: fuzzy classification, self-organizing map (SOM), learning vector quan-
tization (LVQ).

1 Introduction

Classification is a supervised machine learning method to derive models between features
(independent variables) and class (target variable). In the past decades, classification has
been widely applied to solve a great variety of classifying tasks, e.g., product marketing,
medical diagnosis, credit approval, image segmentation, qualitative prediction, customer
attrition causes analysis. The process of classification is to first produce models from
training data in which each sample is assumed to have a predefined class and then use
the models to classify new data in which the class label is unknown. Classification can
be divided into crisp classification and fuzzy classification. Crisp classification produces
a number of classical sets of data, in which an element is classified to only one class.
However, there also exist uncertainty cases in which samples are not clear members of
any class [4]. Fuzzy classification is advantageous over crisp classification on solving
uncertainty problems by assigning a sample to multiple classes with different mem-
bership degrees. The membership degrees given by fuzzy classification provide some
valuable information, e.g., significance of a sample belonging to a class.

Self-organizing map (SOM) and learning vector quantization (LVQ) are artificial
neuron network algorithms. SOM is trained in an unsupervised way. It projects the data
into neurons through a topology preserving transformation so that the neurons close to
each other have similar features in the input space. Although SOM is an unsupervised
learning method by nature, it can be also used for supervised tasks after the map is
labeled. LVQ is performed in a supervised way which defines class regions in the data
space rather than preserves topological property of data.
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Fuzzy SOM and LVQ have been studied in literature. FLVQ [2] is a batch SOM
algorithm combining online weight adaptation rule with fuzzy membership assignment.
The relative membership is calculated directly from the distances between the input
instance and map neurons rather than the topological neighbors. Replacing crisp class
with fuzzy class membership for both input samples and map neurons, a fuzzy SOM
classifier is presented in [6]. The crisp labels of input samples are fuzzified by a k-nearest
neighbor rule. After training, each map neuron is assigned to a class with a membership
degree based on the typicalness of patterns projected on it. In this method, the fuzzy
paradigm is only used in the labeling phase and has no impact on map organization. Some
competitive algorithms: FALVQ 1, FALVQ 2, and FALVQ 3 support fuzzy classification
using different membership functions [3]. These algorithms optimize some fuzzy cost
functions, formed as the weighted sum of squared Euclidean distances between input
vectors and reference vectors of neurons. However, it is noted that the optimization
procedures are plagued with local minima.

In this paper, we propose two sequential algorithms for fuzzy classification using
SOM and LVQ. Sequential algorithms are ’on-line’ in the sense that the neurons are up-
dated after the presentation of each input. Discarding each sample once it has been used,
sequential algorithms avoid the storage of complete data set. The fuzzy SOM and LVQ
algorithms are based on fuzzy projection, in which the membership values are calculated
from the distance between input samples and map neurons. As opposed to [6], the fuzzy
paradigm is used in both model training and model classification. In training phase, the
neurons are updated according to the membership values. In classifying phase, each in-
stance is assigned to multiple classes with different degrees. Finally, a hybrid classifier
is presented combining fuzzy SOM and LVQ to hold both topology preserving property
and pattern recognition capability. The performance of proposed fuzzy algorithms is
investigated in terms of classification accuracy. In the remaining of the paper, section 2
describes the methodology of fuzzy classification algorithms. Experiments and results
are given in section 3. Lastly, section 4 concludes the paper.

2 Fuzzy Sequential SOM and LVQ

2.1 Fuzzy Projection

SOM is an artificial neural network (ANN) which attempts to represent the input data
in low dimensional grid space through a topology preserving mapping [5]. The neurons
are organized on a regular grid with usually one or two dimensions. Each neuron is
associated with input samples by a reference vector and connected to adjacent neurons
by a neighborhood function. Suppose xi is the ith input vector and mj is the reference
vector of the jth neuron. Crisp SOM projects xi to map unit c which best matches to it,
i.e., c = arg minjd(mj , xi), where d is the Euclidean distance. Fuzzy SOM projects xi

to mj with a membership degree ωij , satisfying ωij ∈ [0, 1] and
∑m

j=1 ωij = 1. Given a
fuzzy parameter α ≥ 1 which controls the degree of fuzziness, the membership matrix
can be calculated from the distance between input vector and reference vectors [1].
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If α = 1: ωij =
{

1 d(xi, mj) ≤ d(xi, ml), l �= j
0 otherwise

If α > 1: ωij =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

1 if xi = mj

0 if xi = ml, l �= j
1

∑m
l=1

(
d(xi,mj)
d(xi,ml)

) 1
α−1

otherwise
(1)

2.2 Fuzzy Sequential SOM (FSSOM)

Fuzzy sequential SOM uses fuzzy match instead of crisp match and updates reference
vectors according to membership degrees. The map is trained iteratively by updating
reference vectors according to input samples. An input vector xi is assigned to each
neuron with a membership degree obtained by Equation 1. Then the units are updated
towards the input case with a proportion of the distance between them. The incremental
vector is the sum of the neighborhood function values weighted by the exponent on
the membership degrees. After training, the neurons become topologically ordered on
the map. Finally, the map neurons are labeled by specific classes according to classified
samples. For the purpose of constructing a classifier, the fuzzy sequential SOM algorithm
for model derivation is described as follows:

Step 1: Initialize the map with a lattice of neurons and reference vectors.
Step 2: Choose a sample xi from the training data set at time t.
Step 3: Calculate the distances between xi and reference vectors.
Step 4: Compute the membership degree of neurons with respect to xi.
Step 5: Update the reference vectors of all neurons using fuzzy update rule:

mp(t + 1) = mp(t) + Δmp(t)

= mp(t) + γ(t)
m∑

j=1

hjpω
α
ij(xi − mp(t)) (2)

where γ(t) is the learning rate at time t, and h is the neighborhood function of
radius δ(t). Both δ(t) and γ(t) are non-increasing functions of time.

Step 6: Repeat from Step 2 to Step 5 enough iterations until the status of map is stable.
Step 7: Input the samples of classified data and project them to best-matching units.
Step 8: Label a neuron with the class of maximal frequency occurring in the projected

samples.

Usually the neighborhood radius and learning rate are bigger values at first and
decrease to zero with training steps [5]. Apparently, when α = 1, it produces a hard
projection that ωic = 1 (c is the best-matching unit which has the minimal distance to
the input) and ωij = 0 (j �= c). In such case, FSSOM is equivalent to classic sequential
SOM.

2.3 Fuzzy Sequential LVQ (FSLVQ)

Learning vector quantizer (LVQ), a variant of SOM, uses a supervised approach during
learning. The map units are assigned by class labels in the initialization and then updated
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at each training step. The update way depends on the match of class labels between best-
matching unit and input. If the unit has the same class to the input, the reference vector is
moved close to the input, otherwise, it is moved away from the input. In contrast to crisp
LVQ which updates only the best-matching unit, FSLVQ updates all units according to
the memberships. As an extension of LVQ1 [5], one of basic LVQ algorithms, the fuzzy
sequential LVQ algorithm is described as follows:

Step 1: Initialize the reference vector and class label for each neuron.
Step 2: Choose a sample xi from the training data set at time t.
Step 3: Calculate the distances between xi and reference vectors.
Step 4: Compute the membership degree of neurons with respect to xi.
Step 5: Update the reference vector of all neurons:

mp(t + 1) =
{

mp(t) + γ(t)ωα
ip(xi − mp(t)) if class(mp) = class(xi)

mp(t) − γ(t)ωα
ip(xi − mp(t)) otherwise

(3)

Step 6: Repeat from Step 2 to Step 5 enough iterations.

When α = 1, only the best-matching unit is updated, so that FSLVQ is essentially
equivalent to crisp LVQ1.

2.4 Fuzzy Classifying

Once a map is trained and labeled, it can be used as a classifier for unclassified data.
Fuzzy classification offers more insight of class assignment to decision makers. After
calculating the membership degrees of a sample with respect to all units, the degree of
the sample to one class is calculated as the sum of membership degrees with respect to
the units having the same class. When a crisp assignment is needed, the classification
can be done according to the class with maximal degree. If there are more than one class
having the maximal degree, the first one is chosen. When α = 1, it yields to a crisp
classification, that simply assigns the input to the class of best-matching unit. Suppose
{c1, c2, · · · , ck} is the set of class labels, then the class of sample xi is determined as
follows:

P (xi, cr) =
m∑

j=1

(ωij |class(mj) = cr)

class(xi) = arg maxrP (xi, cr) (4)

3 Experiments and Results

3.1 Hybrid Fuzzy Classifier

Although both SOM and LVQ can be used for classification, they are different in some
aspects. Firstly, SOM attempts to approximately preserve the neighborhood relationship
of data in a topological order fashion. LVQ tries to recognize the patterns of class with
respect to other features; Secondly, SOM is trained from an initial map without class
labels. LVQ needs the assignment of labels for neurons in the initialization; Next, SOM
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is trained in an unsupervised way without the direction of class labels. The training
process is extreme data driven based on intrinsic similarity of data. LVQ is trained in
a supervised way under the direction of class information. In order to possess both
topology preserving property and pattern recognition capability, the unsupervised and
supervised scheme can be combined in either simultaneous manner, e.g. LVQ-SOM [5],
HLVQ [7], or successive manner [9].

In the hybrid fuzzy classifier, the models are derived using FSSOM followed by
FSLVQ. The combination of FSSOM and FSLVQ is inspired by three reasons. First, the
local neighborhood properties of trained SOM contribute to easier pattern recognition
tasks, hence no pre-classified samples are required in the initial training, and only a lim-
ited number of known samples is needed in the labeling phases. This feature makes SOM
particularly suitable for classification cases where there are few classified samples and
allow users to avoid the expensive and tedious process of known sample collection [9].
Next, the objective of SOM is to preserve topology property of data without any con-
sideration of class assignment. FSLVQ can be used to adjust the map neurons for better
performance on pattern recognition. With labels and reference vectors induced from
data clustering, FSSOM offers a better starting condition for FSLVQ training than ran-
dom initialization. Next, FSSOM is very close to FSLVQ in data structure and learning
scheme. In fact, to stabilize the status of FSSOM, neighborhood region usually shrinks
to zero in fine-tuning step so that it is easy to change to FSLVQ in a straightforward way.

3.2 Effectiveness Study

The proposed classification algorithms are implemented based on SOM & LVQ soft-
ware [8]. The following experiments are performed on Iris data set in a machine with
256M memory and intel celeron 1.03 GHz processor running windows XP professional
operating system. Iris data set has 150 Iris flowers, described by four numeric fea-
tures: sepal length, sepal width, petal length and petal width. The samples belong to
three classes respectively: ’setosa’, ’versicolor’, and ’virginica’. The experiments are
performed in four steps.

Step 1: The performance of proposed algorithms is evaluated using 10-fold cross vali-
dation. In each trial, nine folds are used for model exploration and the remaining
is for model validation.

Step 2: For each training data, a map is initialized linearly in the two-dimensional sub-
space corresponding to the largest eigenvalues of autocorrelation matrix of the
training data. Afterwards, the map is trained by FSSOM using a variant of fuzzy
parameter from 1 to 10 in an unsupervised manner, and then labeled according
to the known samples in a supervised manner. After that, FSLVQ is performed
on the resultant map with the same parameters as previous training.

Step 3: In the validation, each sample of the test data set is compared to map units and
assigned by the label of best-matching unit. Then the accuracy is calculated as
the percent of the correctly classified samples.

Step 4: The final accuracy is obtained by calculating the average results on distinct trials.

Table 1 lists the arguments used in the experiment. The intermediate values of learning
rate and neighborhood radius are linearly interpolated from the initial values to the
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Table 1. Arguments of FSSOM and FSLVQ

parameters FSSOM FSLVQ
lattice hexagonal -
shape sheet -
map size 15 × 4 -
neighborhood function gaussian -
initial radius 2 -
final radius 1 -
training epoches 5 20
initial learning rate 0.5 0.05
learning type inverse const

end values. After the labeling phase, some units are not labeled because no sample
is projected on them. Although these neurons maybe useful on recognizing uncertain
cases in future decision making, the existence of non-labeled neurons will influence the
classification accuracy. This problem is exacerbated by big maps which probably result
in more unlabeled neurons. Hence, these neurons are discarded before classifying. In
Table 2, the average accuracy ratios for three classes and whole test data at a varied
fuzzy parameter are given. It was observed that the accuracy of fuzzy configuration has
an obvious increase compared to crisp configuration. The overall accuracy increases
from 94.67% to 97.33%. Fuzzy parameter over 3 do not end up with any improvement
on accuracy. Starting from the resulting map of FSSOM, FSLVQ does not result in
significant improvement (less than 1%) on the accuracy. This is due to the fact that Iris
data has an almost unmixed cluster formulation of class regions so that FSSOM classifier
performs as well as hybrid classifier.

In Figure 1, the test data is projected to a 2-dimensional subspace spanned by its
two eigenvectors with greatest eigenvalues using principal component analysis (PCA).
Figure 2 is the projection of classified data using crisp SOM. Figure 3 is the projection of
classified data using FSSOM at fuzzy parameter of 2. In each visualization, three classes
are plotted in different markers: • for ’setosa’, × for ’versicolor’ and ∗ for ’virginica’.
For the sake of easy detection, the misclassified samples are marked by � in the last
two figures. Compared to the crisp classifier which misclassifies two samples, fuzzy
classifier results in only one error. It was also found that the misclassified samples occur
on the boundary of class regions, where uncertain cases usually locate.

3.3 Fuzzy Classifying

In the following experiment, we use a more complex approach to classification phase
which takes fuzzy parameter into account. The membership degrees of a sample to the
units are calculated by Equation 1 and then the class with maximum degree is obtained
by Equation 4. In each trial, a model is trained by FSSOM and FSLVQ using a random
fuzzy parameter between 1 and 10 and a map size of [4 × 3]. Each obtained model is
validated by the same test data using different fuzzy parameters. Increasing the fuzzy
parameter from 1 to 3 with a step of 0.2, the results achieved on test data are listed in
Table 3. It was observed the result is quite good when fuzzy parameter is below 3, showing
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Table 2. Classification accuracy using FSSOM and FSLVQ

FSSOM (%) FSSOM + FSLVQ (%)
fuzzy setosa versicolor virginica overall setosa versicolor virginica overall
1 100 90.06 95.65 94.67 100 93.39 96.90 96.00
2 100 93.81 98.33 97.33 100 93.81 98.33 97.33
3 100 92.14 97.08 96.00 100 92.14 97.08 96.00
4 100 92.14 97.08 96.00 100 92.14 97.08 96.00
5 100 92.14 97.08 96.00 100 92.14 97.08 96.00
6 100 92.14 97.08 96.00 100 92.14 97.08 96.00
7 100 92.14 97.08 96.00 100 92.14 97.08 96.00
8 100 92.14 97.08 96.00 100 92.14 97.08 96.00
9 100 92.14 97.08 96.00 100 92.14 97.08 96.00
10 100 92.14 97.08 96.00 100 92.14 97.08 96.00

that the fuzziness of classification does not degrade the accuracy while providing more
information of class assignment.

Figure 4 shows the test data and map neurons in a 2-dimensional subspace. The
neurons are displayed in different makers according to their labels and the number of
samples is shown. For each sample, the class assignment of crisp classification and class
memberships of fuzzy classification (α=2) are given in Table 4. From the membership,
the significance of an instance belonging to a class is known. Some misclassified samples
are classified correctly under fuzzy strategy, for example, sample 8 is misclassified to
’virginica’ in crisp case, while it is assigned to ’versicolor’ in fuzzy case. Also, sample
’4’ and ’10’ are two members of ’setosa’, while the latter has bigger membership (0.98)
than the former (0.84). In fact, the latter is much closer to the representative neurons of
’setosa’than the former in Figure 4. It can be stated that replacing exact project with fuzzy
project at a certain level in classification does not compromise the benefit of models.

Table 3. Fuzzy classification accuracy

FSSOM (%) FSSOM + FSLVQ (%)
fuzzy setosa versicolor virginica overall setosa versicolor virginica overall
1.0 100 92.17 85.17 92.67 100 93.83 85.17 93.33
1.2 100 92.17 85.17 92.67 100 93.83 85.17 93.33
1.4 100 92.17 85.17 92.67 100 93.83 85.17 93.33
1.6 100 92.17 85.17 92.67 100 93.83 85.17 93.33
1.8 100 92.17 85.17 92.67 100 93.83 85.17 93.33
2.0 100 92.17 85.17 92.67 100 93.83 85.17 93.33
2.2 100 94.17 85.17 93.33 100 93.83 82.67 92.67
2.4 100 94.17 83.17 92.67 100 95.83 82.67 93.33
2.6 100 94.17 80.67 92.00 100 97.50 82.67 94.00
2.8 100 95.83 78.67 92.00 100 97.50 80.67 93.33
3.0 100 95.83 78.67 92.00 100 97.50 77.42 92.00
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Fig. 4. PCA projection of test data and map neurons in a 2-dimensional subspace. Three classes
of neurons are shown in different markers: • for ’setosa’, � for ’versicolor’ and � for ’virginica’.
The samples of test data are marked by their numbers

Table 4. Crisp and fuzzy classification

sample crisp fuzzy classification sample crisp fuzzy classification
class setosa versicolor virginica class setosa versicolor virginica

1 virginica 0.04 0.29 0.67 9 virginica 0.01 0.08 0.92
2 virginica 0.01 0.08 0.92 10 setosa 0.98 0.02 0.00
3 versicolor 0.02 0.90 0.08 11 versicolor 0.07 0.85 0.09
4 setosa 0.84 0.13 0.03 12 setosa 0.88 0.10 0.02
5 setosa 0.92 0.07 0.01 13 versicolor 0.05 0.86 0.08
6 virginica 0.01 0.11 0.88 14 versicolor 0.04 0.85 0.11
7 setosa 0.94 0.05 0.01 15 virginica 0.02 0.30 0.68
8 virginica 0.02 0.52 0.46

4 Conclusion

Fuzzy classification is an extension of crisp classification using fuzzy set theory. In this
paper, two fuzzy classification algorithms are proposed using sequential SOM and LVQ
based on fuzzy projection. The resulting map of SOM can be used as the initialization
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of LVQ in a hybrid classifier, which can improve the pattern recognition ability while pre-
serves the topology property approximately. Experimental results show that the proposed
algorithms at a certain fuzzy level improve the accuracy of classification compared to
crisp algorithms. It could be stated that fuzzy classification solves the uncertainty prob-
lem of samples belonging to several classes, and improves classification accuracy in
future decision. Future work will mainly focus on the qualitative description of classifi-
cation models.
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Abstract. In this paper we first survey the linear programming based 
discriminant models in the literature. We then propose an interior point 
algorithm to solve the linear programming. The algorithm is polynomial with 
simple starting point. 

1   Introduction 

The two-group discriminant problem has applications in many areas, for example, 
differentiating between good credit risks and poor ones, between promising new firms 
and those likely to fail, or between patients with strong prospects for recovery and 
those highly at risk. The two-group classification problem, sometimes referred to as 
the two-group discriminant problem, involves classifying an observation into one of 
two a prior group based on the attributes of the observation. 

In some recent papers, Freed and Glover [5], Banks and Abad [2], Lee and Ord 
[10] proposed some linear programming-based models and some solution algorithms. 
While the proposed algorithms are promising, it is the objective of this paper to 
propose a new optimization algorithms to solve the discriminant models. 

This paper presents a new efficient LP-based solution algorithms, interior point 
algorithms for linear programming, to optimally solve some proposed discriminant 
models due to the efficiency of interior point algorithm. The recent research will be 
used as a benchmark for the proposed interior point algorithm.  

2   Proposed Discriminant Models  

In this section a set of proposed discriminant models will be listed and explained.  

2.1   MMD (Minimize Maximum Deviation) Model 

The first and simplest, hereafter referred to as the MMD models [5], can be 
summarized as follows: 

. . 1

2
i i

i i

Minimize

s t A x b for all A in group

A x b for all A in group

α
α
α

≤ +
≥ −
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where  1 2[ , ]Tx x x= , 1 2[ , ]i i iA a a= ,  the variables satisfy: 

1x , 2x  and  b unrestricted in sign, 0a ≥ . 

2.2   MSID (Minimize the Sum of Interior Distance) Model 

The second LP formulation, hereafter referred to as the MSID model[5], seeks to: 

. . 1

2

i

i i i

i i i

Minimize H d

s t A x d b for all A in group

A x d b for all A in group

α
α
α

−

+ ≤ +
+ ≥ +

 

where the variables satisfy• 

     x  and b  unrestricted in sign, α 0≥  and 0id ≥  for all i . 

The objective is essentially two-fold: Find the discriminant function ( x ) and the 

boundary (b ) that will minimize group overlap (α ) and maximize the total (interior) 

distance ( id ) of group members from the designated boundary hyperplane 

( Ax b= ). A parametric procedure was used to produce the set of ranges on the 
values of H which would generate the full family of distinct MSID solutions. Thus, a 
given two-group problem might produce 5 or 6 solutions (i.e., discriminant 
functions, x ), each corresponding to a specific range of values assigned to H. 

2.3   MSD (Minimize Sum of Deviations) Model 

The third LP model is referred to as the MSD model [5], has the form of: 

. . 1

2

i

i i i

i i i

Minimize

s t A x b for all A in group

A x b for all A in group

α
α
α

≤ +
≥ −

 

where the variables satisfy: 

        x  and b unrestricted in sign  0,i all iα ≥ . 

The objective here focuses on the minimization of total (vs. maximal) group 
overlap. The objective has value zero when the paired groups can be separated by a 
hyperplane. This formulation has the advantage (over the preceding formulation) of 
not requiring parametric adjustment. 

2.4   LAD (Least Absolute Deviations) Model 

An alternative approach to the least squares method in regression analysis is the LAD 
method [10]. Instead of minimizing the sum of squares, a linear model is fitted by 
minimizing the sum of absolute deviations. 
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For regression analysis, many studies have compared the relative performance of 
the LAD procedure with the least squares method. In general, these studies suggest 
that the LAD estimators are more efficient when the error terms have a Laplace or 
some other heavy-tailed distribution. The LAD approach may be justified directly or 
by a likelihood argument, as we now demonstrate. 

Suppose the error terms iξ  are independent and follow the double exponential (or 

Laplace) distribution with zero mean and mean deviation of σ . The functional form 
is  

1( ) (2 ) exp{ | | / }, 1, 2,..., .i if i nξ σ ξ σ−= − =  

As before, we consider 
'

0i i iY Xβ β ξ= + + , 

where 0  1iY or= and the iX  are measured about their mean. From (2), the 

likelihood is  

1

1

(2 ) exp{ | | / } (2 ) exp{ | | / }
n

n
i i

i

L σ ξ σ σ ξ σ− −

=

= − = −∏ , 

By inspection, we see that the likelihood estimators are given by minimizing the 
sum of the absolute deviations. This may be formulated as the following LP problem 

with dummy variables id − and id + : 

1

0 0
1 1

( )

. .

n

i i
i

p p

j ij j ij i i i
j j

Minimize d d

s t X X d d Yβ β β β

+ −

=

+ − + − + −

= =

+

− + − + − =
 

where  

, 0, 0,1,2,..., ,

, 0, 1, 2,..., .

j j

i i

j p

d d i n

β β+ −

+ −

≥ =

≥ =
 

2.5    The Hybrid Discriminant Model 

We restrict attention to the two-group discriminant problem, observing that the 
multigroup problem can be handled by a sequential variant of the two-group 

approach. Notationally, we represent each data point by iA , where 1i G∈ (Group 1) 

and 2i G∈ (Group 2). We seek a weighting vector x  and a scalar b , providing a 

hyperplane of the form Ax b= .(This interpretation arises retrospectively by 

supposing variables x  and b have already been determined and thus may be treated 

as constants; A is a row vector of variables.) The goal is to assure as nearly as 
possible that the points of Group 1 lie on one side of the hyperplane and those of 

Group 2 on the other (e.g., iA x b< for 1i G∈  and iA x b> for 2i G∈ ). Upon 

introducing objective function coefficients to discourage external deviations and 
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encourage internal deviations, and defining 1 2G G G= , we may express the 

hybrid model [6] as follows. 

0 0 0 0

0 0 1

0 0 2

0 0

. . ,

,

, 0

, 0,
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i i i i
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α α β β

α α β β
α α β β

α β
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The objective function coefficients are assumed nonnegative. Appropriate values 

of these coefficients should satisfy i ih k≥  for 0i = and i G∈ , and 

0ii G
h k

∈
≥ and 0ii G

k h
∈

≤ .In general, the coefficients would be chosen to 

make each of the foregoing inequalities strict. These restrictions can be understood by 
direct analysis but can also be justified as conditions essential to assuring feasibility 
of the linear programming dual. 

2.6   MIP (Mixed Integer Programming) Model 

The MIP model [2] is: 
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where  

ijA =the value for observation i of attribute j , 

C =the unknown cutoff value(unrestricted on sign), 

pF =the prior probability of being from group p  

pH =the cost of misclassifying an observation from group p   

pM =the number of observations in group p   

i

1, if observation i is the greatest distance from the cutoff hyperplane; 

0,otherwise,
Q =  

i

1, if observation i is misclassified; 

0,otherwise,
=R  

iS =the correct classification deviation, 

iT =the misclassification deviation, 

jW =the unknown weight for attribute j (unrestricted on sign), 

Z =the value of the objective function, 

2 2 2 1 1 1( / ) /( / )F H M F H Mα = . 

The objective function represents the expected cost of misclassification. The 

iR terms are 0-1 variables. The value of iR is to be 1 if observation i is misclassified 

and 0 if observation i is correctly classified. The /i pR M term represents the 

proportion of misclassifications in sample group p .In order to obtain the expected 
misclassification proportion for the population, the sample proportions are multiplied 

by the population prior probabilities of group membership, pF .Including costs of 

misclassification, pH the objective function represents the expected cost of 

misclassification. 
The equivalent linear programming (ELP) model is: 
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2.7   PMM (Practical Minimal Misclassifications) Model 

The practical minimal misclassifications (PMM) [2] is: 
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where  

1, if observation i is misclassified;

0,
i

otherwise
R =  

P = a positive number, 
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ξ =a small positive number relative to P ,and 

,jW C =are unconstrained on sign. 

3   An Infeasible Interior Point Algorithm for Proposed Models 

In this section we introduce a homogeneous feasibility model for linear programming 
for solving the models. Consider the primal and dual linear programming in standard 
form: 

Primal problem•LP•:LP•: 

( )
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0

TMin c x

s t

Ax b

x

=
≥

 

Dual problem•LD•:LD•: 
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..
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T

T

 

We consider the following homogeneous feasibility model (HLP) introduced in 
Huang [8]: 

0,,, ≥
=−

=+
=

θτ
θ

τ
τ

sx

xcyb

csyA

bAx

TT

T

 

The above model is an extension of the homogeneous and self-dual model for 
linear programming developed by Goldman and Tucker. A similar formulation was 
introduced by Potra and Sheng for solving semidefinite programming. It is also 
closely related to the shifted homogeneous primal-dual model considered by 
Nesterov. It is easy to see: 

0=+τθsxT  

Therefore we can obtain the following theorem immediately. 

Theorem 1. The (LP) problem has a solution if and only if the (HLP) has a feasible 

solution ),,,,( ***** θτsyx  such that .0,0 ** => θτ . 
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Let ++++++++ ××××= RRRRRF nmn
h
0 , and 0),,,,( hFsyx ∈θτ  be any 

point, we denote the residual with respect to (HLP) as follows: 

,0AxbRp −= τ  

00 syAcR T
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We define the infeasible central path neighborhood of the homogeneous problem 
by  
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where [0,1]γ ∈  is a parameter. It is easy to show that the above linear system has a 
unique solution. 

Let ( , , , , )dx dy ds d dτ θ be the solution of above linear system with 
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We can then prove the following result: 
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Corollary 1. Let ),,,,( kkkkk syx θτ be the sequence generated by path-following 
algorithms, then 

0
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k
dpk

k
P === . 

We defined the set of ξ -approximate solutions of (LP)-(LD) by• 
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and the stopping criterion of the algorithm by 
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where ξ is the tolerance. 

4   Conclusions 

In this paper we introduce an interior point algorithm for solving the linear 
programming based discriminant models in the literature. The algorithm is 
polynomial in its complexity with simple start. It has been implemented in practical 
with good efficiency. Therefore we think it can also solve the LP discriminant models 
efficiently. We have applied it to some data mining problems (support vector 
machine) and it showed that the interior point algorithms is one of the best in solving 
the data mining problems. The result will appear in an up coming paper. 
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Abstract. A method for solving optimization problem with continuous parame-
ters using improved ant colony algorithm is presented. In the method, groups of 
candidate values of the components are constructed, and each value in the 
group has its trail information. In each iteration of the ant colony algorithm, the 
method first chooses initial values of the components using the trail informa-
tion. Then, crossover and mutation can determine the values of the components 
in the solution. Our experimental results of the problem of nonlinear program-
ming show that our method has much higher convergence speed and stability 
than that of GA, and the drawback of ant colony algorithm of not being suitable 
for solving continuous optimization problems is overcome.  

1   Introduction 

Ant colony algorithm (AC) has emerged recently as a new meta-heuristic for hard 
combinatorial optimization problems. This meta-heuristic also includes evolutionary 
algorithms, neural networks, simulated annealing which all belong to the class of 
problem-solving strategies derived from nature. The first AC algorithm was intro-
duced by Dorigo, Maniezzo, and Colorni[1], using as example the Traveling Sales-
man Problem (TSP)[2]. With the further study in this area, ant colony algorithm is 
widely applied to the problems of Job-shop Scheduling[3], Quadratic Assignment 
Problem (QAP)[4,5], the Sequential Ordering Problem (SOP)[6] and some other NP 
complete hard problems[7-11]. It demonstrates its superiority of solving complicated 
combinatorial optimization problems. 

The AC algorithm is basically a multi-agent system where low level interactions 
between single agents, i.e., artificial ants, result in a complex behavior of the whole 
ant colony. AC algorithms have been inspired by colonies of real ants, which deposit 
a chemical substance called pheromone on the ground. This substance influences the 
choices they make: the larger amount of pheromone is on a particular path, the larger 
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probability is that an ant selects the path. Artificial ants in AC algorithms behave in 
similar way. Thus, these behaviors of ant colony construct a positive feedback loop, 
and the pheromone is used to communicate information among individuals finding 
the shortest path from a food source to the nest. Ant colony algorithm simulates this 
mechanism of optimization, which can find the optimal solutions by means of com-
munication and cooperation with each other. 

Here we briefly introduce AC and its applications to TSP. In the TSP, a given set 
of n cities has to be visited exactly once and the tour ends in the initial city. We de-
note the distance between city i and j as dij ( i,j =1,2,…, n). Let ij(t) be the intensity of 
trail information on edge (i , j) at time t, and use it simulate the pheromone of real 
ants. Suppose m is the total number of ants, in time t the kth ant selects from its cur-
rent city i to transit from to city j according to the following probability distribution: 

( ) ( )
,

( ) ( ) ( )

0,
k

ij ij
k

k
ij ij ijr allowed

t t
j allowed

p t t t

otherwise

=  (1) 

where allowedk is a set of the cities can be chosen by the kth ant at city i for the next 
step ,  ij is a heuristic function which is defined as the visibility of the path between 
cities i and j , for instance it can defined as 1/ dij , parameters  and  determine the 
relative influence of the trail information and the visibility. The algorithm becomes a 
traditional greedy algorithm while  = 0, and a complete heuristic algorithm with 
positive feedback while  = 0. It will take an ant n steps to complete a tour of travers-
ing all the cities. For every ant its path traversing all the cities forms a solution. The 
intensity of trail information should be changed by the updating formula: 

ij(t+1)= ij(t) + ij (2) 

where (0,1), and (1- ) represents the evaporation of ij(t) between time t and t+1, 

ij is the increment of ij (t): 

ij =
1

m

k=
ij

k (3) 

Here, ij

k is the trail information laid by the kth ant the path between cities i and j 
in step t, it takes different formula depending the model used. For example, in the 
most popularly used model called “ant circle system” it is given as: 

ij

k =
/ , ( , )

0,

kQ L if the kth ant passes edge i j in current tour

otherwise
 (4) 

where Q is a constant, Lk is the total length of current tour traveled by the kth ant. 
These iterations will end when a certain terminal condition is satisfied. 

The essence of the optimization process in ant colony algorithm is that: 
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1. Learning mechanism: the more trail information a edge has, the more probabil-
ity it being selected; 

2. Updating mechanism: the intensity of trail information on the edge would be in-
creased by the passing ants and decreased by evaporation; 

3. Coorperative mechanism: communications and cooperations between individu-
als by trail information enable the ant colony algorithm to have strong capability 
of finding the best solutions. 

However, the classical ant colony algorithm also has its defects. For instance, since 
the moving of the ants is stochastic, while the population size is large enough, it could 
take quite a long time to find a better solution of a path. Based on the algorithm intro-
duced above M.Dorigo et al improved the classical AC algorithm and proposed an 
much more general algorithm called “Ant-Q System”[12,13]. This algorithm allow 
the path which has the most intensive trail information to has much higher probability 
to be selected so as to make full use of the learning mechanism and stronger exploita-
tion of the feedback information of the best solution. In order to overcome the stagna-
tion behavior in the Ant-Q System, T. Stutzle et al presented the MAX-MIN Ant 
System[14] in which the Allowed range of the trail information in each edge is lim-
ited to a certain interval. On the other hand, L.M.Gambardella et al proposed the 
Hybrid Ant System (HAS)[15]. In each iteration of HAS, local probe is made for each 
solution by constructed by ants was used so as to find the local optimal. The previous 
solutions of the ants would be replaced by these local optimal solutions so as to im-
prove the quality of the solutions quickly. Moreover, H.M.Botee et al make a thor-
ough study on the adjustment of the parameter , , m and  and obtained the optimal 
combination of these parameters using GA [16]. L. Chen et al also have proposed an 
ant colony algorithm based on equilibrium of distribution and ant colony algorithm 
with characteristics of sensation and consciousness [17,18], which enhance the opti-
mization ability of ACA and broaden its application area. The problems of the con-
vergence and parallelization of the ant colony algorithm have also been studied to 
speedup the ant colony optimization [19,20]. 

Since the ants can only choose limited and fixed paths at each stage, the ant colony 
algorithm demand of discrete search space and is not suitable for solving continuous 
optimization problems such as linear or non-linear programming. The main issue 
when extending the basic approach to deal with continuous search spaces is how to 
model a continuous nest neighborhood with a discrete structure. Recently, some re-
search works have extended AC algorithm to real function optimization problems. 
Bilchev and Parmee [21]. for example, proposed an adaptation of the Ant Colony 
model for continuous problems. They proposed to represent a finite number of direc-
tions whose origin is a common base point called the nest. Since the idea is to cover 
eventually all the continuous search space, these vectors evolve over time according 
to the fitness values of the ants. In this paper, we present a new method for solving 
optimization problem in continuous space. In this method, the set of candidate paths 
the ants to select is dynamic and unfixed. Since genetic operations of crossover and 
mutate are used to determine the value of each component, the solutions obtained will  
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tend to be more diverse and global, and the values of the components can be selected 
in a continuous space. Group of candidate values for each component is constructed 
and each value in the group has its trail information. In each iteration of the algorithm, 
the method first chooses initial values of the components from its candidate values 
using the trail information, then the values of the components in the solution can be 
determined by the operations of crossover and mutation. Our experimental results on 
non-linear programming (NLP) problem show that our method has much higher con-
vergence speed and stability than that of GA. Our method can also be applied to other 
problems with continuous parameters or problems with massive candidates in each 
stage, it widens the applying scope of ant colony system. 

2   Solving Continuous Optimization Problems 

In this section, we introduce our method using the following nonlinear programming 
(NLP) problem as an example: 

2

1 2

1 1 2

min ( , ,..., )

... ( 1, 2,..., )

n

i i in n i

G x x x

Subject to a x a x a x b i r+ + + =
 

 

Here, objective function G is a given non-linear function, constraint conditions 
which represented by a set of inequalities form a convex domain of Rn. We can obtain 
the minimal n-d hyper-cube which encloses this convex domain by transforming the 
inequalities. The hyper-cube obtained can be defined the following in equalities : 

( 1,2,..., )i i il x u i n< =   

Let the total number of ants in the system be m and the m initial solution vectors 
are chosen at random. All the ith components of these initial solution vectors con-
struct a group of candidate values of the ith components of solution vector. If we use 
n vertices to represent the n components and the edges between vertex i and vertex 
i+1 to represent the candidate values of component i, a path from the start vertex to 
the last vertex represents a solution vector whose n edges represent n components of 
the solution vector. We denote the jth edge between vertex i and i+1 as (i ,j) and in-
tensity of trail information on edge (i ,j)at time t as ij(t). Each ant start at the first 
vertex, select n edges in turn according to a certain possibility distribution and 
reaches the last vertex to complete a tour. In order to enhance the diversity of the 
component values, we update the selected m values of each component using genetic 
operations of crossover and mutation.  When all components have got their m new 
values, m new solutions are obtained. Then we update the trail information of the 
edges on each path. After each iteration, each component will have 2m candidate 
values which consists of its m former candidate values and its m new values. Then 
from these 2m values the m new candidate values with higher trail information should 
be selected to form a new set of candidate values. This process is iterated until a cer-
tain terminal condition is satisfied. The framework of our algorithm is described as 
follows: 
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1 Generate m initial solutions at random and compute 
their fitness, then construct the groups of candi-
date values for each component using these m solu-
tions. The initial trail information of each candi-
date is set just as the fitness value of the corre-
sponding initial solution. 

2 While (not the terminal conditions) do    
2.1 for i=1 to n do    /* for n components */ 
2.1.1  for k=1 to m do   /* for m ants */    
      Select an initial value for the kth ant 
      in the group of candidate values of   
      component i with the probability pij

k  
      (t) given by Eq.(5); 
    end for k 
2.1.2  Perform operations of crossover and muta-  
    tion on the m values to get m new values , 
    then add the new values to the group of   
    candidate values for component i.      
   end for i 
   Using the component values finding by the m  
   ants form m solutions of a new generation,  
   then compute the fitness of these m solutions. 
   Denote the fitness of the kth solution as fk 
2.2 for k= 1 to m do 
    for i= 1 to n do  
     if the kth ant choose the jth candidate 
      value from the ith group of component 

     then kijij f+=  

    end for i  
   end for k 
2.3 for i= 1 to n do    /* for n components */ 
    for k= 1 to m do     /* for m ants */ 
     Add kth solution’s ith component into ith 
     group of candidate with trail information fk  
    end for i  
   end for k              
2.4 for i=1 to n do   /* for n components */  
    Choose m values in the ith candidate group 
    with highest trail information and construct 
    a new group to replace the old one.  
   end for i 
end while 

In line 2.1.1 of the algorithm, an ant choose the jth value in the candidate group of 
component i at time t according to the following probability distribution  
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Here, ij (t) is the intensity of trail information of the jth candidate value of the 
group for component i at time t, it is changing dynamically. 

3   Adaptive Crossover and Mutation  

Line 2.1.2 of the algorithm introduced above is to have crossover and mutation on the 
m values selected for component i. To get high speed of convergence and avoid ex-
cessive local optimization, we adopt self-adaptive crossover and mutation operations. 
The probabilities of operations and the range of values are determined dynamically 
by the quality of solutions.  

Suppose xi(1) and xi(2) are two initial values of component i which is going to be 
crossovered, the fitness of the two solutions they belonged to are f1  f2. Assume the 
crossover probability set by the system is pcross , then the actual crossover probability 

for xi’(1) and xi’(2) is as pc [xi’(1) , xi’(2) ]= pcros(1
max

21

2 f

ff +
 ), here fmax is the maxi-

mal fitness of the current generation. The higher fitness the two solutions xi’(1) , xi’(2) 
have, the lower pc [xi’(1) , xi’(2)] is. Generate a random number p [0,1], the cross-
over operation could be carried out only if p> pc. In the operation of crossover, we 
first generate two stochastic numbers c1 and c2 [-b, b] so that c1  c2 1 here 

b=2•(1
max

21

2 f

ff +
). The results of the crossover operation xi’(1) and xi’(2) can be 

obtained by the following affine combination of xi (1) and xi (2): 
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It can easily be seen that the lower fitness xi(1) and xi(2) have, the larger value 
range crossover operation has. 

In the mutation of a component value x, the real mutate probability pm is deter-
mined according to the fitness f of the solution where x belongs to. Suppose the muta-
tion probability set by the system is pmutate, we let pm = pmutate(1 f / fmax ). If a solution 
has much higher fitness f , its values of components will have much lower mutate 
probability pm, and the values of components in better solutions would has greater 
chance to be preserved. Generate a random number p [0,1], mutate operation is 
implemented only if p> pm,. Suppose xi will transformed into xi’ after mutation and 
li  xi ui , to ensure xi’ [li, ui], define ri=(ui-li)/2, di =| xi - ri |, and xi’ can be obtained 
by: 
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))(,()('
iiiiiii rdtfrlxsignxx ++=   

Here, (f, t) is a stochastic number between [-1,1] and it has greater chance of the 
tendency to be 0 with the increment of the value of fitness f and generation number t, 
(f, t) is determined by this formula: 

tfretf =),(   

Here r is also a stochastic number between [-1,1],  is the parameter who decides 
the extent of diversity and adjusts the area of local probe, it can be selected between 
0.005 and 0.01. As a result, the component values derived from a solution with higher 
fitness f will have smaller mutate scope and causes a local probe. On the contrary, the 
process becomes a global probe when f is large and the mutate scope is wide enough. 
The mutate scope of the component value is reduced gradually while the number of 
iterations is increased. In this way, the convergent process could be controlled when 
generation number is very large so as to accelerate the speed of convergence. 

4   Experimental Results 

The algorithm presented in this paper was coded in C language performed on a Pen-
tium PC. The computational testing of the new algorithm was carried out applying the 
code to the standard test problems G1 to G5 from the literature, and comparing the 
results to those of GA algorithm, under identical experimental conditions. We let 

m=25, pcross 0.9, pmutate=0.05 and perform 20 trials on each problem. The data 
given as follows is the average numbers of iteration required to find the best solution. 

Table 1. Comparision of our algorithm with GA applied to NLP instances 

 
iteration numbers to find the best solution the time to find the best solution(s) 

instance 
GA Our algorithm GA Our algorithm 

924.03 674.97 73.52 66.36

4846.36 3480.13 365.65 245.83

5673.21 4945.66 478.45 370.85

5283.67 3126.61 433.86 269.01

4698.15 3767.32 336.51 252.23

337.598 240.856

Table 1 shows us that, the average number of iterations to reach the best solution 
on G1 to G5 using GA is 4285.084, the average number is 3198.938 while using our 
algorithm. This fact shows that our algorithm has a stronger capability of finding 
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optical solutions than GA, and it saves much more computing time. The experimental 
results illustrate that our algorithm is very effective solving continuous optimization 
problems. 

Fig.1 shows the process of the best solution of G1 using both our algorithm and 
GA. It is obvious that the speed of reaching the best solution using our algorithm is 
higher than that of using GA. In our algorithm, after reaching the best solution, the 
curse fluctuates within a very narrow scope around the best solution, this confirms the 
conclusion that our algorithm has a good convergence. We also test G1 and G2 with 
our algorithm and GA on 10 trials each of which have 500 iterations on G1 and 1500 
 

                         Our algorithm                                               GA 

Fig. 1. The process of the best solution 

Table 2. The best objective function values obtained by our algorithm and GA on G1, G2 

instance optimal method iteration the best solution average SD 

GA 500 

-12.389 -11.668 
-14.325 -13.678 
-14.172 -14.741 
-10.426 -14.128 
-13.546 -13.96 

-13.303 1.302 

G1 -15.000 

Our 
method 

500 

-14.912 -12.028 
-14.565 -14.999 
-14.004 -13.905 
-14.516 -13.237 

  -14.971 -14.608 

-14.175 0.889 

GA 1500 

7790.456 9000.892 
8670.341 7343.457 
7523.292 8345.125 
7393.463 8919.336 
7600.835 8346.263 

8093.346 606.434 

G2 7049.331 

Our 
method 

1500 

8001.275 7623.291 
7232.513 7813.922 
8417.061 7576.237 
7018.501 7936.463 

7113.901 7026.182 

7575.935 449.627 
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iterations on G2. The best objective function values of each trial, their average value, 
and their standard deviation (SD), are listed in table 2. 

The experimental results of 10 trials show that the standard deviation is much 
lower using our algorithm than that of using GA, this demonstrates that our algorithm 
is superior in stability. The reason our algorithm has much higher convergence and 
stability is that component values of the solutions are obtained by genetic operations 
on the values of the components of different solutions in the previous generation, this 
leads to solutions of new generation be more diverse and global so as to avoid the 
prematurity. On the other hand, since each component chooses its values of the next 
generation from a group of candidate values in which most of the component values 
evolved are from solutions with better fitness, this makes the new solutions have 
strong capability of optimization in all directions so that better solutions can be con-
structed in a short period of time. 

5   Conclusions 

To overcome the drawback of classical ant colony algorithm of not being suitable for 
continuous optimizations, a method for solving optimization problem with continuous 
parameters using improved ant colony algorithm is presented. In the method, the 
candidate paths to be selected by the ants is changing dynamically rather than being 
fixed, and the solutions will tent to be diverse and global by means of using genetic 
operations on the component values of the paths at every stage. Groups of candidate 
values of the components are constructed, and each value in the group has its trail 
information. In each iteration of the algorithm, the method first chooses initial values 
of the components using the trail information. Then, crossover and mutation can 
determine the values of the components in the solution. This enables us to select the 
component values from a continuous space. Thus, our method can solve continuous 
optimization problems using ant colony algorithm successfully. Our experimental 
results of the problem of nonlinear programming show that our method has much 
higher convergence speed and stability than that of GA. Furthermore, our method can 
also be applied to other problems with continuous parameters.  
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Abstract. This paper conducts experiments with three skewed data sets, 
seeking to demonstrate problems when skewed data is used, and identifying 
counter problems when data is balanced. The basic data mining algorithms of 
decision tree, regression-based, and neural network models are considered, 
using both categorical and continuous data. Two of the data sets have binary 
outcomes, while the third has a set of four possible outcomes. Key findings are 
that when the data is highly unbalanced, algorithms tend to degenerate by 
assigning all cases to the most common outcome. When data is balanced, 
accuracy rates tend to decline. If data is balanced, that reduces the training set 
size, and can lead to the degeneracy of model failure through omission of cases 
encountered in the test set. Decision tree algorithms were found to be the most 
robust with respect to the degree of balancing applied. 

1   Introduction 

Data mining technology is used increasingly by many companies to analyze large 
databases in order to discover previously unknown and actionable information that is 
then used to make crucial business decisions. This is the basis for the term 
“knowledge discovery”. Data mining can be performed through a number of 
techniques, such as association, classification, clustering, prediction, and sequential 
patterns. Data mining algorithms are implemented from various fields such as 
statistics, decision trees, neural networks, fuzzy logic and linear programming. There 
are many data mining software product suites, to include Enterprise Miner (SAS), 
Intelligent Miner (IBM), Clementine (SPSS), and Polyanalyst (Megaputer). There are 
also specialty software products for specific algorithms, such as CART and See5 for 
decision trees, and other products for various phases of the data mining process. 
 Data mining has proven valuable in almost every academic discipline. 
Understanding business application of data mining is necessary to expose business 
college students to current analytic information technology. Data mining has been 
instrumental in customer relationship management [1] [2], financial analysis [3], 
credit card management [4], banking [5], insurance [6], tourism [7], and many other 
areas of statistical support to business. Business data mining is made possible by the 
generation of masses of data from computer information systems. Understanding this 
information generation system and tools available leading to analysis is fundamental 
for business students in the 21st Century. There are many highly useful applications 
in practically every field of scientific study. Data mining support is required to make 
sense of the masses of business data generated by computer technology. 
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 A major problem in many of these applications is that data is often skewed. For 
instance, insurance companies hope that only a small portion of claims are fraudulent. 
Physicians hope that only a small portion of tested patients have cancerous tumors. 
Banks hope that only a small portion of their loans will turn out to have repayment 
problems. This paper examines the relative impact of such skewed data sets on 
common data mining algorithms for two different types of data – categorical and 
continuous. 

2   Data Sets 

The paper presents results of experiments on outcome balancing using three simulated 
data sets representative of common applications of data mining in business. While 
simulated, these data sets were designed to have realistic correlations across variables. 
The first model includes loan applicants, the second data set insurance claims, and the 
third records of job performance.  

2.1   Loan Application Data 

This data set consists of information on applicants for appliance loans. The full data 
set involves 650 past observations, of which 400 were used for the full training set, 
and 250 for testing. Applicant information on age, income, assets, debts, and credit 
rating (from a credit bureau, with red for bad credit, yellow for some credit problems, 
and green for clean credit record) is assumed available from loan applications. 
Variable Want is the amount requested in the appliance loan application. For past 
observations, variable On-Time is 1 if all payments were received on time, and 0 if 
not (Late or Default). The majority of past loans were paid on time.  
 Data was transformed to obtain categorical data for some of the techniques. Age 
was grouped by less than 30 (young), 60 and over (old), and in between (middle 
aged). Income was grouped as less than or equal to $30,000 per year and lower (low 
income), $80,000 per year or more (high income), and average in between. Asset, 
debt, and loan amount (variable Want) are used by rule to generate categorical 
variable risk. Risk was categorized as high if debts exceeded assets, as low if assets 
exceeded the sum of debts plus the borrowing amount requested, and average in 
between. The categorical data thus consisted of four variables, each with three levels. 
The continuous data set transformed the original data to a 0-1 scale with 1 
representing ideal and 0 the nadir for each variable. 

2.2   Insurance Fraud Data 

The second data set involves insurance claims. The full data set includes 5000 past 
claims with known outcomes, of which 4000 were available for training and 1000 
reserved for testing. Variables include claimant age, gender, amount of insurance 
claim, number of traffic tickets currently on record (less than 3 years old), number of 
prior accident claims of the type insured, and Attorney (if any). Outcome variable 
Fraud was 0 if fraud was not detected, and 1 if fraud was detected. 
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 The categorical data set was generated by grouping Claimant Age into three levels 
and Claim amount into three levels. Gender was binary, while number of tickets and 
prior claims were both integer (from 0 to 3). The Attorney variable was left as five 
discrete values. Outcome was binary. The continuous data set transformed the 
original data to a 0-1 scale with 1 representing ideal and 0 the nadir for each variable. 

2.3   Job Application Data 

The third data set involves 500 past job applicants, of which 250 were used for the 
full training set and 250 reserved for testing. This data set varies from the first two in 
that there are four possible outcomes (unacceptable, minimal, adequate, and excellent, 
in order of attractiveness).  
 Some of these variables were quantitative and others are nominal. State, degree, 
and major were nominal. There is no information content intended by state or major. 
State was not expected to have a specific order prior to analysis, nor was major. (The 
analysis may conclude that there is a relationship between state, major, and outcome, 
however.) Degree was ordinal, in that MS and MBA are higher degrees than BS. 
However, as with state and major, the analysis may find a reverse relationship with 
outcome.  
 The categorical data set was created by generating three age groups, two state 
outcomes (binary), five degree categories, three majors, and three experience levels. 
The continuous data set transformed the original data to a 0-1 scale with 1 
representing ideal and 0 the nadir for each variable. 

3   Experiments 

These data sets represent instances where there can be a high degree of imbalance in 
the data. Data mining was applied for categorical and continuous forms of all three 
data sets. For categorical data, decision tree models were obtained using See5, logistic 
regression from Clementine, and Clementine’s neural network model applied. For 
continuous data sets, See5 was used for a regression tree, and Clementine for 
regression (discriminant analysis) and neural network. In each case, the training data 
was sorted so that a controlled experiment could be conducted. First, the full model 
was run. Then the training set was reduced in size by deleting cases with the most 
common outcome until the desired imbalance was obtained.  
 The correct classification rate was obtained by dividing the correctly classified test 
cases by the total number of test cases. This is not the only useful error metric, 
especially when there is high differential in the cost by error type. However, other 
error metrics would yield different solutions. Thus for our purposes, correct 
classification rate serves the purpose of examining the degradation of accuracy 
expected from reducing the training set in order to balance the data. 

3.1   Loan Data Results 

The loan application training set included 45 late cases of 400, for a balance 
proportion of 0.1125 (45/400). Keeping the 45 late cases for all training sets, the 
training set size was reduced by deleting cases with on-time outcomes, for late-case 
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proportions of 0.15 (300 total), 0.2 (225 total), 0.25 (180 total), and 0.3 (150 total). 
The correct classification rates and cost results are shown in Tables 1 through 6. 
 The first test is shown in Table 1, using a decision tree model on categorical data. 
     Using the full training set had a relatively low proportion of late cases (0.1125). 
This training set yielded a model predicting all cases to be on-time, which was correct 
in 0.92 of the 250 test cases. As the training set was balanced, the correct 
classification rate deteriorated, although some cases were assigned to the late 
category. Note that this trend was not true throughout the experiment, as when the 
training set was reduced to 150 cases, the correct classification rate actually increased 
over the results for training set sizes of 180 and 225. 
     Table 2 shows the results of the logistic regression model on categorical data. 
     Here the full training set was again best. Balancing the data yielded the same 
results from then on. 
     Table 3 shows the results for a neural network model on categorical data. 

Table 1. Categorical Loan Data, Decision Tree 

Train Proportion Late (0) Predict 0 = 1 Predict 1 = 0 Correct 
400 0.1125 20 0 0.920 
300 0.1500 20 0 0.920 
225 0.2000 9 39 0.808 
180 0.2500 9 39 0.808 
150 0.3000 9 32 0.836 

Table 2. Categorical Loan Data, Logistic Regression 

Train Proportion Late (0) Predict 0 = 1 Predict 1 = 0 Correct 
400 0.1125 17 6 0.908 
300 0.1500 9 34 0.828 
225 0.2000 9 34 0.828 
180 0.2500 9 34 0.828 
150 0.3000 9 34 0.828 

Table 3. Categorical Loan Data, Neural Network 

Train Proportion Late (0) Predict 0 = 1 Predict 1 = 0 Correct 
400 0.1125 20 0 0.920 
300 0.1500 15 17 0.872 
225 0.2000 13 26 0.844 
180 0.2500 13 26 0.844 
150 0.3000 9 43 0.792 

     The results for this model were consistent with expectations. Reducing the training 
set to balance the outcomes yielded less and less accurate results.  
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     Tests were also conducted on continuous data with the same three algorithms. 
Table 4 gives the results for a linear regression model on continuous data. These 
results were similar to those obtained with categorical data. Here there was an 
anomaly with the training set of 180 observations, but results were not much different 
from expectations. 
     Table 5 shows results for a discriminant analysis model applied to the continuous 
data. 
     These results were slightly better than those obtained for categorical data, 
exhibiting the expected trend of decreased accuracy with smaller training set. 
     Table 6 shows the results for the neural network model applied to continuous data. 

Table 4. Continuous Loan Data, Regression Tree 

Train Proportion Late (0) Predict 0 = 1 Predict 1 = 0 Correct 
400 0.1125 20 0 0.920 
300 0.1500 15 15 0.880 
225 0.2000 8 46 0.784 
180 0.2500 9 41 0.800 
150 0.3000 8 46 0.784 

Table 5. Continuous Loan Data, Discriminant Analysis Regression 

Train Proportion Late (0) Predict 0 = 1 Predict 1 = 0 Correct 
400 0.1125 20 0 0.920 
300 0.1500 19 1 0.920 
225 0.2000 16 7 0.908 
180 0.2500 13 20 0.868 
150 0.3000 11 28 0.844 

Table 6. Continuous Loan Data, Neural Network 

Train Proportion Late (0) Predict 0 = 1 Predict 1 = 0 Correct 
400 0.1125 19 2 0.916 
300 0.1500 17 10 0.892 
225 0.2000 11 28 0.844 
180 0.2500 9 33 0.832 
150 0.3000 8 46 0.784 

The neural network model for continuous data was slightly less accurate than the 
results obtained from applying a neural network model to categorical data. The trend 
in accuracy was as expected. 
     As expected, the full training set yielded the highest correct classification rate, 
except for two anomalies. Data mining software has the capability of including a cost 
function that could be used to direct algorithms in the case of decision trees. That was 
not used in this case, but it is expected to yield parallel results (greater accuracy 
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according to the metric driving the algorithm would be obtained with larger data sets). 
The best of the six models was the decision tree using categorical data, pruning the 
training set to only 150 observations.  

Continuous data might be expected to provide greater accuracy, as it is more 
precise than categorical data. However, this was not borne out by the results. 
Continuous data is more vulnerable to error induced by smaller data sets, which could 
have been one factor. 

3.2   Fraud Data Set 

The fraud data set was more severely imbalanced, including only 60 late cases in the 
full training set of 4000. Training sets of 3000 (0.02 late), 2000 (0.03 late), 1000 
(0.06 late), 600 (0.1 late), 300 (0.2 late), and 120 (0.5 late) were generated. Table 7 
shows the decision tree model results. 
     Only two sets of results were obtained. The outcome based on larger training 
sets was degenerate – assigning all cases to be OK (not fraudulent). This yielded 
a very good correct classification rate, as only 22 of 1000 test cases were 
fraudulent. 
     Table 8 gives results for the logistic regression model. 

Table 7. Fraud Data Set, Categorical Data, Decision Tree 

Train Proportion Fraud (1) Predict 0 = 1 Predict 1 = 0 Correct 
4000 0.015 22 0 0.978 
3000 0.020 22 0 0.978 
2000 0.030 22 0 0.978 
1000 0.060 17 8 0.975 
600 0.100 17 8 0.975 
300 0.200 17 8 0.975 
120 0.500 17 8 0.975 

Table 8. Fraud Data Set, Categorical Data, Logistic Regression 

Train Proportion Fraud (1) Predict 0 = 1 Predict 1 = 0 Correct 
4000 0.015 20 2 0.978 
3000 0.020 19 2 0.979 
2000 0.030 19 2 0.979 
1000 0.060 17 9 0.974 
600 0.100 17 9 0.974 
300 0.200 16 34 0.950 
120 0.500 11 229 0.760* 

*Model with 120 in training set included 31 null predictions, due to no training case 
equivalent to test case 

Balancing the data from 4000 to 3000 training cases actually yielded an improved 
correct classification rate. This degenerated when training file size was reduced to 
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1000, and the model yielded very poor results when the training data set was 
completely balanced, as only 120 observations were left. For the logistic regression 
model, this led to a case where the test set contained 31 cases not covered by the 
training set. 
 Table 9 shows results for the neural network model applied to categorical data. 
The neural network model applied to categorical data was quite stable until the last 
training set where there were only 120 observations. At that point, model accuracy 
became very bad. 
     Table 10 displays results for the regression tree applied to continuous data. 
     The regression tree for continuous data had results very similar to those of the 
decision tree applied to categorical data. For the smaller training sets, the continuous 
data yielded slightly inferior results. 
     Table 11 gives results for the discriminant analysis model. 

Table 9. Fraud Data Set, Categorical Data, Neural Network 

Train Proportion Fraud (1) Predict 0 = 1 Predict 1 = 0 Correct 
4000 0.015 20 1 0.979 
3000 0.020 20 2 0.978 
2000 0.030 20 2 0.978 
1000 0.060 19 2 0.979 
600 0.100 19 2 0.979 
300 0.200 17 17 0.966 
120 0.500 10 461 0.529 

Table 10. Fraud Data Set, Continuous Data, Regression Tree 

Train Proportion Fraud (1) Predict 0 = 1 Predict 1 = 0 Correct 
4000 0.015 22 0 0.978 
3000 0.020 22 0 0.978 
2000 0.030 22 0 0.978 
1000 0.060 20 8 0.972 
600 0.100 17 18 0.965 
300 0.200 17 18 0.965 
120 0.500 15 57 0.928 

Table 11. Fraud Data Set, Continuous Data, Discriminant Analysis Regression 

Train Proportion Fraud (1) Predict 0 = 1 Predict 1 = 0 Correct 
4000 0.015 22 0 0.978 
3000 0.020 22 0 0.978 
2000 0.030 22 0 0.978 
1000 0.060 17 18 0.965 
600 0.100 17 18 0.965 
300 0.200 17 18 0.965 
120 0.500 13 265 0.722 
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     The discriminant analysis model using continuous data had results with fewer 
anomalies than logistic regression obtained with categorical data, but was slightly less 
accurate. It also was not very good when based upon the smallest training set. The 
neural network model based on continuous data was not as good as the neural 
network model applied to categorical data, except that the degeneration for the 
training set of 120 was not as severe. 
 Table 12 shows relative accuracy for the neural network model applied to the 
continuous data. 

Table 12. Fraud Data Set, Continuous Data, Neural Network 

Train Proportion Fraud (1) Predict 0 = 1 Predict 1 = 0 Correct 
4000 0.015 22 0 0.978 
3000 0.020 22 0 0.978 
2000 0.030 22 1 0.977 
1000 0.060 20 9 0.971 
600 0.100 19 10 0.971 
300 0.200 17 23 0.960 
120 0.500 10 334 0.656 

 Overall, application of models to the highly imbalanced fraud data set behaved as 
expected for the most part. The best fit was obtained with logistic regression and 
neural network models applied to categorical data. Almost all of the models over the 
original data set were degenerate, in that they called all outcomes OK. The exceptions 
were logistic regression and neural network models over continuous data. The set of 
runs demonstrated the reverse problem of having too small a data set. The neural 
network models for both categorical and continuous data had very high error rates for 
the equally balanced training set, as did the logistic regression model for categorical 
data. There was a clear degeneration of correct classification rate as the training set 
was reduced, along with improved cost results, except for these extreme instances.   

3.3 Job Applicant Data Results 

This data set was far more complex, with correct classification requiring 
consideration of a four by four outcome matrix. The original data set was small, with 
only 250 training observations, only 7 of which were excellent (135 were adequate, 
79 minimal, and 29 unacceptable). Training sets of 140 (7 excellent, 66 adequate, 38 
minimal, and 29 unacceptable), 70 (7 excellent and 21 for each of the other three 
categories), 35 (7 excellent, 10 adequate, and 9 for the other two categories), and 28 
(all categories 7 cases) were generated. Results are shown in Table 13. 
      The proportion correct increased as the training set size increased. This was 
because there were three ways for the forecast to be wrong. A naïve forecast would be 
expected to be correct 0.25 of the time. The correct classification rate was more 
erratic in this case. Smaller training sets tended to have lower correct classification 
rates, but the extreme small size of the smaller sets led to anomalies in results from 
the decision tree model applied to categorical data. The results from the logistic 
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regression model were superior to that of the decision tree for the training sets of size 
250 and 140. The other results, however, were far inferior, and for the very small 
training sets were degenerate with no results reported. Neural network model results 
over categorical data were quite good, and relatively stable for smaller data sets. 
There was, however, an anomaly for the training data set of 70 observations. 

Table 13. Job Applicant Data Set, Categorical Data, Decision Tree 

 28 training 35 training 70 
training 

140 
training 

250 
training 

Proportion excellent 0.25 0.20 0.10 0.05 0.028 
Decision tree 0.580 0.584 0.444 0.508 0.508 
Logistic regression degenerate Degenerate 0.400 0.588 0.608 
Neural net – categorical 0.416 0.448 0.392 0.604 .0604 
Regression tree 0.484 0.484 0.444 0.556 0.600 
Discriminant analysis 0.508 0.544 0.520 0.572 0.604 
Neural net - continuous 0.432 0.516 0.496 0.592 0.588 

     Results for the regression tree model applied to continuous data was inferior to that 
of the decision tree applied to categorical data except for the largest training set 
(which was very close in result). Discriminant analysis applied to continuous data also 
performed quite well, and did not degenerate when applied to the smaller data sets. 
The neural network model applied to continuous data was again erratic. Neural 
network models worked better for the data sets with more training observations. 

4   Results 

The logistic regression model had the best overall fit, using the full training set. 
However, this model failed when the data set was reduced to the point where the 
training set did not include cases that appeared in the test set. The categorical decision 
tree model was very good when 140 or 250 observations were used for training, but 
when the training set was reduced to 70, it was very bad (as were all categorical 
models. The decision  tree  model again  seemed the  most robust. Models based upon  
 

Table 14. Comparison 

Factor Positive Features Negative Features 
Large data 
sets 
(unbalanced) 

Greater accuracy Often degenerate (decision tree, 
regression tree, discriminant 
model) 

Smaller data 
sets 
(balanced) 

No degeneracy Can miss test instances 
(logistic) 
May yield poor fit (categorical 
neural network model) 

Categorical 
data 

Slightly greater accuracy 
(but mixed results) 

Less stable (small data set 
performance often the worst) 
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continuous data did not have results as good as those based on categorical data for 
most training sets. Table 14 provides a comparison of data set features based upon 
these results. 

5   Conclusions 

Key findings are that when the data is highly unbalanced, algorithms tend to 
degenerate by assigning all cases to the most common outcome. When data is 
balanced, accuracy rates tend to decline. If data is balanced, that reduces the training 
set size, and can lead to the degeneracy of model failure through omission of cases 
encountered in the test set. Decision tree algorithms were found to be the most robust 
with respect to the degree of balancing applied. 
Simulated data sets representing important data mining applications in business were 
used. The positive feature of this approach is that expected data characteristics were 
controlled (no correlation of outcome with gender or state, for instance; positive 
correlations for educational level and major). However, it obviously would be better 
to use real data. Given access to such real data, similar testing is attractive. For now, 
however, this set of experiments has identified some characteristics data mining tools 
with respect to the issue of balancing data sets. 
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Abstract. The least square approach is undoubtedly one of the well known 
methods in the fields of statistics and related disciplines such as optimization, 
artificial intelligence, and data mining. The core of the traditional least square 
approach is to find the inverse of the product of the design matrix and its trans-
pose. Therefore, it requires storing at least two matrixes - the design matrix and 
the inverse matrix of the product. In some applications, for example, high fre-
quency financial data in the capital market and transactional data in the credit 
card market, the design matrix is huge and on line update is desirable. Such 
cases present a difficulty to the traditional matrix version of the least square ap-
proach. The reasons are from the following two aspects: (1) it is still a cumber-
some task to manipulate the huge matrix; (2) it is difficult to utilize the latest 
information and update the estimates on the fly.  Therefore, a new method is 
demanded. In this paper, authors applied the idea of CIO-component-wise itera-
tive optimization and propose an algorithm to solve a least square estimate 
without manipulating matrix, i.e. it requires no storage for the design matrix 
and the inverse of the product, and furthermore it can update the estimates on 
the fly.  Also, it is rigorously shown that the solution obtained by the algorithm 
is truly a least square estimate.   

1   Introduction 

In recent years, e-commerce has grown exponentially. As the amount of information 
recorded and stored electronically grows ever large, it becomes increasingly useful 
and essential to develop better and more efficient ways to store, extract, and process 
information. In fact, it is clear that so far our achievements on acquiring data and 
storing data have been far more ahead than those on analyzing data. With the avail-
ability of huge information, it has been found in many cases that the well-known 
methodologies have shown difficulties to be applied directly because of the size of 
information being processed or because of the way of information being utilized. 
Such difficulties in the real applications present an uncompromising challenge for 
academic researchers and practitioners. At the same time, business and industry have 
been demanding new tools for their tasks of in-depth data analysis. The born of a 
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research area called data mining is partially due to the demands of this kind.  People, 
in the field of data mining, have no longer confined themselves with assumptions of 
the underlying probability space and distributions. They only treat the data as a set of 
close related objects for given tasks; certainly, some tasks may take the same statisti-
cal settings of assumptions. 

Why dose the size of data bring such a revolutionary change? In statistical text 
books, a nice result is usually obtained when the sample size tends to infinity under 
regular assumptions such as a given probability space and an underlying distribution. 
People may tend to think it is fine to apply the asymptotic results when the sample 
size is larger than a few hundreds. Indeed it is maybe useful, in many cases,  to apply 
the asymptotic results when the sample size is larger than a few hundreds and smaller 
than a few hundred thousands, but may not be useful at all for the case that the sample 
size is larger than few millions (Lin (2001)) for some problems. The fact is that the 
size matters! A penny may not be significant, but when it is amplified by millions, it 
becomes significant. Such an effect of large quantities in business is called the Giga-
byte effect due to the fact that information recorded and processed needs a few Giga 
bytes to store.  The phenomenon that from the change of quantity to the change of 
quality reveals an underlying truth that the assumption of a given probability space 
and distribution is not sufficient. This insufficiency, we believe, is partially caused by 
entangled signals in the data. When the size becomes extremely large, the entangled 
signals will be significant not only in the desirable dimension but also in unexpected 
dimensions. 

The size of data being processed for a regular OLAP (On-Line Analytical Process-
ing) task in a credit card issuer of medium size is usually about a few million observa-
tions. An OLAP task may come from one of the following categories: (1) decisions 
for potential customers; (2) decisions for existing non-default customers; (3) deci-
sions for default customers. The first category focuses on whether or not to extend 
credit, and if yes, by how much, which is known as acquisition decision making. The 
second category is for those decisions including increasing or lowering the credit 
limit, authorization, reissue, and promotion. The third category contains several deci-
sions regarding to delinquent or default customers, which is known as collection or 
recovery, such as making a computer generated letter, a phone call, or sending a busi-
ness or an attorney letter, assigning to an external collection agency. Any action taken 
will be based on the assessment of risk or profit on the individual account level and is 
usually including those like computing the values from predictive models. There are 
three categories of predictive models in terms of the final outcomes: (a) predicted 
likelihood, (b) expected values, and (c) real values. The last two categories usually 
involve the computing for the estimates of real values, and for these cases, the least 
square approach is often one of the preferred. Considering transactional based real 
value predictive models, which are used to directly predict the profit or revenue of 
accounts or used in updating the profiles of accounts, millions of transactions are 
processed through these models in each single day.  If the traditional least square 
approach were used in the computation, it would cost (1) larger computing resources 
due to the stored matrixes, (2) unstable results in some cases due to the singularity of 
matrixes, and (3) virtually impossible to update the least square estimates on the fly 
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due to the lack of such an algorithm.  Therefore, the natural question is raised: how 
can we overcome the barriers of the traditional matrix version of the least square 
approach and find a least square solution without these problems? 

In order to answer the question, we need to re-exam the core of the traditional least 
square approach: it is to find the inverse of the product of the design matrix and its 
transpose. In such an approach, it requires at least to store two matrixes - the design 
matrix and the inverse matrix of the product (many variations of matrix manipulation 
for least square estimates in the literature all require to store these matrixes, although 
the sizes of the matrixes have been reduced and varied due to the improvement of the 
algorithms). As such, we can say that the core in the heart of the traditional least 
square approach is the matrix manipulation, which, although is neat, brings with the 
potential problems stated above in computing resources, in stability, and in on-going 
updating  when the size of matrix is large.  Based on these observations, the new 
algorithms should come from the category of the non-matrix version, that is, algo-
rithms without matrix manipulation. 

In the current study, we propose an algorithm to solve a least square estimate with-
out manipulating matrix, i.e. it requires no storage for the design matrix and the in-
verse of the product, and furthermore it can update the estimates on the fly.  The 
algorithm proposed is based on the principle, as we called - CIO, the component-wise 
iterative optimization, which will become clear in the next section. Section 3 gives a 
theoretical proof that indeed the proposed algorithm generates a least square solution. 

2   The Component-Wise Iterative Optimization and Algorithm 

Given a linear model, 
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Theoretically, β̂  has a nice closed form in terms of X andY , where X and 

Y are the design matrix and response vector, respectively.  It is well-known that 

.)(ˆ YXXX tt +=β  In theory, we have solved the problem. But in practice, we still 

(2.1) 

)2.2(  
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need to find the inverse, +)( tXX . Thus, there are many algorithms proposed to solve 

the inverse due to different conditions. However, all those algorithms, no matter how 
different they appeared, have the following two items in common: (1) all observations 
need to present in memory, (2) the inverse of the matrix needs to be in memory also. 
Due to the above two constrains, the OLAP task using the current algorithms for least 
square solutions has to be kept for a relatively small to a medium size of data, i.e. up 
to a few hundred thousands observations. Also to update the least square estimate, we 
have to make all the observations available at the time when a transaction occurred. 
For a relative large credit card issuer, this means huge memory and CPU resources 
and sometimes non-practical. Considering the current approaches, the key is the ma-
trix manipulations. If we can find a way around this, we may be able to save memory 
and CPU resources and make the approach more applicable. To avoid storing a huge 
matrix, we have to explore a totally new way to solve the least square problem. 

Starting from the early 80’s, the Gibbs sampling has been drawn on much attention 
and later has been developed into a field called MCMC. The idea in the Gibbs sam-
pling is that the underlying population may be either unknown or very complicated, 
however, given any component, the conditional distribution is known or relatively 
easy to simulate. They basic procedure is the following:  

Step 0. Pick ),,,( 002010 kxxxx = in the support of ),,,()( 21 kxxxFXF = , 

the underlying population. 

Step 1. Compute ),,,( 112111 kxxxx =  in the following way:  

(1) Draw 11x  from the distribution of ),,( 00221 kk xxxxx == ,  

(2) Draw 12x  from the distribution of ),,,( 00331112 kk xxxxxxx === , …,  

      continue the same procedure to the last component. 

(3) Draw kx1 from the distribution of ).,,,( 111122111 −− === kkk xxxxxxx  

Thus, the first cycle of Gibbs sampling is achieved and we can up-

date ),,,( 002010 kxxxx = to the   ),,,( 112111 kxxxx = .  Repeat the Step 1 

for n-1 times, and then get to Step n. 

Step n. Following the same procedure, we can get ),,,( 21 nknnn xxxx = . 

By some regular assumptions, we can prove that xx F
n ⎯→⎯  in distribution.    

These steps of Gibbs sampling present a typical procedure of CIO-the component-
wise iterative optimization. The idea of CIO can also be seen from many other topics 
such as EM algorithms. In the E-step, the conditional expectation of the missing com-
ponent given the likelihood of the complete data is calculated with respect to the 
observed data. In the M-step, it maximizes for the underlying model. The CIO pro-
poses a principle that the complicated problem can be solved iteratively by a series of 
relatively simple solutions. A general study has been carried out, and some fruitful 
results can be found in (Lin (2003)), which includes more rigorous studies on its 
theoretical foundation. 
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Applying the idea of CIO to the problem of the matrix version of the least square 
approach discussed in the beginning of this section, we proposed the following algo-
rithm. From this algorithm, readers can get a much clearer picture about how the 
procedure of CIO can pave the way to propose a new algorithm. 

Non-matrix Version of Algorithm for Solving the Least Square Estimates 
Given (2.1) and (2.2), the following algorithm generates a solution of least square 

estimates for t
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Step 2. Initial Value: Choose an initial value of t
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for β  randomly or by certain optimal rules. 

Step 3. Updating the Intercept: (1) Given the ith pattern of ),,,( 1 piii xxy  and 

the kth iterations for updating β , take the value for the intercept at kth iterations 
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Remarks: (1) From the algorithm, we can see that it follows exactly the procedure of 
CIO. Each component of the parameter is optimized iteratively given others and then 
finally the whole parameter optimized. 

(2) Each updating cycle or iteration is finished by updating the components one by 

one.  Up to certain cycles, say  kth , )(kβ  and )1( −kβ  generate the similar values for 

the given objective function. If we change the size of sample patterns, we have a 

series of estimates{ })(
)(

k
nβ  .   

(3) The implementation can be in a much simpler way: 
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     Thus, the case of lix being zero is no longer an issue.  

3   The Proposed Algorithm Generates a Least Square Solution 

From the last section, we have mentioned that the proposed algorithm possesses some 
useful asymptotic properties such as strong consistence and asymptotic normal. In 
this section, we will prove that the proposed algorithm generates a least square solu-
tion computationally. From the proof, readers will have a chance to appreciate in-
sightful nature of the procedure of CIO. 

Theorem. Given the setting of (2.1) and the objective function of (2.2), in the kth and  
k+1th iterations for estimating β using the proposed algorithm of Section 2,  where β(k) 
= (β0

(k), β1

(k)  ,..., β p

(k)   )t  and β(k+1) = (β0

(k+1), β1

(k+1)  ,..., β p

(k+1)   )t  denote the estimates in 
the kth and  k+1th iterations, respectively, we have that 
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where the equality holds if and only if βi

(k)  = βi

(k+1)  , i=0,1, …,p. Under the equality, β(k) 
= (β0

(k), ..., βp

(k)   )t are least square estimates. 

Proof. Two parts of the proof will be carried out: (1) to prove (3.1) to be true for any 
k. If (3.1) is true, then it implies that either improvement will be made for each itera-
tion or equality holds. If a significant improvement still presents after kth  iterations, 
then more iterations are needed. (2) If equality holds or non-significant improvement 
presents after kth  iterations, then it means that βi

(k)  = βi

(k+1)  , i=0,1, …,p. At this point, 
the β(k) = (β0

(k), ..., βp

(k)   )t  will be a least square solution. 
In order to prove (3.1) to be true, by mathematical induction, it is sufficient to 

prove it to be true when  k=0. That is 

(3.1) 
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By the procedure of CIO, we optimize one component at each time in the proposed 
algorithm. Thus, to prove (3.2) to be true, we will prove the following sequence of 
inequalities holds:  
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Let LHS and RHS denote the left-hand side of (3.4) and the right hand side of 
(3.4), respectively. To prove that LHS ≥ RHS, considering the following expansion of 
the equivalent forms: 
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Combining LHS and RHS, we can have the following equivalent inequalities:  
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The last inequality holds, therefore, we have proved that (3.4) is true. Further 

more, the equality of (3.4) holds if and only if .)1(
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Next, we prove the following inequality holds: 
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Let LHS and RHS denote the left-hand side of (3.5) and the right hand side of 
(3.5), respectively. It is easy to see that 
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Combining LHS and RHS, we can have the following equivalent inequalities:  
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The last inequality holds, therefore, we have proved that (3.4) is true. Further 

more, the equality of (3.5) holds if and only if .)0(
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1 ββ = Using the same reason-

ing, it is easy to prove that for any j we have the following equivalent inequalities: 
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where .,...,2 pj =  It is clear that the equality holds if and only if .)0()1(
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Thus, we have proved that  (3.3) holds. Therefore, (3.2) holds. 

For the second part of the proof: we assume that )0()1( ββ = , we prove )1(β  is a 

solution of least square normal equations.   
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(3.6) and (3.7) are  simply normal equations for the least square solutions. There-

fore, we come to the conclusion that if )0()1( ββ = , and then )1(β  is a least square 

solution.  

Remark: In real applications, it may require a few more iterations rather than one  
iteration. 
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Abstract. Data mining usually is considered as application tasks conducted on 
the top of database management systems. However, this may not always be 
true. To illustrate this, in this article we examine the issue of conduct data 
mining in mobile computing environments, where multiple physical copies of 
the same data object in client caches may exist at the same time with the server 
as the primary owner of all data objects. By demonstrating what can be mined 
in such an environment, we point out the important connection of data mining 
with database implementation. This leads us to take a look at the issue of 
extending traditional invalid-access prevention policy protocols, which are 
needed to ensure serializability involving data updates in mobile environments. 
Furthermore, we provide examples to illustrate how such kind of research can 
shed light on mobile data mining. 

1   Introduction 

We start this paper with the following interesting question related to data mining: 

• For (database-centric) data mining, is it always a task of database 
application? In other words, is data mining always restricted to a front-end 
tool? 

A more general form of this question is: 

• Could data mining be related to database implementation in any way? 

In this paper we will address these issues by taking a look at the case of mobile 
data mining, which is concerned with conducting data mining in a mobile computing 
environment. We present our opinion on these questions, arguing that there is a need 
to consider issues related to data mining and implementation of database management 
systems (DBMSs). As an example of our viewpoint, we first review a recent work for 
extending serializability support to handle multiple copies of objects so that 
concurrent execution of multiple transactions is conflict equivalent to serial execution 
of these transactions. We then examine the indication of this work to data mining. 
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The balance of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide 
example to illustrate the need for examining the relationship between data mining and 
DBMS implementation. This leads us to take a look at the general data management 
issues for mobile data mining in Section 3. In order to deal with problems raised in 
Section 2, we examine the problem of ensuring serializability in mobile computing 
environment in Section 4, and further discuss the indications of this research to 
mobile data mining in Section 5. We conclude the paper in Section 6, where related 
future research work is discussed. 

2   Mobile Data Mining and DBMS Implementation 

Mobile data mining can be considered as a special case of distributed data mining 
(DDM) [7, 9], which is concerned with mining data using distributed resources. 
However, there are unique features for mobile data mining, and researchers have 
started exploring this area (e.g., [12]). One interesting issue of data mining in mobile 
computing environment is related to mining on mobile users, such as their behavior in 
mobile environments. The importance of using mobile user movement data to derive 
knowledge about mobile users in the e-commerce application domain have been 
noticed [8].  

So what is the role of DBMS in mobile data mining? Techniques for mobile 
query processing and optimization, such as location-dependent query processing [14], 
have been addressed by various researchers. Since mobile data mining can take 
advantage of such kind of technical advance, it seems not too difficult to argue that 
query processing can contribute to mobile data mining. 

But how about the relevance of other aspects in DBMS implementation, such as 
transaction processing? The connection between mobile data mining and transaction 
processing seems to be quite remote. However, consider the following scenario. In 
order to derive knowledge about mobile users in the e-commerce application domain, 
if the same multimedia object is accessed or even updated by different mobile users, 
then in order to mine the user profiles, shopping habit or other useful knowledge 
about users, it is crucial to handle multiple copies of objects correctly. Such a 
prerequisite can be stated as a problem of ensuring serializability in mobile client-
server environment, a problem within the realm of transaction processing. For 
example, we may want to know what kind of mobile users are interested in certain 
kind of video, or what kind of video are interested by certain kind of mobile users. It 
is thus important to recognize multiple versions of the same mobile object. Mobile 
data mining community has the responsibility to identify such kind of problems to be 
dealt with.  

Furthermore, mobile mining community may even have to develop solutions for 
some problems identified by themselves (rather than just waiting for solutions 
provided by other people such as DBMS developer), because such requirements may 
be closely integrated into the data mining task at hand. For example, we may want to 
know which kind of message boards (or some other shared objects) is updated most 
frequently by mobile users; in this case, we need to trace and count the version 
numbers of the object. Therefore, although version numbers are usually handled by 
database implementation, mobile data mining algorithms may have to do something 
about them. 
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3   Data Management Issues for Mobile Data Mining 

In order to understand the importance of our observation made in Section 2, we can 
cooperate it into the general discussion of data management issues for mobile data 
mining as identified by Lim et al. [8]:  

• Developing infrastructure for mobile data mining, to explore the design issues 
involving a warehouse for mobile data. This may include the algorithms for 
efficient aggregation and transformation of mobile data. The challenge in this 
case is to deal with the heterogeneous data format from different mobile 
devices at different locations with different bandwidth and computing 
resources.  

• Developing algorithms for mobile data mining, such as to develop algorithms 
to find knowledge to improve the efficiency of mobile applications/queries. 

• Incorporating mobile mining results into operational systems, to integrate 
knowledge obtained from data mining with the operational systems. The 
challenge is to develop algorithms that evaluate which are the 'actionable' data 
mining results, and then apply them in a timely fashion to ensure the 
effectiveness of the mobile data mining system.  

• In addition to above issues raised in [8], we also advocate the study of the 
following aspect: Conducting research in support of query 
processing/optimization and transaction processing, so that mobile data 
mining can be effectively conducted. 

The rest of this paper is to further examine this last issue. 

4   Extending Invalid-Access Prevention Policy 

As a concrete example of conducting research on transaction processing for mobile 
data mining, we now get back to the question raised in Section 2, namely, how  
to correctly handle multiple object copies so that serializability can be ensured  
in mobile computing environments. One approach could be attaching an additional 
field in each record of the system log so that the identifier of the mobile user  
who has accessed (or even updated) can be recorded along with the object itself. 
However, this approach may not be realistic, because the introduction of such 
additional field may not be justified by other system applications (i.e., such 
information may not be useful for other applications). Therefore, in the rest of this 
paper we consider how to extend a recent work of study on extending traditional 
invalid-access prevention policy for mobile data mining concerning multiple-copy 
objects. This is done in two steps. First, in this section (Section 4) we provide  
a discussion of the extension process itself (based on the discussion of Parker  
and Chen 2004) without addressing any issues directly related to mobile computing. 
Then in Section 5, we revisit the issue of mobile data mining concerning multiple-
copy objects by pointing out how we can take advantage of results obtained in this 
section.  
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4.1   Review of Traditional Invalid-Access Prevention Policy  

In a typical client/server computing architecture, there may exist multiple physical 
copies of the same data object at the same time in the network with the server as the 
primary owner of all data objects. The existence of multiple copies of the same 
multimedia object in client caches is possible when there is no data conflict in the 
network. In managing multiple clients’ concurrent read/write operations on a 
multimedia object, no transactions that accessed the old version should be allowed to 
commit. From this basis of the invalid-access prevention policy, several protocols 
have been proposed. The purpose of these protocols is to create an illusion of a single, 
logical, multimedia data object in the face of multiple physical copies in the 
client/server network when a data conflict situation arises. When the server becomes 
aware of a network-wide data conflict, it initiates a cache consistency request to 
remote clients on behalf of the transaction that caused the data conflict. The basic 
ideas of three known protocols under this policy are summarized below (for a 
summary of these methods, see [11]; for other related work, see [2,3,4,5,6,10,13,15]). 

Server-Based Two-Phase Locking (S2PL): The S2PL uses a detection-based 
algorithm and supports inter-transaction caching. It validates cached pages 
synchronously on a transaction’s initial access to the page. Before a transaction is 
allowed to commit, it must first access the primary copies from the server on each 
data item that it has read at the client. The new value must be installed at the client if 
the client’s cache version is outdated. The server is aware of a list of clients who 
requested locks only, and no broadcast is used by the server to communicate with 
clients. The client is aware of a list of object version numbers, and no local lock is 
used by the client. This protocol carries no overhead in page table maintenance at the 
price of not being able to detect multiple versions in a network. 

Call-Back Locking (CBL): CBL is an avoidance-based protocol that supports inter-
transactional page caching. Transactions executing under an avoidance-based scheme 
must obey the read-once write-all (ROWA) replica management approach, which 
guarantees the correctness of data from the client cache by enforcing that all existing 
copies of an updated object have the same value when an updating transaction 
commits. Therefore an interaction with the server is required only at client cache-miss 
or for updating its cache copy. The global nature of ROWA implies that consistency 
actions may be required at one or more remote clients before the server can register a 
write permit for a local client. An update transaction cannot commit until all of the 
necessary consistency operations have been completed at remote clients. When all 
consistency operations are complete, there exist only two copies of the multimedia 
object, a primary copy in the server and a secondary copy in the client with a write 
permit, to get ready for a commit. Note that a write-write data conflict does not exist 
in the CBL. In the process of securing a write permit for a local client, all remote 
clients’ cache copies were invalidated and no new download is possible while the 
write permit locks the row in the database. 

Optimistic Two-Phase Locking (O2PL): This is avoidance-based and is more 
optimistic about the existence of data contention in the network than CBL. It defers  
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the write intention declaration until the end of a transaction’s execution phase. Under 
the ROWA protocol, an interaction with the server is required only at client cache-
miss or for committing its cache copy under the O2PL. As in CBL, all clients must 
inform the server when they erase a page from their buffer so that the server can 
update its page list.  

All three of the above invalid-access prevention policy protocols ensure that any 
update transactions that previously accessed the old version data be aborted by the 
server. A general difference among them is the varying degree in the number of client 
messages sent to the server and the server’s abort frequency. 

4.2   What’s New in Mobile Computing Environment? 

The inherent limitations of mobile computing systems present a challenge to the 
traditional problems of database management, especially when the client/server 
communication is unexpectedly severed from the client site.  

From the summary presented in Section 3, we can provide the following 
observations. In a S2PL network, multiple versions of the same object ID can exist in 
the network due to automatic and as-needed replications without the server’s overall 
awareness of data conflicts in the network. This may result in frequent transaction 
aborts in the S2PL protocol. In a CBL or O2PL network, during a brief slice of time 
when an object is being committed to the database by a row-server with a write lock, 
there exists only one physical copy at the primary site and one copy at the secondary 
site if all cached clients have invalidated their locally cached copies. However, some 
cached mobile clients may not have the opportunity to invalidate their obsolete copies 
or replicate updated copies due to their disconnection from the network while the 
object is being committed by another node. This causes the existence of multiple 
cached versions of the same object ID in the network when the disconnected clients 
return to the network. This is not desirable in applications requiring the ROWA 
protocol. 

Serializability is the most commonly used correctness criterion for transactions in 
database applications for concurrent transaction execution at a global level. The 
standard policy does not enforce the serializability to the mobile computing 
environment. Transactions executing under an avoidance-based scheme must obey the 
(ROWA) principle, which guarantees the correctness of the data from the client cache 
under the CBL or the O2PL protocol. The standard CBL and O2PL protocols cannot 
guarantee the currency of the mobile clients’ cache copies and to prevent 
serializability violations when they reconnect to the network. Figures 1 illustrates how 
error condition (appearing toward the end of the figure) arises in CBL environment 
after mobile clients properly exit the client application. 

4.3   Extended Invalid Access Prevention Protocols for Mobile Environment 

To prevent the serializability failure scenario described above, the extended invalid 
access prevention policy protocols are proposed here for the mobile client/server 
environments that guarantee the serializability. Extended invalid-Access Prevention  
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Policy should include additional attributes such as version numbers, recreate/release 
page table rows, relinquish unused locks at sign-off, and maximum lock duration. 

Conclusion:  CBL needs a version number to detect obsolete replicas.

Commit a revised object A as A'

Object A 

The object A' is invalidated.  Future 
cache miss forces a new download.

User-intended disconnection with replica AAn active client has a replica of object A.

Revise the old replica A and request a permit

The object based on the obsolete object A 
now replaces A' from a commit.

Client returns and recreates a page table.

Request a permit on object A

 

Fig. 1. CBL Failure Analysis Tree in Mobile Environment 

With the four extended attributes, all disconnected mobile clients’ obsolete 
cached copies during their absence from the network are logically invalidated while a 
connected client updates the same multimedia object. The logical invalidation is 
accomplished via the first two attributes, implementing sequential version numbers in 
the CBL and O2PL protocols and recreating page table entries only when the version 
number is current. The remaining two attributes, relinquishing unused permits or 
locks at exit or shutdown from the client application and the maximum lock duration 
to help server recover from indefinite stalls, are to handle the effects of normal and 
abnormal program terminations so that the server does not wait indefinitely to hear 
from its constituent clients after multicasts. With the implementation of version 
numbers in CBL and O2PL protocols, the server can now determine which cached 
objects of returning mobile clients are obsolete and can discard the corresponding 
page table entries, both from the client and the server page tables. 

Experiments have shown that extended invalid-access prevention policy 
algorithms enforce a guaranteed serializability of multimedia objects in RDBMS 
applications under a mobile client/server environment. For more details, see [11]. 

Figure 2 depicts a proper page table procedure for logical invalidations to deal 
with serializability problem through page table consistency check. 
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S o m e  c lie n ts  in v a lid a te d . N o  a n s w e r fro m  d is ru p te d /d is co n n e c te d  c lie n ts

C lie n t s ig n -o n  re c re a te s  a  lo c a l p a g e  ta b le .

S e rv e r c h e c k s  th e  la te s t v e rs io n  n u m b e r in  d a ta b a s e .

If (c lie n t v e rs io n  = =  D B  v e rs io n ), 
s e rv e r re c re a te s  p a g e  ta b le .

E ls e , se rv e r d o e s  n o t re c re a te  p a g e Ta b le
a n d   w a rn s  th e  th e  c lie n t in s te a d .

S e rv e r m u ltic a s t to  in v a lid a te

C lie n t d e le te s  lo c a l p a g e  ta b le  e n try  b u t d o  
n o t in v a lid a te  th e  f ile  in  c a s e  th e  f ile  w a s  
re v is e d  b y  th e  e n d -u s e r  w h ile  d is c o n n e c te d .

 

Fig. 2. Consistency check of the page table 

5   Potential Contribution of Extended Invalid Access Prevention 
Protocols to Mobile Data Mining  

Based on our discussion presented above, we can now revisit the issues raised earlier, 
to analyze scenarios and answer queries like following: 

• What kind of mobile users is interested in certain kind of video? What kind of 
video is interested by certain kind of mobile users? 

• Which kind of message boards (or some other shared objects) is updated most 
frequently by mobile users? 

• What kind of mobile users (i.e., characteristics) have accessed and updated most 
frequently on a particular object? 

• What kind of multimedia objects (i.e., characteristics) have the largest number 
of copies at the same time? 

• What kind of multimedia objects are likely to be updated as a consequence of 
updating some other multimedia objects? 

To answer these questions and many other questions we need some details of 
database implementation as discussed earlier. For example, in order to find out “what 
kind of mobile users is interested in certain kind of video,” we need to count the 
frequency of certain video to be accessed by mobile users. Although in this kind of 
application a user may not be able to update the contents of video and thus not be able 
to create new versions of an object, in many other cases (such as the case of dealing 
with the message board) updates do occur and multiple versions of objects do exist. 
Therefore, the research work presented in Section 4 may have important contribution 
in the related data mining tasks. 
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6   Conclusions and Future Research 

In this paper we raised and discussed these issues by examining the case of mobile 
data mining. Data mining may not be limited to “front end” applications. To the best 
of our knowledge, these have not been discussed before, but these are issues worthy 
exploring. In particular, we have focused on how to ensure serializability in dealing 
with multiple copies of multimedia objects as an example to illustrate the relationship 
between mobile data mining and DBMS transaction processing. For more details of 
our proposed approach, see [11]. 

There are many outstanding research issues that need to be addressed before data 
mining in mobile environment can be effectively used. Although we have addressed 
the issues of ensuring the serilizability of large multimedia objects, in doing so will 
inevitably invalids many transactions that access modified objects. To relieve such 
problem, we need an elaborate scheme to divide the large object into smaller pieces 
and subsequently effectively organize and manage these pieces. This will allow 
multiple users (transactions) to simultaneously update different parts of the same 
objects without being rollback. Another related issue that needs to be further studied 
is how to address serializability if we are mining from different data sources. 
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Abstract. In an information rich world, the task of data analysis is
becoming ever more complex. Even with the processing capability of
modern technology, more often than not, important details become satu-
rated and thus, lost amongst the volume of data. With analysis problems
ranging from discovering credit card fraud to tracking terrorist activities
the phrase “a needle in a haystack” has never been more apt. In order
to deal with large data sets current approaches require that the data
be sampled or summarised before true analysis can take place. In this
paper we propose a novel pyramidic method, namely, copasetic cluster-
ing, which focuses on the problem of applying traditional clustering tech-
niques to large-scale data sets while using limited resources. A further
benefit of the technique is the transparency into intermediate clustering
steps; when applied to spatial data sets this allows the capture of contex-
tual information. The abilities of this technique are demonstrated using
both synthetic and biological data.

1 Introduction

In order to deal with large data sets, current clustering approaches require that
the data be sampled or summarised before true analysis can take place. In this
paper we deal with the problem of applying clustering techniques to large-scale
data sets when subjected to limited resources. The technique was designed such
that traditional clustering metrics could not only be applied to large-scale data
sets, but would also produce results that were comparable to their un-scaled
relatives on appropriately small data sets. This novel technique also gives the
advantage of rendering transparent the ’internal decision processes’ of the clus-
tering methods. When applied to spatial data sets this results in the capture
of contextual information that traditional methods would have lost, producing
a far more accurate output. This improved accuracy is shown to exist when
the copasetic clustering techniques abilities are applied to both synthetic and
biological data sets.

Clustering [1] is a prominent unsupervised technique used for segmentation
that allows us to search for and classify the similarity between many thousands
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of ‘objects’. Techniques such as k-means [2] and fuzzy c-means [3] are good
representatives of the clustering ideology and are still in widespread use today.
k-means for example partitions data by initially creating k random cluster cen-
tres which define the boundaries for each partition in the hyper-volume. Fuzzy
logic based algorithms [3] on the other hand, were specifically designed to give
computer based systems the ability to account for the grey or fuzzy decision
processes that are often seen in reality. Fuzzy logic based clustering therefore of-
fers inherent advantages over non-fuzzy methods, as they can cope with problem
spaces which have no well defined boundaries.

Like many other techniques, the two clustering methods mentioned suffer a
variety of problems: they are heavily influenced by initial starting conditions,
can become trapped in local minima, do not lend themselves to distributed pro-
cessing methods and are restricted in their application to the memory resources
of a single workstation. Pavel Berkhin [1] detailed these issues and classified the
current solutions into three groups; incremental mining [4], data squashing [5]
and reliable sampling [6] methods. The main problem with these implementa-
tions is that by reducing the number of elements in the data sets, important
data will have been lost and so there is a need for developing techniques that
can be scaled to these problems.

This paper focuses on solutions to two of the key challenges in the clustering
field. The first of these is associated with the scaling issue of current techniques
and thus attempts to meet the demand of modern image sets. Secondly we detail
a method whereby rather than discarding the wealth of spatial image information
we harness it. The next section then describes the process whereby existing tech-
niques are scaled to larger data sets, not only making their application feasible
but also providing extra information about the internal clustering decision pro-
cess that would traditionally be unavailable. The proposed solution is then tested
on both synthetic and real-world biological data, with the results described in
detail and the proposed algorithm showing great promise.

2 Copasetic Clustering

The Copasetic Clustering (CC) method is a technique which facilitates the
application of tradition clustering algorithms to large-scale data sets; it also has
the additional ability of capturing spatial information allowing the refinement of
groupings. Initially it arbitrarily divides up the image into spatially related areas
(normally very small grid squares). Each of these areas is then clustered using
a traditional technique such as k-means [2] or fuzzy c-means [3], and the result
is stored. Then representatives are calculated for each of the clusters that exist,
these are then further clustered in the next generation. Such a process is repeated
until all sub-clustered groups have been merged. The final result is that every
pixel will have been clustered into one of n groups and on small data sets the
output is comparable with traditional techniques. The aforementioned idea can
be illustrated using the conceptual diagram shown in Fig. 1. In the input, we can
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see twelve items which are to be clustered. Creating two groups with traditional
clustering methods would compare all twelve shapes and is likely to output one
group of triangles and one containing a mixture of circles and crosses as shown
Fig. 1 (left). CC, on the other hand, would divide this set into sub-groups of a
given size, in this example, into three sets of four as Fig. 1 (right) shows. Each
of these sub-groups would be clustered into one of two classes (represented by
the checkerboard pattern or lack thereof, within the layer ’0’ under each shape).
In layer 1, the previously generated representatives for each of these groups have
been clustered together. The final result can now be calculated by re-traversing
the pyramid structure and tracking the shaded members.

Fig. 1. Conceptual diagram of traditional clustering techniques (left) and CC (right)

Studying the three groups in this example closely, it can be seen that the
shapes were chosen to illustrate how this sub-clustering can provide useful con-
textual information. The first group of circles and crosses can easily be clustered
as two separate shape classes with no problems (as shown in layer 0). With the
introduction of triangles in the second group, we see that the circle and cross are
now clustered together; here this is the optimum arrangement due to shape sim-
ilarity. By layer 1, the groups are the same as a traditional clustering algorithm,
with all circles and crosses in one group and triangles in the other. Unlike a tra-
ditional clustering algorithm, information from previous layers can now be used
to ascertain the fact that in some situations certain items should not have been
grouped together. Here the circles and crosses could have formed two distinctive
groups if it were not for the presence of the triangles. Note that this information
is context specific, and relies on a spatial data set, an order dependent vector or
image for example.

A pseudo-code implementation of the CC algorithm is described in Fig. 2.
For clarity, this implementation has been based around clustering an image util-
ising traditional techniques into two groups containing either signal or noise
elements; although the implementation can easily be modified to work with mul-
tiple groups. As mentioned, one of the fundamental strengths of the CC approach
over traditional clustering techniques is that CC effectively renders transparent
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Fig. 2. Copasetic clustering pseudo code description

the ‘internal decision processes’. This is achieved by way of the pyramidic lay-
ering concept giving the ability to review historical information which enables
the improvement of the final output. Traditional clustering algorithms lack this
information and the problems that arise from this can be illustrated with a sim-
ple test image which has a gradient (realistic) based background. The left of
Fig. 3 shows an image with well defined signal (the arrows) throughout. How-
ever, towards the bottom of the image the local noise tends to the signal and will
therefore be grouped with this noise element. Note the question mark signifies
the complete lack of internal knowledge available from the traditional clustering
techniques.

Fig. 3. Traditional clustering (left) and CC’s result including historical data (right)

The right of Fig. 3 shows the various layers of the CC algorithm, where
we can clearly see there are three intermediate layers between the input and
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output data. This diagram illustrates two ways the raw output from CC can
be used. The simplest method is to take the final layer results and use them
directly; which is equivalent to traditional clustering techniques. An alternative
way would be to harness the information from all these layers, producing an
amalgamated result from a consensus of the previous layers. This result shows
more details are accounted for from the original input, than would have otherwise
been possible using traditional methods. The consensus layer was generated by
calculating the mean value for each pixel across the previous layers and then
discretised using a threshold of 0.66 (i.e. agreement between two thirds of the
layers). For a data set which consists of two or more clusters a median could be
used to the same effect, although the use of more complex methods of forming
an agreement are not ruled out.

3 Results

This section details the results of numerous experiments which test the CC
technique using both k-means and fuzzy c-means clustering when applied to
various data sets. The first set of experiments consists of a series of synthetic
imagery, designed to emphasise both the weaknesses and strengths of each tech-
nique. These methods are then, applied to biological gene expression analysis
data with comparisons drawn between the two clustering results and that of the
human expert.

3.1 Synthetic Data Set Experiments

Fig. 4 illustrates a selection of images with various degrees of solid white noise. In
the uniform set of images the objects have been rendered with an intensity value
of 50% while the background was originally set to 0%. Over the course of the
series the background noise steadily increased in increments of 5%. The gradient
set of images is based on the aforementioned set with the obvious difference
being that average intensity of the background is gradually increased down the
image surface. This has the effect of making lower region background pixels more
similar to the signal of the objects than the background in the upper region.
As we know the true morphology for the imagery involved, the techniques can
be evaluated by calculating the percentage error. Here this percentage error is
defined as:

Fig. 4. Two example data sets shown with varying intensities of solid white noise
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Fig. 5. Results for the uniform synthetic data, k-means (left) and fuzzy c-means (right)

%error =
∑

abs(psignal − pmask)
N

(1)

where N is the number of pixels in psignal and pmask such that p = 1, 2, , N for
the images signal and mask. Fig. 5 shows the absolute error results when using
the images with a uniform background as plotted against the intensity of the
noise for both k-means and fuzzy c-means. Each graph consists of three plots:
the grey line shows the traditional clustering technique when applied to each
image, the black line shows the performance obtained when CC is applied and
finally, the dotted line shows the results when a consensus of the historical CC
information is utilised.

Generally all three methods perform admirably producing comparable re-
sults. However, the consensus implementation of CC appears to degrade more
gracefully as noise levels increase. As this data set contains a uniform spread
of noise elements it was envisioned that the results of the experiment would
be similar between the techniques. Due to this uniformity of the background,
foreground pixels are clearly defined and hence easier to cluster. However in
many real data sets this would not be the case, rather, variations in background
would mean pixels could only be classified correctly when taken in the context
of their local region. Currently traditional clustering techniques fail in this sit-
uation, due to the fact that every pixel is treated in isolation, inherently CC is
spatially aware and therefore able to capture this contextual information.

Fig. 6 shows the percentage error when the same techniques are applied to
the gradient based synthetic data which represents a more realistic scenario.
As before, both traditional clustering and CC have performed on a par with
one another, which is the expected result. However, for this data set the his-
toric information plays a much bigger role and it can be seen that there is a
substantial improvement across the entire series. To further illustrate this some
example images are shown in Fig. 7. In these images the benefit of using histori-
cal information can clearly be seen. Although there is still a lot of noise present,
the objects in the image have been clearly defined and could be used for further
analysis such as edge detection. In contrast, the traditional clustering results
have lost this information completely and nothing further can be done to clarify
the lower region without reanalysis.
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Fig. 6. Results for the gradient synthetic data for k-means (left) and fuzzy c-means
(right)

Fig. 7. Representative clustering results of processes

3.2 Microarray Data Set Experiments

The final set of results represent a real-world image analysis problem in the
biological domain more specifically that associated with microarray data. Until
recently, when biologists wanted to discover which genes were being used in a
given process, they would have to focus on one gene at a time. The ability to
analyse genes in this manor is extremely useful, but due to the lack of functional
knowledge for the majority of genes this is pragmatically restrictive. With the
use of Microarray technology [7], biologists can analyse many thousands of genes
simultaneously on a single chip. For a detailed explanation readers may find
references [8] and [9] of interest. An example usage of this technology is the
comparison between cells for a patient before and after infection by disease.
If particular genes are used more (highly expressed) after infection, it can be
surmised that these genes may play an important role in the life cycle of this
disease. This is then digitised using a dual laser scanning device, producing a
5000×2000, two channel 16-bit grey-scale images, an example of which is shown
in the left of Fig. 8.

One of the mainstream methods used to analyse microarrays is that provided
by Axon Instruments in their package GenePix�. Initially the operator defines
a template of gene spot locations, which the package then uses to define the
centre of a circle that is then applied to every gene with a simple threshold
used to calculate its diameter. All of these are then manually checked and re-
aligned if necessary, with the median value of these pixels used as the intensity
of the gene spot. The technique samples the surrounding background by placing
four rectangular regions in the diagonal space between this and adjacent spots
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Fig. 8. Example microarray images (left). Template example based on method em-
ployed by GenePix� (right)

(valleys). Again the median values of all pixels within these valleys are taken to
be background. The final stage is to subtract the background from the foreground
domain. The right of Fig. 8 shows an example of this template based approach.

This process makes the assumption there is little variation both within the
gene spot and the surrounding background. Unfortunately, this is not always
the case as various types of artefacts are commonly found as can be seen in the
background regions of Fig. 8. Yang et al. [10] present a review of this and other
manual methods as applied to microarray analysis. Rather than this template
approach, a better method of dividing the foreground and background domains
would be that of clustering. To this end we have investigated a technique that
could facilitate the requirement of automatic full-slide processing, while avoiding
the associated overheads. Using CC, the entire microarray image can be classified
in terms of signal and noise, which can be used to help distinguish the gene spot
boundaries. Having calculated a mask for the gene spots across the entire slide,
they can be verified using the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) [11] against
human defined areas for each of the gene spots. This metric is defined for grey-
scale images as:

PSNR = 20 log10

(
1

RMSE

)
(dB) (2)

where the RMSE (root mean squared error) represents the norm of the differ-
ence between the original signal and the mask. The PSNR is the ratio of the
mean squared difference between two images and the maximum mean squared
difference that can exist between them. Therefore the higher the PSNR value,
the more accurately the mask fits the raw imagery (for all images present the
proposed framework gave more accurate results). This gives a measure of the ac-
curacy between the signal as defined by a trained biologist and the signal defined
by the clustering technique. From Fig. 9, we directly compare PSNR values de-
termined by GenePix� and CC for the individual images and on average CC
has shown a marked 1 - 3dB improvement over that of the template approach.
Essentially the CC process has consistently outperformed the human expert us-
ing GenePix� in terms of gene spot identification. We have shown above that
the CC technique can apply clustering methods to data sets that are tradition-
ally infeasible while also producing a significant improvement over the manually
guided process.
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Fig. 9. PSNR Comparison between GenePix� and CC Results

4 Conclusions

This paper presented a new method which can be used to scale existing clustering
techniques so that they can process larger images. The proposed method is based
entirely on the distribution of the images pixel intensities and thus immune
to spatial and morphological issues. With this approach, we have shown that
the copasetic clustering algorithm can improve the spatial classification results
over those as derived from traditional techniques on both real and synthetic
image data. Through this technique’s inherent transparency we have also shown
that more detail is captured by the method when compared to the traditional
techniques on which they are based. In future we would like to further refine the
historical capabilities in order to maximise the benefits of the approach. When
applied to microarray imagery, this improved accuracy in the classification of
the slide surface reduces the difficulty in defining the structural composition.

In this paper we focused primarily on applying the copasetic clustering al-
gorithm in order to ascertain how it compares to traditional techniques with a
view to scalability. From the promising results presented here, the next step will
be to explore the direct effect that ‘window size’ has on the resulting quality.
At present we have used the smallest ‘window size’ (WindowSz = 2) with a
view to high quality output, however, this may not be practical for real-world
applications due to their dimensionality; this parameter will always be a trade
off between quality and speed. This leads to another important issue, that of
resource allocation such as memory and processor load compared to traditional
techniques. Currently, copasetic clustering takes significantly longer to process
than traditional techniques. However, in its present form the code is un-optimised
and should be taken in the context that it is able to process data sets which are
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several orders of magnitude larger. Our ultimate goal is to develop these tech-
niques into a truly automated microarray processing system. This study brings
that goal one step closer as it addresses the challenging issues associated with
the initial stages of analysis.
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Abstract. Researchers often have several different hypothesises on the possible 
structures of the gene regulatory network (GRN) underlying the biological 
model they study. It would be very helpful to be able to rank the hypothesises 
using existing data. Microarray technologies enable us to monitor the 
expression levels of tens of thousands of genes simultaneously. Given the 
expression levels of almost all of the well-substantiated genes in an organism 
under many experimental conditions, it is possible to evaluate the hypothetical 
gene regulatory networks with statistical methods. We present RankGRN, a 
web-based tool for ranking hypothetical gene regulatory networks. RankGRN 
scores the gene regulatory network models against microarray data using 
Bayesian Network methods. The score reflects how well a gene network model 
explains the microarray data. A posterior probability is calculated for each 
network based on the scores. The networks are then ranked by their posterior 
probabilities. RankGRN is available online at [http://GeneNet.org/bn]. 
RankGRN is a useful tool for evaluating the hypothetical gene network models’ 
capability of explaining the observational gene expression data (i.e. the 
microarray data). Users can select the gene network model that best explains 
the microarray data. 

1   Introduction 

The gene expression programs encoded in DNA sequences determine the 
development of the organisms and their responses to the external stimuli at cellular 
level. These programs are executed via the gene regulatory networks. The gene 
regulatory network is a group of gene that interact through directed transcriptional 
regulation.1,2 Many diseases are related to malfunctions of part of the gene regulatory 
network. Better understandings of the structures of gene regulatory networks will 
improve our understanding of the complex processes involved in higher order 
biological functions and will affect the researches on many diseases profoundly.  
     The structures of gene regulatory networks of eukaryotes remain largely unknown, 
except for a few intensively studied pathways. Recently, the applications of 
microarray technologies have generated huge amounts of gene expression data, 
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therefore have made it practical to discover gene regulatory relations through 
statistical and computational approaches.  
     Researchers often have several different hypothesises on the possible structures of 
gene regulatory network underlying the biological model they study. It will be very 
helpful to be able to rank the hypothesis using existing data.3 
     Bayesian Network methods4 have been used to infer the structures of gene 
regulatory networks from microarray data5-8, 21-28. In the previous works, Bayesian 
networks were used mainly for reconstructing the gene regulatory networks without 
the prior knowledge on the possible structures of the networks. Due to the huge 
numbers of possible networks need to be evaluate and the limited amount of 
microarray data, it is impractical to learning the whole gene regulatory network only 
form microarray data. However, it is much more feasible to evaluate a number of 
alternative hypothesises about the structure of a regulatory network against 
microarray data. In this work, we developed a web-based program that ranks gene 
network models with Bayesian Network methods.  

2   Methods 

2.1   Data Preparation 

Huge amount of microarray data have been stored in public databases, for example, 
Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO),9 Stanford Microarray Database,10,11 ArrayExpress12 
and ExpressDB.13,14 As of July 3, 2003, microarray data of 6,418 samples using 229 
platforms is available at GEO. The most frequently used platform for Human and 
Mouse microarray data in GEO are Affymetrix GeneChip Human Genome U95 Set 
HG-U95A (290 samples, 4/30/2003) and Affymetrix GeneChip Murine Genome U74 
Version 2 Set MG-U74A (476 samples, 4/30/2003). We downloaded and compiled 
the microarray datasets of HG-U95A (Human) and MG-U74Av2 (Mouse) from 
GEO.9 We also downloaded the Estimated relative abundances (ERAs) for 213 yeast 
conditions from ExpressDB.13,14 The downloaded microarray data was then 
normalized, discretized (see the Method section for details) and saved in a local 
database. The transformed microarray data is used for scoring hypothetic gene 
networks. 
     We first normalize the gene expression data for each sample to having same mean 
and standard deviation. Then the microarray data are discretized into three levels. We 
calculate the mean ( μ ) and standard deviation σ for each gene’s expression values. 

If an expression value is less than σμ − , it belongs to level 0; If an expression value 

is between σμ ± , it belongs to level 1; If an expression value is larger than σμ + , 

it belongs to level 2. 

2.2   Bayesian Network 

RankGRN uses Bayesian Network methods to rank hypothetical gene networks. A 
Bayesian network4 is a probabilistic graphical model of dependencies between multiple 
variables. It has been considered as an effective tool for learning the genetic networks 
from gene expression profiles.19 Directed acyclic graphs are used to depict the 
dependencies and conditional independencies between variables, in our case, the 
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expression levels of the genes. Causal interpretation for Bayesian networks has been 
proposed20 -- the parents of a variable are its immediate causes. The structure of Bayesian 
networks can be learned from microarray data. 5-8, 21-28 Given the microarray dataset D, we 
want to find which hypothetical gene regulatory network best matches D. We used a 
Bayesian score to evaluate a network G:7 

 )|(log):( DGPDGS =  
(1) 

     The Bayesian score for the entire network is decomposable as a sum of scores for 
each edge (parent-child relationship) under the assumption of complete data. Thus, 
the score can be written as:7 
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where iX is the expression level of Gene i , )( i
G XPa are the expression levels of 

the regulators (i.e. the parents) of Gene i  according to the network G. The 
contribution of each gene to the total score depends only on Gene i  and its regulators. 
     In the case of a discrete Bayesian network with multinomial local conditional 
probability distributions, the local contributions for each gene can be computed using 
a closed form equation7, 29 
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assigned to the choice of the set U as the parents of iX . RankGRN uses uniform 
structure prior. 

     The posterior probability of a hypothetical network iG  is 
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where N  is the number of hypothetical networks. 
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2.3   Visualization of Gene Networks  

The Dot program in the Graphviz,30 an open source graph drawing software, was used 
to visualize the gene regulatory networks. 

3   Results  

3.1   Gene Network Model Selection 

RankGRN takes as input hypothetical gene networks in the format of a network 
description file. For example, six hypothetical yeast gene network structures are 
described in the following format: 

LEU3 
BAP2 
GDH1 
LEU2 
TOA2 
#1 
LEU3  BAP2 
LEU3  GDH1 
LEU3  LEU2 
TOA2  LEU2 
#2 
GDH1  LEU3 
GDH1  BAP2 
LEU3  LEU2 
TOA2  LEU2 
#3 
BAP2  LEU3 
BAP2  GDH1 
LEU3  LEU2 
TOA2  LEU2 
#4 
BAP2 LEU3 
LEU2  BAP2 
LEU3  GDH1 
LEU2  TOA2 
#5 
BAP2  LEU3 
LEU3  GDH1 
LEU3  LEU2 
LEU2  TOA2 
#6 
LEU3  BAP2 
LEU3  GDH1 
LEU3  LEU2 
TOA2  LEU2 
BAP2  TOA2 
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     The hypothetical networks consist of five genes that are listed at the top of the file. 
Each network is a directed graph. The directed edges may represent either positive 
regulatory relations (activation) or negative regulatory relations (repression). The 
starting (left, the regulator) and ending (right, the target gene) point of each directed 
edges is listed in the file. Thus, the structures of the hypothetical networks are 
completely determined by the network description file. RankGRN first parses the 
network description file, then scores each hypothetical gene network against 
microarray data using Bayesian Network methods (See Methods section). The score 
allows us to directly compare the merits of alternative models.15 A posterior 
probability is calculated for each network based on its score. The posterior probability 
reflects our confidence in the hypothetical network given the microarray data. The 
hypothetical gene networks are then ranked by their posterior probabilities. The 
structures of the six networks are shown in Fig. 1.  

 

Fig. 1. Six yeast gene regulatory network models and their posterior probabilities 

     The networks contain five genes – Leu3, encodes zinc finger transcription factor of 
the Zn(2)-Cys(6) binuclear cluster domain type which regulates genes involved in 
branched chain amino acid biosynthesis and in ammonia assimilation; Bap2, encodes 
amino acid permease for leucine, valine, and isoleucine (putative); Gdh1, NADP-
specific glutamate dehydrogenase; Leu2, encodes beta-IPM (isopropylmalate) 
dehydrogenase which is involved in leucine biosynthesis; Toa2 encodes transcription 
factor IIA subunit beta.16 Four regulatory relations (between the five genes) are found 
by searching TransFac database17 – Leu3 regulates Bap2, Gdh1 and Leu2; Toa2 
regulates Leu2.  
     We assembled hypothetical gene network#1 (Fig. 1) using the four regulatory 
relations. The other five hypothetical gene networks are constructed using both true 
and false regulatory relations (Fig. 1). 
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     RankGRN assigns uniform prior probability to all hypothetical networks. The prior 
probability reflects our confidence in the hypothetical gene network before observing 
microarray data. We use uniform prior probability because we do not want to bias any 
network. The probability of the networks may increase or decrease after considering 
microarray data. The updated probability is called posterior probability. As shown in 
Fig. 1, the most likely gene network is the network#1 (with the largest posterior 
probability), which contains and only contains regulatory relations extracted from 
TransFac database. 
     In a previous work, Boolean Network model and Genetic Algorithms were used to 
evaluate the hypothetical models of gene regulatory network.3 The advantage of 
Bayesian Network is that the gene expression levels are modelled as random variable 
which can naturally deal with the stochastic aspect of the gene expression and 
measurement noise.19 

4   Discussion 

Bayesian network is a powerful tool for ranking hypothetical gene regulatory 
networks using microarray data. However, it cannot distinguish equivalent networks. 
In general, two network structures are equivalent if and only if they have the same 
undirected structures and the same v-structure. A v-structure is an ordered tuple (X, 
Y, Z) such that there is a directed edge from X to U and from Z to Y, but no edge 
between X and Z.18 For example, in Fig. 2, the first five networks (network#1, 7, 8, 9, 
6) are equivalent. 
     RankGRN takes probe set IDs as input because each gene may be represented by 
more than one probe sets in Affymetrix gene chips. Here we list the genes represented 
by the five probe set IDs in this figure: 

92271_at:  Pax6, paired box gene 6 
98027_at:  Col9a2, procollagen, type IX, alpha 2 
102168_at:  Gabbr1, gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA-B) receptor, 1 
100154_at:  Tapbp, TAP binding protein 
92674_at:  Foxn1, forkhead box N1 

     Among them, the network#1 contains and only contains regulatory relations 
retrieved from TransFac database. The other four equivalent networks are constructed 
by reversing one of the directed edges in network#1 respectively. If some hypothetical 
networks are equivalent, they will have same posterior probabilities (Fig. 2). 
RankGRN cannot tell which one (of the five equivalent networks) is better. However, 
we can use model averaging to evaluate the features of the networks. Specifically, we 
calculated a posterior probability for each regulatory relation. An indicator function 
f was introduced, if a network G contains the regulatory relation, 1)( =Gf , 

otherwise, 0)( =Gf . The posterior probability of a regulatory relation is 

 =
G

DGPGfDGfP )|()()|)((
 

(5) 

where )|( DGP is the posterior probability of network G. There are 12 regulatory 

relations in the 9 gene network models shown in Figure 2. The posterior probabilities 
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of the 12 regulatory relations are listed in Table 1. The first four regulatory relations 
were retrieved from TransFac database. The posterior probabilities of the four true 
regulatory relations (>0.79) are significantly higher than the false regulatory relations 
(<0.21).  

Fig. 2. Nine hypothetical mouse gene regulatory networks and their posterior probabilities 
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Table 1. Posterior probabilities of the regulatory relations in the nine gene network models in 
Figure 2 

Regulatory Relations Posterior Probability 

92271_at-->98027_at 0.8006 

92271_at-->102168_at 0.7988 

92271_at-->100154_at 0.7931 

92271_at-->92674_at 0.7916 

100154_at-->92271_at 0.2069 

98027_at-->92271_at 0.1994 

102168_at-->92271_at 0.1979 

92674_at-->92271_at 0.1979 

98027_at-->92674_at 0.0105 

100154_at-->92674_at 0.009 

98027_at-->102168_at 0.0028 

102168_at-->98027_at 0.0005 

4   Conclusions  

RankGRN is a useful tool for evaluating the merits of different hypothesises on the 
structure of gene regulatory network using existing microarray data. It ranks the 
hypothetical gene network models based on their capability of explaining the 
microarray data. It can be used for selecting the best hypothesis for further 
investigation.  
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Abstract. Microarray experiments are used to perform gene expression
profiling on a large scale. The focus of this study is on the efficiency
of statistical design for single factor cDNA two-color microarray experi-
ments. Relative efficiencies of proposed designs in Yang ([13]) are studied
within the framework of incomplete block designs as well as row-column
designs. Such efficiencies are investigated under fixed and mixed analysis
of variance models. Furthermore, a real data analysis is conducted.

1 Introduction

Microarray experiments are used to perform gene expression profiling on a large
scale (e.g., see [3] and [5]). Due to various experimental conditions, performing
and interpreting cDNA microarray experiments is not efficient without statisti-
cal support at each step of the process. One important objective of microarray
experiments is to detect differential expressions among genes between varieties.
For instance, researchers would like to know whether and how many genes are
expressed differentially between cancerous and normal populations. Assuming
analysis of variance (ANOVA) models satisfying certain appropriate conditions,
such differences may be quantified as contrasts in linear models. The goal of an
optimal design is to maximize the precisions of the estimates of those contrasts.

Discussions on statistical designs in cDNA microarray experiments are still
rather scarce. Sebastiani et al. in ([9]) made a good review of the current situation
of statistical design problems in microarray experiments. As noted in Smyth et
al. ([11]), it is not possible to give universal recommendation for all situations but
the general principles of statistical experimental design apply to all microarray
experiments.

In practice, there are a few designs researchers have been working with. A
reference design, which is shown in Table 1 (a), or replicates of such a design
is commonly used for a two-color microarray experiment. In this table, b and ν
are the number of arrays and the number of varieties, respectively. Variety 0 is
usually a reference sample or a pooled average of all the treatment samples. On
the other hand, a loop design can be described in Table 1 (b) in which varieties
are arranged in a loop fashion. For both diagrams in the table, the top line
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represents the samples with the one dye while the bottom line represents the
samples with the other dye.

Table 1. Reference and Loop Designs (b = ν)

(a) Reference Design
0 0 0 · · · 0 0
1 2 3 · · · ν − 1 ν

(b) Loop Design
1 2 3 · · · ν − 1 ν
2 3 4 · · · ν 1

Kerr and Churchill in [7] studied the reference design as well as the loop
design under fixed effects ANOVA models in the sense of incomplete block design
framework. They compared the efficiencies of those designs. Before, due to the
limitation of resources and high cost of the experiments, b = ν is quite common.
Since replications (technical and biological) are important in functional genomic
studies ([8]), especially for an experiment with more biological replications such
as multiple patients, b > ν is more typical nowadays. Consequently, replications
of the reference design, called replicated reference designs, and variations of
the replications of loop designs, including interwoven designs, are of interest to
researchers. An interwoven design is an extension of a loop design with number
of arrays larger than the number of varieties. An example of interwoven design
is given in Table 2. Kerr and Churchill in [7] discussed some design optimality
properties of interwoven designs in the situation when b = 2ν.

Table 2. An Interwoven Design with b = 2ν = 10

1 2 3 4 5 1 3 5 2 4
2 3 4 5 1 3 5 2 4 1

In Yang (2003), extension of Kerr and Churchill’s ([7]) A- and E- optimality
results are developed. He considered a two-color microarray experiment with ν
number of varieties and b arrays in the cases that b = kν, where k = 1, 2, 3, 4. To
investigate optimal designs for such experiments, he first identified optimality in
the context of incomplete block designs (with one block) and row-column designs
(with two blocks, one being arrays and the other being dyes) using standard
statistical A- and E-optimality criteria. Although arrays are usually treated as
fixed effects in designs, it is more reasonable to view them as random ([12]) since
they are selected from a larger, yet non-fixed population. In this article, we will
compare efficiency of the designs proposed in Yang ([13]) within the framework
of incomplete block design for fixed (Section 2) and mixed (Section 3) ANOVA
models and row-column designs for fixed effects ANOVA model (Section 4). In
Section 5, a data analysis is given.
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2 Efficiency of Incomplete Block Designs Under
Fixed Effects Model

We consider two fixed effects models along with the lines of Kerr and Churchill
([7]). The first model (M1) includes the main effects of arrays (A), dyes (D),
varieties (V), genes (G), the variety-by-gene interactions (VG), and the array-
by-gene interactions (AG). The second model (M2) omits the D factor and is
suitable for analyzing data from a reference design.

yijkgl = μ + Ai + Dj + Vk + Gg + (AG)ig + (V G)kg + εijkgl (M1)
yikgl = μ + Ai + Vk + Gg + (AG)ig + (V G)kg + εikgl. (M2)

Response yijkgl usually is the log-transformed fluorescence intensity for array
i, dye j, variety k and gene g. There are N genes, b arrays and ν varieties, and
εijkgl are identically and independently normally distributed with mean zero and
constant variance σ2

e . Furthermore, each gene is present only once on any array.
We want to make inferences about differential expression of any gene g between
any pair of varieties i and j. The test statistic for differential expression between
treatments i and j for gene g is based on the contrast (V̂i − V̂j) + ( ˆ(V G)ig −

ˆ(V G)jg), where i �= j and i, j = 1, 2, ..., ν. Note that this contrast differs from
that of Kerr and Churchill (2001) for reasons discussed in Black and Doerge ([1])
and Yang ([13]).

We define a measure of performance for two microarray designs d1 and d2 by
combining the definition of efficiency factor and relative efficiency as follows:

RE(d1 to d2) =
Eff(d1)
Eff(d2)

, (1)

where the efficiency of design d, Eff(d), is defined under a particular model as:

Eff(d) =

⎧⎨
⎩

2
ν(ν − 1)

∑
i<j

V ar[(V̂i − V̂j) + ( ˆ(V G)ig − ˆ(V G)jg)]

⎫⎬
⎭

−1

. (2)

Note that with all genes represented equally on all arrays, Eff(d) needs to
be considered only for a single gene g. As a function of the number of genes
(N) and the error variance (σ2), Eff(d) can be evaluated numerically using the
information matrix under (M1) or (M2). We also note that the ratio RE in (1)
does not depend on N and σ2. Finally,we note that had we used the comparison
criterion of Kerr and Churchill ([7]) instead of (2), the same relative efficiency
values would have been obtained.

Table 3 shows several designs proposed in Yang (2003) that can be viewed as
a mixture of a loop and a reference component, and we therefore refer to these
designs as mixed designs. We distinguish mixed designs by the level of mixing,
which is defined as the number of varieties arranged in the loop component. For
example, in design (c) of Table 3, the first three varieties are arranged in a loop,
hence it is a Mix(3) design. Note that the design (a) in Table 3 is a special mixed
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Table 3. Some Mix Designs

(a) Design Mix(1)
1 1 1 1 · · · 1 1
1 2 3 4 · · · ν − 1 ν

(b) Design Mix(2)
1 1 1 · · · 1 1 2
2 3 4 · · · ν − 1 ν 1

(c) Design Mix(3)
1 2 3 1 1 · · · 1
2 3 1 4 5 · · · ν

design, Mix(1), and the other special case is the loop design, Mix(ν). Kerr and
Churchill in [7] referred to Mix(1) as the augmented reference design.

The A- and E- optimality issues have been discussed in Yang ([13]). In Table 4,
we evaluate the relative A- efficiency of various designs from the class of mixed de-
signs and for the nonbinary design Mix(1), relative to the optimal design for each
value of ν. Columns in Table 4 contain the relative efficiencies of designs Mix(2),
Mix(3), Mix(4), loop, and Mix(1), relative to the optimal design. The best designs
are generally mixed designs when the number of treatments exceeds 8.

On the other hand, we note that the A- and E-criteria do not agree with
each other. The E-optimal designs Mix(2) and Mix(1) are not A-optimal, while
Mix(4), although not E-optimal, is A-optimal when ν = 9, 10, 11 (for more
discussion see Yang, 2003). This finding leads to question about which optimality
criterion should be used when we search for the best design. In general, there
is no consensus on this problem. It is a practical issue, which depends on the
purpose of the experiment. We also note that the A-optimal designs listed in
Table 4 were found using a computer search algorithm, and hence they may not
be the actual optimal design, although they are expected to be highly efficient
or near optimal.

3 Relative Efficiencies for Incomplete Block Design
Under Mixed Effects Models

In Section 2, the relative efficiencies of various designs have been compared
under fixed effects ANOVA models. However, the contrasts of interest can also
be estimated using additional inter-block information by treating blocks (array)
as random. From design optimality point of views, it is hard to theoretically
derive optimal designs under criteria such as A- or E- optimality for a mixed
model that contains both fixed and random effects. Thus we want to compute
the relative efficiencies of the designs considered in Section 2 while the array
effects are treated as random.

Now the relative efficiencies of those designs are compared based on mixed
effects models, which are obtained by treating A and AG in models (M1) and
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Table 4. Relative Efficiency of Certain Mixed Designs for b = ν and k = 2: when
ν=12, Mix(3) and Mix(4) are both A-optimal, which is denoted by (*)

ν Mix(2) Mix(3) Mix(4) Loop Mix(1)
3 0.7727 1 NA 1 0.5
4 0.7085 0.7895 1 1 0.5555
5 0.7378 0.7894 0.8696 1 0.625
6 0.7933 0.8332 0.8749 1 0.7
7 0.86 0.8936 0.9181 1 0.7779
8 0.9322 0.9619 0.9769 1 0.8572
9 0.9655 0.9914 1 0.9585 0.8987
10 0.9727 0.9954 1 0.8967 0.9135
11 0.9781 0.9983 1 0.8409 0.925
12* 0.9822 1 1 0.7904 0.9339
13 0.9837 1 0.9986 0.7436 0.9396
14 0.9849 1 0.9979 0.7018 0.9446
15 0.9862 1 0.9972 0.6642 0.949
16 0.9875 1 0.9971 0.6306 0.9528
17 0.9881 1 0.9968 0.5999 0.9557
18 0.9888 1 0.9964 0.5717 0.9584
19 0.9898 1 0.9964 0.5462 0.961
20 0.9901 1 0.996 0.5229 0.963
21 0.9908 1 0.9963 0.5015 0.9651
22 0.9911 1 0.9963 0.4814 0.9668
23 0.9918 1 0.9963 0.4631 0.9685
24 0.9922 1 0.9963 0.4461 0.9699
25 0.9922 1 0.9959 0.4303 0.9709

(M2) as random factors, with Ai being iid (0,σ2
a) for all i’s, and (AG)ig iid

(0,σ2
ag) for all i’s and g’s. Define λA = σ2

a/σ2
e and λAG = σ2

ag/σ2
e to be the

relative variabilities in arrays and array-gene interactions with respect to the
noise variation, respectively.

There are many parameters to be considered in these designs. Designs may
depend on the values of λA, λAG, and even the number of genes in an array
since the variance components of the random effects can be better estimated by
more number of genes within each array. Nine scenarios are considered (λA=0.1,
1 and 10 and λAG=0.1, 1 and 10) for several values of ν and the results of the
relative efficiencies among the reference, loop, and mixed designs (for b = ν) are
summarized in Figure 1. It should be noted that the numbers obtained in Figure
1 is based on 20 genes and 2 replicates for each configuration.

Although mixed designs are A-better for blocked design when the number of
varieties gets larger as discussed in Section 2, they are all inferior to the loop de-
sign when λAG is small to moderate. However, when λAG gets bigger, efficiency
of the loop design starts to decrease as the number of varieties gets larger and
mixed designs are all winning in such cases. In regarding to the reference designs,
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Fig. 1. Relative Efficiencies of Mixed, Loop and Reference Designs under Mixed Effects
Model with various λA and λAG settings. In the figure, relative (to the best) efficiencies
of mix3, mix4, mix5 and mix6 are denoted by triangle, square, plus and diamond,
respectively; the loop design is denoted by star and the reference by strike. The number
of genes in each array is 20 with a replication of 2

although it is always A-worse than any of the mixed designs considered in
Figure 1, it starts to be better than the loop design when λAG and ν are large.
Our recommendation is to use loop design unless large λ2

AG is expected.
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4 Efficiency for Row-Column Designs

In row-column designs, the experimental units are grouped in two directions,
i.e., two blocking factors are used with one factor representing the rows of the
design (in our case it is the dye) and the other factor the columns (see [10]).
We focus the designs in which each variety is labelled with each dye equally
often so that varieties and rows (dyes) are orthogonal. Such a design is called
row-orthogonal design ([6]). When there is a balance between dyes and varieties,
systematic bias in the red and green intensities can be reduced ([14]). A special
case of row-orthogonal design is a dye-swap experiment where gene expressions
are compared across two varieties, and the hybridizations are repeated with the
dye reversed. The designs considered here have ν varieties arranged in k rows
and b columns such that variety i is replicated ri times. For the design of two-
color microarray experiments, the rows represent the two fluorescent dyes and
columns represent arrays, and k = 2 always in a two-color experiment.

In Yang ([13]), a series of computer-searched optimal designs are discussed.
For each of the three scenarios (b = 2ν, b = 3ν, b = 4ν) considered, we compute
the relative efficiency of the replicated reference design for each ν, relative to the
computer-searched optimal row-column designs. These results are summarized
in Figure 2.

In most cases, the efficiency of the replicated reference design is only between
one third and one half of the efficiency of the optimal row-orthogonal design,
but the relative efficiency of the reference design increases with the number of
varieties. For much larger ν, the reference design may again become efficient for
a given scenario.

Fig. 2. Relative Efficiencies of Replicated Reference Designs Compared to the Associ-
ated Row-column Designs under Three Scenarios of b and ν
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In conclusion, when the array effects are treated as fixed, the replicated refer-
ence designs are not really efficient in terms of accurately identifying differential
gene expressions.

5 An Example

The data set was from a biotechnology company for its bovine embryo classi-
fication study to classify developmental competency of NT (nuclear Transfer)
embryos against that of IVF (in Vitro Fertilization) embryos. Ten embryos were
collected from each cell population (NT or IVF). An interwoven loop design was
used, where 2640 genes were spotted twice on each of 100 arrays. The following
nested mixed effects model was used for the analysis:

yijklmn = μ + Ai + Dj + (AD)ij + Tk + El(Tk)
+Gm + (TG)km + (AG)im + GmEl(Tk) + εijklmn, (3)

where the response yijklmn was log-transformed intensity from array i, dye j, cell
population k, embryo l and gene m. Effects of labelling reactions were estimated
with factor AD. Factors A, (AD), (AG), E(T ) and GE(T ) were assumed random
with dispersion assumptions Ai ∼ iid N(0,σ2

A), (AD)ij ∼ iid N(0,σ2
AD), El(Tk) ∼

iid N(0,σ2
ET ), (AG)im ∼ iid N(0,σ2

AG), GmEl(Tk) ∼ iid N(0,σ2
EG), and eijklmn ∼

iid N(0,σ2
e).

The scatter plot of log ratios versus the average of log intensity (RI plots)
revealed intensity-dependent biases in the two color channels. The raw data were
log-transformed and normalized using LOESS and spatial LOESS functions ([2]).
The problem of multiple testing was accounted for by adjusting the raw p-values
using Bonferroni and the step-down Bonferroni methods. Nineteen genes were
identified to be differentially expressed, and the two methods of adjustments
produced the same set of genes.

In the above analysis only a common error was assumed for all genes, im-
plying that the estimates of all contrasts have the same standard error, which
seems unrealistic ([4]). Ideally, we could assume an error variance for each gene,
but this is computationally prohibitive and unnecessary. In the bovine experi-
ments, groups of genes showed similar variation in expression values, but large
variations were observed for highly expressed genes while lowly expressed genes
showed much smaller variations. Therefore, models with a common error variance
often overestimate the standard errors of contrasts for lowly expressed genes but
underestimate standard errors of contrasts for highly expressed genes. Our rec-
ommendation is to group genes based on their variations and expression values.
For the bovine experiment, we assigned genes into 9 different groups each with
a separate error variance based on the first ANOVA results. Initial screening of
normalized data revealed that 29 genes were lowly expressed with the average
variance of 0.08, 58 genes are highly expressed with average variance of 1.5, and
two groups were assigned to these genes. The variation of other genes ranged
from 0.11 to 0.98, and were further divided into seven groups with average vari-
ance of 0.14, 0.18, 0.22, 0.28, 0.35, 0.45 and 0.62. As a result, 17 of 19 previously
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reported genes were identified again. The raw data revealed that the two uniden-
tified genes were highly expressed with large variances. Without grouping, their
variability was underestimated when a common error variance was assumed. Al-
though the choice of the number of groups is somewhat arbitrary and certainly
depends on features of a given data set, we have found the by-group residual
plots particularly useful for the visual justification of the grouping.
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Abstract. Data mining is a useful tool to draw useful information from large 
database. In scientific research organizations evaluation, there exists a problem 
of using the same criteria to evaluate different types of research organizations. 
In this paper we propose a clustering method to make classification of the 
scientific research organization of CAS, and then according to this 
classification we evaluate the scientific research organization using the annual 
evaluation database of CAS to test our method. 

1   Introduction 

The evaluation of scientific research organizations has a long history. As early as in 
the 1930’s, the economist in the Soviet Union had tried to make a systematic 
approach of scientific research evaluation criteria. In Sep. 1968, the Soviet Union 
constituted a file about how to evaluate the scientific research organization and 
established the basic indicators and evaluation system. This file was the earliest file in 
evaluation of scientific organization. In Aug.1973, the Soviet Union established the 
evaluation system how to evaluate the scientific research organization [ ]1

. 
     The developed countries such as America, Japan, and European Union pay much 
attention to the evaluation of scientific research organization and have a long research 
work on the theory and method of how to make proper evaluation of scientific 
research of organizations. Thus they have made good progress in the evaluation 
policy, standard and method.  
     As for China, we didn’t pay much attention to the scientific research evaluation 
until the end of the 20th century. The Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) has 
undergone the evaluation work for several years. As the Knowledge Innovation 
Project started in 1998, CAS began to make evaluation on the institutes that entered 
the Innovation base. But according to our experience, we haven’t created our own 
scientific research evaluation theory, method and process. Since CAS has 84 research 
institutes and the evaluation on them is a big task for us, we need to work hard to 
build our own theory and method on evaluation of scientific research organizations. 
     In our evaluation practice, there exist many problems. They are: (1) the 
classification standard of scientific research organization is ambiguous. Thus in the 
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evaluation process, the same criteria is adopted while evaluating the different kinds of 
scientific research organizations. This is sure not reasonable. Of all the 84 institutes of 
CAS, they are partitioned into four different special bureaus, which are basic bureau, 
advanced technology bureau, biotechnology bureau and resource and environment 
bureau. Each bureau leads several institutes. This partition is a very traditional 
method. With the rapid development of S&T, there are many intersections among 
various subjects. And the scientific research character is not so pure as before. Those 
institutes that belong to applied research bureau will also do basic research work. And 
institutes who belongs to basic research bureau will do applied research work too. 
This may cause confusion when it comes to evaluation if we still use the same criteria 
to make evaluation on these institutes. So we need to make new partitions to all the 
institutes. How to make classification of all the institutes? How to make correct 
evaluation using right classification? How to judge their real research level? These 
problems should be solved as early as possible. (2) The evaluation is only to 
emphasize on quantity not on quality. This makes the researchers do not pay attention 
to the scientific research quality and hurt their enthusiasm which will leads to lower 
research level if this situation can’t be improved. (3) In the evaluation process, 
objectivity and impartiality are not in their real state. The evaluation result can’t 
embody the real research level of the researchers because of some personal 
interruption. This really does harm to the enthusiasm of researchers. (4) There is little 
attention to the un-cognized scientific research project, which really needs financial 
support to test their ideas. Most of the time, these projects will not be granted fund. 
This is really a serious problem in the development of the innovative project. We 
want more initiative thought, but if they can’t get the necessary support, how can it be 
realized? 
     In this paper we want to solve the first problem of how to evaluate scientific 
research organizations according to their classification. So, first we need to make a 
partition of the scientific research organization, and then evaluate them by different 
types. 

2   The Evaluation of Scientific Research Organizations 

2.1   Scientific Research Organization 

Scientific research organization is the formal organization that engages in scientific 
research and training scientific researchers. It is a social unit that brings researchers, 
material resources and capital together and deals with basic research, applied research 
and development. 
     There are different kinds of classification criteria on scientific research 
organization. One classification method is by the work that scientific research 
organizations do. According to the research types, they can de divided into three 
kinds: basic scientific research organization, applied scientific research organization 
and development scientific research organization. This conforms to three levels of 
scientific research, which are basic research, applied research and development. 
Another is by what they belongs. Then they can be divided into state-funded scientific 
research organization, scientific research organization in college, scientific research 
organization in companies and non-profitable scientific research organizations. 
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2.2   Scientific Research Organization Evaluation 

Evaluation or assessment of scientific work in scientific research organizations has 
traditionally been based on a procedure or a system of having equals from the same 
scientific field or peers to evaluate the quality of the scientific research output, 
especially the research paper. 
     Ordinarily, we evaluate scientific research organizations according to their output. 
The output includes thesis, patent, social and economic benefit, scientific researchers 
they bring up, the amount of the project they succeeded applied for and the amount of 
money they get after getting the project granted.  
     The usual evaluation method will be: First, we set up the evaluation purpose. 
Generally speaking, the evaluation purpose of the scientific research organization is to 
take accountability. Since the scientific research organizations have been granted a 
certain amount of money for their research use, they should be responsible for the 
taxpayers. At the same time, we would like to check the developing condition of the 
organization, to review whether the scientific research organization has accomplished 
its object, to predict the organization’s future development.  
     In the present scientific research organization evaluation, we have mentioned 
before that there exists a problem of ignoring the organization types. Then the 
evaluation results obtained by this procedure can’t embody the real character of what 
organizations have done. It is not fair to compare two different kinds of institutes 
using same evaluation criteria. In order to overcome this problem, we adopt the 
cluster technique to make a classification of the present institutes. We have used 
classified evaluation method in scientific research organization evaluation. But this 
classification has been proved to be not good. So how to classify all the institutes into 
different groups is a big question. 

3   Data Mining 

3.1   Introduction to Data Mining 

Data mining is a useful tool to discover the interesting data model hidden in the large 
databases. Thus it can draw meaningful knowledge from the data using such tools as 
association rule, cluster, neural network, decision tree, etc. It can do classification, 

prediction, estimation and other works. A general process is illustrated below ]2[ . 

3.2   Clustering 

Clustering is to group a set of objects into classes of similar objects ]2[ . It is not like 
classification for we don’t know the class before we make cluster. Cluster is based on 
the principle of maximizing the similarity of the objects in the same cluster while 
minimizing the similarity of the objects in the different cluster. Cluster analysis has 
been widely used in various applications, such as pattern recognition, data analysis, 
image processing, etc.  
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Fig. 1. A General Data Mining Process 

     How can we evaluate the quality of the cluster? We can define a scoring function 

that can measure how well the cluster is. We use ( ),d x y to represent the distance 

between x and y, which can measure the compactness of each cluster and the distance 
of each cluster. 
     The most popular distance measure is Euclidean distance. Another measure is 
Manhattan distance. Minkowski distance is a generalization of both Euclidean 
distance and Manhattan distance. It is defined as  
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2) The standardized measurement 
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     A complete cluster process includes data pre-processing, cluster, using scoring 
function to test the result of the cluster and make corrections. 

4   The Scientific Research Organization Evaluation Via  
     Clustering 

Generally, scientific research organizations are evaluated by their outputs. In 2002, 
there are 84 research institutes to be evaluated according to their output. There are 
three types of research organizations in the evaluation, basic research, advanced 
technology and resource & environment. Each institute that belongs to different 
special bureau was evaluated separately using different indicators. As for basic 
research organizations, they are evaluated by S&T awards, thesis and literature, 
S&T person with ability and S&T project outlay. When it comes to advanced 
technology research institutions, the indicators are S&T awards, thesis and 
literature, S&T person with ability, patent, project outlay, and project researched. 
The resource and environment research institutions were evaluated by S&T awards, 
thesis and literature, S&T person with ability, patent, the amount of project and 
their corresponding outlay, social benefit.  
     The research institutes belong to different professional bureau. Every year, the 
evaluation research center of CAS will make evaluation on the institutes according 
to which bureau the research institutions belongs to. This evaluation method adopts 
the concept of classification evaluation, but this classification is based on the 
factitious partition. After years of organization reform of CAS, the institutes were 
divided into different types that were under the leadership of certain bureaus. 
According to our experience, some institutes should be evaluated according to other 
bureau’s evaluation indicators. So we need to make a new partition of all the 
institutes according to their output for the output of a research institute can 
represent its character. 
     Now let us use cluster method on the present 84 institutions of CAS to make a 
partition.  
     We use the indicators which were used during the evaluation in 2002. We want 
to know clearly what the natural states of the institutions are, that is, which 
institutions should be in one class and which should be in another. After 
partitioning the institutions into different classes we will use the previous indicators 
to make evaluation separately.  
     We use SPSS software to make cluster. The data used are the annual evaluation 
data of 2002. The indicators used in cluster are thesis, literature, patent, project, 
scientific research equipment, the material needed for scientific research. The 
cluster result is listed below. 
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Table 1. Cluster Result 

Class 
One 

62,42,31,36,21,7,75,76,12,15,60,79,48,13,33,45,61,24,81,6,2,30,11 

Class 
Two 

34,18,17,39,74,27,49,32,5,35,82,23,40,68,9,77,51,37,22,80,4,41,28,25, 
69,19,70,57,10,63,44, 16,55,3,50,64,54,56,46,72,52,53,26,43,66,78 

Class 
Three 

67 81 20 71 73 14 65 58 47 29 38 59 

Remark 1. The number is the table is the serial number of the institutes which we used during 
the cluster process. 

     As we can see from the cluster result, the institutions are partitioned into three 
classes. They are not conforming to the previous classification according to which 
special bureau the institutes belong to. Each class contains institutes that belong to 
three special bureaus. This demonstrates that the previous evaluation according to the 
previous classification is not a good one. The institutes which should be partitioned 
into the right have been changed. According to this classification, we use the annual 
evaluation data to make evaluation. It generates a good result, which proves that our 
classification is right. 

5   Conclusion 

Scientific research organizations have their own characters. Nowadays countries all 
over the world pay much attention to the S&T evaluation. In order to make full of our 
limited scientific research resources we need to make evaluation on them. But how to 
do evaluation is still a big problem. This needs us understand the different character 
of the scientific research and its unpredictable output. It is really hard to make an 
accurate and objective evaluation. In this paper we proposed a method of how to 
make classification of the different kind of research institutions. We give a 
preliminary conclusion. Still, this research needs further study on how to make 
classification more appropriate to generate more accurate and objective evaluation on 
the institutes. 
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Abstract. A model of scenario-based line capacity expansion problem for PWB 
(Printed Wiring Board) assembly systems at the aggregate level is developed. 
The model synthesizes BOM (Bill Of Material) of product families and ma-
chine operation flexibility, thus it is an attempt of integrating strategic capacity 
planning, aggregate production planning and MPS (Master Production Sched-
uling), which is an important research topic of production management. Since 
the resulting model is a large-scale two-stage stochastic mixed integer pro-
gramming problem, it can not be solved with standard code. An approximate 
solution procedure is developed, which first reduces the searching space of ca-
pacity expansion decision variables to rough addition sets by heuristics, then 
the rough addition sets are searched through adaptive genetic algorithms. Nu-
merical experiments are presented to show the financial benefit of the model 
and the feasibility of our approach. 

1   Introduction 

Electronic systems play an increasingly important role in today’s consumer and in-
dustrial products. The most common production process for electronic systems is 
assembling components on a printed wiring board (PWB). Surface mount component 
(SMC) placement machines are typically among the most important pieces of manu-
facturing equipment in a surface mount PWB assembly line. In general, an SMC 
placement machine is composed of a body base, board handling system, component 
feeders, placement heads, placement tools, and vision system. A machine line consists 
of different machine types that can produce many types of product families. The 
range of products that can be built on the line, i.e., the diversity of the allowable 
process recipes, is a key measure of the flexibility of a machine line. Because of the 
high cost of a machine line with total flexibility (i.e., a machine line that can build all 
products), most manufacturing firms build partially flexible machine lines (i.e., a 
machine line that can build only a subset of all products).  

Making the most of potential benefits of such expensive component placement 
machines requires well-thought out capacity expansion decision and production plan-
ning before it begins production for each upcoming time period. This paper assumes a 
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firm with certain PWB assembly machine lines with installed capacity (termed as the 
initial capacity layout) to produce specific product families which consist of some 
part types. The planning horizon is divided into several time periods with equal length. 
The capacity expansion problem is to determine whether additional capacity should 
be installed at the beginning of each time period at each machine line because of 
demand fluctuation. 

Capacity expansion for flexible manufacturing systems (FMS) has been intensively 
investigated since 1990’s. Many researches have been worked on optimal capacity 
acquisition policies (Gaimon, 1994) (Gaimon and Ho, 1994). Eppen etc. (1989) pro-
posed a scenario approach to capacity planning, which addressed the overall capacity, 
the type of facility (dedicated or flexible) and the location of the capacity for the auto 
industry. However, flexibility of production process is not involved in their models. 
Fine (1990) and Van Mieghem(1998) presented optimal line capacity investment 
(expansion) strategies respectively. Since they addressed choices between dedicated 
and flexible machine lines, their models and solution methods are not directly appli-
cable to PWB assembly systems. Li and Tirupati (1994) considered the problem and 
investment planning in an environment characterized by multiple products and dy-
namic demands, their focus was on the tradeoff between flexible (totally flexible) and 
dedicated technologies. Benjaafar and Gupta (1998) used a set of models to compare 
the effect of product variety and process flexibility on performance under varying 
operating conditions and control policies. It is in spirit similar to our model, but their 
models do not associate flexibility with the structure of product. 

In the environment of multi-product, multi-period, deterministic and dynamic mar-
ket demand, Hua and Banerjee (2000) made a pioneer attempt to develop a model of 
capacity expansion for PWB assembly system (a typical FMS), which brings together 
the feature of structure of product families and machine flexibility. This paper 
extends the model proposed by Hua and Banerjee (2000) to random market demand 
and an approximate solution procedure is developed. 

The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, a cursory 
statement of capacity expansion problem for PWB assembly systems is presented. 
Section 3 describes a scenario-based model for the problem. An approximate solution 
process and relative heuristic algorithms to the model are developed in section 4. The 
adaptive genetic algorithms (AGA) for searching rough addition sets are introduced 
in section 5. Numerical experiments in section 6 illustrate financial benefit of the 
model and the feasibility of the solution approach and algorithms. 

2   Capacity Expansion Problem for PWB Assembly Lines 

The PWB assembly system consists of inserting or mounting electrical components, 
such as resistors, transistors and capacitors, into prespecified positions on a PWB. 
Each machine can insert certain part types on a PWB, some machines form a machine 
line which can produce some product families, where families are defined as sets of 
PWB types (items) which share similar operational characteristics and can be easily 
determined by exploiting special clustering techniques (Van Laarhoven and 
Zijm,1993). The demand forecast at the family level is suitable and easy to operate 
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for aggregate planning. A machine line makes insertions on PWBs with the only 
restriction that all the insertions for a product family are done on the same machine 
line. The placement operations for a given product family are distributed across the 
available machines in the line. Figure 1 shows an illustration of such a machine line, 
with four assembly processes.  In this example, each machine is capable of assem-
bling two different types of parts from the list of five categories: small chips (SC), 
large chips (LC), odd-shaped (OS) parts such as connectors and pins, high-precision 
(HP) placements such as fine-pitch integrated circuits, and direct chip attach (DCA) 
parts that require an additional flux dispensing operation. 

 

 
                  

Fig. 1. Illustration of a PWB assembly line 

In Figure 1, each text box represents an SMT placement machine. The first ma-
chine can insert part types SC and LC. Its designed capacity is 96,00 thousands 
placements per quarter, and its purchasing cost is 200 k dollars.  

The capacity expansion model (Model P0) is described as follows. Notations in the 
model are defined in Table 1. 

Table 1. Notations 

Indices Cost Parameters 
t  time periods, t=1,2,…,T 
n  demand scenarios, 

n=1,2,…,N 
i  part types, i=1,2,…,I 
j  product families, j=1,2,…,J 
m  machine types, m=1,2,…,M 
l  machine lines, l=1,2,…,L 

C(t,n,m,l) average unit production cost for 
given m, n , t, l  

Csc(t,j)  unit cost of subcontracting product 
family j in period t  

Cp(t,m)  costs of purchase and setup of a 
 machine of type m in period t  

 
Decision Variables              Capacity and Demand Parameters 

X(t,n,i,j,m,l) Number of part type i 
for product family j produced on 
machine m in line l under sce-
nario n in period t 

Xsc(t,n,j) Amount of subcontracting 
product family j under scenario n 
in period t 

Y(t,m,l)   Number of machines of 
type m added to line l in period t.   

F(i,m) capability of machine type m insert-
ing part type i,  F(i,m)=1 if it can 
insert part type i; 0, otherwise. 

Q(m)  number of insertions machine type m 
can make in one period 

B     capital investment budget 
d(t,n,j) demand of product family j under 

scenario n in period t 
S(i,j)  number of part type i in each of 

product family j 
p(t,n)  probability that scenario n occurs in 

period t 

SC&LC 
9600 K 

OS&
HP 

HP&DCA 
9600 K 

LC&HP

6200 K 
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In the objective function (1), the first term is cost of purchasing and installing ma-
chines, the second term is expected production cost, and the third is expected subcon-
tracting cost. Formulae (2) is capacity constraint which ensures that a production 
assignment does not exceed a machine’s capacity of inserting part type i. Formula (3) 
is machine line constraint that requires all insertions for a product family be com-
pleted on one machine line. Formula (4) is demand constraint that requires all demand 
be met by production or subcontracting. Constraint (5) is the capital investment 
budget limitation, and formula (6) is nonnegative and integer constraint. Since de-
mand is exogenous, thus from formula (4), 

                        
,

( , ) ( , , ) ( , ) ( , , ) ( , , , , , ) .sc
m l

S i j X t n j S i j d t n j X t n i j m l= −                 (7) 

Since subcontracting cost of product family j in period t is usually determined by  
its component structure, thus objective function of formula (1) can be rewritten as: 

=
lmt

p lmtYmtCZ
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Some explanations about the rationale of model P0 are as follows.  (1) Inventory is 
a good way to smooth demand fluctuating. But for capacity acquisition problem, 
inventory is usually not involved (Rajagopalan, 1998) etc. (2) Model P0 is a two-stage 
stochastic mixed integer programming problem with recourse, which involves two 
kinds of decisions. Making choice on the number and types of machines to be pur-
chased and added to machine lines to meet capacity demand is the first stage decision. 
Determining the number and type of parts assigned to each machine in a line for a 
given product family to meet market demand is the second stage decision. Note that 
in the above process, a good capacity expansion is complicated by the fact that the 
total capacity decision affects future production planning. The production planning is 
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further complicated by the fact that the demand is characterized by random variables 
whose values are revealed after the capacity expansion decision. 

3   Reducing Searching Space by a Recursive Planning 

Although a realistic capacity expansion problem for PWB assembly system has many 
integer decision variables, there may be only a few machines to be added to a few 
machine lines, which implies that the value of most of the integer capacity expansion 
decision variables is zero. To solve model P0, we can first to determine a rough set of 
machines to be added for each machine line in each period (termed rough addition set, 
an element of the rough addition set represents a possibly compatible machine type 
with the existing machines in a line in one period) by eliminating part of incompatible 
capacity expansion decision variables; then the approximate capacity expansion deci-
sion is obtained by searching the rough sets with an adaptive genetic algorithm.  

Let set {A(t,m,l)⏐machine type m is possibly compatible with the existing ma-
chines in line l in period t, ∀t, m, l} be a rough addition set for machines line l in 
period t considering all demand scenarios; set {B(t,n,m,l)⏐machine type m is possibly 
compatible with the existing machines in line l in period t under demand scenario n, 
∀t, n, m, l} be a rough addition set for machines line l in period t considering under 
demand scenario n. Then the rough addition sets {B(t,n,m,l)} can be identified in the 
way of deterministic demand case (c.f. the Appendix), and the problem now is how to 
obtain set {A(t, m, l)} based on sets {B(t,n,m,l)}. 

An intuition way of determining {A(t,m,l)} is as follows: 

 
1

{ ( , , )} { ( , , , )} .
N

n
A t m l B t n m l

=
=                                    (9) 

Formula (9) is actually a way of getting the maximum of rough addition sets under 
all market demand scenarios (This is termed “Approach 1”). An issue of this ap-
proach is, is there any better way to identify the rough addition set {A(t, m, l)} con-
sidering random market demand? To answer this question, we should go back to 
looking into continuous demand function and have the following heuristic.  

Heuristics: Given cumulative pdf D(t,x,j) (The probability that demand of product 
family j is less than or equal to x, 1≤j≤J, x≥0) of market demand, and d(t,x,j) is its 
probability density function. Function d(t,x,j) (1≤j≤J) is sampled with small-enough 
step size and each sample can be treated as a demand scenario. The rough addition 
sets determined by getting the maximum of rough addition sets under all demand 
scenarios should also be better for model P0 than Approach 1.  

The rationality of the heuristic is: the rough addition set based on the above heuris-
tic includes that based on Approach 1. It further provides a feasible way to improve 
Approach 1. Since capacity expansion decision of model P0 depends on the character-
istics of demand density function and the objective function of model P0 is continuous, 
thus if d(t, x, j) (1≤j≤J) is sampled with small-enough step size, the maximum of 
rough addition sets under all demand scenarios will reflect all potential capacity ex-
pansion requirement. Therefore, the maximum of rough addition sets under all de-
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mand scenarios will reflect all potential capacity expansion requirements on the basis 
of algorithm in Appendix. It is noteworthy that, because the rough addition sets under 
deterministic demand based on the algorithm in Appendix does not give its optimal 
solution definitely, the maximum of rough addition sets does not necessary include 
the potential optimal solution. 

Given demand scenarios d(t, n, j) (n=1,…,N, j=1,…,J), the algorithm of determin-
ing rough addition set for model P0 can be conceived based on the heuristics as fol-
lows (This is termed “Approach 2”): 

Algorithm 1: Determine {A(t,m,l)} for Period t Under Random Demand  

Step 1. Initializing. {A(t,m,l)}=φ, NN=N. 

Step 2. Order d(t,nn,j) (nn=1,2,…,N) from the pessimism case to the optimism case. 

Step 3. For all nn∈{1,2,…,NN}, apply the Algorithm in the appendix to obtain a 
rough addition set  )},,,({ lmnntB  of demand scenario d(t,nn,j). 

Step 4. Let ])},,,({[)},,({)},,({
1

NN

nn

lmnntBlmtAlmtA
=

= . 

Step 5. Generate NN-1 artificial demand scenarios d′ (t,nn,j) (nn=1,2,…,NN-1} by 
interpolating demand scenario between adjacent ones. 

Step 6. For all nn∈{1,2,…,NN-1}, apply the Algorithm in appendix to obtain a rough 
addition set )},,,({ lmnntB  of artificial demand scenario ),,( jnntd ′ . 

Step 7. Make the union of )},,,({ lmnntB (nn=1,2,…,NN-1), 
1

1

)},,,({
−

=

NN

nn

lmnntB . If 

                                  
1

1
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NN

nn

B t nn m l A t m l
−
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     go to Step 9; otherwise go to Step 8. 

Step 8. Let ])},,,({[)},,({)},,({
1

NN

nn

lmnntBlmtAlmtA
=

= . 

      Let NN=2NN-1, go to Step 5. 
Step 9. Stop. 

Proposition 1. Algorithm 1 is convergent. 

Proof. Since (1) {A(t,m,l)} is mono-increasing along with the iterations (otherwise 
Step 7 of the Algorithm will break the iteration process down);(2) There is an upper 
bound for {A(t,m,l)}. The upper bound can be expressed as “all M machine types is 
possibly compatible with the existing machines in all L lines in all T periods”.  

Therefore Algorithm 1 is convergent. 
After the rough addition sets A(t,m,l) (t=1,…T,m=1,…M,l=1,…L) for model P0 

having been obtained, then approximate solutions to model P0 can be obtained by 
solving the model P1, which is the same as model P0 except for constraint (6) being 
substituted by : 

( , , , , , ) 0, ( , , ) 0,  integer ( , , ) { ( , , )} .scX t n i j m l X t n j Y t m l A t m l≥ ≥ ∈         (6') 
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4   Searching the Rough Addition Sets with an Adaptive  
Genetic Algorithm 

We apply an adaptive GA to search the rough addition sets. As general GA is quite 
popular, here we mainly address the definition of the adaptive fitness function. 

Denote the minimum and maximum values of the sum of production costs, sub-
contracting costs and capacity expansion costs corresponding to all chromosomes (a 
chromosome represents a capacity expansion decision vector y to model P1) in one 
generation as MIN and MAX respectively. The fitness function of decision vector y is 
defined as follows: 

                    , ,

, ,
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In (11), Z(y) is the sum of production costs, subcontracting costs and equipment 
changeover costs corresponding to solution, Z′(y) is the sum of Z(y) and a penalty 
factor P(g,y) corresponding to solution y, g is the generation index of GA, i.e., 

                                      ( ) ( ) ( , ) .Z Z P g′ = +y y y                                        (12) 

The penalty factor P(g,y) is recursively defined as follows:  
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   In (13), parameters α>0, β>0, γ, g1>1 and P  are adjustable parameters used to 
control the level of the penalty. Among them, g1>1 prevents any penalty of exceeding 
capital budget, γ is used to strengthen or weaken the impacts of exceeding capital 
budget, α>0 is used to strengthen the penalty along generations. Parameter β>0 is 

defined to adjust the overall penalty level, and P  is the penalty’s upper bound. 

5   Computational Results 

The proposed capacity expansion decision procedure for a PWB assembly system is 
implemented in C and is interfaced with LINDO. LINDO is called when determining 
the rough addition set and evaluating a solution’s fitness in the adaptive GA (In the 

adaptive GA, let α=0, β=1, γ=-1, g1=4, B=1.0×107($), BP 2= ). 
A computational study for single period problem was done to evaluate the per-

formance of the algorithm described in Section 3. For description clarity, symbols 
corresponding to time periods are omitted from all notations in this subsection. Sup-

(13) 
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pose a firm has 12 assembly lines and there are 20 machine types available (the initial 
line capacity, structures of three product families and machine characteristics are the 
same as presented in Hua and Banerjee(2000)). The demand for each product family 
of each experiment is predicted and assumed to be two demand scenarios, i.e. S1 and 
S2 as shown in Table 2, demand scenarios S3 to S9 are artificial demand scenarios 
which are generated by applying the algorithm described in Section 3. The addition 
sets based on S1 to S9 are depicted in Table 3. 

Suppose the subcontracting cost for product families depends on part types they 
are consisted of, and subcontracting costs for SC, LC, OS, HP, DCA are 6.0, 7.0, 9.0, 
11.0 and 12.0 (10-3 $/placement) respectively. Cost of installing a machine is $20,000. 
The probability of market demand scenarios S1 and S2 are 0.35, 0.65 respectively. 
Capacity expansion decisions based on different rough addition set are shown in Ta-
ble 4. From Table 4, it can be observed that the recommended rough addition sets 
lead to less ratio of subcontracting, less expected total cost and higher expected ca-
pacity utilization. 

Detailed analyses on machine lines (l2, l4 and l7) to which additional machines to be 
added show some further rationality of algorithm 1. From table 5, it can be observed 
that capacity expansion decisions for line l2 are the same, but different for lines l4 and 
l7 based on Approaches 1 and 2. By making comparison of the ratios of capacity utili-
zation of the two Approaches, it can be concluded that machines added to lines l4 and 
l7 improve not only the ratio of capacity utilization of line l4 and l7 but the ratio of 
capacity utilization of line l2 also. This should be attributed to chaining effect of flexi-
ble machine lines (Jordan and Graves,1995). 

Table 2. Market (artificial) demand scenarios for the product families (in thousands) 

Demand  Scenarios   

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 
F1 307 437 372 340 405 325 356 389 420 
F2 650 420 535 593 477 624 564 506 450 
F3 400 700 550 475 625 438 513 588 630 

 

Table 3. Rough addition sets based on Approach 2 

Demand Scenarios Rough addition sets 

S1 B(1,1,5,4), B(1,1,6,2)  
S2 B(1,2,1,7),B(1,2,5,2), B(1,2,5,4), B(1,2,6,8), B(1,2,8,7)  
S3 B(1,3,1,4),B(1,3,5,7), B(1,3,6,2), B(1,3,8,4)  
S4 B(1,4,1,4), B(1,4,6,2), B(1,4,8,4), B(1,4,8,7)  
S5 B(1,5,5,4), B(1,5,5,7), B(1,5,6,2)  
S6 B(1,6,1,4), B(1,6,6,2), B(1,6,8,4), B(1,6,8,7)  
S7 B(1,7,5,4), B(1,7,6,2), B(1,7,8,7)  
S8 B(1,8,1,4), B(1,8,5,7), B(1,8,6,2), B(1,8,8,4)  
S9 B(1,9,1,4), B(1,9,5,7), B(1,9,6,2), B(1,9,8,4)  
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6   Conclusion 

We present a scenario-based model of line capacity expansion problem for PWB 
assembly systems at the aggregate level. The model brings together the feature of 
structure of product families and machine flexibility. An approximate solution proce-
dure, which first reduces the searching space of capacity expansion decision variables 
to rough addition sets by heuristic algorithms and then searches the rough addition 
sets through adaptive genetic algorithms, is described. Computational studies show 
that the described algorithm can efficiently drop searching space for the described 
capacity expansion problem, and the resulting expected ratio of capacity utilization 
and return of investment based on the described approach are satisfying vowing to 
quality of the rough addition sets, e.g. assembly lines’ chaining effects led by the 
capacity expansion decisions. 

Table 4. Capacity expansion decisions based on different Approaches 

Approaches based on which rough  
addition set for (P0) is obtained 

Approach 1 Approach 2 

Rough addition sets 
{A(t,m,l)}  

{A(1,5,4),A(1,6,2), 
A(1,1,7),A(1,5,2), 
A(1,6,8), A(1,8,7)} 

{A(1,5,4),A(1,6,2),A(1,1,7),
A(1,5,2),A(1,6,8),A(1,8,7),A(
1,1,4), A(1,5,7), A(1,8,4)} 

Capacity expansion decision Y(1,6,2)=1 Y(1,1,4)=2,Y(1,5,7)=2, 
Y(1,6,2)=1  

Demand realization  S1 88.5793% 82.6097% Ratio of Capacity 
utilization 

Demand realization  S2 90.7100% 98.3214% 
Expected  ratio of capacity utilization 89.9999% 92.8223% 

Demand realization  S1 7.7292% 7.8822% Ratio of sub 
-contracting 

Demand realization  S2 17.6578% 4.4577% 
Expected total cost*($) -21995278 -22671219 

* Please c.f. the definition of expected total cost which is expressed in formula (9). 

Table 5. Comparison of capacity utilization 

Approach 1 Approach 2  

2l  4l  7l  2l  4l  7l  
Capacity after expansion 48000 63000 60000 48000 87000 84000 
Production assignment 

under S1 
48000 52440 39330 48000 52440 39330 

Ratio of capacity utilization 
under S1 

1.0000 0.8324 0.6555 1.0000 0.6028 0.4682 

Production 
assignment under S2 

28200 52440 39330 48000 87000 84000 

Ratio of capacity utilization 
under S2 

0.5875 0.8324 0.6555 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 

Expected ratio of capacity 
utilization 

0.7318 0.8324 0.6555 1.0000 0.8610 0.8139 
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Appendix: Algorithm of Determine the Rough Addition Sets for 
Period t Under Deterministic Demand  

Step 1.   Initializing {B(t,m,l)}=φ; 
Step 2.   Establish model P1t for period t; solve model P1t to obtain its convergent 
solution X*(t,i,j,M+1,l) (l=1,2,…,L; i=1,2,…I; j=1,2,…,J); 
Step 3.   For all l∈{1,2,…,L}, solve model P2t to get its optimal solution Na(t,m,l); 
For any m∈{1,2,…,M}, if Na(t,m,l)>0, then B(t,m,l)=1 (this indicates that machines 
type m is necessary to be considered to be added to machine line l in period t); 
Step 4.   Stop. 

Model P2t in the above Algorithm Step 3 is defined as follows: 

 (P2t) 
                                             min ( , , ) ( , , ).p a

m

C t m l N t m l                      (A1) 

              ..ts *( , , ) ( ) ( , ) ( , , , 1, ),a
m j

N t m l Q m F m i X t i j M l≥ +   ),...,2,1( Ii =      (A2) 

                                    integer  ( , ) 0.aN t m,l ≥    ),...,2,1( Mm =                          (A3) 

Where Na(t,m,l) is the decision variable that indicates the number of machine type 
m to be added to machine line l in time period t according to X*(t,i,j,M+1,l). Model 
P2t has M integer variables. When M is less than 30, the problem is solvable on PC 
computer by standard code because of its simple model structure. 
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Abstract. The early and reliable detection and deterrence of malicious attacks, 
both from external and internal sources are a crucial issue for today’s e-business. 
There are various methods available today for intrusion detection; however, 
every method has its limitations and new approaches should still be explored. 
The objectives of this study are twofold: one is to discuss the formulation of 
Multiple Criteria Quadratic Programming (MCQP) approach, and to investigate 
the applicability of the quadratic classification method to the intrusion detection 
problem. The demonstration of successful Multiple Criteria Quadratic Pro-
gramming application in intrusion detection can add another option to network 
security toolbox. The classification results are examined by cross-validation 
and improved by an ensemble method. The results demonstrated that MCQP is 
excellent and stable. Furthermore, the outcome of MCQP can be improved by 
the ensemble method.  

1   Introduction 

Network intrusion refers to inappropriate or malicious activities in the network envi-
ronment. The number of computer security breaches has risen dramatically in the last 
couple of years and made network security a crucial issue for companies and organiza-
tions [1, 2]. Due to the importance and the complexity of this problem, various data 
mining methods have been explored and applied to network intrusion detection to 
identifying misuse and anomaly attacks. The purposes of this study are to formulate a 
new classification approach: Multiple Criteria Quadratic Programming (MCQP) and 
investigate the possibility of using MCQP in network intrusion detection.  
     This paper is organized as follows. Next section is an overview of two-group 
MCQP model formulation. The third section briefly describes the background infor-
mation of network intrusion detection. The fourth section presents basic features of 
the dataset, KDD99, used in this research. The fifth section discusses applying MCQP 
                                                           
* This research has been partially supported by a grant of US Air Force Research Laboratory 
(PR No. E-3-1162) and a grant from the K.C. Wong Education Foundation (2003), Chinese 
Academy of Sciences.  
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to network intrusion detection and presenting cross-validated results. The sixth sec-
tion describes the procedure and outcomes of ensemble analysis. The last section 
concludes the paper with some remarks.    

2   Formulation of a Two-Group Multiple-Criteria Quadratic  
Programming Model  

First, we will introduce the Multiple-Criteria classification problem and its model. 

Given a set of r variables (attributes), a = (a1 , …, ar), let A i = (A 1i , …, A ir ) rR∈ be 

one of the sample observations of these properties, where ;,...,1 ni = n represents 

the total number of observations in the dataset. Suppose we predefine two groups G1 
and G2, we can select a boundary b to separate these two groups. A vector X = (x1, . . ., 

xr)
rR∈  can be identified to establish the following linear inequation [9]: 

(Inequation 1)  A i X < b, ∀ A i ∈  G1;  

A i X ≥ b, ∀ A i ∈  G2; 

Where ∀ A i ∈  Gj, j = 1, 2  

In a classification problem, A i X is the score for the ith data record. The final abso-

lute catch rates depend on simultaneously minimize the sum of overlapping (repre-
sented by αi) and maximize the sum of distance (represented by βi). Introducing 
α i and β i  to Inequation 1, and assuming the overlapping function )(αf  and dis-

tance function )(βg  be nonlinear, we establish a basic two-criterion non-linear clas-

sification model: 
(Basic Model) Minimize )(αf and Maximize )(βg  

  Subject to: 

  A i X - α i +β i - b = 0, ∀ A i ∈  G1                         (1) 

  A i X + α i -β i - b = 0, ∀ A i ∈  G2                   (2) 

where Ai is given, X and b are unrestricted, and 
T

n ),...,( 1 ααα = , T
n ),...,( 1 βββ = ; niii ,...,1,0, =≥βα  

In order to utilize the computational power of some software packages, we repre-
sent next the basic model by norm. Given weights wα and wβ

 , let )(αf = || α ||p and 

)(βg =|| β || p. The two criteria basic model can be converted into a single criterion 

general non-linear classification model: 
 

(Model 1) Minimize wα|| α || p - wβ|| β || p  

Subject to:  
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A i X - α i +β i - b = 0, ∀ A i ∈  G1                      

A i X + α i -β i - b = 0, ∀ A i ∈  G2               

Based on Model 1, non-linear classification models with any norm can be defined 
theoretically. In this study, we formulate a simple quadratic programming model. Let 

ααα Hf T=)( = 
=

n

i
i

1

2α and βββ Qg T=)( = 
=

n

i
i

1

2β , where H and Q  are 

predefined here as identity matrices. Model 1 now becomes Model 2:  

(Model 2) Minimize 
==

−
n

i
i

n

i
i ww

1

2

1

2 βα βα
  

Subject to:  

A i X - α i +β i - b = 0, ∀ A i ∈  G1                      

A i X + α i -β i - b = 0, ∀ A i ∈  G2   

     This quadratic model (Model 2) will be utilized in the following sections in net-
work intrusion detection. 
     Although the notion of MCQP is fresh, it is derived from the Multiple Criteria 
Linear Programming (MCLP). The fundamental distinction between these two is the 
different norm values they presume. For MCLP, the norm equals one. While for 
MCQP, the norm equals two. The most prominent characteristic of MCLP which 
distinguishes it from traditional linear programming is that it is intended to achieve 
multiple objectives simultaneously. Inherited this trait, MCQP is attempted to realize 
multiple objectives at the same time when the norm is two. Further discussion of the 
differences between MCLP and MCQP exceeds the range of this paper. 

3   Network Intrusion Detection 

An intrusion is an attempting to break into or misuse network systems [8]. An intru-
sion detection system is a system for detecting such intrusions. There are two broad 
types of techniques for network security – protection and detection. Protection tech-
niques are designed to guard hardware, software, and user data against threats from 
both outsiders and malicious insiders. A common protection device is a firewall that 
sets up a barrier at the point of connection between the external and the corporate 
internal networks to ensure only valid data are allowed to pass through. Detection 
techniques collect information from a variety of systems and network sources, and 
then analyze the information for signs of intrusion [2].  

Intrusion detection can be classified into two types: misuse detection and anom-
aly detection [1]. Misuse detection systems detect attacks based on well-known vul-
nerabilities and intrusions stored in a database. Techniques include rule-based expert 
systems, model-based reasoning systems, state transition analysis, fuzzy logic, and 
keystroke monitoring. A major pitfall of misuse detection is that it is trained to recog-
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nize existing attacks and has no ability to detect anomaly attacks which are somewhat 
more serious than known attacks. Anomaly detection systems build predictive models 
that are capable of distinguishing between normal and abnormal behaviors [8]. Vari-
ous approaches exist for anomaly detection: statistical analysis, sequence analysis, 
neural networks, machine learning, and artificial immune systems. Each method has 
its strengths and weaknesses.  

As a new classification scheme, MCQP has not been employed in intrusion de-
tection analysis. It is the aim of this research to test the applicability of MCQP to 
intrusion detection. The demonstration of successful MCQP application in intrusion 
detection can add another option to network security toolbox.     

4   KDD-99 Dataset 

In order to understand the whole detection process, it is important to comprehend the 
dataset first. This section presents the nature and structure of the network dataset – 
KDD-99 in detail. 
     The KDD-99 data set was provided by DARPA in 1998 for the competitive evalua-
tion of intrusion detection approaches. A standard set of data to be audited, which 
includes a wide variety of intrusions simulated in a military network environment, 
was provided. A version of this dataset was used in 1999 KDD-CUP intrusion 
detection contest. After the contest, KDD-99 has become a de facto standard dataset 
for intrusion detection experiments. Originally, nine weeks of raw TCP dump data for 
a LAN simulating a typical U.S. Air Force LAN were collected. Multiple attacks were 
intentionally added to the LAN operation. The raw training data was about four giga-
bytes of compressed binary TCP dump data from seven weeks of network traffic. A 
connection is a sequence of TCP packets starting and ending at some well defined 
times, between which data flows to and from a source IP address to a target IP ad-
dress under some well defined protocol. Each connection is labeled as either normal, 
or as an attack, with exactly one specific attack type. Each connection record consists 
of about 100 bytes. There are four main categories: denial-of-service (DOS); unau-
thorized access from a remote machine (R2L); unauthorized access to local root privi-
leges (U2R); surveillance and other probing. The training dataset contains a total of 
24 attack types while the testing dataset contains an additional 14 types [3].  
     Because the number of attacks of R2L, U2R, and Probing are small, this paper will 
focus on comparing Normal category with only one kind of attack: DOS, which has a 
comparatively large data size. Detection of other attacks will be investigated in the 
future. 

5   Empirical Studies of MCQP and Cross-Validation Results 

Cross-validation is utilized to validate the results of MCQP detection rates. By definition, 
cross-validation is the practice of partitioning a sample of data into sub samples such 
that analysis is initially performed on a single sub sample, while further sub samples are 
retained “blind” in order for subsequent use in confirming and validating the initial 
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analysis [4]. There are many cross-validation methods. Due to the enormous size of the 
dataset, holdout method is applied here. That is, a subset of KDD-99 is randomly se-
lected as a training dataset and the remaining part of KDD-99 serves as a testing dataset. 
The data computation is performed by the LINGO 8.0, a commercial software package 
of non-linear programming solvers (http://www.lindo.com/). Our own algorithm to 
implement MCQP is currently under investigation. 
     The procedure to select training datasets is described as follows: first, the Normal 
dataset (812813 records) is divided into 100 intervals (each interval has 8128 records). 
Within each interval, 20 records are randomly selected. Thus the total of 2000 normal 
records are obtained after this selection was repeated 100 times. Second, the DOS 
dataset (247267 records) is divided into 100 intervals (each interval has 2472 records). 
Within each interval, 20 records are randomly selected. Thus the total of 2000 dos 
records are obtained after this selection was repeated 100 times. Third, the 2000 Normal 
and 2000 Dos records are combined to form a single training dataset. Finally, the 
Normal dataset (812813 records) and DOS dataset (247267 records) become the testing 
dataset. Repeat this procedure, various training and testing datasets can be obtained. 
According to this procedure, the total possible combination of this selection is infinitely 
large. That is, the possibilty to get identical training or testing datasets is approximately 
zero. Considering the previous detection rates of KDD-99 attacks using other methods 
were rather high, the across-the-board threshold of 95% for absolute catch rate for both 
Normal and DOS are set. This threshold is used as a rule to select the experimental re-
sults from training and test processes. That is, only those catch rates that are above 95% 
are considered.  
     Some samples of the Cross-Validation tests based on Algorithm 1 are summarized in 
Tables 1. 

Under the conditions stated above, the following steps are designed to carry out 
cross-validation: 

Algorithm 1 (Cross Validation) 

Step1 Generate the Training set (2000 Normal data+2000 
Dos Data) and Testing set (Normal dataset (812813 records) 
and DOS dataset (247267 records) from the KDD-99 data set. 

Step2 Apply the two-group MCQP model to compute the com-
promise solution X* = (x1*, x2*, . . . , x38*)  as the best 
weights of all 38 variables with given values of control 
parameters (b, α*, β*).  
Step3 The classification score MCQP i = AX* against of 
each observation has been calculated against the boundary 
b to check the performance measures of the classification. 
 

The training and testing datasets have been computed using the above procedure. 
A part (25 out of the total 300 cross-validation results) of the results against the 
threshold is summarized. The worst and best classification catch rates for testing sets  
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are 99.18% and 99.88% for Normal, 99.23% and 99.85% for DOS. The result  
indicates that an excellent separation of Normal versus DOS is observed with this 
method. 

Table 1. Cross-Validation Results 

Cross 
Validation 

Testing Set(812813 Normal + 247267 Dos) 

 Normal 
Catch 
Rate 

Type II 
Error 

Dos 
Catch 
Rate 

Type I 
Error 

DataSet 1 808142 99.43% 0.157% 245998 99.49% 1.863% 

DataSet 2 810689 99.74% 0.045% 246902 99.85% 0.853% 

DataSet 3 807597 99.36% 0.096% 246491 99.69% 2.072% 

DataSet 4 808410 99.46% 0.125% 246256 99.59% 1.757% 

DataSet 5 810283 99.69% 0.145% 246090 99.52% 1.018% 

DataSet 6 809272 99.56% 0.085% 246580 99.72% 1.416% 

DataSet 7 806116 99.18% 0.129% 246229 99.58% 2.648% 

DataSet 8 808143 99.43% 0.157% 245998 99.49% 1.863% 

DataSet 9 811806 99.88% 0.103% 246433 99.66% 0.407% 

DataSet 10 810307 99.69% 0.070% 246702 99.77% 1.006% 

DataSet 11 810176 99.68% 0.067% 246726 99.78% 1.057% 

DataSet 12 809936 99.65% 0.102% 246442 99.67% 1.154% 

DataSet 13 811685 99.86% 0.067% 246722 99.78% 0.455% 

DataSet 14 807021 99.29% 0.159% 245980 99.48% 2.300% 

DataSet 15 810654 99.73% 0.114% 246340 99.63% 0.869% 

DataSet 16 811253 99.81% 0.086% 246569 99.72% 0.629% 

DataSet 17 810355 99.70% 0.106% 246406 99.65% 0.988% 

DataSet 18 810027 99.66% 0.107% 246400 99.65% 1.118% 

DataSet 19 807257 99.32% 0.110% 246382 99.64% 2.205% 

DataSet 20 809718 99.62% 0.234% 245366 99.23% 1.246% 

DataSet 21 807429 99.34% 0.061% 246776 99.80% 2.135% 

DataSet 22 811095 99.79% 0.067% 246723 99.78% 0.692% 

DataSet 23 810224 99.68% 0.195% 245681 99.36% 1.043% 

DataSet 24 809581 99.60% 0.131% 246209 99.57% 1.296% 

DataSet 25 806763 99.26% 0.109% 246386 99.64% 2.397% 
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6   An Ensemble Analysis 

An ensemble consists of a set of individually trained classifiers whose predictions are 
combined when classifying novel instances. There are two fundamental elements of 
ensembles: a set of properly trained classifiers and an aggregation mechanism that 
organizes these classifiers into the output ensemble. Normally, the aggregation proc-
ess will be an average or a simple majority vote over the output of the ensembles [6]. 
Previous research has shown that an ensemble can help to increase accuracy and sta-
bility [6, 7].  
     There are two basic criterion based on which the ensemble is chosen: first, voters 
of an ensemble have to satisfy the across-the-board threshold of 95% for absolute 
catch rate for both Normal and DOS. Second, as the majority vote method is used 
here, the number of voters in any ensemble must be odd.  
     From cross-validation, some optimal solutions of MCQP have been computed. 
Parts of these optimal solutions are selected to form ensembles. Each solution will 
have one vote for each data record and the final classification result is determined by 
the majority votes. The numbers of voters to form ensembles are randomly chosen 
insofar as they are odd. The ensemble analysis process is described in Algorithm 2. 

Algorithm 2 (Ensemble Analysis) 

Step1 A committee of certain odd number (e.g. 3, 9, 19) 
of classifiers X* is formed. 

Step2 The classification score MCQPi = AX* against of 
each observation has been calculated against the bound-
ary b by every member of the committee. The performance 
measures of the classification will be decided by ma-
jorities of the committee. If more than half of the com-
mittee members succeed in the classification, then the 
prediction for this observation is successful, otherwise, 
the prediction is failed. 

Step3 The catch rate for each group will be computed by 
the percentage of successful classification in all ob-
servations. 

     Several results of Algorithm 2 for different ensemble committee size are sum-
marized in Table 2. The results point out three findings: (1) the classification rates 
are better than cross-validation results; (2) as the number of voter increases, the 
catch rates increases. When number of voters increased to 11 or more, the change 
of catch rates is negligible; (3) although the catch rates of ensembles do not outper-
form the best results of cross-validation, they are more steady than cross-validation.  

7   Concluding Remarks  

Detecting malicious attacks is an important task in network security. In this  paper, 
MCQP,  a novel  classification   scheme,  is   employed  in   detecting  DOS  attack  in 
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                                                   Table 2. Ensemble Results 

NO 
of 
Vot-
ers 

Normal Catch 
Rate 

Type II 
Error 

Dos Catch 
Rate 

Type I 
Error 

3 810126 99.67% 0.059% 246792 99.81% 1.077% 
5 811419 99.83% 0.042% 246930 99.86% 0.561% 
7 811395 99.83% 0.054% 246830 99.82% 0.571% 
9 811486 99.84% 0.058% 246795 99.81% 0.535% 
11 812030 99.90% 0.052% 246845 99.83% 0.316% 
13 812006 99.90% 0.059% 246788 99.81% 0.326% 
15 812089 99.91% 0.056% 246812 99.82% 0.292% 
17 812045 99.91% 0.055% 246821 99.82% 0.310% 
19 812069 99.91% 0.055% 246817 99.82% 0.301% 
21 812010 99.90% 0.054% 246831 99.82% 0.324% 
23 812149 99.92% 0.055% 246821 99.82% 0.268% 
25 812018 99.90% 0.055% 246822 99.82% 0.321% 

KDD-99 dataset. The result of cross-validated MCQP indicates that MCQP prediction 
is stable. In addition, ensemble analysis exhibits that catch rates can be further im-
proved by using ensembles. Due to the space limitation, the content discussed in this 
paper is brief and in-exhaustive. This limitation is reflected on two major issues. First, 
the formulation of MCQP model is presented without mentioning the theoretical 
foundations and justifications. Second, the classification results of applying MCQP on 
network intrusion detection are delivered directly without specification of how they 
were accomplished. Although these issues are crucial, discussion of these issues is 
beyond the scope of this paper. However, these themes will be investigated in the 
future. The results presented in this paper are merely a beginning. Future research 
topics may include, not limited to, applying MCQP to real-life network data, integrat-
ing MCQP to real-time network intrusion detection systems to provide network ad-
ministrators the ability to proactively divert attacks, and extending the application of 
MCQP to other potential fields. 
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Abstract. Behavior analysis of credit cardholders is one of the main 
research topics in credit card portfolio management. Usually, the 
cardholder’s behavior, especially bankruptcy, is measured by a score 
of aggregate attributes that describe cardholder’s spending history. In 
the real-life practice, statistics and neural networks are the major 
players to calculate such a score system for prediction. Recently, 
various multiple criteria linear programming based classification 
methods have been explored for analyzing credit cardholders’ 
behavior. This paper proposes a multiple criteria non-linear 
programming (MCNP) approach to discovering the bankruptcy 
patterns of credit cardholders. A real-life credit database from a major 
US bank is used for empirical study on MCNP classification. Finally, 
the comparison of MCNP and other known classification methods is 
conducted to verify the validation of MCNP method. 

1   Introduction 

Data Mining, an intersection area of human intervention, machine learning, 
mathematical modeling and databases, is has been used in credit cardholder 
behavior analysis sicne1960s. Specifically, the purpose of using the 
classification methods for credit cardholder behavior analysis is to find the 
common characters and patterns of personal bankruptcy. The process of 
controlling the bankruptcy risk includes: (1) choosing a training data set for 
predetermined classes; (2) developing a separation model with rules on the 
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training set; (3) applying the model to classify unknown objects; and (4) 
discovering knowledge. There are many mathematical methods, including 
statistics [1], neural networks [2], and multiple criteria linear programming 
[3, 4, 5] applied in credit card bankruptcy. A common characteristic of these 
methods is that they first consider the behaviors of the cardholders as two 
predefined classes: bankrupt accounts and non-bankrupt accounts according 
to their historical records. Then the methods search for a better-aggregated 
score separating bankrupt accounts and non-bankrupt accounts in a training 
set. Finally, the learned classifier is used to produce a “black list” for 
business decision-making.  
   Classification of credit cardholder behavior by using multiple criteria 
linear programming (MCLP) is derived from well-known linear models [6, 7, 
8] and the compromise solution in MCLP [3, 4, 5]. In linear discriminant 
models, the misclassification of data separation can be described by two 
kinds of objectives in a linear system. In the first, the minimal distances of 
observations from the critical value are maximized (MMD). The second 
separates the observations by minimizing the sum of the deviations (MSD) of 
the observations. This deviation is also called “overlapping.” The 
compromise solution in MCLP locates the best trade-off between linear 
forms of MMD and MSD as data separation.  
   This trade-off, however, cannot be justified to lead the best data 
separation. For example, the MCLP method may fail to predict the status of a 
determined fraud as potential bankruptcy, which can cause a hug loss of the 
credit card issuer. The main research problem of this paper is to seek an 
alternative method with non-linear trade-off of MMD and MSD for possible 
better data separation result. Since the objective function of the proposed 
method is non-linear, we shall call it multiple criteria non-linear 
programming classification (MCNP).  
   This paper will proceed as follows. Section 2 will review the MCLP 
compromise solution to data analyses. Section 3 will elaborate the MCNP 
formulation and algorithm. Section 4 uses a real-life credit database from a 
major US bank for empirical study which is compared with the results of the 
other methods, such as MCLP, induction decision tree, and neural networks. 
The further research problems will be outlined in Section 5. 

2   Linear System-Based Classification Models 

Research of linear programming (LP) approaches to classification problems 
was initiated by Freed and Glover [6]. A basic framework of two-class 
problems can be presented as:  
   Given a set of r variables (attributes) about a cardholder a = (a1 , …, ar), 
let A i = (A 1i , …, A ir ) be the development sample of data for the variables, 
where i = 1, . . ., n and n is the sample size.  We want to determine the best 
coefficients of the variables, denoted by X = (x1, . . ., xr)

T, and a boundary 
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value b (a scalar) to separate two classes: G (Good for non-bankrupt 
accounts) and B (Bad for bankrupt accounts); that is,  

A i X ≤  b, A i ∈  G (Good) and A i X ≥  b, A i  ∈  B (Bad).   

    To measure the separation of Good and Bad, we define: 

αi = the overlapping of two-class boundary for case Ai (external 
measurement);  
α = the maximum overlapping of two-class boundary for all cases Ai (αi < α);  
βi = the distance of case Ai from its adjusted boundary (internal measurement). 
β = the minimum distance for all cases Ai from its adjusted boundary (βi >β). 
    A simple version of Freed and Glover’s [6] model, which seeks MSD, 
can be written as: 

Minimize Σ i α i          (1) 
Subject to: 

A i X ≤ b + α i , A i ∈G, 
A i X ≥ b - α i , A i ∈B, 

Where A i  are given, X and b are unrestricted, and α i  ≥  0. 
 The alternative of the above model is to find MMD:  

Maximize Σ i β i              (2) 
Subject to: 

A i X ≥ b - β i , A i ∈G, 
A i X ≤ b + β i , A i ∈B, 

Where A i  are given, X and b are unrestricted, and β i  ≥  0. 

       A i  X = b  

                    α       α 

 

 β i                            β i  

                  αi                αi            

Good            Bad 
A i  X = b - α                     A i  X = b + α 

Fig. 1. Overlapping Case in Two-class Separation 

   A graphical representation of these models in terms of α is shown as 
Figure 1. We note that the key of the two-class linear classification models is 
to use a linear combination of the minimization of the sum of α i or/and 
maximization of the sum of β i to reduce the two criteria problem into a single 
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criterion. The advantage of this conversion is to easily utilize all techniques 
of LP for separation, while the disadvantage is that it may miss the scenario 
of trade-offs between these two separation criteria.  
   Shi et al. [5] applied the compromise solution of multiple criteria linear 
programming (MCLP) to minimize the sum of αi and maximize the sum of β i 
simultaneously. A two-criteria linear programming model is stated as:  

Minimize Σ iαi    and  Maximize Σ iβ                         (3) 
Subject to:  

Ai X ≤ b + αi - β i, A i ∈ B, 
Ai X ≥ b - αi  + β i, A i  ∈ G,  

where Ai are given,  X  and  b are unrestricted, and αi and β i ≥ 0. 
   In compromise solution approach [10, 11], the best trade-off between the 
linear forms of -Σ iαi  and Σ iβ i is identified for an optimal solution. To explain 
this, assume the “ideal value” of -Σ iαi  be α* > 0 and the “ideal value” of Σ iβ i 
be β* > 0. Then, if -Σ iαi  > α*, the regret measure is defined as -dα

+  = Σ iαi   + 
α*; otherwise, it is defined as 0.  If -Σ iαi  < α*, the regret measure is defined 
as dα

 -   = α* + Σ iαi; otherwise, it is 0.  Thus, the relationship of these 
measures are (i) α* + Σ iαi  = dα

 -  - dα
 +, (ii) |α* + Σ iαi  | = dα

 - + dα
 +, and (iii) 

dα
-  , dα

 + ≥ 0.  Similarly, we derive β* - Σ iβ i  = dβ  

-  - dβ
+, |β* - Σ iβ i  | = dβ  

-  + dβ
+, 

and dβ  

-  , dβ
+ ≥ 0.   

   An MCLP model for two-class separation is presented as:     

Min dα
- + dα

+ + dβ
- + dβ

+ 

             β i              

                                       (α*, β*) 

 

 

 

 

               -  αi      

Fig. 2. MCLP Formulation 

Minimize dα
 -  + dα

 + + dβ  

- + dβ
+ 

                     (4) 

Subject to:  

α* + Σ iαi  = dα
 -  - dα

 +, 
β* - Σ iβ i = dβ  

-  - dβ
+,  
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Ai X ≤ b + αi - β i, A i ∈ B, 
Ai X ≥ b - αi  + β i, A i  ∈ G,  

where Ai, α*, and β*  are given,  X  and  b are unrestricted, and αi , β i , 
dα

 -  , dα
 + , dβ  

-  , dβ
+ ≥ 0.          

 Fig.2. the shadow area is shown the criteria space of -Σ iαi  and Σ iβ i and 
(α*, β*) is the ideal point to identify the separation. The MCLP compromise 
approach is to determine the classification of Good and Bad according to the 
minimization of the linear “distance” function dα

 -  + dα
 + + dβ  

-  + dβ
+ (which 

offers the best trade-off of MMD and MSD).  
     Note that for the purpose of classification, a better classifier must have 
the higher accuracy rate. Given a threshold of correct classification as a 
simple criterion, the better classifier can be found through the training 
process whenever the accuracy rate of the model exceeds the threshold. 
Suppose that a threshold is given, the next section proposes a heuristic 
classification method by using the MCNP. 

3   Multiple Criteria Non-linear Classification  

In general, the overlapping of all αi and distances of all β i can be considered as 
non-linear norms, say 

pα and
pβ , respectively, where α = (α1 , …, αn), 

β= (β1 , …, β n), p = 1, 2,...,∞.  When p = 1, 
pα = Σ iαi  and

pβ = Σ iβ i. 
When, 1 < p ≤ ∞, 

pα and
pβ have various non-linear formations. As an 

initial step to MCNP classification for p = 2, given n-dimensional parameters 

αw and βw , we consider the following formulation: 

Minimize 
22 βα βα ww −              (5) 

Subject to:  

Ai X ≤ b + αi - β i, A i ∈ B, 
Ai X ≥ b - αi  + β i, A i  ∈ G,  

 Where Ai are given,  X  and  b are unrestricted, and αi and β i ≥ 0. 
   Applying the notation of the diagonal matrix D with +1 & -1 entries to 
MCNP Problem, the two-class constraints become: 

Ai X ≤ b + αi - β i, Dii=+1 (Bad)                       (6) 
Ai X ≥ b - αi  + β i, Dii=-1 (Good), 

Then, the MCNP model (M5) can be rewritten as: 

Minimize 
22 βα βα ww −                    (7)   

Subject to:  

D(AX-eb) ≤ α - β , where e is a vector of ones                     
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A heuristic MCNP algorithm can be outlined as: 

Algorithm 1. 

Step 1. Build a data mart for a task data-mining project. 
Step 2. Generate a set of relevant attributes or dimensions from a data mart. 
Transform the scales of the data mart into the same numerical measurement 
and determine predefined classes, classification thresholdζ, training set and 
verifying set. 
Step 3. Give a class boundary value b*, use the MCNP model (M5) to learn 
and compute the overall score Ai X* of the relevant attributes or dimensions 
over all observations repeatedly (Figure 1). 
Step 4. If the accuracy rate of classification exceeds the thresholdζ, go to 
Step 5, otherwise, go back to Step 3 and choose another boundary value b**. 
Step 5. Apply the final learned score X* to predict the unknown data in the 
verifying set. 

4   Experimental Results from a Real-Life Database 

Give a set of attributes, such as monthly payment, balance, purchase, and 
cash advance and the criteria about “bankruptcy”, the purpose of data mining 
in credit card portfolio management is to find the better classifier through a 
training set and use the classifier to predict all other customer’s spending 
behaviors. The frequently used data-mining model in the business is still 
two-class separation technique. The key of two-class separation is to 
separate the “bankruptcy” accounts (called Bad) from the “non-bankruptcy” 
accounts (called Good) and identify as many bankruptcy accounts as 
possible. This is also known as the method of “making black list”. In this 
section, a real-life data mart with 65 derived attributes and 1000 records of a 
major US bank credit database is first used to train the MCNP model 
classifier. Then, the training solution is employed to predict the spending 
behaviors of another 5000 customers from different states. Finally, the 
classification results are compared with that of the MCLP method [3, 4, 5], 
neural network method [12], and decision tree method [13]. 
   There are two kinds of accuracy rates involved in this section. The first 
one is the absolute accuracy rate for Bad (or Good) which is the number of 
actual Bad (or Good) identified divided by the total number of Bad (or 
Good). The second is called catch rate, which is defined as the actual 
number of caught Bad and Good divided by the total number of Bad and 
Good. Let rg be the absolute accuracy rate for Good and rb be the absolute 
accuracy rate for Bad. Then the catch rate cr can be written as: 
   cr = (rg x the total of Good + rb x the total number of Bad)/the total 
number of Good & Bad. 
    The difference of two rates is that the absolute accuracy rate measures 
the separation power of the model for an individual class while the catch rate 
represents the overall degree of correctness when the model is used. A 
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threshold τ in this paper is set up against absolute accuracy rate or and catch 
rate depending on the requirement of business decision making (see Table1.). 

4.1   Experimental Results on Unbalanced Data Set 

The past experience on classification test showed that the training results of 
a data set with balanced records (number of Good equals number of Bad) 
may be different from that of an unbalanced data set. Given the unbalanced 
1000 accounts with 860 as Good and 140 as Bad accounts for the training 
process, suppose αw and βw have ½ for each dimension, the MCNP model 
can be built as follows: 

  Minimize 0.5*(α1

2 +α2

2+…+α1000

2)- 0.5*(β 1

2 +β2

2+…+β 1000

2)           (8)   

Subject to:  

A1 X + α1 - β 1 ≤ b 
… 
A840 X + α840 - β 840 ≤ b 
A841 X + α841 - β 841 ≥ b 
… 
A1000 X + α1000 - β 1000 ≥ b 

 Whereαi  and β i ≥ 0, X = (x1, . . ., x65)
 T is unrestricted, A i = (A 1i , …, 

A 65i ) are given. 

   Using a commercial software package, LINGO [17], the learning result 
learning results of unbalanced 1000 records and the verification of the other 
4000 records can be shown as Table 1. 

Table 1. Learning Results of Unbalanced 1000 Records 

Different b 

value 

Absolute Accuracy Rate by 

1000 group 

Predict for the other 4000 

group 

 Catch Catch 

 Good Bad Rate Good Bad Rate 

100 0.990 0.036 0.856 0.957 0.038 0.828 

10 0.867 0.329 0.792 0.877 0.330 0.800 

-1.1 0.966 0.948 0.963 0.966 0.977 0.967 

0 0.002 0.979 0.139 0.020 0.970 0.153 

1.1 0.914 0.766 0.894 0.917 0.778 0.897 

10 0.837 0.358 0.770 0.866 0.377 0.797 

100 0.935 0.027 0.808 0.955 0.028 0.825 
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 From Table 1, if the threshold ζ of finding the absolute accuracy rate of 
bankruptcy accounts (Bad) is predetermined as 0.85, then the situations when 
b = 0 and -1.1 are satisfied as better classifiers according to Algorithm 1. 
The catch rates of the classifier with b = 0 is not as high as that of b = 1.1. 
This suggests that the classifier with b = -1.1 is the better one, which 
predicts above 96% accurately for both the bankruptcy accounts (Bad) and 
non-bankruptcy (Good). 

4.2 Experimental Results on Balanced Data Set 

A balanced data set was formed by taking 140 Good accounts from 860 of the 
1000 accounts used before and combining with the 140 accounts. The records 
were trained and some of results are summarized in Table 1, where we see 
that the best catch rate .963 is at b =-1.1. Although the best absolute bad 
accuracy rate for Bad accounts is .979 at b = 0, the predicting result on Bad 
accounts for 4000 records is .967 at b =-0.50. If the threshold ζ for all of the 
absolute accuracy rate of Bad accounts, the absolute accuracy rate of Good 
accounts and catch rate is set up as 0.95 above, then models of b = -1.10 and 
b = -1.10 are the two to produce the satisfying classifier by Algorithm 1. 
However, the predicting result of this case is not the best one (See Table 1).  

4.3 Comparisons with Other Data Mining Approaches 

Three known classification techniques, decision tree, neural network and 
multiple criteria linear programming (MCLP) have been used to run the 280 
balanced data set and test (or predict) the 5000 credit cardholder records in a 
major US bank. These results are compared with the proposed MCNP method 
(see Table 2). The software of decision tree is the commercial version called 
C5.0 (the newly updated version of C4.5) [14] while software for both neural 
network and MCLP were developed at the Data Mining Lab, University of 
Nebraska at Omaha [15, 16].  Note that in both Table 2, the column Tg and 
Tb respectively represent the number of Good and Bad accounts identified by 
a method, while the rows of Good and Bad represent the actual numbers of 
the accounts. 

Table 2 shows the predicting (or testing) results on 5000 records by using 
the classifiers based on the results of 1000 balanced data sets. The MCLP 
method outperforms others in terms of predicting Good accounts with 3160 
out of 4185 (75.51%), but the MCNP method in this paper is the best for 
predicting Bad accounts with 675 out of 815 (.8282). If the business strategy 
of making black list on Bad accounts is chosen, then the MCNP method 
should be used to conduct the data-mining project. Therefore, the MCNP 
method demonstrated its advantages over the MCLP method and has a certain 
significance to be an alternative tool to the other well-known data mining 
techniques in classification (recall the main research problem in Section 1). 
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Table 2. Comparisons on Prediction of 5000 Records 

Decision Tree Tg  Tb  Total 

Good 2180 2005 4185 

Bad 141 674 815 
Total 2321 2679 5000 

Neural Network Tg Tb  Total 

Good 2814 1371 4185 
Bad 176 639 815 
Total 2990 2010 5000 

MCLP Tg Tb  Total 

Good 3160 1025 4185 
Bad 484 331 815 
Total 3644 1356 5000 

MCNP Tg Tb  Total 

Good 2133 2052 4185 
Bad 140 675 815 
Total 2766 2234 5000 

5   Concluding Remarks 

In this paper, we have proposed a multiple criteria non-linear programming 
(MCNP) classification method to discover the bankruptcy patterns of credit 
cardholders. This approach is based on the developed linear programming 
(LP) and multiple criteria linear programming (MCNP) classification [3, 4, 
5, 6, 7, 8]. Although the mathematical modeling is not new, the framework of 
MCNP has not considered before. In addition, both empirical training and 
prediction on a real-life credit database from a major US bank and 
comparison study have shown that this technique has performed better than 
is decision tree and neural network in with aspect to predicting the future 
spending behavior of credit cardholders. It also has a great deal of potential 
to be used in various data mining tasks. Since the Connection approach is 
readily implemented by the non-linear programming, any available 
non-linear programming packages, such as LINGO and Matlab can be used to 
conduct the data analysis [17, 18]. To verify its application capability, we 
are currently testing this approach over other real-life databases for more 
insights.  
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Abstract. Data mining is widely used in today’s dynamic business environment 
as a manager’s decision making tool, however, not many applications have been 
used in accounting areas where accountants deal with large amounts of 
operational as well as financial data.  The purpose of this research is to propose a 
multiple criteria linear programming (MCLP) approach to data mining for 
bankruptcy prediction.  A multiple criteria linear programming data mining 
approach has recently been applied to credit card portfolio management. This 
approach has proven to be robust and powerful even for a large sample size using 
a huge financial database.  The results of the MCLP approach in a bankruptcy 
prediction study are promising as this approach performs better than traditional 
multiple discriminant analysis or logit analysis using financial data. Similar 
approaches can be applied to other accounting areas such as fraud detection, 
detection of tax evasion, and an audit-planning tool for financially distressed 
firms. 

1   Introduction 

Data mining is a process of discovering interesting patterns in databases that are useful 
in business or in other decision making processes [6].  However, not many applications 
have been tried in accounting businesses, even though accountants deal with a huge 
amount of transaction and financial data every day.  We can try to apply similar 
approaches that are used in finance or marketing studies to accounting areas such as 
fraud detection, detection of tax evasion, and an audit-planning tool for financially 
distressed firms. 
     The purpose of this study is to propose a multiple criteria linear programming 
(MCLP) approach to data mining for bankruptcy prediction.    Data mining is a tool 
which can be used to analyze data to generate descriptive or predictive models to solve 
business problems [7].   The goal of a predictive model like our bankruptcy prediction 
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study is to predict future outcomes based on past data.  Bankruptcy prediction is an 
interesting topic because investors, lenders, auditors, management, unions, employees, 
and the general public are interested in how bankrupt firms proceed, especially since 
hearing news about the Enron and United Airline bankruptcy filings.     
     Wilson and Sharda [32] used the neural networks approach and Sung et al. [31] used 
the decision tree approach for bankruptcy prediction, but our study is the first one to use 
the MCLP approach in data mining for bankruptcy prediction.  
     The challenges may come from creating optimal cost-benefit trade-off mapping 
between the benefits of quantifying or discretizing financial data and the cost of 
information loss in the process of granulating financial data for detecting bankruptcy. 
In computer security detection, the discretization problem may be less severe because 
of the binary nature of computer virus or security breach that the detectors deal with, 
whereas financial data are decimal.  
     On the other hand, as of now, a multiple criteria linear programming data mining 
approach has been recently applied to credit card portfolio management. This approach 
has proven to be robust and powerful for even a large sample size using a huge financial 
database.  The results of the MCLP approach in our bankruptcy prediction study are 
promising as this approach performs better than traditional multiple discriminant 
analysis or logistic regression analysis using financial data. 
     Our paper is organized as follows:  The next section presents the background of 
bankruptcy studies.  The third section presents a MCLP data mining model.  The fourth 
section describes data collection procedures and reports our empirical results.  The last 
section concludes with a summary of our findings and future research avenues. 

2   Background 

Altman [1] used multiple discriminant analysis (MDA) by using financial ratios to 
predict a bankruptcy model.  Altman et al. [2] later proposed the ZETA model, but their 
assumptions of data being normally distributed can be a problem when applying this 
model. 
     Beaver [4] used cash flow variables to predict bankruptcy and later studies like 
Mossman et al. [18] compared financial ratios with cash flow variables and confirmed 
that cash flow variables are also useful to predict bankruptcy. 
     Ohlson [20] used a logit model which does not require any assumptions about the 
prior probability of bankruptcy or the distribution of predictor variables [19].  The 
assumptions about the knowledge of prior probabilities and group distributions make 
both of the above techniques very restrictive in bankruptcy prediction studies.  In 
addition, hold-out sample tests are potentially upwardly biased [9] and the differences 
in the macro economic factors are sensitive to specific time periods [22].  Grice and 
Ingram [10] empirically tested and reported recently that Altman’s [1] study using a 
small sample of 33 manufacturing firms and the use of equal sample size of bankrupt 
and non-bankrupt firms using a sample from 1958 to 1961 reported 83.5% overall 
accuracy.  However, Altman’s model using the 1988-1991 test period showed that the 
overall correct classification rate dropped to 57.8%.  Begley et al. [5] also reestimated 
both Altman’s [1] and Ohlson’s [20] models using 1980’s data and reported that 
Ohlson’s model showed a Type-I error rate of 29.2% and the Type-II error rate of 
14.9% at the cutoff point of 0.061.  They suggested that both models’ accuracy rates 
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drop as they are applied in different time periods, but Ohlson’s model is a preferred 
model.  Here Type-I error refers to false rejection error.  For a bankruptcy prediction 
model, we reject a firm as a non-bankrupt firm even though this firm is actually a 
bankruptcy firm.  This will be very costly for a decision maker.  Type-II error is an 
opposite case.  Type-II error is false acceptance error.  For example, we predict a firm 
as a bankrupt firm even though the actual firm is not a bankrupt firm.   In this case, the 
cost of misclassification is at a minimum.  They suggested that both models’ accuracy 
rates drop as they are applied in different time periods, but Ohlson’s model is a 
preferred model. 
     Freed and Glover [8] proposed linear programming (LP) to minimize 
misclassifications in linear discriminant analysis. Gupta et al. [11] also proposed linear 
goal programming as an alternative to discriminant analysis.  However, these 
approaches may not be manageable for the large-scale databases at this time [14].   
     Pompe and Feelders [24] compared machine learning, neural networks, and 
statistics using experiments to predict bankruptcy.  However, their results are not 
conclusive to which methods outperform the other methods. 
     Shin and Lee [30] proposed a genetic algorithm (GA) in bankruptcy prediction 
modeling using 264 mid-sized Korean manufacturing companies from 1995 to 1997.  
Their approach is capable of extracting rules that are easy to understand for users like 
expert systems.  Their accuracy rate is 80.8% of both training and hold-out samples.  
However, this study used only the manufacturing industry and there may be an upward 
bias for prediction accuracy.  In addition, like most GA studies, computational costs of 
this model can be expensive and there is no guarantee of optimality [31]. 
     Park and Han [21] proposed a case-based reasoning (CBR) with the feature weights 
derived by an analytic hierarchy process (AHP) for bankruptcy prediction since AHP 
incorporates both financial ratios as well as non-financial variables into the model.  
They reported an 84.52% accuracy rate.  They also used Korean mid-sized firms from 
1995 to 1998.  Therefore, we cannot generalize this study to U.S. firms because Korea 
went through economic turmoil in 1997 [31]. 
     McKee [17] suggested a rough sets theory to develop a bankruptcy prediction model.  
Neural networks can be characterized as a ‘black boxes’ model which decision makers 
may not understand.  The rough set model, however, is easily understandable and 
supported by a set of real examples.  Rough sets analysis provides better results when 
the attributes are continuous variables.  In this case, non-financial variables are not easy 
to incorporate.  In addition, his study assumed equal costs for both bankruptcy and 
non-bankruptcy misclassifications.  As Nanda and Pendharkar [19] suggested from 
their study, GA provides the best performance in terms of reducing Type I error costs.  
Using 1987-1995 data of 40 sample firms, they reported that using a decision maker 
explicitly incorporated costs of Type I and Type II errors, goal programming and GA 
had the highest correct classification rate of 65%.   This is a more realistic assumption.  
In the real world, Type I error costs are much higher than Type II error costs in 
bankruptcy cases.  
     Generally, bankruptcy prediction studies as we discussed previously do not have a 
clear theory.   However, this lack of theory is not a major problem in bankruptcy studies 
since researchers are more interested in prediction of bankruptcy.  Bankruptcy 
prediction models to assess financial distress should attempt to establish criteria that 
will address the motivation for bankruptcy filing [13].  Platt and Platt [23] propose an 
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inefficiency hypothesis that poses a social issue about future resource allocation.  
Another hypothesis is equity hypothesis, which worries that junior creditors have too 
much power in bankruptcy and extract value from senior creditors by threatening to 
delay legal proceedings following a revision of the Bankruptcy Code in 1979.  A 
fundamental goal of the U.S. Bankruptcy Code is the creation of new ‘feasible’ 
companies with manageable debt levels, energized managements and plausible 
corporate strategies (p. 1210).  However, empirical studies show that the bankruptcy 
process allows inefficient firms to remain in operation.  Hotchkiss [12] finds that 40% 
of her sample emerges from bankruptcies with negative operating incomes and that 
32% of post-bankrupt firms are not financially sound.  However, bankruptcy is not a 
simple process as different stakeholders have different motivations. 
     Recent bankruptcy studies classified and predicted the final bankruptcy resolution 
using longitudinal study (for example, [3]), but the focus of our study is bankruptcy 
prediction using past financial data as other previous studies have used these 
approaches. 

3   Models of Multiple Criteria Linear Programming Classification 

From the aspect of mathematical tools of data mining, the algorithms of data mining 
can be implemented by many different types of mathematical techniques.  For example, 
classification or prediction methods can be constructed by decision tree, statistics, and 
neural networks as previous bankruptcy studies have used [27]. 
     Based on Freed and Glover’s [8] linear programming (LP) model,   Kou et al. [15] 
developed a general problem of data classification by using multiple criteria linear 
programming (MCLP). The basic concept of the formulation can be briefly explained 
as follows: 
     Given a set of r variables about the bankrupt or non-bankrupt sample firms in 
database a = (a1 , …, ar), let A i = (A 1i , …, A ir ) ∈  Rr be the sample observations of 

data for the variables, where i = 1, . . ., n and n is the sample size.  We want to determine 
the coefficients of the variables, denoted by X = (x1, . . ., xr)

 T, and a boundary value of b 
to separate two classes: B(Bankrupt) and N (Non-bankrupt); that is,  

(a) A i X ≤ b, A i ∈  B (Bankrupt) and A i X > b, A i ∈  N (Non-bankrupt).  

Consider now two kinds of measurements for better separation of Bankrupt 
and Non-bankrupt firms.  Let αi be the overlapping degree with respect to A i , and βi 

be the distance from A i  to its adjusted boundary.  In addition, we define α to be the 

maximum overlapping of two-class boundary for all cases Ai (αi < α) and  β  to be the 

minimum distance for all cases Ai from its adjusted boundary (βi >β). Our goal is to 

minimize the sum of αi and maximize the sum of βi simultaneously. By adding i  into 

(a), we have: 

(b) A i X ≤ b + i , A i ∈  B and A i X > b - i  ,  A i ∈  N. 

     However, by considering i, we can rewrite (b) as  

(c) A i X = b + i - i , A i ∈  B  and A i X = b - i + i , A i ∈  N. 
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     Our two-criterion linear programming model is stated as 

(d)  Minimize i i  and Maximize i i 

     Subject to 
A i X = b + i - i , A i ∈  B, 

A i X = b - i + i , A i ∈  N, 

     Where A i  are given, X and b are unrestricted, i  and i ≥  0 [28]. 

     The previous MCLP model can be solved in many different ways. One method is to 
use the compromise solution approach [29];[26] to reform the model (d) by 
systematically identifying the best trade-offs between - i i  and i i. To visualize  

this idea, we assume the ideal value of - i i  is   * > 0 and the ideal value of i i is  * 

> 0.  Then, if - i i > *, we define the regret measure as -d + = i i   + *; otherwise, 

it is 0.  If  - i i <  *, the regret measure is defined as d -  = * + i i ; otherwise, it is 

0.  Thus, we have (i) *+ i i = d -  -d +, (ii) | *+ i i | = d -  -d +, and (iii) d - , -d + 

≥ 0.  Similarly, we derive * - i i = d - - d +, | * - i i | = d - + d +, and d - ,  d + ≥ 0.  
An MCLP model has been gradually evolved as 

(e) Minimize d -  + d + + d - + d + 

     Subject to 
*+ i i = d -  - d +, 
* - i i = d - - d +, 

A i X = b + i - i , A i ∈  B, 

A i X = b - i + i , A i ∈  N, 

    Where A i ,  *, and * are given,  X  and b are unrestricted, i , i ,d
- ,d +, d -, d +≥  0.  

    The data separation of the MCLP classification method is determined by solving the 
above problem.  Two versions of actual software have been developed to implement the 
MCLP method on large-scale databases. The first version is based on the well-known 
commercial SAS platform [25]. In this software, the SAS codes, including SAS linear 
programming procedure, are used to solve (e) and produce the data separation.  The 
second version of the software is written by C++ language running on Linux platform 
[16].  The reason for developing Linux version of the MCLP classification software is 
that the majority of database vendors, such as IBM are aggressively moving to 
Linux-based system development.  This Linux version goes along with the trend of 
information technology. Because many large companies currently use SAS system for 
data analysis, the SAS version is also useful to conduct data mining analysis under SAS 
environment.  

4   Data Collection and Research Design 

In this paper, we collected bankrupt firms from 1992 to 1998 and an average of 5.84 
times more the number of matching control firms by the size and industry to emulate a 
real world bankruptcy situation.  Our financial data are from Research Insight which is 
a financial database from Standard and Poor’s. Among active companies in the 
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Research Insight (RI) database, we selected companies listed in three major stock 
exchanges: New York Stock Exchange, American Stock Exchange, and NASDAQ.  
     In collecting bankrupt firm data from RI and other sources, we first used RI 
Research (inactive company) data set as the initial screening to find data on bankrupt 
firms. We also looked at other sources such as the Wall Street Journal Index. However, 
unless all the financial data are available for our study, such data were not useful. Thus, 
we used the RI Research data set as our foundation data set.  
     From this RI research data set, we selected only the inactive firms that were deleted 
out of the RI active company data set because of bankruptcy. The RI research data set 
includes financial data of companies with reasons other than bankruptcy that were 
deleted out of the RI’s active data set. Such reasons for deletion include acquisition or 
merger, liquidation, reverse acquisition, leverage buyout, and privatization. After this 
initial screening, we verified the bankruptcy data with various other sources such as the 
Wall Street Journal Index.  
     We tried to collect bankrupt firm data beyond 1998. However, we found that there 
were not enough bankrupt companies after 1998 with all the data available for our 
study. Thus, we decided to include in our sample companies only up to and including 
1998 data from 1992.  We expected that our analysis from seven years would provide 
statistically sound evidence, although we found that data on bankrupt firms were scarce 
as we examined the 1987 and earlier years. For practical reasons, we did not use all 
available financial data because processing huge amounts of data for such a large 
number of variables over multiple years is time consuming and inefficient.  We ran our 
model every year since the time period is a factor unless our research design controls all 
macro economic factors.    
     In selecting variables, we used Altman’s [1] original variables and Ohlson’s [20] 
variables for bankruptcy prediction.  Altman used five ratio variables in his study and 
Ohlson used nine variables in his study.  However, with current available data mining 
tools and computer capabilities, we can handle more variables without difficulty in our 
model.  
     We first run our MCLP data mining model using five variables for each year as 
Altman [1] did in his original study. We want to compare the results of our  
study with the results of Altman’s study to show the prediction accuracy of our study. 
Then we run our MCLP data mining model using nine variables as Ohlson [20]  
did in his study. Our goal is to show the effectiveness of our model compared with 
Ohlson’s.  
     Table 1 presents our MCLP model results using Altman’s five variables using 
overall years. In our study, we tried the MCLP data mining approach using Altman’s 
five variables with more number of control firms since Altman’s approach of using the  

Table 1. Predictability of the MCLP model using Altman’s 5 variables 

  Number Percent Percent 
All Years N Correct Correct Error 
Type-I 91 42 46.15 53.85 
Type-II 521 500 95.97 4.03 
Overall Prediction Rate   88.56% 11.44% 
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same number of control firms is criticized by Ohlson and others for upward bias of the 
prediction  error rate. The  overall prediction rate for all years  was 88.56%.  Altman 
reported a 95% prediction rate in his original study, but this rate dropped to 78.4% with 
1980’s holdout sample [5].  From these results, our MCLP model shows that our 
approach is a lot more efficient and effective in bankruptcy prediction with current 
financial data.  

Table 2 reports Type I and Type II error rates of the logit model using Ohlson’s nine 
variables for each year and overall years. Here Type I error refers to false rejection error 
and Type II error refers to false acceptance error.  From Table 2, Percent Error reports 
the Type I error rate and Percent Correct reports the Type II error rate. The lowest 
prediction rate was 92.5% in 1992 and the highest rate was 100% in 1995.  However, 
the overall prediction rate for all years was 79.6%, which is similar to other previous 
studies.  Begley et al. [5] reported similar results when the re-estimated Ohlson model 
is applied to the 1980’s holdout sample. This table is presented here to compare with 
results of our MCLP data mining model. 

Table 2. Type-I and Type-II errors for re-estimated Ohlson’s model using 1990s data 

 Likelihood Ratio Year Percent Percent 
   Correct Error 
 38.47 1992  92.5% 7.4% 
 39.77 1993  96.1 3.7 
 35.03 1994  98.3 1.7 
 44.10 1995  100.0 0.0 
 32.34 1996  93.6 6.1 
 29.41 1997  94.5 5.5 
 20.07 1998  93.3 6.7 
 109.04 all years  79.6 19.7 

     We applied the MCLP data mining approach using Ohlson’s nine variables and their 
results are reported in Table 3.   We tried the Altman’s five variables model with equal 
number of control firms as they did in the original study and their results are reported in 
Table 3 for comparison purposes.  
     The Table 3 reports Type I and Type II error rates of both models.  If we consider 
that the costs of Type I errors outweigh the costs of Type II errors in a bankruptcy 
situation, our focus of prediction error rate should be on the Type I errors.  The 
prediction rate of Type I errors is increasing and the prediction rate of Type II errors is 
decreasing in Altman’s model compared with the model with more number of control 
firms.  This is an interesting result which suggests that Altman’s original model could 
be upward biased and he should use more control firms to represent the real world 
situation of bankruptcy.   However, in the case of Ohlson’s nine variables model, the 
Type I error prediction rate is decreasing and the Type II error prediction rate is stable 
our MCLP approach.  From the results of the overall predication rate, Ohlson’s model 
is similar to Altman’s model (86.76% vs. 88.56%) using more control firms, but our 
MCLP model using Ohlson’s nine variables is better than the overall prediction rate of 
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the logit model (79.6%). This sustains our findings in this study.  From the above 
results, our MCLP data mining approach performs better than the Altman’s model, but 
provides similar or better results to the Ohlson’s nine variables model.    

Table 3. MCLP Data Mining Model 

Year  Altman Model Ohlson Model 
  N Number Percent N Number Percent 
   Correct Correct  Correct Correct 

1992 Type-I  21  15  71%  21  11  52% 
 Type-II  21  17  81%  70  66  94% 
1993 Type-I  15  13  87%  15  13  87% 
 Type-II  15  13  87%  74  72  97% 
1994 Type-I  12  8  67%  12  9  75% 
 Type-II  12  10  83%  63  62  98% 
1995 Type-I  8  8  100%  8  6  75% 
 Type-II  8  8  100%  58  57  98% 
1996 Type-I  15  14  93%  15  8  53% 
 Type-II  15  14  93%  96  93  97% 
1997 Type-I  12  10  83%  12  7  58% 
 Type-II  12  11  92%  70  69  99% 
1998 Type-I  9  7  78%  9  4  44% 
 Type-II  9  8  89%  89  87  98% 
All 
data 

Type-I  126  109  87%  91  39  43% 

 Type-II  91  62  68%  521  492  94% 

5   Summary and Conclusions 

In this paper we used the MCLP data mining approach to predict bankruptcy and 
compared our results with the results of Altman’s and Ohlson’s models using 
1992-1998 financial data. The MCLP data mining approach has recently been applied 
to credit card portfolio management [27]. This approach has proved to be robust and 
powerful even for a large sample size using a huge financial database.  The results of 
the MCLP approach in our bankruptcy prediction study are promising as this approach 
performs better than the traditional multiple discriminant analysis of Altman’s [1] or 
Ohlson’s [20] logit analysis using financial data. Similar approaches can be applied to 
other accounting areas such as fraud detection, detection of tax evasion, and an 
audit-planning tool for financially distressed firms. 
     Our next research will compare our MCLP data mining approach with the decision 
tree approach to see which approach is more efficient and effective in bankruptcy 
prediction.   
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Abstract. In this paper, we explore the role of vertical cooperative (co-op) ad-
vertising efficiency of transactions between a manufacturer and a retailer.  We 
address the impact of brand name investments, local advertising, and sharing 
policy on co-op advertising programs.  Game theory concepts form the founda-
tion for the analysis.  We begin with the classical co-op advertising model 
where the manufacturer, as the leader, first specifies its strategy.  The retailer, 
as the follower, then decides on its decision.  We then relax the assumption of 
retailer’s inability to influence the manufacturer’s decisions and discuss full 
coordination between the manufacturer and the retailer on co-op advertising.  
Two alternative bargaining models are employed to select the best co-op adver-
tising scheme for achieving full coordination. 

1   Introduction 

Vertical co-op advertising is an interactive relationship between a manufacturer and a 
retailer in which the retailer initiates and implements a local advertisement and the 
manufacturer pays part of the costs.  It is often used in consumer goods industries and 
plays a significant role in market strategy for many companies.  In 1970, estimated 
co-op advertising expenditures spent by U.S. companies are up to $3 billion (Wolfe 
and Twedt 1974).  In 1980, it was estimated that approximately $5 billion was used in 
co-op advertising (Advertising Age 1981), a 67% increase compared with 1970.  
More recently, estimates for 1986 co-op advertising expenditures amounted to $10 
billion (Somers, Gupta and Herriott 1990), a 100% increase compared with 1986 and 
a 233% increase with 1970. 

The main reason for a manufacturer to use co-op advertising is to motivate imme-
diate sales at the retail level (Hutchins 1953).  The manufacturer’s national advertis-
ing is intended to influence potential consumers to consider its brand and to help 
develop brand knowledge and preference, and is also likely to yield benefits beyond 
sales from an individual retailer.  Retailer’s local advertising gets people into the store 
and, with the passage of time, brings potential consumers to the stage of desire and 
action and gives an immediate reason to buy (brands being offered, specific prices, 
store location, etc.).  Co-op advertising provides consumers the information needs 
when they move through the final stages of purchase and a congruence of information 
and information needs that would be impossible if the manufacturer uses only  
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national advertising (Young and Greyser 1983).  In addition to the same objective of 
immediate sales at the retail level as the manufacturer, the retailer utilizes co-op  
advertising to reduce substantially its total promotional expense by sharing the cost of 
advertising with the manufacturer. 

Most studies to date on vertical co-op advertising have focused on a relationship 
where the manufacturer is a leader and the retailer is a follower, which implies that 
the manufacturer dominates the retailer.  The design and management is the main 
subject (see, for example, Crimmins 1970 & 1985, Berger 1972, Fulop 1988, Hut-
chins 1953, Somers, Gupta and Herriott 1990, Young and Greyser 1983).  Little at-
tention has been given to the recent market structure in which retailers retain equal or 
more power than manufacturers do in retailing.  This paper is intended to discuss the 
relationship between co-op advertising and the efficiency of manufacturer-retailer 
transactions.  The results lead to the development of game theory structure that en-
ables us to examine the problem of coordination in co-op advertising.  Focusing on 
coordinately organizational economics between the manufacturer and the retailer 
differentiates this research from previous studies in the literature.  In order to avoid 
the distraction of multiple products, multiple manufacturers, or multiple retailers, a 
system composed of a single manufacturer and a single retailer is selected to investi-
gate the basic efficiency issue of coordination.  Once the methodology is developed 
and basic issues are initially investigated, further research can be pursued to general-
ize the model to include multiple manufacturers and/or retailers. 

In Section 2 we begin by delineating the assumed relationship and decision vari-
ables of the manufacturer and the retailer.  The sales response function of the product 
at the retail level is assumed explicitly nonlinear in the manufacturer’s brand name 
investments and the retailer’s local advertising level which is different from the litera-
ture where the retailer’s local advertising level is the only factor. 

Section 3 formulates the relationship between the manufacturer and the retailer as 
a classical “leader-follower” two stage game.  In this classical co-op advertising struc-
ture, the manufacturer, as the leader, first specifies the brand name investments and 
the co-op reimbursement policy.  The retailer, as the follower, then decides on the 
local advertising level.  The Stackelberg equilibrium is achieved. 

We address our analysis of fully coordinated co-op advertising in Section 4.  We 
relax the leader-follower structure by assuming a symmetric relationship between the 
manufacture and the retailer.  We focus on the discussion of the transactions-
efficiency for co-op advertising.  We show that, (i) all Pareto efficient co-op advertis-
ing schemes are associated with a single local advertising level and a single brand 
name investment quantity;  (ii) among all possible co-op advertising schemes, the 
system profit (the sum of the manufacturer’s and the retailer’s profits) is maximized 
for every Pareto efficient scheme, but not for any other schemes; (iii) the system 
profit at any Pareto efficient scheme is higher than at Stackelberg equilibrium; (iv) 
the manufacturer’s brand name investments at full coordination is higher than at 
Stackelberg equilibrium; (v) the local advertising level at full coordination is higher 
than at Stackelberg equilibrium; and (vi) there is a subset of Pareto efficient co-op 
advertising schemes on which both the manufacturer and the retailer achieve higher 
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profits than at Stackelberg equilibrium and which are determined by the sharing pol-
icy of the local advertising expenditures between the manufacturer and the retailer. 

Among those feasible Pareto efficient co-op advertising schemes, the question is 
which one is the best (sharing policy) for both system members.  We address this 
issue and consider the Nash bargaining model for determining the best sharing policy.  
The Nash model predicts that both the manufacturer and the retailer should equally 
share the system additional profits. 

Concluding remarks are in Section 5.  All proofs of results are in the Appendix. 

2   Assumptions 

(i) The retailer’s sales response volume function of the product, S, is assumed to be 
affected mainly by the retailer’s local advertising level, a, and the manufacturer’s 
national brand name investments, q, which include national advertising and control of 
implementing co-op advertising agreement between the manufacturer and the retailer.  
As Young and Greyser (1983) point out that co-op advertising is used to attract the 
attention of customers near the time of actual purchase and therefore it is to stimulate 
short-term sales.  The manufacturer’s brand name investments such as the national 
advertising is intended to take the potential customers from the awareness of the 
product to the purchase consideration.  The function of the local advertising is to 
bring potential customers to the stage of desire and action, to give reasons such as low 
price and high quality to buy, and to state when and where to obtain the product.  
Therefore, the manufacturer’s brand name investments and the retailer’s local adver-
tising perform different but complementary functions which have positive effects on 
the ultimate product sales.  Saturation may be reached when both or either the local 
advertising efforts and the brand name investments are increased.  Since co-op adver-
tising is intended to generate short-term sales, we may consider one-period sales 

response volume function as S(a, q) = α - β a-γ q-δ, where α > 0 is the sales saturate 
asymptote and β, γ, and δ are positive constants.  There is a substantial literature on 
the estimation of sales response volume functions (see, for example, Little 1979), but 
all of them consider only the local advertising effect, not others such as national ad-
vertising on the volume of sales. 
(ii) The manufacturer's dollar marginal profit for each unit to be sold is ρ

m
, and the 

retailer's dollar marginal profit is ρ
 r
. 

(iii) The fraction of total local advertising expenditures which manufacturer agrees to 
share with retailer is t, which is the manufacturer’s co-op advertising reimbursement 
policy. 
(iv) The manufacturer's, retailer's and system's profit functions are as the following: 

 π
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3   Classical Co-op Advertising Model 

In this section, we model the relationship between the manufacturer and the retailer as 
a two-stage game with the manufacturer as the leader and the retailer as the follower.  
The solution of the game is called Stackelberg equilibrium.  This relationship may be 
explained as follows.  The original idea of co-op advertising came from the demands 
of the retailer’s promotional help from the manufacturer in order to increase the re-
tailer’s advertising budgets without spending more of retailer’s own funds.  In the 
absence of the manufacturer’s co-op advertising funds, the retailer will usually spend 
less money on the local advertising than the amount that is optimal from the manufac-
turer’s point of view.  The manufacturer can use co-op advertising subsidization pol-
icy to induce the retailer to increase its local advertising expenditure at a level that 
results in additional sales of the product to the retailer and, thereby, to the manufac-
turer.  The determination of the level of local advertising expenditures depends on 
how much the manufacturer is willing to subsidize the retailer.  The manufacturer 
may set up some requirements on the co-op advertising such as the size of the adver-
tisement, the display of the manufacturer’s brand name, and certain product features.  
The manufacturer, as the leader, first declares the level of brand name investments 
and the co-op advertising policy.  The retailer, as the follower, then decides on the 
quantity of products to be purchased from the manufacturer taking into account the 
total local advertising expenditures to be spent.  In other words, the retailer takes the 
(Stackelberg) equilibrium local advertising expenditures into account in deciding the 
volume of product to be ordered.  The manufacturer on the other hand maximizes its 
profits by specifying the level of brand investments and co-op advertising reim-
bursement taking the behavior of the retailer into account. 

In order to determine Stackelberg equilibrium, we first solve for the reaction func-
tions in the second stage of the game.  Since π

r
 is a concave function of a, the optimal 

value of the local advertising expenditures is determined by setting the first derivative 
of πr with respect to a to be zero: 

∂π
∂

r

a
 = γ ρr β a-(γ+1) q-δ – (1 – t) = 0          (4) 

Then, we have 

 a = 
γ ρr β

(1-t) qδ

1/(γ + 1)

.            (5) 

Equation (5) describes positively and negatively changes in responding to the 
changes in manufacturer's co-op advertising reimbursement policy and brand name 
investments.  These can be seen by observing that 

( )∂
∂ γ γβρ δ γ γ γa

t
q tr=

+
− >

+ − + +1

1
1 0

1 1 2 1/ ( )
/( ) ( )( ) ,        (6) 
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 ( )∂
∂

δ
γ

γβρ γ γ δ γa

q
t qr= −

+
− <

+ − + + +

1
1 0

1 1 1 1/ ( )
/( ) ( )( ) .         (7) 

Equation (6) tells us that the more the manufacturer is willing to share the cost of 
local advertising, the more the retailer will spend on the local advertising.  Therefore, 
the manufacturer’s co-op advertising policy can be used as an indicator of the amount 
of money that the retailer would spend on local advertising.  The manufacturer can 
use this indicator to induce the retailer to increase local advertising expenditure at a 
level that the manufacturer expects.  It also shows that greater manufacturer’s share of 
local advertising spending would lead to more retailer’s spending for local advertising 
with the ultimate result of increased sales for both the retailer and the manufacturer.  
Equation (7) tells us that in this leader-follower relationship, if the retailer is to capi-
talize effectively on the brand awareness created by the manufacturer’s national ad-
vertising, he/she might to increase or decrease local advertising expenditures in ac-
cordance with the effect of national advertising.  In other words, the retailer has 
strong incentive to spend less money on the local advertising if the manufacturer 
increases the level of brand name investments.  The amount of money spent by the 
manufacturer on national advertising can be used as another indicator of the amount 
of money that the retailer would spend on local advertising. 

An analysis of influence of the manufacturer (leader)’s brand name investments 
and co-op advertising policy on the retailer (follower)’s local advertising is very im-
portant.  This analysis may allow the manufacturer to measure the effects of changes 
in manufacturer’s brand name investments and co-op advertising policy from one 
period to another period retailer local advertising.  The manufacturer can use it to 
determine (a) when to do national advertising, (b) how long the national advertising 
would affect the retailer’s local advertising efforts, (c) when to introduce new prod-
ucts, and (d) the total budgets of brand name investments and co-op advertising reim-
bursement. 
     Next, the optimal values of q and t are determined by maximizing the manufac-
turer's profit subject to the constraint imposed by (5).  Hence, the manufacturer's 
problem can be formulated as  

Max
q, t

 π
m
 = ρ

m
 (α - β  a-γ q-δ ) - t a - q          (8) 

 s.t. 

 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, q ≥ 0, 

where a = 
γ ρr β

(1-t) qδ

1/(γ + 1)
. 

Substituting a = 
γ ρr β

(1-t) qδ

1/(γ + 1)
 into the objective yields the following opti-

mization problem for the manufacturer: 
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Max  π
m
 = ρ

m
[ ])1/()1/()1/( )1()( +−++− −− γδγγγγβγρβα qtr

 

  - qqttr −− +−+−+ )1/()1/(1)1/(1 )1()( γδγγβγρ         (9) 

s.t. 
0 ≤ t ≤ 1, q ≥ 0. 

Theorem 1. Let  

 [ ]a m r
* /( )

( )= −− + + +
δ βγ ρ γρδ δ δ γ1 1 1

,    (10) 

 t* = (ρm - (γ + 1)ρr)/(ρm - γ ρr),    (11) 

 [ ]q m r
* /( )

( )= −+ − + +
δ βγ ρ γργ γ δ γ1 1 1

.    (12) 

Then (a*, t*, q*) is the equilibrium point of the two-stage game. 
From the above optimal formulations, the fraction level t* is positively and nega-

tively correlated to changes in manufacturer's marginal profits and retailer's marginal 
profits, respectively.  These are because of 

∂
∂ρ

ρ
ρ γρ

t

m

r

m r

*

( )
=

−
>2 0 ,     (13) 

∂
∂ρ

ρ
ρ γρ

t

r

m

m r

*

( )
=

−
−

<2 0 .     (14) 

For manufacturer, if his marginal profit is high (for instance, those manufacturers 
who produce infrequently purchased good such as appliances and linens), he/she 
knows that infrequently purchased products are not very standing out most noticeably 
to most consumers, except at the time of purchase or need.  Once consumer decides to 
purchase this kind of product, one always or often makes an overt search among local 
sources of information, seeking specific product information.  In order to give the 
retailer more incentive to attract consumers, the manufacturer should share more local 
advertising expenditures with the retailer.  On the other, if retailer's marginal profit is 
high, at this situation retailer has strong incentive to spend money in local advertising 
to attract consumers to buy these products, even though the manufacturer only shares 
a small fraction of local advertising expenditures. 

   Full Coordinated Vertical Co-op Advertising Model 

In previous section, we focused on the equilibrium results for a two-stage game  
structure. We assumed that the manufacturer as the leader holds extreme power and 
has almost complete control over the behavior of the retailer. The retailer is presuma-
bly powerless to influence the manufacturer. The relationship is that of an employer 
and an employee. The fact that, in many industries, manufacturing and retailing are 

4
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vertically separated makes the effective implementation of the manufacturer’s co-op 
advertising program difficult.  The manufacturer who can best implement a national 
advertising campaign to promote brand awareness may not know the local market and 
the retailer's advertising behavior.  The manufacturer can only provide such a co-op 
advertising program to the retailer and the retailer who knows the local market and 
can best advertise to create immediate sales decides whether the offer is taken advan-
tage of and to what extent.  In other words, it is the retailer, not the manufacturer, 
decides how much, if any, of the manufacturer’s money is spent.  As Crimmins 
(1973) points out that approximately one third to one half of the manufacturer’s 
money allocated through co-op advertising allowances is not used by its retailers. 
     Recent studies in marketing have demonstrated that in many industries retailers 
have increased their power relative to manufacturers over the past two decades.  The 
shift of power from manufacturers to retailers is one of the most significant phenom-
ena in manufacturing and retailing.  In consumer goods industries, one of the most 
influence of a retailer on the market performance of the manufacturer is the differen-
tiation of the manufacturer’s product.  The retailer controls some of the attributes of 
the product which the consumer may desire.  The product’s quality and image may be 
reflected by the retailer’s store reputation and image.  It is also true that the retailer 
can influence the sales of the manufacturer’s product through local advertising and 
other selling efforts such as a selling presentation, personal recommendation or ad-
vice solicited by the consumer, which provide enough information about the product 
(Porter 1974).  The retailer transfers product information about reliability, features 
and method of use that may not be available from the manufacturer’s national adver-
tising efforts and other sources.  Especially, for durable goods such as appliances and 
automobiles, the retailer has more influence on the consumer’s purchase decision.  
Although the manufacturer’s national advertising can lead the consumer to consider a 
particular brand, the retailer’s local advertising and sales efforts can be used to negate 
the effect of national advertising by changing the consumer’s mind.  The retailer is 
able to withhold its selling efforts which includes local advertising for a particular 
brand and to influence the consumer to purchase another brand.  It is clear that as the 
retailer’s influence on product differentiation increases, the retailer’s bargaining 
power relative to the manufacturer increases.  This enables the retailer to exercise its 
enhanced retailing power in order to extract local advertising allowances and addi-
tional discounts from the manufacturer.  Many retailers actually use manufacturers’ 
allowances and co-op advertising programs for their own purposes, and in process 
reduce their dependence on the manufacturers (see, for example, Achenbaum and 
Mitchel 1987, Buzzell et al. 1990, Fulop 1988, and Olver and Farris 1989). 

In this section, we relax the leader-follower relationship and assume a symmetric 
relationship between the manufacturer and the retailer.  We will discuss the efficiency 
of manufacturer and retailer transactions in vertical co-op advertising agreements.  
Similar approaches have been used in distribution channels, franchising arrangements 
and inventory control systems (Charnes, Huang and Mahajan 1995, Jeuland and 
Shugan 1983, Kohli and Park 1989, and Li and Huang 1994). 

Now, let’s consider Pareto efficient advertising schemes in our co-op advertising 
arrangements.  A scheme (a

0
, t

0
, q

0
) is called Pareto efficient if one cannot find any 
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other scheme (a, t, q) such that neither the manufacturer’s nor the retailer’s profit is 
less at (a, t, q) but at least one of the manufacturer’s and retailer’s profits is higher at 
(a, t, q)  than at (a

0
, t

0
, q

0
).  More precisely, (a

0
, t

0
, q

0
) is Pareto efficient if and only if 

πm (a, t, q) ≥ πm(a
0
, t

0
, q

0
) and πr(a, t, q) ≥ πr(a

0
, t

0
, q

0
) for some (a, t, q) implies that 

πm(a, t, q) = πm(a
0
, t

0
, q

0
) and πr (a, t, q) = πr(a

0
, t

0
, q

0
). 

Since πm and πr are quasi-concave, the set of Pareto efficient schemes consists of 
those points where the manufacturer’s and the retailer’s iso-profit surfaces are tangent 
to each other, i.e.,  

 ∇πm(a,  t,  q) + μ ∇πr(a,  t,  q) = 0,         (16) 

for some μ ≥ 0 (see Charnes et al. (1990)), where ∇ =π
∂π
∂

∂π
∂

∂π
∂m

m m m

a t q
, ,  

stands for the gradient of πm.  This leads to the following theorem. 

Theorem 2.  The collection of Pareto efficient schemes is described by the set 

 Y = a*, t, q* :  0 ≤ t ≤ 1 ,            (17) 
Where 

[ ]a m r
* /( )

( )= +− + + +
δ βγ ρ ρδ δ δ γ1 1 1

 and [ ]q m r
* /( )

( )= ++ − + +
δ βγ ρ ργ γ δ γ1 1 1

. 

This theorem tells us that all Pareto efficient schemes are associated with a single 

local advertising expenditure a *  and a single manufacturer’s brand name investment 

q* and with the fraction t of the manufacturer’s share of the local advertising expen-
ditures between 0 and 1.  The locus of tangency lies on a vertical line segment at 

a*, q*  in (a,t, q) space because the expressions for both iso-profit surfaces contain 
only linear fraction variable t, so that vertically shifting an iso-profit surface yields 
another iso-profit surface.  When a pair of tangent iso-profit surfaces shift vertically, 
the tangent point also shifts vertically so that the locus of tangency traces a vertical 
line. 

Theorem 3. An advertising scheme is Pareto efficient if and only if it is an optimal 
solution of 

π* = Max
a,t,q

 π = πm + πr    (18) 

 s.t. 
 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, q ≥ 0, a ≥ 0. 

This theorem tells us that, among all possible advertising schemes, the system 
profit (i.e., the sum of the manufacturer’s and the retailer’s profits) is maximized for 
every Pareto efficient scheme, but not for any other schemes.  The following theorem 
implies that Pareto efficiency yields (1) higher system profit than at Stackelberg equi-
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librium, (2) higher manufacturer’s brand name investment than at Stackelberg equi-
librium, and (3) higher local advertising expenditures than at Stackelberg equilibrium. 

Theorem 4. 

 ** ππ > , ** qq > , ** aa > ,     (19) 

where "-*" and "*" represent coordination and Stackelberg equilibrium, respectively. 
Theorem 4 leads to the possibility that both the manufacturer and the retailer can 

gain more profits compared with Stackelberg equilibrium.  It should be noted that not 
all Pareto efficient schemes are feasible to both the manufacturer and the retailer.  
Neither the manufacturer nor the retailer would be willing to accept less profits at full 

coordination than at Stackelberg equilibrium.  An advertising scheme a*, t, q*  ∈ Y 
is called feasible Pareto efficient if 

Δπm(t) = πm a*,  t,  q*  - πm
*  ≥ 0 and       (20) 

 Δπr(t) = πr a*,  t,  q*  - πr
* ≥ 0,               (21) 

since only schemes satisfying (20) and (21) are acceptable for both the manufac-
turer and the retailer when they do coordinate.  We then call 

 Z = a*,  t,  q* : Δπm t  ≥ 0,  Δπr t  ≥ 0,  a*,  t,  q*  ∈ Y  (22) 

the feasible Pareto efficient set of advertising schemes. 
Let 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]k a a q q a tm q q1 = − + − +− − − −βρ γ δ γ δ
* * * * * * * *( ) , (23) 

k2 = β ρr a* -γ q* -δ - a* -γ q* -δ  + a* - a*  - a* t*,  (24) 

tmin  = -k2 / a*, and        (25) 

tmax  = k1 / a*.       (26) 

Here we suppose k2 < 0.  Then Δπm(t) = k1 - a* t, Δπr(t) = k2 + a* t, and Z 
can be simplified as 

Z = a*,  t,  q* : tmin  ≤ t ≤ tmax .          (27) 

It can be shown that 1 > tmax > tmin ≥ 0 (see the Appendix).  Therefore, for any 
given t which satisfies tmin < t < tmax , Δπm(t) > 0 and Δπr(t) > 0.  This simply implies 
that there exist Pareto efficient advertising schemes such that both the manufacturer 
and the retailer are better off at full coordination than at Stackelberg equilibrium.  We 
are interested in finding an advertising scheme in Z which will be agreeable to both 
the manufacturer and the retailer.  According to Theorem 4, for any Pareto scheme 

a*, t, q* , Δπm a*, t, q*
 + Δπr a*, t, q*  = Δπ  where Δπ  = π * - π * is a posi-

tive constant.  We refer Δπ  as the system profit gain since it is the joint profit gain 
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achieved by the manufacturer and the retailer by moving from a Stackelberg advertis-
ing scheme to a Pareto efficient advertising scheme.  This property implies that the 
more the manufacturer’s share of the system profit gain, the less the retailer’s share of 
the system profit gain, and vice versa.  The property that all feasible efficient transac-

tions occur at a*, q*  implies that the manufacturer and the retailer will agree to 

change the local advertising expenditures to a* from a* and the brand name invest-

ments to q* from q*.  However, they will negotiate over the manufacturer’s share of 
the local advertising expenditures t. 

Assume that the manufacturer and the retailer agree to change local advertising 

expenditures to a * and brand name investments to q * from a* and q*, respectively, 
and engage in bargaining for the determination of reimbursement percentage to di-
vide the system profit gain.  A fraction closer to tmax is preferred by the retailer, and a 

fraction closer to tmin is preferred by the manufacturer.  Let us utilize Nash (1950) 

bargaining model in our co-op advertising model.  Since our entire problem is deter-
ministic, we assume both the manufacturer and retailer’s utility functions, um and ur, 
over Δπm and Δπr are linear.  Without loss of generality, we assume um(Δπm) = Δπm and 
ur(Δπr) = Δπr. 

According to Nash model, the best Pareto efficient advertising reimbursement, t, is 
obtained by the following problem: 

Max Δπm(t) Δπr(t)               (27) 
s.t. 
 tmin ≤ t ≤ tmax  

Since Δπm(t) Δπr(t) = ))(( *
2

*
1 taktak +− , setting the first derivative of  Δπm(t) 

Δπr(t)  to be zero, we have  

2/)( maxmin
* ttt +=     (28) 

Substitute (28) into Δπm(t) and Δπr(t), we have  

2/)()( ** πππ Δ=Δ=Δ tt rm              (29) 

Therefore, the Nash model predicts that both the manufacturer and the retailer 
should equally share the system additional profits. 

   Concluding Remarks 

This paper attempts to investigate the efficiency of transactions for the system of 
manufacturer-retailer co-op advertising in the context of game theory.  Two  co-op 
advertising models are discussed and compared.  The first is the classical leader-
follower advertising model where the manufacturer is the leader and the retailer is the 
follower.  The second advertising model assumes the symmetric positions of the 
manufacturer and the retailer in the decision making process and discusses efficient 
co-op advertising schemes.  The Nash bargaining model is utilized to select the best 
co-op advertising expenditure sharing rule between the manufacturer and the retailer. 

5 
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There are three possible avenues for future research.  First, the manufacturer-retailer 
relationship is multi-dimensional, including wholesale and retail price, credit terms, 
shelf-space, contributions towards special sales, treatment of competitors product and 
policy with respect to house brands.  It may hard, but should very interesting to take all 
or many of these factors into consideration in the future research.  Second, the single 
manufacture-retailer system assumption can be relaxed to a duopoly situation of manu-
facturers who sell their products through a common monopolistic retailer who sells 
multiple competing brands with varying degrees of substitutability.  It would be interest-
ing to discuss the impact of duopolistic manufacturers' brand name investments, mo-
nopolistic retailer's local advertising level, and advertising sharing rules among manu-
facturers and retailer on co-op advertising expenditures.  Finally, in our analysis we 
employed nonlinear sales response function to satisfy the saturation requirement.  As 
indicated in the literature of channel studies, many important results in equilibrium 
analyses depend on the shape of the product demand function (Moorthy 1988 and 
Shugan 1985).  Therefore, the use of a linear sales response function may yield different 
and interesting results in the analysis for vertical co-op advertising agreements. 
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Appendix-Proof of Results  

Proof of Theorem 1: 
Solving the first-order conditions of πm with respect to t and q yields 

 t* = 
ρm - (1 + γ) ρr

ρm - γ ρr
 and      (A1) 

 [ ]q m r
* /( )

( )= −+ − + +
δ βγ ρ γργ γ δ γ1 1 1

    (A2) 

Substitute (A1) and (A2) into (5), we have 

 [ ]a m r
* /( )

( )= −− + + +
δ βγ ρ γρδ δ δ γ1 1 1

    (A3) 

Hence, (a*, t*, q*) is the optimal solution of (9).     

Proof of Theorem 2: 
Since 

 ∇ π m ( a,  t,  q )   =   βγ ρ m a -( γ+1)q -δ-t,  -a,  βδ ρ ma-γq -(δ+1) - 1    (A4) 

 ∇ π r ( a , t,  q)   =   βγ ρ r a -( γ +1)q -δ-(1- t),  -a,  βδ ρ ra
-γq -(δ+1) - 1 , (A5) 

utilizing (16) we can get μ = 1, a* and q* in (17) and with t between 0 and 1.  

Proof of Theorem 3: 

Since π = (ρm + ρr ) (α - β a
-γ 

q
-δ

) - a -  q does not contain the variable t, any value 

of t between 0 and 1 can be a component for any optimal solution. 
Taking the first derivatives of π with respect to a and q, and setting them to 0, we 

have [ ]a m r
* /( )

( )= +− + + +
δ βγ ρ ρδ δ δ γ1 1 1

 and 

[ ]q m r
* /( )

( )= ++ − + +
δ βγ ρ ργ γ δ γ1 1 1

. Therefore, a*, t, q*  for any t in [0, 1] is 

an optimal solution of (18).             
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Proof of Theorem 4: 

(i) Proof of ** ππ > : 
Let 

f(x) = γ+δ+1  x + γ+1  ρr/ ρm + ρr  - γ+δ+1  x (γ+1)/(γ+δ+1). 

Since π * = 

 
α   ρ m + ρ r - (γ +δ +1) ρ m - γ ρ r +(γ +1)ρ r  1/δ 

δβ γ -γ ρ m-γ ρ r
-(γ+δ)

1/( γ + δ +1) 
 

and 
 
π   *   = α   ( ρ m + ρ r ) - ( δ   +  γ   +1) (ρ m + ρ r) 1/δ 

δ β  γ -γ ρ m + ρ r
-(γ+δ ) 

1/( δ + γ +1) 
, 

we have 

π * - π * = 

 ρ m   +   ρ r ρ m - γ   ρ r 
-( γ + δ )/( γ + δ +1) (1/ δ )δβ γ -γ

1/(γ+δ+1)
f (ρm - γ ρr)/(ρm + ρr) . 

Since f"(x) = γ+δ / γ+δ+1  x -(γ+δ+2)/(γ+δ+1) > 0 for x > 0, f(x) is a strictly 

convex function.  Solving f'(x) = 0, we know that the minimum point is y = 

γ+δ / γ+δ+1
γ+δ+1.  Since f(y) = γ+1  ρr/ ρm + ρr  - 1/ 1 + 1/(γ+δ)

γ+δ > 0, 

we have f (ρm - γ ρr)/(ρm + ρr)  > 0, i.e., π * - π * > 0.  

(ii) Proof of ** qq < : 

 
q   *  -  q *   =   δ   

γ+1 
  β   γ   - γ   ρ m  + ρ r

1/(γ+δ+1)
 1 - (ρ m - γ  ρ r)/(ρ m + ρ r ) 

1/( γ + δ +1)   
> 0. 

(iii) Proof of ** aa > : 

a   *   -   a *   =   1/δ 
δ  β   γ δ +1   ρ m   +  ρ r

1/(γ+δ+1)
 1 - (ρ m - γ  ρ r)/(ρ m + ρ r ) 

1/( γ + δ +1)  
> 0.                

Proof of 1 > tmax  > tmin ≥ 0: 

Since tmax  -  tmin = k1 + k2 /a* = Δπ /a* > 0, we have tmax  > tmin. 
Now let's show tmax < 1. 
Let 

Φ(x) = (δ + γ) x 1/(δ + γ + 1) + ρm/(ρm - γ ρr)  x -(δ + γ)/(δ + γ + 1) - (δ + γ + 1)  
Since 

Φ'( x) = (δ + γ)/(δ + γ + 1)  x -(2δ + 2γ + 1)/(δ + γ + 1) x - ρm/(ρm - γ ρr)  
 > 0    when x > ρm/(ρm - γ ρr), 

we have Φ (ρm + ρr)/(ρm - γ ρr)  > Φ ρm/(ρm - γ ρr) . 
After rearrangement of above inequality, we have t

max
 < 1.    
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Abstract. How to develop the capability of an enterprise is a vital problem to 
many knowledge based enterprises. This paper argues that an enterprise can 
achieve dynamic development of its capabilities by constructing cooperative 
knowledge network (CKN). The network can provide the enterprise with 
multiple learning opportunities and the enterprises in the network can dig out, 
acquire and exploit all kinds of knowledge resources in the network. 
Development of the enterprise’s capability needs an established basic capability 
as the foundation together with sustainable learning ability and transformation 
capability. Based on theoretical analysis, a case is discussed about a high-tech 
enterprise, Nanjing SVT Group, constructing the CKN for IC design. The paper 
concludes that construction of CKN is an effective way to acquire internal and 
external knowledge to improve the capability of the enterprise. 

1   Capability Development Based on Knowledge Flow in CKN 

An enterprise can achieve dynamic development of its capabilities by constructing 
cooperative knowledge network (CKN). It must start with its own strategic 
knowledge, that is, its fundamental abilities which are special and difficult to be 
imitated. In order to attain a sustainable competitive position and long-run high return, 
the enterprise needs to continuously obtain new knowledge based on the fundamental 
abilities it has already possessed. First of all, organizational learning is an important 
factor. In its development, the enterprise is faced up with new market, new social 
culture, new competitors and new competition environment, which provide it with 
various learning opportunities. While fundamental ability is a basic requirement for 
the enterprise to explore market opportunities, learning ability is necessary for the 
enterprise to reduce uncertainties in extending its market. The second important factor 
is how to integrate newly acquired knowledge and capabilities with its existing 
capability system to achieve the development of its ability. The enterprise needs to 
possess this kind of ability of reallocation and transformation. That is, the ability to 
associate external learning with internal resources and capabilities and apply them in 
competitive environment to develop its existing capability. This transformation ability 
is crucially important for the enterprise to keep a sustainable competitive advantage. 
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Therefore the development of enterprise capability is a process of acquiring new 
knowledge via continuous organizational learning on the bases of its existing 
resources and capabilities and then reallocating and transforming the newly acquired 
knowledge. This capability development in CKN can be divided into three parts: basic 
capabilities (enterprises possess key technologies and can operate them to produce 
cash flow), learning ability (to the source, it is a process of knowledge confusion and 
transformation; to the recipient, it is a dynamic organizational learning process), and 
transformation capability (reallocation and transformation of the capability). These 
three parts are basic elements supporting the operation of the whole enterprises. 
Meanwhile, it is also a basis for our consideration about the mode choice in 
construction of the enterprise’s knowledge network. 

1.1   Knowledge Basis of an Enterprise 

Knowledge basis of an enterprise is its key assets, knowledge and capabilities, which 
are firm specific and hard to imitate. For example, key resource of the Coco-Cola 
Company is its Coco-Cola prescription, which can give its sustainable leading 
position in the market rather than its skillful feeding technology.  

In a highly labor divided and specialized economic system, despite possessing 
specific knowledge basis, none of the enterprises have all the knowledge that needs to 
be used in providing specific product or service to customers. So an enterprise needs 
to construct its knowledge network to obtain all kinds of knowledge it needs. Because 
of the phenomenon of knowledge market failure, it seems that knowledge exchange 
can only be conducted in the way of “labor exchange”, that is, the enterprise must 
have its own knowledge basis to exchange with others. From this point, we can see 
that the knowledge basis of the enterprise is not only the starting point of the 
development of its capability, but also the groundwork on which it can construct 
knowledge network and attain profits. 

1.2 Learning Ability in CKN 

Different from enterprises outside CKN, enterprises in the network need extra 
knowledge managing process and organizational learning, thus they must possess 
stronger learning capacity. CKN enable the enterprises to contact with many 
differentiated markets and to transact and cooperate with different customers, 
suppliers and middlemen. This provides them with multiple learning opportunities. If 
the enterprise in the network can effectively manage its learning process, it will be 
able to acquire more updated and much more knowledge than enterprises outside the 
network, which may bring about substantial competitive advantage. 

The distinguished feature of acquiring knowledge in CKN lies in three relevant 
questions. Firstly, the specific knowledge of the enterprise is definitely related to 
certain kind of knowledge. This requires that the enterprise consider how to construct 
CKN to attain complementary knowledge. Secondly, the enterprise should learn how 
to control the whole knowledge network for the network itself has internal and 
external complexity. Last but also the most important, CKN is not only a tool to use 
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knowledge, but also an organization to generate new knowledge. Knowledge 
innovation needs communication, integration and complementing of different kinds of 
knowledge. Through cooperation, network knowledge can be created among the 
organizations (Nonaka & Takeuchi 1995), which is new to all the participants. Thus, 
knowledge innovation is realized in the cooperation of the enterprises. Just as Shan, 
Walker and Kogut (1994) pointed out, cooperation interface of the enterprises in 
biotechnology industry is where technology innovations take place. 

In CKN, learning is a relative concept. Enterprises are both the source and the 
recipient of the knowledge. On the one hand, the enterprise needs to transfer its own 
knowledge to other enterprises in the network to prepare for integration and 
transformation of its own knowledge and the knowledge from other enterprises; On 
the other hand, the enterprise also needs to obtain knowledge from other enterprises to 
accomplish its organizational learning. 

From the view of knowledge transfer, Wernerfelt (1984) pointed out that in a 
competitive environment, if an enterprise can construct a proper mode to apply its 
resources in dynamic internal and external environment, the resources would bring it 
with more competitive advantages.  According to transaction theory, when strategic 
resources of an enterprise diffuse in a market with high uncertainty, the enterprise 
usually acts with more caution (Williamson 1985). So, when the enterprise is faced 
up with an unfamiliar, changeable and unpredictable network, it tends not to transfer 
large amount of its knowledge to the network. But if the network may bring about a 
huge market potential, then it is necessary for the enterprise to properly transfer its 
knowledge for the purpose of occupying new market and getting profits in the 
growing market. In this case, the enterprise needs to analyze the opportunities and the 
risks they are faced up with and evaluate whether potential profits will overweight 
potential risks. They should decide with caution if they are able to manage the risks. 
Controlling knowledge transfer can serve as an important mechanism of balancing 
risks and opportunities. If potential profits from a market will exceed the potential 
risks it can bear, then knowledge transfer is necessary. If the enterprise needs to seek 
for long-run market opportunities and profits from a network, then knowledge transfer 
is of crucial importance. 

From the view of knowledge learning, enterprises tend to obtain external 
knowledge by constructing knowledge network. Hamel (1991) pointed out that the 
chief drive of cooperation is to learn specific new knowledge and capabilities of other 
enterprises. Nowadays, more and more organizations are fusing into alliance to get 
new knowledge and practical skills. Even though they are forming alliance for other 
purposes, new knowledge is also a satisfying by-product of their cooperation. Just as 
Inkpen (1998) commented, alignment creates a precious learning opportunity for the 
cooperators when it puts enterprises with different skill and knowledge basis into one 
unit. 

The biggest advantage of the knowledge network lies in that the enterprises can 
not only get external coded knowledge but also acquire tacit knowledge of other 
organizations, and then turn them into their own organizational knowledge. Core 
knowledge and tacit knowledge are highly asset proprietary and knowledge specific. 
They are hard to obtain through market transaction. Only through long run 
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cooperation can that knowledge be obtained on the basis of mutual trust. Researchers 
find out that cooperation is a basic way and tool to improve learning ability and obtain 
knowledge (Mowery, 1996). In fact, cooperation among enterprises is to open a 
window through which the cooperator has an opportunity to enter its partner’s core 
knowledge field (Lei, 1992). 

1.3  Transformation Capability in CKN 

In CKN, development of new capabilities consists of two stages. First, it is a stage of 
acquiring new knowledge through organizational learning or transferring knowledge 
among participants. Second, it is a stage of knowledge integration. That is to absorb, 
assimilate the learned skills and knowledge and then transform them into new ability 
to complete the development of the enterprise’s capability. This, in fact, is to 
internalize the new knowledge in the organization. The enterprise acquires new 
knowledge through organizational learning. But this does not guarantee development 
of the enterprise’s capability. Only through integration of the new knowledge with 
current knowledge and capability system of the enterprise and applying them in 
market competition, can the enterprise really transform the new knowledge into its 
new capability. 

Transformation capability in CKN is not only relative to knowledge basis and 
prior experience of the enterprise, but also relative to the similarity between 
knowledge of different enterprises, for the new knowledge may contradict with prior 
routines of the enterprise. This kind of conflicts is quite obvious in multinational 
companies. From the point of corporation culture, this kind of conflicts in 
multinational companies mainly comes from the process of absorbing, applying and 
sharing the knowledge that are transferred across international boundary. As pointed 
out by Forsgren (Forsgren, 1997), the more various different subsidiaries’ business 
backgrounds are, the more bright future the multinational company will have in 
developing new knowledge internally. However, the more various their business 
backgrounds are, the more difficult it is for them to exploit the new knowledge 
extensively.  

Because of these conflicts, enterprises need a transformation process after they 
have learned new knowledge. The new knowledge has to be integrated to change into 
internal capabilities of the enterprises. In fact, global corporation culture does not 
conflict with local needs of the host country. On the contrary, global culture can serve 
as a path and mode of cooperation and integration between overseas business units. It 
can create a value system being shared by managers all over the world, which will 
promote reallocation and transformation of multinational company’s key capabilities 
globally. Finally it is hoped that organizational units distributed all over the world 
could create and share the same mode of observation and the same approach of 
thinking. 

In CKN, whether the newly acquired knowledge can be quickly transformed in the 
organization is of great influence to the efficiency of enterprise’s capability 
development. Once acquired, the new knowledge should be integrated with current 
skills and knowledge and be modified and improved in practice. In the process of 
transformation, the enterprise needs to construct both an efficient information 
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transmission system and an organization structure, which can provide incentives to 
experiments and trial errors. They are both essential to sustainable development of 
enterprise’s capability. 

1.4   Enterprise’s Capability Development in CKN 

Basic capability, learning ability and transformation capability are three constituents 
of enterprise’s capability development. Among them, basic capability is the core 
capability of the enterprise, while learning ability and transformation capability are 
subsidiary capabilities that can help the enterprise to develop its basic capability. 
Development of the enterprise’s capability needs an established basic capability as the 
foundation together with sustainable learning ability and transformation capability. 
This logic can be used to describe the process of knowledge transfer among network 
nodes to realize the development of the enterprise’s capability. First of all, we assume 
that two enterprises construct a knowledge network in the way of both investing in a 
new entity. The two enterprises conduct their knowledge learning and transfer 
through the network node--the new entity. We refer the two enterprises as core 
enterprises or key enterprises, the new entity as the node enterprise. 

 

Fig. 1. Capability development based on CKN 

As shown in figure 1, the two enterprises first transfer their knowledge to the node 
enterprise, which conducts its own organizational learning in this process (process 1). 
Meanwhile, the node enterprise continuously gets new knowledge through 
organizational learning when it closely contacts with new customers, suppliers, 
cooperators and the government in its new business (process 2). It then reallocates 
and integrates the newly acquired knowledge, the basic knowledge and capabilities of 
the core enterprises and the knowledge from other cooperators to develop its new 
capability (process 3). After that, the core enterprises need to timely transfer the new 
capability of the node enterprise to their own enterprises (process 4). Having accepted 
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the new capability, the core enterprises transform it into new basic capability through 
certain integration process (process 5). Finally, the core enterprises balance the risks 
and profits carefully and then decide whether to construct new network node based on 
the new capability or to transfer the new capability to the original network node to 
start a new cycle of capability development (process 6). 

Undoubtedly, effective transfer and learning of knowledge and capability among 
network nodes is important to the development of enterprise’s capability.  It is also 
an effective approach to sustain and strengthen the competitive advantage of the 
enterprise in a dynamic environment. If the core enterprises and the node enterprises 
can perform the 6-process activities continuously to form a sound cycle, knowledge 
and capabilities will be created and shared in the whole network and continuous 
learning will be achieved. In CKN, each of the six processes is helpful in maintaining 
and increasing knowledge and capability of the whole network. This model in fact 
demonstrates the process that the core enterprises learn, create and transfer knowledge 
and capability via network nodes in the whole network. 

It is only the first step of network learning strategy for the core enterprises to learn 
and absorb new knowledge creatively via network nodes in the whole network. What 
is more important is how the core enterprises can make best use of this system to 
effectively integrate all of the new knowledge and capability from the network nodes 
to develop capability of the enterprises. This is the significance of capability 
development based on CKN. 

2   Case Study: Construction of SVT’s CKN 

Founded in 1992, SVT Group used to be SVT High Technology Innovation Limited 
Enterprise. As one of the starting civil technology enterprise, SVT now has developed 
into a group with four headquarters in Nanjing, Shanghai, Xi’an and Guangzhou and 
more than 30 member firms. The basic capability of SVT Group lies in its ability to 
practice technology innovation to meet market demand. The first success of SVT 
group came from the production of the first generation counterfeit money 
identification machine in 1992. Since then, it has continuously got first hand 
information from the market to closely connect its technology innovation with the 
market. Consequently, it has introduced many new products into the market. 

As for its technology, SVT has successfully developed about one hundred 
technologies in the field of telecommunications and power system in the last decade. 
As it is well known that the great support of technology innovation is human 
resources. Besides a large group of outstanding experts, professors and engineers 
attracted by its flexible mechanism specific to civil enterprises, SVT established the 
first post-doctor workstation of civil technology enterprise in 2000 in China. In the 
next two years, with help of Nanjing University, Science and Technology University 
of China and Southeast University, SVT has recruited more than ten post-doctoral 
researchers in information and telecommunications engineering, electronic 
engineering, electric engineering and other six subjects. SVT assigns them research 
tasks according to its market research information. Thus the workstation provides 
support and guarantee to technology innovation in related fields in the group. 
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As for its management, the idea of “internal customer relation management” is 
carried out inside SVT. The essence of market economy is introduced into the 
enterprise, which emphasizes the importance of customers, so that a good internal 
management can be achieved.  

Good culture atmosphere is another important constituent of the enterprise’s 
capability. Inside SVT, a learning culture is created with responsibility as core, 
innovation as essence, understanding as link and learning as drive. This culture has 
been gradually formed in the long term business operation and is deeply rooted inside. 
With this culture, the enterprise encourages innovation, accepts errors and failures, 
and supports cooperation. Its employees always work together to overcome 
difficulties, either in product generation and improvement or in production and trial. 
     Since 2001, SVT started to construct CKN for IC design to integrate both 
national and overseas knowledge with the purpose of developing the enterprise’s 
capability with help of external knowledge. The main approach it takes is to integrate 
universities’ resources and construct international strategic alliance.  

In recent years, through the way of investment control by its subsidiaries, SVT 
Group managed to cooperate with some universities and research institutes which 
have the first class technology in IC design in China, such as Southeast University, 
Hefei Industry University, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, and to set up quite a few 
high-tech companies controlled by SVT, including Jiangsu Dong Da IC System 
Engineering Technology Company, Hefei Gong Da Xian Xing Micro-electronic 
Technology Limited Company, Shanghai Jiao Tong Chuangqi Information Security 
Chip Limited Company, etc. In this way, SVT, in a short period, has got hold of a 
large quantity of first class talents in IC design that have both specialty strength and 
experience.  

We should notice that the way SVT constructing its knowledge network is not 
only limited in modes of controlling or forming alliance. It also applies direct 
introduction of advanced technology etc. 

3   Conclusion 

In such a short period of two years, SVT uses its extraordinary dynamic capability 
and flexible ways of controlling or forming alliance to integrate its own knowledge 
with that of multinational companies, well-known universities and research 
institutions, and constructs a first class IC design knowledge network in both scale 
and technology in domestic market. In this process, SVT not just invested in some 
companies, it, with the aim of improving China’s IC key technology, integrated 
advantage resources of human capital and technology by means of international 
cooperation and capital operation. It has built up a knowledge chain in China’s IC 
high-end technology products. This obviously demonstrates SVT’s dynamic 
capability of digging, acquiring and applying new knowledge quickly to get the 
advantage position in a new industry. 

From the process of SVT setting foot in IC design area and successfully 
constructing IC industrial network, we can find out that dynamic capability is also an 
operation capability. It plays an important role in the development of an enterprise’s 
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capability. SVT Group has good basis in strategic factors such as technology, 
organization, talents and culture. It also has strong capability in technology innovation 
according to market demand. But this capability is only limited in innovation of 
non-core technology, and it can only guarantee the competitive advantage in limited 
area and time. Meanwhile, this kind of technology innovation has strong rigidity due 
to its specialized labor division. To achieve further development of the capability, it 
has to stand in front of the whole industry to get advanced knowledge through the 
way of constructing knowledge network. 

Although SVT has succeeded in getting advanced knowledge, we wait to see 
whether it can integrate and make full use of that knowledge and complete the 
capability development and value creation. It is out of question that, in such a short 
period of two years, SVT has grown into a force that we cannot neglect in domestic 
IC design industry. SVT’s behavior will inevitably influence the competition structure 
of IC design industry deeply and profoundly. 
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Abstract. General application of information technology leads to modern 
corporate information mechanism. With this mechanism corporation can 
make full use of knowledge resource, improve managing efficiency and 
make corporate performance better. But on the other hand, competition 
among corporations also becomes more drastic under the unifying trend of 
global economy. 

This paper gives a brief view of some characteristics of knowledge and in-
formation. We show what constitutes corporate stratagem. In our analysis, 
corporate dominance comes from knowledge management and knowledge 
innovation. All of it involves collecting, processing, innovating and utilizing 
information and knowledge resource. To success, corporation must turn to 
knowledge management and knowledge innovation. From this point of view, 
we put forward two arrangements for corporation to win dominance in dras-
tic market competition. The first is about practice of knowledge management 
in corporate activity. The other is strategic framework of corporate manage-
ment and competition based on knowledge management. 

1   Introduction 

1.1   Development of Modern Economic Structure 

We are now living through a period of knowledge capitalism. The developing trend 
of knowledge and information society began in 1980s. Application of modern infor-
mation technology clears up communicating baffle of information (see Porter and 
Millar 1985). It reduces information’s producing cost and strengthens our ability of 
exploiting knowledge and information. In this way can we be able to make full use of 
information resource and make knowledge innovation. 

Knowledge and information can improve economic efficiency, promoting eco-
nomic development   and social evolution. According to the statistic of worldbank 
report, now production value based on utilization of knowledge and information re-
source has taken a big share of GDP in many countries. A new economic structure 
called knowledge economy comes into being after agriculture economy and industry 
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economy. OECD points out in its report of 1996 that knowledge and information has 
become the driving power for social and economic development. 

Table 1. Comparative analysis of three economic structure 

Economy Agriculture Industry Knowledge, Information 
Pattern Autarky Resource Consuming Knowledge Innovation 
Basis Land Machine Human 
Point Land, labor Material, Technology Management, Knowledge 
Dominance Amount, Gift Quality, Price Speed, Service 

We compare different points of three economies in list 1. As we see, knowledge 
economy breaks limitation of resource economy compared to agriculture economy or 
industry economy. It is a creative economy supported by knowledge and information 
resource. In this economic structure, knowledge and information is producing factor 
more important than material resource. It is element of management, support of deci-
sion-making, decisive factor of corporate competition. Innovation, communication 
and application of knowledge is dominant power in economic development. 

1.2   Function of Knowledge and Information 

Bell (1973) and Freeman (1982) consider knowledge as a key factor in the production 
and reproduction of economies and societies. The function model about relation be-
tween knowledge and economic growth can be expressed as:  

Y=F(C, KL) 

Y: Production, C: Capital, K: Knowledge, L: Labor. 
In modern economic growth theory, growth of production lies on three factors: 

capital stock, labor input, knowledge and learning effect. In knowledge society 
knowledge is the most influential resource among the three factors (see Drucker 
1993). Burton-jones (1999) stress that much attention has been given to the growing 
economic importance of technology, information, business processes, quality control, 
human capital, and corporate capabilities and competencies — all knowledge-related 
factors over recent years. To sum up, knowledge and information will promote social 
and economic development in the following fields: 

− It solves resource problem in economy. Natural resource is limited and social evo-
lution can’t fully depend on natural resource supply. So the best potential power 
comes from exploration of knowledge and information. With this kind of resource 
can we realize technical innovation, design new product and offer better service. 
To meet social demand we must pay attention to processing, innovating and utiliz-
ing of knowledge resource. 

− As a kind of immaterial capital, knowledge and information resource is public, 
nondepletable and nonrivalous. It is public product as well as social product. The 
cost of producing knowledge is very low while the profit of applying knowledge is 
considerable. So every one can easily make use of it and benefit from it. 
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− Structure of knowledge economy is consistent with the unifying trend of global 
economy. Modern information technology solves limitation of space and time. 
Now it is possible for all kinds of economic activities to synchronously span coun-
tries and regions, such as global capital flow, production, market and conference. It 
is clear that under some disciplines such as geography, sociology, economy, cul-
ture, management and so on, there is growing acceptance that flow of knowledge 
is integral to understanding contemporary global capitalism. 

− Agglomeration, innovation and spread of knowledge and information becomes 
decisive power in corporate reform. It promotes innovation of corporate managing 
mechanism, organizational structure and competing stratagem. Teece (1982), Win-
ter (1987), Nonaka (1991), Senge (1990) give a whole range of studies on the im-
portance of knowledge as a vital aspect of corporate competence. 

2   Information Mechanism in Corporate Competition 

2.1   Development of Modern Corporate Competition 

2.1.1   Unifying Trend of Global Corporate Competition 
Bryson (2000) presents both a major theoretical statement and an empirical exempli-
fication of the power of knowledge in shaping spaces and places of today and society. 
In global economy, there is no limitation on product market and capital flow. Nowa-
days industry, finance, investment, transportation, communication of every country 
and every region is only one part of the unified global economic system. The typical 
characteristics of our society in this period include the unified economy, high-tech of 
corporate product, multiple market demand and drastic corporate competition. 

With advanced transporting and communicating tools, corporation can finish pro-
duction, sale, management and all kinds of corporate activities on basis of optimal 
resource allocation in the unified global economy.Application of modern information 
technology not only has great influence on corporation and market, but also leads to 
great change in modern corporate management and competition. On the one hand it 
accelerates connection and cooperation among different corporate inner departments, 
breaking distance between corporation and client. On the other hand it also intensifies 
competition among corporations. 

2.1.2   Incentive for International Corporate Competition 
General application of information technology leads to establishment of modern cor-
porate information mechanism. It is an evolutionary period that corporation explores 
its information resource, improves managing efficiency and makes corporate per-
formance better. It is also a necessary course for corporation to take part in interna-
tional competition. 

Development of global economy and international competition shows importance 
of corporate innovation. To win in drastic international competition, corporation must 
change its old operating pattern by innovation of management. Corporation will real-
ize business reform, adopt electronic business and expand market network. All of 
these arrangements depend on new corporate information mechanism.  
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2.2   Information Mechanism in Corporate Operation 

David and Foray (1995) show that underpinning the knowledge economy is the in-
creasing use of information and communication technologies (ICTs) that have a pro-
found effect on the generation, distribution and exploitation of knowledge. Combina-
tion of modern information mechanism with corporate management brings a new 
comprehensive management of corporate material flow, capital flow, information 
flow and human flow. This promotes a new style of corporate stratagem. 

2.2.1   Foundation of New Information Mechanism 
The new corporate information mechanism is made up of Internet, intranet, MIS and 
software. It is a process strategy or method by which actors (individuals, organiza-
tions) attempt to enroll others in a network. Progress of information-processing tech-
nology solves technical limitation on management. With general application of dis-
tributed-managing system, database, OA system, MIS and professional managing 
software, corporation can speedup working efficiency such as information collecting, 
processing, communicating and utilizing.  

Goddard(1995) examines the impact of information and communication tech-
nologies (ICTs) and find that the successful implementation of telematics widens the 
locational repertoires available to corporation. Computer and network work in all 
activities of corporate business. With help of new corporate information mechanism, 
corporation could improve management of finance, market, stock and human re-
source. ERP, electric business and network marketing develops rapidly. The new 
style of operation has replace traditional trade style gradually. 

2.2.2   Reconstruction of Corporate Organization and Management 
This new information mechanism is more powerful, open and timely in corporate 
operation. Now all departments of corporation located in different places can ex-
change information synchronously. They can connect more closely and work more 
efficiently. With this mechanism, more work can be finished and less middle man-
agement is needed between the leader and the employee. So corporation is more suc-
cessful and more sensitive to respond to any information and any change.  

In addition, it causes reform of corporate business flow and reconstruction of or-
ganization. Bryson (1997) sums up some of the recent attempts to explain the spatial 
reorganization of production and finds that there is a blurring of the organizational 
boundary of the business corporation. Bloomfield, Coombs and Owen (1993) point 
out that ICTs emerges as a new resource in the struggle for reallocation of power in 
corporate organization.  

Great change is happening in corporate organizational structure. A mutual network 
structure based on information mechanism has replaced the former structure. In gen-
eral, reconstruction of corporate organization and management is showed in follow-
ing fields: 

− Refinement of corporate departments 
− Multi-task for corporate departments 
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− Synchronizing trend of different corporate departments 
− Mutual exchange between management and implementation 

2.3   Function of Knowledge in Corporate Competition 

2.3.1   Element of Modern Corporate Competition 
Now product and service market give priority to consumer. Client’s demand for prod-
uct and service depends on multiple characteristics that corporation can supply, such 
as quality, amount, speed, reputation, extra value, speed and so on.  

In fact corporate competitive dominance is a comprehensive advantage. It doesn’t 
run in some one part but in many fields that may be corporate management, organiza-
tional structure, strategic framework, business flow, financial operation, market 
power and so forth. It comes from extra technology, producing ability, human re-
source, marketing method and so on. All these can’t go without information mecha-
nism and knowledge management. 

Table 2. Product/Market decision in corporate competition 

Marketing Research Strategic decision Tactical decision Implementation 
Consumer analysis Market choice Product Organizing 
Channel analysis Discrimination Price Managing 
Competitor analysis Orientation Advertisement Feedback 
Self analysis Reputation Spot Adjusting 

From table 2, we can find out the role of corporate information mechanism and 
knowledge management. Corporation needs all kinds of information including market 
sorts, producing ability, growth, cost, quality, material supply, reputation, market 
network, R&D, core ability, feedback. A series of corporate decision need refinement, 
spread and utilization of this information. Knowledge and information is the most 
important element of corporate competition. 

2.3.2   Reform of Corporate Competitive Stratagem 
Corporate dominating element changed two times in the evolution of economy. The 
first change is from price and amount to quality and reputation. The second change is 
from quality and reputation to information and speed. In the old corporate opinion, 
what’ most important is product that meets market demand. Now modern conception 
pays attention to knowledge and information. Practice shows the favorite corporation 
is the one that can provide both product and knowledge. Corporation owning learning 
ability will success in application of new knowledge in operation. 
     With development of high-tech industry and application of advanced tools in dif-
ferent fields, it’s possible for corporation to provide consumer more product and 
service with high extra value. This leads to more drastic corporate competition. It is 
no longer under limitation of cost, discrimination and market location. Information 
mechanism and knowledge management are expansion of corporate competitive fac-
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tors. The new competitive stratagem based on knowledge management and knowl-
edge innovation has been generally applied by corporations. 

3   Arrangement of Corporate Strategic Framework 

3.1   Combination of Knowledge Management with Corporate Competition 

Hamel and Prahalad (1994) insist that corporation must hold its own competence. 
Coyle (1997), Drucker (1993) give some discussion on the growing significance of 
knowledge in contemporary capitalism. Corporate competence is now bound up not 
with new material per se but with new ways of producing, using and combining di-
verse knowledge. The key to our competence is how we can combine, marshal and 
commercialise our knowledge. 

The direct goal of corporate information mechanism and knowledge management 
is to establish corporate information dominance. Its strategic goal is to win the com-
petitive dominance. Corporate information mechanism can improve business process 
and management efficiency. The heart of information mechanism lies in processing,  
producing, exchanging and applying information and knowledge. Realization of in-
formation automation is only the first step of its tasks. In the competence respective, 
the corporation is essentially a rearrangement of skill, experience and knowledge, 
rather than a set of response to information or transaction. By this token, knowledge 
management is exactly the stage that corporation adjusts itself to knowledge economy 
and social environment. It is important for us to see that corporation must get com-
petitive dominance by information dominance. 

Corporate business and management must be combined with modern information 
technology. Thus corporation could make full use of advantage of knowledge man-
agement and be able to change it into corporate competitive dominance.  
Knowledge management in corporation is closely connected with a series of  
corporate arrangements, such as strategic plan, business process, organizational struc-
ture and management mode. It involves production, finance, market, human  
management and many other fields. We must pay attention to some factors  
that have great influence on corporate operation and management. The first  
factor we should notice is widespread application of information technology. The 
second factor is reform of corporate stratagem caused by drastic market and complex 
environment. 

3.2   Factor Arrangement for Knowledge Management 

The core of corporate knowledge management focuses on establishment of innovat-
ing system supported by knowledge management. Corporation can realize knowledge 
production and knowledge innovation on basis of information mechanism and  
knowledge-managing system. Sundo (1998) give a coherent analysis about  
development of innovation theory. Innovation is the source of corporate competitive 
dominance. It is a course of reproducing new knowledge and technology with  
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application of original knowledge and information resource. Corporation can advance 
management level, expand global market and win corporate comprehensive domi-
nance. 

Table 3. Corporate competition based on knowledge management 

Ability Advantage Method 
Utilization of information network;  
Implement knowledge management; 
Implement knowledge innovation; 
Ability of adjustment to market compe-
tition; 
Improve knowledge content in product 
and service; 

Technology; 
Market power 
Cost; 
Size; 
Speed; 
Management; 
Knowledge; 

Producing multiple product; 
Reduce cost; 
Make discrimination; 
Change knowledge into 
corporate ability; 
Explore new business mode; 

We give a brief view of corporate competition in table 3. It includes three parts that 
are ability, show and method. All of these factors work on basis of corporate knowl-
edge management and innovation. In fact, the course in which corporation gets com-
petitive dominance is also a course of carrying out knowledge management and inno-
vation. Castells (1996) give prominence to importance of innovation, knowledge and 
learning in a globalizing, rapidly evolving economy. 

According to demand of corporate competition, usually operation of knowledge 
management should include the following tasks: 

− Combination of macroscopical stratagem with local arrangements, 
− Working out tactics and plan of organization, 
− Fluent business process and corporate operation, 
− Good learning environment, 
− Harmonious fellowship, 
− Training of employee’s ability. 

To realize the above achievement, we will stress corporate learning skill here. Cor-
poration must provide training of learning skill for itself. This is an absolutely neces-
sary stage of knowledge management that produces corporate own knowledge capital. 

3.3   Strategic Framework Based on Knowledge Management 

As we have expressed in introduction, knowledge and information is the most impor-
tant resource for corporate competition compared to other resources. Market competi-
tion in modern economy is very drastic. Development of corporation mainly depends 
on efficiency of corporate management and decision-making. But to complete this 
achievement, corporation must have enough valuable information and could change it 
into knowledge capital that corporation wants urgently. From this point of view, what 
knowledge management should do is to collect information rapidly, process it  
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precisely and explored it effectively. Corporation must design its stratagem under the 
consideration of knowledge management. 

As a whole, competitive dominance comes from the comprehensive ability of  
corporate management. Corporate transformation requires exposure to flows of 
knowledge either in the form of direct or indirect movement of ideas between  
departments and places or through knowledge situated in manufactured items that out 
compete existing products. What we showed in figure 1 is the strategic framework of 
corporate management system According to analysis from different attitude, location 
and task, the framework can be divided into three parts which are made up of six 
fields. First, management of production, finance, market and human belongs to mi-
crocosmic fields of corporate management. It is located at the tactical level. On the 
other hand management of decision-making belongs to macroscopical field of  
corporate management. It is consist of strategic arrangements. Between them are 
knowledge management and knowledge innovation that unite all parts of corporate 
management like a bridge. Knowledge management and information mechanism 
dealing with corporate information and knowledge resource pay more attention to 
reprocessing, innovation and exploration. With effective information mechanism, 
knowledge management can finish rearrangement of competitive factors, provide 
knowledge support for decision-making, explore potential of corporate management 
and win competitive dominance. 

Fig. 1.  Strategic framework of corporate competition 

4   Summary 

We present some discussion about information mechanism and knowledge manage-
ment in corporate development in our paper. But we notice establishment of corporate 
dominance is a systematic work. Our statement is imperfect.  More detailed research 
and work can be carried on from different point of view, such as: 

− Training of corporate learning skill, 
− Implementation of corporate stratagem, 
− Evolution of corporate organization, 
− Particular innovation drove by knowledge. 

Decision Dominance

Money Market Manufacture Human

KM, KI
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     Modern society operates on basis of information network. In knowledge economy, 
corporation must respond rapidly to market demand, implement knowledge manage-
ment and innovation, avoid uncertainty and risk in corporate decision-making and 
establish comprehensive stratagem of corporate development. In the long run, the 
basic idea is that corporation must win dominance from knowledge management. 
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Abstract. The paper presents a framework for integrating experts’ opinions 
from the view of systematic optimization, considering factors of consistency or 
harmony and reliability of all experts’ opinions. The characteristics of consis-
tence of experts’ opinions are defined based on statistics. The reliability func-
tion of expert’s opinion is designed and the measurement of the reliability of 
integration result of all experts’ opinions was then conducted. A non-liner pro-
gramming model is set up to get the optimal scheme to correspond to the dif-
ferent experts’ opinions that consider systematically influences of the consis-
tency, harmony and reliabilities at the same time. The independence of each 
expert’s opinion were not only kept but also, well preserved. 

1   Introduction 

The integration of experts’ opinions is a key step in Group Support System (GSS) that 
helps decision-makers to bring experts’ ideas into a good decision conclusion. The 
study of the methods and mechanisms of integrating experts’ opinions is an important 
area in the research of GSS, synthesis evaluation, and expert systems. It has an impor-
tant theoretical and practical application values in using experts’ intelligences and 
experiences to deal with complex problems in society and economy.  
     Delphi Inquiry Method is a typical method in integrating expert’s opinions [1]. It 
provides us with a convergence mechanism of expert’s opinion from disperses to 
consistence with cyclic communication to experts by the procedure of “collecting, 
statistic and feed backing”. However, this system has a defect in that it influences the 
independent thinking of experts by the production of statistics and feed back process. 
The mechanism also has ventures that the procedure couldn’t get convergence if 
some experts insisted on their judgments. The research on models of integrating ex-
perts’ opinions includes: the aggregation of information [2], utility theory of group [3], 
AHP [4], Byes probability [5, 6] and fuzzy evaluation [7]. In the measurement of 
consistency, Kacprzyk proposed an operator of “OWA”[8]. Chi proposed a KBS 
checking based on knowledge management systems [9]. The Nash equilibrium of 
Game Theory was used to solve the conflict situations. The measurement of the reli-
ability of aggregation result can be got through setting up the model for the system-
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atic reliability [10] or the model of error transformation in hierarchy judgment matrix 

[11].  
     It is necessary to study the effective integrating mechanism and method of experts’ 
opinions systematically in order to remedy the deficiency in Delphi Method or other 
methods. This paper set up a framework for non-liner programming model to search 
the total optimal conclusion, which considers both factors of consistence (or corre-
spondence) and reliabilities.  

2   The Framework of Integrating Expert’s Opinions 

The purpose of integrating expert’s opinions is to find ways of forming consistent 
suggestions, So as to get the group’s satisfied or optimal solution. Thus, the integra-
tion of expert’s opinions can be realized through optimization search. The framework 
of optimization search is set up based on the quantitative evaluation of experts’ opin-
ions.  
     The appraisal value of an expert given represents the most possible value that the 
expert thinks. Because of the influence of different factors such as the complexities of 
the problem, the deviations of expert's subjective judgments, the restrictions of ex-
pert's knowledge and ability, and so on, the expert’s judgment value is adjustable by a 
certain degree in most situations. The adjustability would be permitted if the expert 
took the attitude of cooperation. That is the appraisal value each expert gave can be 
adjusted properly in order to obtain convergence of the opinions of the group. But the 
range of adjustment is inversing to the reliability of the value. Adjusting an expert’s 
opinion might reduce its reliability as cost spending. That is, the more distance ad-
justed the lower the reliability is. Furthermore, each expert can restrict the limit of the 
adjustment range. 
     The integration of expert’s opinions is the searching for the best scheme to adjust 
all experts’ opinions that meet the needs of consistency, harmony and reliability. The 
objective of the adjusting scheme is to obtain the maximum reliability while minimiz-
ing the quantities of the whole adjustment. The last conclusion can be got through 
statistics of the best-adjusted scheme.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

0         1a    x1           2a x2                     x3       3a   Value of expert’s opinion 

Fig. 1. The integrating process of experts’ opinions 

a  is the raw appraisal value of an expert 

x  is the adjusted value of an expert’s appraisal 

The reliability function of expert opinion 
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3   Definition of Expert’s Opinions 

3.1   Hypothesis 

(1) Expert opinion is given as the quantitative form. It may be a value of evaluation 
or judgment given by the expert. 

(2) Full communication and discussion were carried out between the group experts 
before each opinion was given. Each expert’s opinion was based on the independent 
thinking at an adequate period of time. Thus the result represented the expert's essen-
tial view. 

(3) As the complexity of the object problem and the uncertainty in the environment 
and the limitations of expert's ability, each expert accepts that his (or her) opinion has 
a little deviation from the practice. He (or she) takes the attitude of cooperation, and 
permits adjustment of his (or her) opinion while integrating them. But this adjusting 
reduces dependability as the cost expends. The further the adjusted distance is, the 
lower the dependability is. A certain kind of distribution function can be structured to 
describe the dependability based on an expert’s opinion.   

(4) The restricts of adjustable degree can be given by the expert at the time when 
his opinion was given, or by the statistics person according to the authority of the 
expert in the research area or historical records of the expert. The value shows a de-
gree of insistence by expert for his opinion. 

3.2   Definitions 

[Def.1] Set of expert group, { }nEEEE ,, 21= .  Ei  (i = 1, 2, …, n) is the i-th 

expert. 

[Def.2] Set of the appraisal, ( ) ( ) ( ){ }nn rararaA ,,,,,, 2211= . (ai ri) is the primi-

tive value given by the i-th expert. ai ---- is the appraise value given by the i-
th expert, ri ----is the absolute value of maximum adjustable degree permitted. 

0≥ir , i = 1,2, …, n. 

[Def.3] Set of experts’ opinions being optimally adjusted. { }nxxxx ,, ,21= . It 

is gathered by optimal search from experts’ primitive opinions. It meets the 
requirement of convergence and reliability of the group and it’s used for 
calculating the final integrating result of group's opinions. 

),,2,1( nixi =  is the i-th expert's opinion adjusted within the range of 
permitted adjustment.  

[Def.4]  Function of Reliability on an expert’s opinion. )(xζ  is a continuous func-

tion defined on ),( ∞+−∞  which has four characteristics: 

(1) A boundary of. 1)(0 ≤≤ xζ . 

(2) Symmetry. The figure of )(xζ  is symmetrical about the beeline of x=a. 

that is: )()( ξζξζ +=− aa , among them ax −=ξ . 
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(3) )(xζ  is consistently increasing at the subsection of ),( a−∞ and con-

sistently decreasing at the subsection of ),( ∞+a . There is an only 

maximum value in the point of x=a. 
(4) Lubricity. )(xζ  is differential coefficient at the range of 

),( ∞+−∞∈x . 

3.3   Description of the Integrated Result of Expert's Opinions for the Group 

[Def.5] Mean Value Weighted. i

n

i
i xpxU

=

⋅=
1

)( ,  pi is the weight of the i-th expert. 

[Def.6]  Standard Deviation. )()( xDx =σ .  In it:
=

−=
n

i
ii pxUxxD

1

2))(()( . 

[Def.7]  Credibility of the group’s opinions integrated. )(min)( i
i

xx ζψ = .  

)( ixς  is the reliability of the i-th expert' s opinion. 

[Def. 8]  K-power of Central Distance ( )
=

−=−
n

i
i

k
i

k
pxUxxUxE

1

)()( . 

[Def.9]  Kurtosis. { } 3
)(

)(
4

4 −=
x

x
Ek σ

μ
.  In it: ( )

=

−=
n

i
ii pxUxx

1

4
4 )()(μ , that   

is the 4-power of central distance. 

[Def.10]  Leaning Degree. { }3
3

)(

)(

x

x
Sk σ

μ
= . In it: 

=

−=
n

i
ii pxUxx

1

3
3 ))(()(μ ,        

that is the 3-power of central distance. 

[Def.11]  Coefficient of Variation. 
)(

)(

xU

x
V

σ= . 

The above-mentioned indicators describe a concentrated or scattered degree of ex-
perts’ opinions of the group. The Kurtosis represents the consistency of the group 
opinions, and the Coefficient of Variation represents the harmony of the group opin-
ions. The indicators can be used as the parameters to set up the optimization model. 
The Leaning Degree represents the symmetry degree of the group opinions about the 
Mean Value Weighted. It can be used to further and deeply analyze or explain the 
integrated result.  

3.4   Design of the Reliability Function for a Single Expert Opinion 

According to Def.4, the Reliability of the expert opinion is a function of the distribu-
tion of the expert’s opinion. It is satisfied using continuity, boundary, symmetry, 
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subsection uniformity and other different characteristics. The distribution of reliabil-
ity function can be described by the normal function as: 

∞−

−
−

=−Φ=
x

at

dte
ax

xF
2

2

2

)(

2

1
)( σ

σπσ
                          (1) 

The reliability function can be designed as the S of the area (shadow in the fig.2). 
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Fig. 2. Sketch map of reliability function on a single expert’s opinion (appraisal) 

The reliability can be thought of as smaller than 5% when adjusted range is over 

the expert’s permission. That is: %5)( ≤−= rax τζ . Thus we can confirm the pa-

rameter σ of the reliability function.  

Because 
+

−

−

==
σ

σ
σ

σπ
2

2

2

)(

%4.95954.0
2

1 2

2

a

a

at

dte  according to the character-

istics of normal function. That is to say %6.4)2( =± σζ a . To simplify the calcu-

lation, we take the equation approximately r=σ2 . So we can get:  

r
2

1=σ                                                       (3) 

 
4   The Optimization Model of Integrating Expert’s Opinions 

4.1   The Objective  

The objective of the problem is to minimize the adjusted amount of all experts’ opin-
ions, while search for the optimal adjustment scheme of the group opinions within 
permissible range. The objective is: 

2

S

2
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=
−=

n

i
ii axxfMin

1

)(                                             (4) 

4.2   The Constraints 

(1) Consistency: According to the theory of Great Amount [12], the values of group 
expert’s opinions obey a normal distribution approximately when they are con-
sistent and the group is large enough. The standard normal distribution can be 
used to check the convergency of the opinions. Since the Kurtosis of 
standardized normal distribution is zero, so the condition that the group 
opinions are consistent is: 

0≥kE                                                            (5) 

(2) Harmony: The coefficient of harmony is smaller than or equal to the advanced 
setting of standard harmony. That is: 

0VV ≤                                                             (6) 

     V0---- Advanced setting of standard harmony. 
(3) Credibility: The credibility of integrated result is more than the advanced set-

ting of standard credibility. That is: 

( ){ }i

n

i
xx ζζ

1
min)(

=
=                                             (7) 

)(xζ  must meet the needs of advanced requirement. 

( ) 0ψζ ≥x                                                          (8) 

In it: 0ψ ---- Advanced setting of standard credibility.  

4.3   Optimization Model: Non-liner Programming Model 

From formula (4) to (8), can we get the non-liner programming model as below: 
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The requirement for consistency in integration process can be realized through the 
reduction of credibility step by step. Generally, It is very good when the credibility of 
the result is above 85%, satisfactory when the credibility of the result is 70% - 84% 
and acceptable when the credibility is 55% - 69%. There exist great differences in the 
opinions when the credibility is less than 55%.  Here, clustering followed by the inte-
gration of the different kinds of opinions is needed. The decision for choosing one 
from the different integrated results must be made lastly. 

4.4   The Flow Chart of Integrating Experts’ Opinions 

The flow chart of integrating experts’ opinions is shown in Fig.3. 
 

Fig. 3.   Flow chart of integrating experts’ opinions 
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5   Demonstration Analysis 

A case of prediction can be used to test our model. The task is to predict the ability of 
making benefits when a new product is put on sale. A group of experts made up of 15 
people were involved. Each expert gave out his prediction after adequate communica-
tion with each other (see the left part of Table 1). We set the integration model intro-
duced above and solved it using genetic algorithm. The standard setting of variation 
coefficient is 5% (generally, it was thought be good when the coefficient of variation 
is smaller than 10%.). The optimal scheme to adjust the experts’ opinions was ob-
tained as shown in the right side of Table 1. Thus the final integrated result is 
2014.47. The reliability is 81%. The Leaning Degree is negative which shows the 
result leaning to right. That is to say that the most opinions are upper the integrated 
result. Using Delphi Method, the final result was 2014.7 after three rounds statistics 
and feedbacks. This value is approximately equal to the mean value of the first round. 
The real result of this problem is 2014.75. This proves that the integration model have 
better effects. It can be used to synthesize and coordinate experts’ opinions with high 
efficiency and can provide indictors of credibility that increases the reliability of the 
integrated result. 

Table 1. Analytical table of prediction value of expert 

The value present by expert The result of optimal search 
Expert Weight Predict value r σ Adjusted value Credibility 

E1 1/15 2008 10 5 2009.202 81% 
E2 1/15 2012 10 5 2013.202 81% 
E3 1/15 2015 10.5 5.25 2014.470 91% 
E4 1/15 2007 9.5 4.75 2008.142 81% 
E5 1/15 2014 11 5.5 2014.470 93% 
E6 1/15 2016 11.5 5.75 2014.470 81% 
E7 1/15 2020 7.5 3.75 2019.199 81% 
E8 1/15 2018 8 4 2017.138 81% 
E9 1/15 2020 11.5 5.75 2018.168 81% 
E10 1/15 2017 10 5 2015.798 81% 
E11 1/15 2010 10.5 5.25 2011.262 81% 
E12 1/15 2017 9 4.5 2015.912 81% 
E13 1/15 2015 11.5 5.75 2014.470 92% 
E14 1/15 2014 12 6 2014.470 90% 
E15 1/15 2018 11 5.5 2016.678 81% 

Mean 2014.7   2014.470  
Standard Deviation 3.1720 2.9523 
Kurtosis -0.19 0.05 
Credibility 100% 81% 
Variation Coefficient 15.7% 0.15% 
Leaning Degree  -0.885 (lean right) 
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6   Conclusion 

It is feasible to set up the optimization model for integrating experts’ opinions not 
only in theory but also in practice. The integration framework given in this paper can 
help us to obtain the precise conclusion including reliability indictor from raw ex-
perts’ opinions. The process kept the independence of each expert’s opinion as much 
as possible. And the efficiency of integration progressed largely. This framework is 
also applicable to different problems and at a changed environment. Through several 
experiments, we also found that it is difficult to get an ideal result when the number 
of experts is lower than 10. It is, therefore, suggested that the number of expert be 
equal to or more than 10 when this model is used. 
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Abstract. There is no believable risk map because of the tremendous im-
precision of the risk assessment due to the incomplete-data set. To im-
prove the probability estimation, the fuzzy set methodology was intro-
duced into the area of risk assessment with respect to natural disasters. A 
fuzzy risk represented by a possibility-probability distribution, which is 
calculated by employing the interior-outer-set model, can represent the 
imprecision of risk assessments with a small sample. Thus, by using the 
fuzzy set methodology, we can provide a soft risk map which can accom-
modate the imprecision of risk assessment. Soft risk map can be adopted 
as a useful tool for the representation and reasoning of uncertainty of risk 
assessments due to incompleteness in real-world applications.  

1   Introduction 

Natural disaster risk assessment is a typical issue with imprecision, uncertainty and 
partial truth. The two basic forms of uncertainty related to natural disaster risk as-
sessment are randomness caused by inherent stochastic variability and fuzziness due 
to macroscopic grad and incomplete knowledge sample [1]. In many literatures, risk 
is regarded as a product of severity of loss and likelihood of loss and the likelihood is 
measured by probability [2]. In fact, the probabilistic method effectively ignores 
fuzziness of risk assessment with incomplete data sets. As a result, it is impossible to 
accurately estimate the risks of natural disasters within a specified error range. That is, 
any risk assessment from a small sample must be imprecise. Consequently, currently 
used methods for cartographical portrayal of natural disaster risks by using the tech-
nique of probabilistic risk maps [3] are inadequate and this inadequacy may cause 
serious information loss and inaccuracy in analysis with adverse consequences in the 
decision-making process. To overcome this, a possible means for improving the  
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expressive ability of risk maps is to use an alternative concept in which fuzzy impre-
cision can be accommodated. The fuzzy risk theory and techniques [1] based fuzzy set 
theory [4] provides an alternative. More importantly it provides flexibility in the way 
risk information is conveyed. 

Our interest here is to find a more effective way for expressing the vagueness and 
imprecision of natural disaster risk assessments and to find an acceptable way for 
communicating these imprecision to map users. In the case of that the data set used to 
assess risk is incomplete, fuzzy probabilities would be used to represent fuzzy risks 
and give a new risk map called soft risk map, which can accommodate imprecision of 
natural disaster risk assessments. 

2   Uncertainty Due to an Incomplete-Data Set  

When we study a natural disaster risk system, we sometimes meet small sample prob-
lems [5], where the data is too scanty to make a decision in any classical approach. 
For example, destructive earthquakes are infrequent events with very small probabil-
ity of occurrence. Therefore, the size of a sample observed in a seismic zone must be 
insufficient. Therefore, it is difficult to avoid the so-called incompleteness [6] when 
we study a natural disaster risk system. If we study an incomplete sample, we cannot 
avoid its fuzziness. In general, uncertainty feature of risk is concerned with both of 
randomness and fuzziness. For example, the occurrence of earthquake is a random 
event, however, the earthquake intensity is a fuzzy concept. In the process of risk 
evaluation, the randomness is due to a large amount of unknown factors existing, and 
the fuzziness has concern with the fuzzy information that is associated with an incom-
plete data set with respect to scarcity. This kind of fuzzy information is called mass-
body fuzzy information [1]. The feature of mass-body fuzzy information is that each 
of the data may be crisp but its aggregation or collective, as a whole, has uncertainty 
different from randomness and carries fuzziness when we employ them to recognize a 
relation. The main task of processing the mass-body fuzzy information is to unearth 
(or mine) fuzzy information, which is buried in an incomplete data set. In many cases, 
extra information is useful for us to effectively study a fuzzy system. If we cut a 
fuzzy object to be crisp, the extra information will disappear. 

In general, risk is considered as the possibilities of the occurrence of adverse events. 
The probability is usually employed to measure the possibility. In many cases, it is 
impossible to precisely estimate the probability with respect to natural disaster risk. In 
fact, the probabilistic method is an extremely effective tool to study risk only in the 
case when a great amount of data can be collected. In other words, the probabilistic 
method effectively ignores fuzziness of risk assessment with incomplete data sets. 
Taking into account that natural disaster risk assessments are concerned with both of 
randomness and fuzziness, obviously, we know that, a risk system is too complex to 
understand by probabilistic method. Probability and fuzziness are related but different 
concepts. Fuzziness is a type of deterministic uncertainty. Fuzziness measures the 
degree to which an event occurs, not whether it occurs. Probability arouses from the 
question whether or not an event occurs. Moreover, it assumes that the event class is 
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crisply defined and that the law of non-contradiction holds. That is, A ∩ Ac = ø [1]. 
One day, scientists might be able to find the best models for more accurate risk pre-
dictions, however, they never eliminate the imprecision of the risk estimates within a 
specified error range. In this case, an alternative is to find a more effective way of 
expressing the vagueness and imprecision of natural disaster risk assessments and to 
find an acceptable way of communicating these imprecision to users. With current 
science and technology, a natural way to improve risk estimate is to introduce concept 
of fuzzy risk represented by a possibility-probability-distribution (PPD) [7] to over-
come uncertainty resulting from small-sample problem. 

3   Fuzzy Risk Represented by a Possibility-Probability Distribution  

Scientists have used many systems engineering concepts and methods in addressing 
the challenges of natural disaster risk. Due to the complexity of natural disaster sys-
tem, it is impossible to accurately estimate the risks of natural disasters within a speci-
fied error range. For showing the imprecision of risk assessment in terms of probabili-
ties under the conditions of small samples, in this section we briefly introduce the 
concept of fuzzy risk represented by a PPD. 

Definition 1. Let M = {m} be the space of adverse events, P = {p} be the universe of 
discourse of probability, and πm(p) be possibility that probability of m occurring is p. 

, { ( ) | , }M P M p m M p PπΠ = ∈ ∈ . (1) 

is called a possibility-probability distribution (PPD) with respect to risk. 
In 1998, Huang [7] first proposed the interior-outer-set model (IOSM) derived 

from the method of information distribution to calculate a PPD with a small sample. 
In 2001, Huang, Moraga and Yuan [8] proved that IOSM could replace experts to 
give fuzzy probabilities for the reason that the calculation results and the subjective 
assessment are almost same in terms of fuzzy expected value and standard deviation. 
In order to simplify the combination calculus in IOSM, Huang and Moraga [9] trans-
form the calculus into a matrix algorithm which consists of a MOVING-subalgorithm 
and a INDEX-subalgorithm. In 2003, Moraga [10] introduced a new version of the 
model with complexity in the O (n log n) class instead of complexity O (n2). 

Example 1. Suppose there is a batch of natural disaster records, the number of which 
is 6. The sample is too small to precisely estimate probability-risk of this disaster. We 
calculate a PPD with the data to replace a probability-risk.  

Table 1 can show the fuzzy risk represented by a PPD of the natural disaster. From 
Table 1, we can see that one obvious characteristic with a fuzzy risk is that fuzzy risk 
is a fuzzy number which based on the universe of discourse of probability if we em-
ploy incomplete data set to estimate it. For example, for I1, we denote the corre-
sponding fuzzy number as following, 
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Table 1.  The PPD of a natural disaster 

I(p) p0 p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 
I1 0.17 0.33 1 0.5 0 0 0 
I2 0.17 0.5 1 0.33 0.17 0 0 
I3 0.17 1 0.5 0 0 0 0 
I4 0.5 1 0.17 0 0 0 0 

,

017 0.33 1 0.5

0 0.17 0.33 0.5M PΠ = + + +  . (2) 

where, for a/b, a is membership, b is probability. 
Therefore, Fuzzy risk represented by a PPD can be employed to show the impreci-

sion of probability estimation in risk analysis. In the practical case of risk map, it is 
quite difficult to interpret the often vague, imprecise, and qualitative information by 
probability methods. In this situation fuzzy logic is a viable alternative [11]. The 
question is basically how to incorporate fuzzy logic into risk mapping. 

4   Challenges of Cartographical Representation of Uncertainty 

Of growing interest in the cartographic community, the portrayal of uncertainty has 
lately been the subject of much research in the cartographic community. This brings us 
to the challenge of visualizing uncertainty due to incomplete-data set related to natu-
ral disaster risk assessments. However, existing methods of the display of uncertainty 
information related to natural disaster risk assessment has centered on the randomness 
in a form of exceeding-probability-risk map. For example, a popular method to make 
an earthquake-probability-risk map is to indicate earthquake ground motions with 
10% probability of exceedence in 50 years [12]. Currently, however, the maps are 
used only by insurance agents to rate insurance and by parish and local governments 
in regulating development. There are quite a few businessmen actually do regard the 
risk maps as information sources and use them to support local businesses. One of the 
reasons is that there is no believable risk map because of the tremendous imprecision 
of the risk assessment. The probabilities of exceedence in a probability-risk map do 
not relate to any confidence in the estimate of a probability-risk, which ignores the 
fuzziness of natural disaster risk. Such a representation inevitably leads to inaccuracy 
in representing natural disaster risk. A possible means for improving the expressive 
ability of risk maps is to use an alternative concept in which fuzzy imprecision can be 
accommodated. However, efforts to the fuzziness of risk estimates have been rare. A 
critical issue for this research is how to incorporate fuzziness into a risk map. 
     A method of expression should be well suited to the nature of the information it 
represents. Expressive inadequacy may lead to loss of valuable information and re-
duce accuracy of analysis. Hence, it is crucial to find a perfect way of transforms 
fuzzy risks represented by PPDs into risk map, because this is of great importance on 
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the output of the model. Taking into account that a fuzzy risk is a fuzzy number, the 
fuzzy α-cut technique will be used to transform fuzzy risks into risk maps. 

 

Fig. 1. Possibility-probability distribution with respect to IJ and its α-cut 

The fuzzy α-cut technique is based on fuzzy logic and fuzzy set theory (introduced 
by Zadeh, 1965), which is widely used in representing uncertain knowledge. Fig. 1 
shows the possibility-probability distribution with respect to Ij represented as a bell-
shaped fuzzy number with support of A0. The wider the support of the membership 
function, the higher the uncertainty. The fuzzy set that contains all elements with a 
membership of α ]0, 1] and above is called the α-cut of the membership function. 
At a resolution level of α, it will have support of Aα. The higher the value of α, the 
higher the confidence in the probability. 

The membership function is cut horizontally at a finite number of α-levels between 
0 and 1. For each α-level of the output, the model is run to determine the minimum 
and maximum possible values of the probabilities with respect to Ij. This information 
is then directly used to construct the corresponding fuzziness (membership function) 
of the output that is used as a measure of uncertainty. 

Corresponding to a non-empty α-cut, we can obtain a series of minimum probabili-
ties and maximum probabilities with respect Ij. By using the α-cut method, we can 
obtain series of probability-risk α (m), α ]0, 1]. Then, with a classical method to 
make a probability-risk map, we can provide a series of risk maps. For these maps, a 
fuzzy risk represents the imprecision. A α-cut represents some confidence in the es-
timate. When α = 1, the corresponding soft risk map ought to be the same as one 
resulted from a classical probability method. The case means that we believe the 
estimated probabilities. 

This kind of risk maps can represent imprecision of risk estimate and information 
provided by the maps is typically available as ’soft’ information. Therefore, this kind 
of risk maps are called soft risk maps (SRM). The obvious feature of SRM is the 
incorporation of fuzzy information due to incomplete-data set into cartographical 
expression of natural disaster risks. This is a novel approach in view of the traditional 
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method of a probabilistic representation of uncertainties. Due to the ability to repre-
sent imprecision of risk estimations that would be thrown away by probability-risk 
map, soft risk map can provide more information. In many cases, extra information is 
useful for us to effectively study a fuzzy system. If we ignore the fuzziness due to 
incomplete-data set in risk analysis of natural disasters, the extra information will 
disappear. 

 

Fig. 2. Conservative risk map with ~ = 0.25 with respect to earthquakes in a region 

Such a map is presented in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. It shows that soft risk map can be 
adopted as a useful tool for representation and reasoning of uncertainty of risk as-
sessments in real-world applications. Soft risk map is a kind of risk map in which 
each area is assigned two risk values. The double risk values represent the impreci-
sion. The 0.25-cut represents some confidence in the estimate. More importantly it 
provides flexibility in the way this information is conveyed. Soft risk map can pro-
vide a better representation for risk information leading to more satisfying results. In 
this respect, soft risk map do meet the demands of risk map users. The author’s ef-
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forts to accomplish this prompted an exploration of non-traditional forms of carto-
graphic representation of natural disaster risks. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Risky risk map with ~ = 0.25 with respect to earthquakes in a region 

5 Conclusion and Discussion  

Taking to account that natural disaster risk assessment is concerned with both ran-
domness and fuzziness due to incomplete-data set, the method of probability risk map is 
inadequate for the representation of uncertainty related to natural disaster risk. A 
more advanced and effective form of cartographical representation of natural disas-
ter risk can be achieved by incorporating fuzzy logic methodologies into risk map. 

Soft risk map is a possible means for improving the expressive ability of risk 
maps which can accommodate fuzzy imprecision. More importantly it provides 
flexibility in the way risk information is conveyed. Soft risk map is the potential 
developing direction of spatially representing natural disaster risk. 

Future research in this area is an extensive theoretical and experimental study on 
the choice of the appropriate form of transforming a fuzzy risk represented by a 
PPD into cartographical form for the application domain of risk map with fuzzy set 
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methodologies incorporated in both the representation and analysis of uncertainty 
due to incompleteness with respect to natural disaster risk assessment. 
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Abstract. This paper proposes a multi-objectives decision-making method for 
loan portfolio based on the efficient frontier. This method is based on a multi-
targets decision-making model with two objective functions, one of which is to 
be maximized for return with regard to risk and the other minimized for risk 
with regard to return. We will use the method of geometry to solve this difficult 
problem. This method has three advantages. First, given the relative weights of 
each component, the risk of the portfolio, or the return of the portfolio, we can 
obtain the corresponding optimal loan portfolio. Second, the method is easy to 
understand and the calculation is simple, because it avoids reversing many  
matrices. Third, banks can pay adequate attention to casting credit to valued-
clients and limited-clients. As a result, banks will be able to serve the debt 
needs of their clients well. 

1   Introduction 

The decision-making for the optimal loan portfolio is the process of choosing the best 
from a large number of loan portfolios. The current common practice in managing 
credit-risk in commercial banks worldwide is to set limit on the risks of single loans 
so that the total risks of a bank’s loan portfolios can be controlled. From the points of 
economics, optima of single loans do not necessarily lead to the optimal portfolio, 
however. Therefore, it is worthwhile to further study the decision-making process in 
obtaining the optimal loan-portfolio. 

At present, there are two important methods in managing loan-portfolio risks in the 
field. One is the quantitative model for loan portfolio efficient frontier developed by 
John Morgan (1993). This model uses industrial average ZETA fraction to represent 
industrial risks. It calculates the variance-covariance matrix of default through the 
average of ZETA. It is considered one of the most significant developments that ap-
plies Markowitz’s model to solving the efficient portfolio of commercial loans, be-
cause a new method in dealing with the correlations of default was suggested. ZETA 
fractions, however, as we all know, only represent the fiscal ratios of a firm, but do 
not tell the relationships among loans directly. As a result, the accuracy of the model 
is greatly compromised. Moreover, the constraint that the return on a loan portfolio  

1 Humanities Foundation of State Education Ministry (NO.02JA790009) supports this work. 
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should not be less than the stipulated return is too strong, for the more the stipulated 
return is expected, the higher the risks the commercial bank will face. 

The other method is the model of “Commercial Loan Portfolio Analysis” proposed 
by Altman. It tries to find the maximum Sharpe Ratio under the constraint that the 
return on a loan portfolio is not less than the stipulated return. Unfortunately, this 
method also fails to determine a reasonable value of the stipulated return as well as a 
range of risk-tolerance that a commercial bank is willing to bear. A new  
decision-making model is suggested in reference [3] by taking both the profit and the 
risk a loan project may incur into consideration, based on the principle of maximum 
return for a unit of risk. This model only emphasizes the allocation of many loan’s 
projects after they are approved however, but doesn’t include matching up all the 
credits. Although the decision-making model in reference [4] takes into account the 
risk and return of a portfolio, it treats the minimized portfolio risk as its objective 
function.  
     We now propose a multi-target decision-making method for optimal loan portfo-
lios based on the efficient frontier in this paper. By building a multi-targets optimal 
model and solving the optimization problem via the method of geometry, we can 
obtain the efficient frontier of a loan portfolio and the related weights quite easily. 

2   The Efficient Frontier for Loan Portfolio 

A rational investor always hopes to maximize his or her expected return for a given 
risk, or minimize the risk for a given expected return. A portfolio with such properties 
is considered efficient. All efficient portfolios make up an efficient set. The efficient 
set in the return- risk ),( ppR σ  space is called the efficient frontier, which is also the 
opportunity set for rational investors. The concepts of efficient set and efficient fron-
tier are applicable to a loan portfolio. The former is the opportunity set for a bank to 
optimize its loan portfolios; the latter is the combinations of maximum expected re-
turns for given risks or minimum risks for given expected returns. Therefore, for a 
given loan portfolio, we may maximize its return under certain risk by changing the 
relative weight of every loan. In the same way, we may minimize its risk under a 
certain return. As a result, no matter what a risk level it wants to take, a bank can 
achieve its goal by adjusting its loan portfolio along the efficient frontier. 

3   Multi-objectives Decision-Making Based on the Efficient  
Frontier for a Loan Portfolio 

3.1   The Model 

Suppose there are n loans for a bank to choose. Let iR be the rate of expected return 

on the ith loan; let )1,0,,,2,1( =≥= iii xxnix  be the relative weight on the ith 

loan ; let ijσ  be the covariance of iR and 
jR ; let pσ  be the standard variance of the 
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loan portfolio; let )( pRE  be the expected return of the portfolio. The model is  

simply:  
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     In this expression, T
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nnijB ×= )(σ  is the covariance-matrix. 

3.2   Solution to the Model 

Because of the complexity of model (1), it is impossible to solve it by traditional 
Lagrange multiplier. Therefore, we introduce the method of geometry here. 

3.2.1   Geometric Solution 
Let the relative weights of n loans be )1(,,...,, 21121 nnn xxxxxxx −−−−=− , then 

the expected return pR and variance 2
pσ of the portfolio are stated respectively as 

followings: 
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In these expressions, iR  is the expected return of the ith loan, 

and 1,...,2,1, −=≠ niRR in . Because the matrix of covariance is positive-definite, equa-

tion (3) represents family of isovariance hyperellipsoidal surface in the weights space 

in the weights space )...,,( 121 −nxxx . If we change 2
pσ , we may get a family of concen-

tric ellipses. The “center” of the system indicates the point of minimal variance in the 
weights space ),,( 121 −nxxx . Equation (2) expresses family of isoexpected return hy-

perplanes in the weights space ),,( 121 −nxxx . Again, if we change pR , we may get a 

family of parallel hyper-planes. Therefore, the optimal weights of the n loans are at 
those points where the isoexpected return hyperplanes are tangent to the isovariance 
hyperellipsoidal surface. All those points form the boundary of the portfolio. It is 
obvious that the boundary, in fact, represents the efficient frontier in the space of 
weights. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 
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In equation (2), the normal vector at the point ),,( 121 −nxxx  is ),,,( 121 nnnn RRRRRR −−− − , 

equation (3) shows the normal vector at the same point is: 
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Then the perpendicular vector of equation (3) at the point ),,( 121 −nxxx  can be 

shorted as  
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From the above equation, we get a system of (n-2) linear equations: 
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3.2.2 Geometric Solution 
Because the rank of equation (6) is n-2, it has only one fundamental solution in the 
basic set of solutions, and thus x2, x3, ..., xn can be expressed by x1. So can the expected 
return  According to the constraints and equation (6), we will obtain a range for x1 as 

well as the range for pR . Given any expected return in the range, we may obtain the 

optimal portfolio by combining equation (2) and (6), from which we can derive the 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 
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minimum variance. Similarly, given a variance, we may acquire the optimal weight of 
every loan and its maximum expected return. 

4    Case Analysis 

4.1   The Basic Conditions of Candidate Decisions 

A bank wants to optimize its loan portfolio, which includes three loans that have 
different expected returns. The expected returns and covariance matrix are known as: 

×= −

7.3

4.5

3.12

10 2R , 

−

−
×= −

89.108904.6825.33

8904.6690.753319.20

825.333319.20250.420

10 4B  

4.2 Confirmation of Efficient Frontier 

Let the weights of the three loans be
TxxxX ),,( 321= , then a model can be built 

as: 
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The equation (6) is now:  

8467.20607.367891.23 21 =− xx  (8) 

From equation (7) and (8), we get: 

[ ]TxxxX 111 6597.10789.16597.00789.0 −+−= . 

Then we need to solve the following equations: 

=≤≤
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Then the efficient ranges of 3,2,1, =ixi  are: 
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≤≤
≤≤

≤≤

8804.00

3500.00

6501.01196.0
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2

1

x

x

x

 (10) 

Further we get: 

                 2
1

2 105658.3107215.9)( −− ×+×== xRXRE T
p

 (11) 

Equation (11) is the expression of the efficient frontier of this loan portfolio. From 
6501.01196.0 1 ≤≤ x  we obtain the range for )( pRE , which is %]8857.9%,7285.4[ . 

Similarly the range for 
2

pσ is ]109613.1,103289.7[ 24 −− ×× . 

Based on those results, we obtain the efficient frontier as: 

%8858.9%7285.4 ≤≤ pR   9613.1103289.710 224 ×≤≤× −−
pσ  (12) 

4.3   Decisions 

Assuming that 
pR  is 5.4% in equation (11), we have

1 0.1894x = . The optimal  

relative weights are then [ ]TX 7646.00460.01894.0= , and the minimum 

risk 2 410 12.6423pσ −= × . Every expected return in the space of (12) can be matched 

up with its related optimal weights and minimum risk. Similarly, given a risk, we may 
find its related optimal weights and maximum return of a portfolio. 

4.4   Analysis of Optimized Decision 

Within the range %8858.9%7285.4 ≤≤ pR , every expected return corresponds to a 

minimum risk and optimal weights, both of which may vary as the expected return 
varies in the following table: 

Table 1.  Analysis of Optimized Decision 

(%)pR  4.7286 5.40 6.50 9.8848 

(%)pσ  2.7072 3.5556 5.8253 14.0024 

ix  1x = 0.1196 1x = 0.1894 1x = 0.3029 1x = 0.6500 

 2x = 0.0000 2x = 0.0460 2x = 0.1210 2x = 0.349

9 

 3x = 0.8804 3x = 0.7646 3x = 0.5761 3x = 0.0001 
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Table 1 shows that: 1) Risk of the portfolio expressed by σp increases rapidly with 
the increase of the expected return

pR ; 2) Though the expected return of the first loan 

is high, its relative weight could not be more than 0.6501 in view of portfolio man-
agement; 3) Diversification can decrease risks effectively. The above covariance 
matrix shows that when the expected return is 5.4%, the risk of a single loan is 

7.810 2 ×− , while the portfolio risk is only 5556.310 2 ×− . 

4.5   Optimal Decisions for Valued-Clients (or Limited-Clients) 

If there are valued-clients as well as limited-clients in the portfolio, a bank should 
first satisfy the credit needs of the former for its own long-term health. In another 
word, the bank should first try to reach the relative amount of those clients (let it be 
x1). The above methods can be applied to determine the optimal relative weights 

 of portfolio TxxxX ),,( 321= as well as the maximum return and minimum risk,  
respectively. 

5   Conclusions 

This paper suggests a method to optimize commercial loan portfolios. This method 
illustrates directly the relationship among loans and thus results in more accurate 
decisions. The model meets the needs of decision-makers who have different value or 
risk preference. As a result, the decision-making process becomes more visual and 
more understandable. Given any of the risk, return, or one of the relative weights, we 
may obtain the only optimal loan portfolio, especially when the portfolio includes 
valued-clients, whose credit needs should be treated with a high priority, and limited-
clients, whose needs would be satisfied later. 

What will be the efficient frontier if we add risk-tolerance of a bank to the portfo-
lio? We will further study this issue in a separate paper. 
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Abstract. The concept of multi-factors detached coefficients is put forth and an 
evaluation method is given for customer’s credit in this paper. We also get the 
optimal multi-factors detached coefficients matrix by minimizing the estimate 
errors. According to this matrix, we get the scores vector of customer’s credit at 
n factors, further the credit of the customers is evaluated and selected by 
commerce banks. 

1   Introduction 

In the respect of management and control on the credit risk, credit evaluation is an 
underlying task. It is a key to keep away the credit risk or credit venture, and boost the 
quality of the loans of commerce banks. At present, most of famous international 
finance institutions and investment companies and a number of scholars paid serious 
attention to the credit evaluation of customers and established respective evaluation 
models of credit[1]~[6]. However, these methods mainly depend upon historical 
experiences or factitious evaluation, it may give rise to deflection of the credit 
evaluation. In this paper, we put forth the optimal multi-factors detached coefficients 
matrix by minimizing the deflection of the credit evaluation. Synchronously a 
convenient method is got to estimate the error of credit evaluation according to 
optimal multi-factors detached coefficients matrix. 

2   The Optimal Multi-factors Detached Coefficients Matrix 

The repayment abilities of credit customers depend on some factors, the commerce 
banks require to use these factors to evaluate the repayment abilities of credit customers. 
     Assuming that the commerce bank provides a loan to a customer, to keep away the 

credit risk, the bank selections n credit evaluation factors { }nddd ,...,, 21  that show 

the repayment abilities of the customer and m credit expertise to review customers.  

                                                                 

* Humanities Foundation of State Education Ministry (NO.02JA790009) supports this work. 
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Suppose { }
1

,...,, 21 nddd   are positive evaluation factors, and{ }
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where ije  are the estimates errors between the expertise and critical expectations on 

the factors, called the estimates deflection of the credit evaluation. 
On the j-th definitive expertise, the weighted sum of estimate deflection is  
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Definition 1. If the multi-factors detached coefficients vectors j  (j =1,2, ,m) are 

minimal about estimate errors J, i.e. 
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J* is called minimal estimate errors of credit evaluation on factors { }nddd ,...,, 21 , 

and *)( j  is called the optimal multi-factors detached coefficients vector based on 

minimal estimate errors, j
nE )(  is called the estimate deflection matrix on the j-th 

expertise. 

After selecting credit evaluation factors { }nddd ,...,, 21 , from the optimization 

problem: 
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we get the optimal multi-factors detached coefficients vector *)( j  

(j=1,2, ,m) and optimal multi-factors detached coefficients matrix under minimal 
estimate errors: 
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The i-th row in matrix (8) shows the differences of the i-th factor under the differ 
expertise; and the columns reflect the weightiness of differ factor on the same 
expertise. Therefore this matrix describes the essentiality of these factors about 
repayment abilities. 

According to essentiality of expertise, we take row-weighted average: 

=

=
m

j

j
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1

*)(  (i=1,2, ,n ), where j  reflects the weightiness of expertise, 

which satisfies: 
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Definition 2. Let ]100,0[100×=
ab

ai
i , (i=1,2, ,n ), we call 

( )Tn,,, 21  the scores vector at n factors, where a and b  (a b) are 

supremum and infimum of i  respectively. 
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If the factors scores are higher, we can think that the customer is preferable on 
these factors, and baddish on low-scores factors. If one or other of the low-scores 
factors is essentiality for repayment abilities of the customer, the bank should not 
provide loan to him. 

Furthermore if the comparative weightiness of these factors is known, we can 
gain the synthetic weighted credit scores of the customers. According to the credit 
scores, the commercial banks gained the decision-making dependency on loans. 

3   Conclusion 

In this paper, we put forward the concept of multi-factors detached coefficients and 

optimal multi-factors detached coefficients matrix * , and give a method to 

determine the matrix. According to matrix * , the credit of the customers is 
evaluated and selected by commerce banks. We put forth the method is convenient
suppleness and handle. We can resolve the more complicated credit problems with 
more factors and expertise analogously by decomposing factors and combined results. 
We certainly believe that it can have a great potential of applications.  
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Abstract. In this study, a novel hybrid AI system framework is developed by 
means of a systematic integration of artificial neural networks (ANN) and rule-
based expert system (RES) with web-based text mining (WTM) techniques. 
Within the hybrid AI system framework, a fully novel hybrid AI forecasting 
approach with conditional judgment and correction is proposed for improving 
prediction performance. The proposed framework and approach are also illus-
trated with an example here. 

1   Introduction 

The role of oil in the world economy becomes more and more significant because 
nearly two-thirds of the world’s energy consumption comes from the crude oil and 
natural gas [1]. For example, worldwide consumption of crude oil exceeds $500 bil-
lion, roughly 10% of the US GDP [2]. Besides, crude oil is also the world’s most 
actively traded commodity, accounting for about 10% of total world trade [2]. The 
crude oil price is basically determined by its supply and demand, and is strongly in-
fluenced by many events like the weather, stock levels, GDP growth, political aspects 
and people’s expectation. Because it takes considerable time to ship crude oil from a 
country to another country, there is often a variation of prices in different parts of the 
world. These facts lead to a strongly fluctuating and interacting market whose funda-
mental mechanism governing the complex dynamics is not well understood. Further-
more, because sharp oil price movements are likely to disturb aggregate economic 
activity, volatile oil prices have been considerable interest to many researchers and 
institutions. Therefore, forecasting oil prices is an important and very hard topic due 
to its intrinsic difficulty and practical applications. 
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For crude oil price forecasting, most of the literature focuses only on the oil price 
volatility analysis (see e.g. [1, 3]) and oil price determination within the framework of 
supply and demand (see e.g. [4, 5]). There are only very limited number of related 
papers on oil price forecasting in the literature, such as [6-8]. But all the methods 
mentioned above belong to the range of traditional approaches. With the increase of 
competition, the prediction performance of traditional approaches has not met the 
practical needs. Therefore, it is significant to develop new forecasting models for 
predicting oil price by using some advanced techniques (e.g., artificial intelligence 
technique). In view of difficulty and complexity of crude oil price forecasting, a hy-
brid AI system framework is proposed in this study to integrate systematically artifi-
cial neural networks (ANN) and rule-based expert system (RES) with web-based text 
mining (WTM) techniques, and a hybrid AI forecasting approach with conditional 
judgment and correction within the hybrid AI system framework is presented for 
improving prediction performance. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the general de-
scription of the hybrid AI system framework. A hybrid AI forecasting approach with  
conditional judgment and correction within the proposed framework is also presented 
in details in this section. For evaluating the proposed framework and approach,  
an empirical simulation in oil market is presented in Section 3. And Section 4 con-
cludes. 

2   The Hybrid AI System for Crude Oil Price Forecasting 

2.1   The General System Structure of the Hybrid AI System 

A superior approach is used to develop a hybrid AI system that can implement crude 
oil price forecasting in the volatile crude oil market. The general framework structure 
of the hybrid AI system is shown in Fig. 1. 

From Fig. 1, the hybrid AI system for crude oil price forecasting consists of five 
main components, i.e., man-machine interface module, web-based text mining mod-
ule, ANN-based time series forecasting module, rule-based expert system module, 
bases and bases management module. 

2.1.1   Man-Machine Interface (MMI) Module 
The man-machine interface (MMI) is a graphical window through which users can 
exchange information with the hybrid AI system. In details, it handles all input/output 
between users and the hybrid AI system. In some sense, it can be considered as open 
platform communicating with users and interacting with other components of the 
hybrid AI system. 

2.1.2   Web-Based Text Mining (WTM) Module 
This module is a main component of the hybrid system. Crude oil market is an  
unstable market with high volatility and oil price is often affected by many related 
factors. 
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Fig. 1. The general framework structure of the hybrid AI system 

 

Fig. 2. The main process of web-based text mining module 
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In order to improve forecasting accuracy, these related factors should be taken 
into consideration in forecasting. It is, therefore, necessary to collect the related in-
formation from Internet. However, it is very difficult to collect the related knowledge 
from Internet. Collecting valuable information from Internet has received more and 
more attention in recent years. With the advancement of computational techniques, 
web -based text mining (WTM) [9] is believed to be one of the effective techniques. 
In this study, the main goal of web-based text mining module is to collect related 
information affecting oil price variability from Internet and to provide the collected 
useful information to the rule-based expert system forecasting module. The main 
process of the web-based text mining module is presented in Fig. 2. 

As seen in Fig. 2, the whole process of WTM can be divided into three phases or 
six processing procedures. When retrieving some related information affecting the oil 
price variability from Internet with the web-based text mining module, the retrieved 
information will be send to the rule-based expert system module for further analysis. 

2.1.3   Rule-Based Expert System (RES) Module 
It is well known that the key of an expert system is the construction of its knowledge 
base (KB). In this study, KB is represented by all types of rules from knowledge 
engineers who collects and summarizes related knowledge and information from 
history and some domain experts. Thus, the main work of a rule-based expert system 
module is to collect and extract the rules or knowledge category in the KB. In this 
study, our expert system module is required to extract some rules to judge oil price 
abnormal variability by summarizing and concluding the relationships between oil 
price fluctuation and key factors affecting oil price volatility. Table 1 lists the typical 
factors of crude oil price variability. 

Table 1. The factor classification according to the meaning of factors 

Factor group Factors Examples 
Military & political 
factor 

War 1980-1988 Iraq-Iran war and 1991-1992 Gulf war 

 Revolution 1978-1979: Iran revolution 
 Terrorist attack 2001.9.11: US 911event 
 Political difference 1992-1997: Iraq arms inspection program 
 Sanction 1992: UN sanctions against Libya 
 Hostage crisis 1979.11: Iran takes western hostage 
 Strike 1994.4-9: Nigerian oil workers’ strike 

OPEC policy Raise tax rate 1970.12: OPEC meeting in Caracas establishes 
55% tax rate 

 Nationalization 1973-74: Libya and Nigeria nationalizes foreign 
oil Companies. 

 Embargo 1973.10-1974.3: OPEC oil embargo. 
 Freeze posted 

price 
1974.1: OPEC decides to freeze price 

 Raise price 1979.4: OPEC makes 14.5% price increase 
 Raise production 1989.6 and 1997.11: OPEC raise production. 
 Cut production 1991.3: OPEC announce production cut to 

22.3MMB/D 
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Table 1. (continued) 

Non-OPEC policy Raise production 1995:Russia and Norway raise production 
 Cut production 1998.3: Norway cut production 

Natural disaster Earthquake 1990.11: Iran’s oil-producing region suffers a 
serious earthquake 

 Cold weather 1995: Extremely cold weather in the US and 
Europe 

World economy condition Economic crisis 1997-1998: Asia financial crisis 
Other factors Rumor or  

false news 
2000.10: Oil price rise sharply on news of a terror-
ist attack on US 

 Environmental  
protection 

1999.3: US EPA statements of “cut gasoline sulfur 
content and tailpipe emissions” 

 Oil firms merger 1999.5: Exxon and Mobil merger 
 Exchange rates 1970.12: OPEC demands that posted prices be 

reflected changes in foreign exchange rates. 
 Speculation 2000.12: OPEC chairman considers that specula-

tion is a main cause of oil volatility. 

As seen in Table 1, the main patterns that affect crude oil price volatility can be 
classified into six groups and 24 patterns. These patterns are used in this study. 

According to the defined pattern and historical oil price, the oil price volatility rule 
can be concluded. Table 2 presents in details the main judgmental or forecasting rules 
in this study according to the extraction of historical events affecting oil price. 

Table 2. The typical rules in the knowledge bases 

Rule No. Conditions Direction movements The range of movements (%) 
1 War Increase 5.56-45.80 
2 Revolution Increase 6.73-14.20 
3 Terrorist attack Uncertainty 16.52-33.89 
4 Political difference Uncertainty 8.73-10.97 
5 Sanction Increase 7.02-24.20 
6 Hostage crisis Increase 4.84-6.89 
7 Strike Increase 21.96-34.04 
8 OPEC raise tax rate Increase 7.55-10.39 
9 OPEC nationalization Increase 10.39-57.37 
10 OPEC embargo Increase 67.29-134.57 
11 OPEC freeze posted price Increase 35.11-53.36 
12 OPEC raise price Increase 14.50-58.14 
13 OPEC raise production Decrease 15.09-34.29 
14 OPEC cut production Increase 6.95-10.40 
15 Non-OPEC raise production Decrease 5.81-6.47 
16 Non-OPEC cut production Increase 2.80-9.05 
17 Earthquake Increase 16.68-18.15 
18 Cold weather Increase 5.21-8.28 
19 Economic crisis Decrease 8.79-13.83 
20 Rumor and false news Uncertainty 10.19-15.55 
21 Environmental protection Increase 18.28-48.14 
22 Oil company merger Uncertainty 4.46-13.07 
23 Foreign exchange rates Uncertainty 10-40 
24 Speculation Uncertainty 14.05-28.11 
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In addition, in the rule-based expert system module, the inference engine (IE) and 
explanation mechanism (EM) are presented to interact with users via MMI module. 
The function of IE and EM is to provide automatic criteria comparison and interpreta-
tion of rules. With the help of this information, one can judge the range of oil price 
movements with the RES module. 

2.1.4   ANN-Based Time Series Forecasting Module 
As mentioned previously, the ANN-based time series forecasting module adopts 
ANN techniques. Recently, ANNs have gained popularity as an emerging computa-
tional technology and offer a new avenue to explore the dynamics of a variety of 
practical applications. The ANN used in this study is a three-layer back-propagation 
neural network (BPNN) incorporating the Levenberg- Marquardt algorithm for train-
ing. 

In this study, BPNN traces previous and present values and predicts the future val-
ues using the historical data. The crude oil price data used in this paper are monthly 
spot prices of West Texas Intermediate (WTI) crude oil, covered the period from 
January 1970 to December 2002 with a total of n = 396 observations. For the purpose 
of this study, the first 360 observations are used in-sample data (including 72 valida-
tion data) as training and validating sets, while the reminders used as testing ones. 

For an univariate time-series forecasting problem, the inputs of the network are the 
past lagged observations of the data series and the outputs are the future values. Each 
input vector is composed of a moving window of fixed length along the data sets. 
That is, the BPNN time-series forecasting model performs a nonlinear mapping as 
follows. 

),,,( 11 ptttt yyyfy −−+ =  (1) 

where yt is the observation at time t, f(•) is a nonlinear function determined by  
the network structure and connection weights, and p is the dimension of the 
 input vector or the number of past observations related to the future value, yt+1. The 
BPNN used for time series forecasting is a general nonlinear autoregressive (NAR) 
model. 

2.1.5   Bases and Bases Management Module 
The bases and bases management module is the important part of the hybrid AI  
system because the other modules of the hybrid AI system have a strong connection 
with this module. For example, ANN-based forecasting module utilizes MB and  
DB, while the rule-based expert system mainly used the KB and DB, as illustrated  
in Fig. 1. 

To summarize, the hybrid AI system framework, as mentioned previously, is de-
veloped through integration of the web-based text mining, rule-based expert system 
and ANN-based time series forecasting techniques. Within the framework of hybrid 
AI system, a novel hybrid AI forecasting approach is proposed to improve oil price 
forecasting performance in the following. 
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2.2   The Proposed Hybrid AI Forecasting Approach 

Based on the general framework of a hybrid AI system and the above detailed de-
scriptions of their modules, a novel hybrid AI forecasting approach to oil price fore-
casting is proposed. The flow chart of the hybrid AI forecasting approach is shown in 
Fig. 3. 

As can be seen in Fig. 3, the proposed hybrid AI forecasting approach generally 
consists of four main steps. First of all, using web-based text mining technique, we 
can obtain some recent information affecting oil price. Next, by comparing the re-
trieved or collected information with the predefined patterns, we can judge whether 
the important events affecting oil price volatility exist or not. Subsequently, if there 
are no related patterns, then we can directly implement ANN-based time series fore-
casting module for oil price prediction using the historical data series. If there are 
important events in retrieved information, then we turn to the next step. In the last 
stage, we use ANN-based time series forecasting module for oil price series predic-
tion, and use rule-based expert system module for oil price volatility prediction based 
on some important factor affecting oil price variability. By implementing the two 
modules, the oil price predicted value could be obtained. 

 

Fig. 3. The overall computational flow chart of the hybrid AI forecasting approach 

    According to the previous descriptions and Fig. 3, we can conclude a computa-
tional equation as follows. Assume that: S: {Related important event information base 
in KB defined beforehand}; St: {Related event information retrieved by web-based 

text mining module at time t}; ANN
tP 1

ˆ
+ : The forecasting result with ANN-based  
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forecasting module at time t+1; Corr
tP 1

ˆ
+ : The correction term with rule-based expert 

system module at time t+1; 1
ˆ

+tP : The final forecasting result of oil price at time t+1.  

Then the computational equation is represented as 
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Thus, a novel hybrid AI forecasting approach to oil price prediction is formulated. 
In order to verify the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed approach, a simu-
lated experiment is reported in the next section. 

3   A Simulation Study 

Using the proposed hybrid AI forecasting approach within the framework of hybrid 
AI system, a simulation experiment is made. The corresponding results are summa-
rized in Table 3. Accordingly, the evaluation criteria are the root mean square error 
(RMSE) and direction change statistics (Dstat). For a comparison, the full evaluation 
period is divided into three sub-periods in terms of chronology. In addition, the indi-
vidual ANN forecasting method is used as a benchmark model here. 

Table 3. The forecasting results of crude oil price (Jan. 2000 - Dec. 2002)* 

Evaluation 
Full period 

(2000-2002) 
Sub-period I 

(2000) 
Sub-period II 

(2001) 
Sub-period III 

(2002) 

ANN method     
RMSE 3.413 3.405 3.020 3.324 
Dstat (%) 61.11 50.00 66.67 66.67 

Hybrid AI method     
RMSE 2.369 3.000 2.040 1.916 
Dstat (%) 80.56 75.00 83.33 91.67 

* RMSE: root mean square error; D
stat

: direction change statistics. 

Table 3 shows the detailed results of the simulated experiment. It can be seen that 
the hybrid AI method outperforms the individual ANN method in terms of either 
RMSE or Dstat. Notably, the values of Dstat of our hybrid AI forecasting method for 
each evaluation period exceed 70%, indicating that the proposed hybrid AI forecast-
ing approach has good performance for the crude oil price forecasting considering the 
complexity of the crude oil market. 

Focusing on the RMSE indicator, in the case of individual ANN method, the sec-
ond sub-period (i.e., 2001) performs the best, followed by 2002 and 2000. While in 
the case of the hybrid AI method, the results of 2002 outperform those of the other 
evaluation period. The main reason is that many important events affecting oil price 
volatility happened. The information of those important events could be obtained and 
analyzed by the web-based text mining technique. Table 4 presents these events that 
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affect the oil price. As can be seen in Table 4, the number of events in 2002 is obvi-
ously larger than those of years 2000–2001. 

Table 4. The important events affecting oil price from Jan. 2000 to Dec. 2002*
 

Year Month Important events affecting oil price in the world 
2000 01 Energy companies and countries care about “Y2K Bug”. 

 02 No important events. 
 03 Vladimir Putin is elected Russian president and OPEC increases production. 
 04 No important events. 
 05 The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) proposes a rule to reduce sulfur 

levels in diesel fuel by 97% over the next five years 
 06 OPEC oil ministers (Vienna) agree to raise crude oil production 
 07 No important events. 
 08 The Energy Information Administration (EIA) reports that crude oil stock levels 

in the United States have fallen to their lowest level since 1976. 
 09 OPEC raise oil production and President Clinton authorizes the release of 30 

million barrels of oil from the Strategic Petroleum Reserve (SPR) over 30 days 
to bolster oil supplies, particular heating oil in the Northeast. 

 10 Oil prices rise sharply on news of a terrorist attack on an American warship. 
 11 OPEC oil ministers, meeting in Vienna, announce a decision to put any further 

production increases on hold until their next meeting scheduled for Jan. 2001. 
 12 The US suffered energy shortages due to cold weather in the area and Saudi oil 

minister Ali Naimi says that OPEC will cut production in next OPEC meeting. 
2001 01 No important events. 

 02 No important events. 
 03 No important events. 
 04 The oil demand of US increase according to administration’s energy plan. 
 05 No important events. 
 06 No important events. 
 07 Faced with declining oil prices, OPEC ministers agree to cut crude oil produc-

tion quotas by about 4% 
 08 No important events. 
 09 The largest terrorist attack in world history occurs in the US. 
 10 The supply of natural gas in US increases 
 11 No important events. 
 12 OPEC oil ministers meeting in Cairo agree to reduce their oil output quotas. 

2002 01 The OPEC oil production quota cuts of 1.5 million barrels per day. 
 02 Iraq says that it will not allow U.N. arms inspectors to return to Iraq. 
 03 OPEC and non-OPEC countries cut oil production. 
 04 A general strike of Venezuela oil workers 
 05 Russia raise oil production and extend crude oil export. 
 06 Non-OPEC countries continue cut oil production. 
 07 The California State Legislature passes legislation and US Depart of Energy 

increases SPR, and a strike in Nigeria happens. 
 08 The US Environmental Protection Agency requires diesel trucks and buses to 

reduce emissions by 90% by 2007 and Mexico limits its crude oil exports. 
 09 OPEC, meeting in Osaka, Japan, decides keep current oil production and price 
 10 No important events. 
 11 The US SPR increases and the U.N. adopts Resolution 1441. 
 12 A strike happens in Venezuela and US Secretary of State Colin Powell declares 

that the Iraq fails to meet the resolution’s requirement of U.N. 
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From a practitioners’ point of view, indicator Dstat is more important than the indi-
cator RMSE. This is because the former can reflect the movement trend of oil price 
and can help traders to make good trading decisions. For the test case of our hybrid 
AI approach and from the view of Dstat, the performance of 2002 is much better than 
that of 2000 and 2001, as shown in Table 3. 

By Table 3, we observe that a smaller RMSE does not necessarily mean higher Dstat. 
For example, for the test case of the individual ANN method, the RMSE for 2000 is 
slightly smaller than that for full-period (i.e., 2000-2002), while the Dstat for 2000-
2002 is larger than that for 2000. 

However, the overall prediction performance of the proposed hybrid AI approach 
is satisfactory because the RMSE for each evaluation period is smaller than 3.00, and 
the Dstat for each evaluation period exceeds 70%. This indicates that there are some 
profit opportunities if traders use the proposed approach to forecast oil price. 

4   Conclusions 

In this study, a hybrid AI system framework integrating web-based text mining and 
rule-based expert system with ANN-based time series forecasting techniques is pro-
posed for crude oil price forecasting and a corresponding hybrid AI system is also 
developed. A fully novel hybrid AI forecasting approach within the framework of the 
hybrid AI system is presented for crude oil price forecasting. 

To verify the effectiveness of proposed approach, a simulation study is presented. 
The simulation results show that the proposed approach is significantly effective and 
practically feasible. Hence, the novel hybrid AI forecasting model can be used as an 
appropriate tool for crude oil price forecasting to improve forecasting accuracy. 
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Abstract. This study presents a neural network & web-based decision support 
system (DSS) for foreign exchange (forex) forecasting and trading decision, 
which is adaptable to the needs of financial organizations and individual inves-
tors. In this study, we integrate the back-propagation neural network (BPNN)-
based forex rolling forecasting system to accurately predict the change in direc-
tion of daily exchange rates, and the Web-based forex trading decision support 
system to obtain forecasting data and provide some investment decision sug-
gestions for financial practitioners. This research reveals the structure of the 
DSS by the description of an integrated framework, and meantime we find that 
the DSS is integrated, user-oriented by its implementation, and practical appli-
cations reveal that this DSS demonstrates very high forecasting accuracy and its 
trading recommendations are reliable. 

1   Introduction 

Decision support system (DSS) is a powerful tool which can be used to support deci-
sion makers in making strategic decisions [1]. One of their objectives is to improve 
management judgment by fostering understanding and insights and by allowing ap-
propriate access to relevant information [2]. The ability to forecast the future, based 
only on past data, leads to strategic advantages, which may be the key to success in 
organizations. In real life, one would be interested not only in efforts in forecasting, 
but also in practical trading strategies with possibility of taking positions in the for-
eign exchange (forex) market. Furthermore, Tsoi et al. in their earlier studies have 
shown that the direction of the forecast is more important than the actual forecast 
itself in determining the profitability of a forecasting and trading system [3]. In addi-
tion, the forex market is a rather complicated environment, and good predictions for 
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its developments are key to successful trading. Traders must predict forex price 
movements in order to sell at top range and to buy at bottom range. Forecasting often 
plays an important role in the process of decision-making. Hence, forecasting system 
is always connected with the DSS to improve decision-making.  

However, there is currently no integrated DSS approach that combines the ANN-
based forecasting and web-based decision implementation to support predicting and 
trading decision in forex markets. We therefore propose an integrated framework 
approach that can implement the forex forecasting and present trading strategies in 
forex trading. Our approach, based on the framework, is as follows: first, the BPNN-
based forex rolling forecasting system (BPNNFRFS) provides the prediction results 
of main international currencies employing burgeoning artificial intelligence technol-
ogy to forex trading decision support system; second, the web-based forex trading 
decision support system (WFTDSS) is developed to provide some trading signals or 
trading suggestions for investors according to some corresponding decision criteria. 
In addition, the BPNNFRFS is constructed using artificial neural networks, while the 
WFTDSS uses various decision techniques and web technologies. Moreover, the 
integrated forex rolling forecasting and trading decision support system (IFRFTDSS), 
which integrates BPNNFRFS and WFTDSS, is designed to provide investors with 
daily trading suggestions on the forex markets. In the following section, we start with 
a brief introduction to the integrated framework of IFRFTDSS. Then we describe 
how a BPNNFRFS and a WFTDSS can be built around the framework. We also show 
how to incorporate two individual systems into an integrated DSS with support for 
financial institutions and individual investors. At the same time, we provide a brief 
description of IFRFTDSS, and show the implementations of the IFRFTDSS. Finally, 
some conclusions are made. 

2   The Proposed Framework for IFRFTDSS 

This section first describes the general integrated framework of IFRFTDSS, and dis-
cusses the two subsystems — BPNNFRFS and WFTDSS — which will be employed 
in the proposed integrated framework. The integrated system in the framework, 
IFRFTDSS, will be described in next section. 

2.1   The General Integrated Framework 

The integrated framework of IFRFTDSS proposed in this study will be developed to 
support decision making in forex trading with the use of the forex rolling forecasting 
results and various trading decision criteria. That is, it is designed to generate 
sell/buy/hold signals to support forex trading decisions. Based on this framework, we 
develop an IFRFTDSS for main international currencies. IFRFTDSS consists of two 
subsystems: one is the BPNN-based Forex rolling forecasting system (BPNNFRFS), 
which is the off-line training and forecasting unit; the other is the web-based forex 
trading decision support system (WFTDSS), which is the daily on-line prediction and 
decision unit. The former can provide database support for the latter. That is to say, 
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they couple with the data that is produced by the BPNNFRFS. The general frame-
work we propose is shown in Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1. The general integrated framework 

2.2   The BPNN-Based Forex Rolling Forecasting System — BPNNFRFS 

Studies [1, 3, 4, 5, 6-9] reveal that there are many applications for forex forecasting 
with BPNN, but it is hard to find a whole forecasting system based on BPNN tech-
niques in the literature. Furthermore, most existing forecasting methods and tools do 
not have good interaction or flexibility, as the practitioners are required to have a 
thorough theory background in order to understand the methodologies and models. 
Hence, it is difficult to achieve good decision alternatives based on these models and 
tools. Although methods and tools used in their works are quite diverse, satisfactory 
forecasting results have not been obtained so far. Thus, this study aims to develop a 
whole forex forecasting system to forecast a change in direction or trend in forex 
movements for some main international currencies employing burgeoning artificial 
intelligence technology. The rolling forecasting technique is also introduced to im-
prove forecasting accuracy in this forecasting system. Thus, the BPNN-based Forex 
rolling forecasting system — BPNNFRFS — is generated. The main user interface of 
the BPNNFRFS is shown in Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 2. The user interface of BPNNFRFS 

The BPNNFRFS is built using the Matlab software, which is produced by Math-
works Laboratory Corporation. The main flows in this system contain eight key 
stages, i.e., sample selection, data division, data preprocessing, determination of net-
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work architecture, initialization, sample training, sample validation, and simulation 
and forecast, as shown in Fig. 3. 

 

Fig. 3. The BPNNFRFS flow chart 

From Fig.3, we can see that this is a relatively complex process. However, easy op-
erating is an important measurement of software system. In order to facilitate fore-
casters and investors, we develop this easy-use subsystem (see Fig.2) for forex pre-
diction. Especially, this system can be used independently as a forecasting system. 

In order to improve prediction accuracy and performance, rolling forecasting tech-
niques are introduced into this subsystem. Rolling forecasting techniques with neural 
networks are referred to [8]. 

2.3   The Web-Based Forex Trading Decision Support System — WFTDSS 

WFTDSS is developed to support decision making in forex trading. It is designed to 
convert forex price information that is presented by BPNNFRFS into forex movement 
tendency information, thus generating sell/buy/hold signals directly for investors. In 
this system, four trading rules are presented for users’ choice. Different trading rules 
may result in different trading strategies. In order to introduce these judgment rules, 
the forex actual and predicted values at time t, tx  and tx̂ , are defined here. 
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The first rule is a simple price comparison judgment criterion. In general, this crite-
rion is the simplest of all, and includes the following three rules. 

Rule I: If 0)ˆ( 1 >−+ tt xx , then the forex price trend is “upward” and the current trad-

ing strategy is “buy”. 

Rule II: If 0)ˆ( 1 <−+ tt xx , then the forex price trend is “downward” and the current 

trading strategy is “sell”. 

Rule III: If 0)ˆ( 1 =−+ tt xx , then forex price is “unchangeable” and the current trad-

ing strategy is “hold and deposit”.  

It is worth noting that use of this rule has no man’s participation (i.e., parameter 
specification), but the forex trading strategies can still be generated automatically. 

The second rule is a cost-adjusted filter judgment criterion. This rule introduces 
cost as adjusted bands. The objective of the band is to reduce the number of buy (sell) 
signals by eliminating weak signals when the predicted value 1ˆ +tx  and the actual 

value xt are very close. After considering funding costs and transaction costs, some 
trading is not worth executing. Thus, this rule can help a trading system eliminate 
unnecessary trading and gain more profits. Mathematically the trading rules in their 
simplest form can be expressed as follows. 

Rule I: If cxx tt >−+ )ˆ( 1 , then the current trading strategy is “buy”. 

Rule II: If cxx tt <−+ )ˆ( 1 , then the current trading strategy is “sell”. 

Rule III: If cxx tt =−+ )ˆ( 1 , then the current trading strategy is “hold and deposit”. 

where c denotes cost, including all transaction costs and funding costs. 
The third rule is a probability-based threshold judgment criterion. The trading 

probability based on the predicted forex price return is the basis of this trading judg-
ment criterion. Its procedures include three steps as follows. 

Firstly, let the forex price and forex price return at day t be denoted by xt, and Rt. 
Based on the predicted value 1ˆ +tx  that is produced by BPNNFRFS, the forex price 

return can also be calculated by 

tttt xxxR /)ˆ(ˆ
11 −= ++ (1) 

Secondly, let the “buy” and “sell” probability of the forex price return be denoted 

by Bt+1(j), St+1(j), respectively. As the forex price is a stochastic process, the probability 

Bt+1(j) and St+1(j) for the next day are calculated, respectively, by 

}0{ )(1)(1 >= ++ jtjt RPB    (j=1, 2,..., N) (2) 

}0{ )(1)(1 <= ++ jtjt RPS    (j=1, 2,..., N) (3) 

where j denotes the number of forex candidates. 
In the “buy” case, the basic rule is that the predicted forex price of the next day is 

higher than the current price, i.e. the predicted forex price return is larger than zero. 
In the “sell” case, the basic criterion is that the predicted forex price of the next day is 
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lower than the current price, i.e. the predicted forex price return should be smaller 
than zero. It is worth noting that in the “buy” case, the forex with the largest trading 
probability Bt+1(max) is chosen from the trading probability Bt+1(j) of all N forex candi-
dates by 

},...,,max{ )(1)2(1)1(1(max)1 NTttt BBBB ++++ =  (4) 

Thirdly, the thresholds for buying and selling, Bθ and Sθ , are set in advance. 

Up until now, the corresponding trading judgment rules are given by: 

Rule I: If BtB θ≥+ (max)1 , then the trading strategy is “buy”. 

Rule II: If SjtS θ≥+ )(1 , then the trading strategy is “sell”. 

In this criterion, once the users or decision-makers specify a certain threshold, the 
optimal trading strategies will be presented explicitly. 

The fourth criterion is risk-adjusted forex trading judgment criterion, which origi-
nated from the work of Chen and Leung [9]. Their work assumed that the forex mar-
ket investment returns are determined by three features: forex appreciation, forex 
depreciation, and interest received from the money market. Let r and r* be the daily 
domestic and foreign money market rates, and xt and 1ˆ +tx be the observed exchange 

rates at day t and the forecast of exchange rate at day (t+1) respectively. Given the 
notion that an investor is risk averse and can earn risk free interest from the domestic 
money market, we need to discount the expected rate of return based on a long or a 
short position by a risk aversion factor, γ . The risk aversion factor γ  can take on any 
real value greater than negative one (γ > -1.0). For the risk neutral case, γ is zero 

( γ = 0.0). The value of γ is greater than zero ( γ > 0.0) if the investor is risk averse. 
On the other hand, the value of γ is between zero and negative one (-1.0 < γ < 0.0) if 
the investor is a risk lover. 

Based on this logical framework, we develop a risk-adjusted forex trading rule. The 
detailed expressions are as follows (for derivation of these conditions, refer to [9]). 

Rule I: If )1)((
ˆ

ln *1 γ+−<+ rr
x

x

t

t and 0)1)(( * <+− γrr , then trading strategy is 

“buy”. 

Rule II: If 
2

)1)((ˆ
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*
1 γ+−≤+ rr

x

x

t

t and 0)1)(( * ≥+− γrr , then the strategy is “buy”. 

Rule III: If 
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“sell”. 

Rule IV: If )1)((
ˆ

ln *1 γ+−≥+ rr
x
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t and 0
ˆ

ln 1 ≤+

t

t

x

x , then the trading strategy is 

“hold and deposit”. 

Compared with the previous three criteria, this criterion seems to be relative com-
plex. However, once the values of r*, r and γ are specified by users or decision-
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makers, the optimal trading strategies will also be generated automatically regardless 
of paying attention to meaning of optimal conditions. 

Of course, we can also implement more complex pre-defined or user-defined con-
ditions and more complex judgment rules, and thus more optimal trading criteria and 
trading strategies will be generated. In our DSS, the knowledge base (KB) is formed 
by these rules and other judgment criteria. Besides these rules and criteria, there are 
many heuristic methodologies that deal with univariate time series data, e.g. how to 
convert univariate forex time series into input matrix vector for BPNN training, the 
allocation size in each traded currency. Thus the model base (MB) is generated by 
these models. 

Based on the KB and MB, plus the database (DB) already produced by the 
BPNNFRFS, the web-based forex trading decision support system (WFTDSS) is 
constructed with the aid of popular web technology. Fig. 4 shows the basic architec-
ture of this subsystem and the data flow between user interface, KB, MB and DB. 
Basically, this system contains the following components. 

User-Friendly Interface. Used by decision-makers and investors to input some data 
and query conditions, and to select some trading decision methods and retrieve an-
swers from related services. It also displays to the users and allows them to interact 
with the system to arrive at satisfactory solutions. 

MB. Used to handle models of the many different types, which may be chosen. 
KB. Used to judge the forex change tendency and determine forex trading decisions. 
DB. Used as a repository of historical data and forecasting data for all model pro-

grams. In the meantime, it provides data support for the KB and MB needed.  

Security System. Not only used for user protection purposes, but also checks for user 
access levels to determine the level of flexibility and interaction that the system 
would allow or provide. 

 

Fig. 4. The basic architecture and data flow of the WFTDSS 

According to the previous WFTDSS architecture and data flow, we develop the 
web-based forex trading decision system adopting popular web technology and using 
the browser/server mode, which contains a three-tier structure. The basic construction 
of three-tier structure is shown in Fig. 5.  
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Fig. 5. Three-tier structure of WFTDSS 

For explanation, WFTDSS partial user interfaces are shown in Fig. 6. Fig. 6(a) 
shows the interface of the trading decision criterion selection, which presents four 
types of decision criteria alternatives. Of the four, only one is selected by users every 
time. As shown in Fig. 6 (b), the interface of the fourth trading criterion mentioned 
previously is presented. In the interface, the corresponding optimal trading strategies 
will be generated by the WFTDSS as long as users or decision-makers can input cer-
tain real values or select certain “option buttons”. In the same way, WFTDSS is also 
used as an individual system. 

       
(a)                                                                     (b) 

Fig. 6. WFTDSS partial user interface 

3   The Formation of IFRFTDSS 

Based on the general integrated framework and the description of two subsystems 
previously, we construct an integrated forex rolling forecasting and trading decision 
support system (IFRFTDSS) that incorporates BPNNFRFS and WFTDSS for users’ 
convenience. Generally, the BPNNFRFS provides forex forecasting data; the 
WFTDSS provides trading rules and trading decisions using prediction results that are 
presented by the BPNNFRFS. As a whole, the formation of IFRFTDSS is the integra-
tion of the BPNNFRFS and WFTDSS. The integration process is that the BPNNFRFS 
is embedded into the WFTDSS. 
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The BPNNFRFS is a forex forecasting system that is developed by Matlab software 
with the use of the neural network toolbox. This system adopts the client/server (C/S) 
mode here. The advantage of this mode is that the server’s function can be exerted as 
it can in terms of either program execution efficiency or program interaction as Fig. 2 
indicates, but its main disadvantage is that the client program must be installed in the 
every client, which lowers the holistic efficiency of the software system. In 
BPNNFRFS, the input data is the univariate forex time series. These sample data are 
transformed into appropriate input matrix vectors by corresponding rules and heuris-
tic algorithms. Empirical results reveal that we can obtain better forecasting results 
than those of other statistical models [8]. Thus, the BPNN model can be used as an 
alternative forecasting tool for exchange rates to achieve greater forecasting accuracy 
and improve the prediction quality further.  

In order to facilitate using the forecasting results presented by BPNNFRFS and 
translating the forecasting results into corresponding trading decision information, the 
WFTDSS is constructed. The WFTDSS can be seen as an extension of BPNNFRFS to 
some extent. In the same way, the BPNNFRFS is considered to be an embedded sys-
tem and has been a part of WFTDSS in this integrated framework. Based on some 
models and knowledge bases and databases, we develop WFTDSS with a three-tier 
structure adopting popular web technology and using the popular browser/server mode. 
The advantage of this mode lies in easy operating and easy maintenance because all 
programs are installed in the server site. Moreover, programs can be edited and re-
vised remotely in the client site if access is authorized. Its disadvantage is that the 
program execution efficiency will be low when a large number of computations exist.  

Based on BPNNFRFS and WFTDSS with their three-tier structure, the IFRFTDSS 
is generated naturally in order to overcome the drawbacks of the two subsystems. 
BPNNFRFS is seen as an embedded system and has already been combined with 
WFTDSS in the integrated system. In the IFRFTDSS, the operations are as follows. 
When entering the WFTDSS, we can click the “BPNNFRFS” button; then the 
BPNNFRFS will run in the server site according to the corresponding program design, 
and meanwhile the forecasting results obtained will be transmitted into the corre-
sponding DB of the database server. Fig. 7 shows an IFRFTDSS interface when the 
first trading judgment criterion is selected by users. 

By implementation of IFRFTDSS and practical application, we find that the DSS is 
integrated, user-oriented, the forecasting performance is high and thus their decision 
suggestions are reliable by practical testing. 

4   Conclusions 

This study briefly introduces an integrated framework for forex rolling forecasting 
and trading decision, and implementation of the framework. Based on the proposed 
framework, we construct an integrated forex rolling forecasting and trading decision 
support system (IFRFTDSS), which not only incorporates BPNNFRFS and WFTDSS, 
but also improves the overall performance of forecasting and decision process as well 
as providing a more organized and user-friendly interface specifically oriented for 
decision making in forex market investments. 
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Fig. 7. The implementation of IFRFTDSS 

IFRFTDSS is based on our proposed framework, which supports the flexible and 
interactive approach in system design and implementation, since users can visit the 
IFRFTDSS website and obtain real-time information and trading recommendations to 
adjust their own investment strategies. This system provides ease of use as well as a 
fast response time, which we believe is critical to all users, especially executive deci-
sion makers. At the same time, this system also provides a multidimensional data 
view and graphic display to help aid users’ analysis. Furthermore, practical applica-
tions of the integrated system reveal that forecasting accuracy of this integrated sys-
tem is very high and its trading recommendations are reliable. 
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Abstract. Many methodologies have been introduced to deal with project port-
folio selection problem including some techniques that help to evaluate indi-
vidual projects, or to select a portfolio among available projects. This paper, 
however, provides several XML-based schemes for building efficient and 
flexible project portfolio selection systems based on an integrated portfolio se-
lection model proposed. In additional to provide an interactive and adaptable 
portfolio selection management framework for the organizations, we also stress 
the use of XML to standardize the data representation for developing Web-
based decision support systems with heterogeneous data sources and multiple 
decision models. 

1   Introduction 

Project portfolio selection is the periodic activity involved in selecting a portfolio of 
projects, that meets an organization’s stated objectives without exceeding available 
resources or violating other constraints [2]. Choosing the right projects to invest in 
can make the difference between corporate survival and failure. Some of the issues 
that have to be addressed in this problem are the organization’s objectives and priori-
ties, financial benefits, intangible benefits, availability of resources, and risk level of 
the project portfolio.  

Many methodologies have been developed for dealing with this problem, including 
techniques which evaluate individual projects or which select a portfolio from among 
available projects [3]. Also, there exist some process frameworks for project portfolio 
selection which is adaptable to the needs and preferences of the corporation, and which 
provides an approach to selecting a portfolio that meets the organization’s requirements.  
 
* Supported by NSFC, CAS, RGC of Hong Kong and Foundation of GSCAS (yzjj 200307). 
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However, there does not exist a well-formed framework using Web service technologies 
for project portfolio selection. In this paper, we focus on developing a framework for 
project portfolio selection through XML-based decision support system. This method is 
proved to be simple, flexible, and adaptable based on our study. 

Efficient project portfolio selection process requires the interchange  
of inter-organizational electronic data that may be from different resources  
with different formats to deal with the different representations of the same data, 
when evaluating a project or constructing a portfolio optimization model. Also,  
there is a need for electronically interchanging different structured data  
between the involved organizations. Moreover, as the development of Web  
services technology, the sharing of the portfolio optimization model is prevalent and 
profitable. 

The extensible, structural and validated nature of XML provides standard data rep-
resentation for efficient data interchange among diverse information resources  
on the Web, therefore, leads to its growing recognition in e-commerce and  
Internet-based information exchange. In this paper, we stress the adoption of XML 
technology in developing efficient and flexible Web decision support systems with 
standard data representation for sharing and exchanging heterogeneous data sources 
and multiple decision models. We present XML-based schemes for project portfolio 
selection systems following the proposal of an integrated portfolio selection frame-
work.    

In the following, we introduce an integrated framework to project portfolio selec-
tion firstly. Then, we expand our discussion on applying XML to the portfolio selec-
tion framework provided. Finally, we further explore the issues on handling diverse 
data sources and sharing of heterogeneous decision models, emerged by the use of 
XML technology. 

2   An Integrated Project Portfolio Selection Management Model 

In order to solve an optimization problem to gain maximum acceptance and coopera-
tion from the decision makers, here, we provide a five-step integrated model for effi-
cient and flexible project portfolio selection management, which combines Resource 
Allocation, Project Analysis, Project Selection, Portfolio Optimization, and Re-
assessing processes. 

Resource allocation. This first step involves activities such as, determination of 
strategic focus, setting resource constraints, selecting the techniques to use for  
portfolio selection, and pre-screening the projects. This stage provides high-level 
guidance to the whole portfolio selection management process. Strategy  
development may consume lots of managerial time, and resource allocation  
to the particular project category also involves high-level decisions. The organiza-
tion’s experience, culture, problem solving style, and project environment  
must also be considered in the stage. Moreover, in this stage, the projects  
selected must fit in with the strategic focus of the portfolio, and undergo a prelimi-
nary analysis. 
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Project analysis is an important stage, which enables a decision-maker  
to conduct an analysis of projects that may be under consideration for  
inclusion in a portfolio. A common set of parameters, such as risk, net present  
value or return is calculated for each project. 

In the project selection stage, project attributes from the previous stage are exam-
ined. Any projects, which don’t meet pre-set criteria such as return and risk limit, are 
eliminated except for those projects that are mandatory or required.  

Portfolio optimization is a major stage in project portfolio selection. This stage is 
to ensure optimal objectives by analyzing the portfolio and managing the projects. 
The resource limitations, timing, project interdependencies and other constraints must 
be considered into a optimization model.  Some comparative optimization models can 
be considered in this stage, such as Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP). As an im-
portant part of the integrated solution provided, portfolio optimization can be further 
break down into several sub-processes, which allow decision-makers to assess how 
close to the optimum their portfolios are performing. 

Re-assessing is an optional stage of portfolio selection. In this stage, decision-
makers apply their knowledge and experience to reassess the portfolio and make 
adjustment, or make decisions as to employ or dispose the particular project. This 
adjustment can help to achieve balance among the projects selected.  

3   XML-Based 3-Tier Scheme for Project Portfolio Selection 

3.1   Design of the DSS 

Fig. 1 presents an XML-based 3-tier structure following the integrated project portfo-
lio selection model introduced in earlier section. Our main goal is to provide a user-
friendly interface with interactive feedback and ease of use with rapid response, 
which is critical to all users especially executive decision makers. The three tiers of 
our solution are the clients, the middleware servers, and the back-end applications. 
The Java client, part of the middle tier and the back-end systems can be written in 
Java and run on multiple platforms without modification.  

Clients. It displays results to the users and allows them to interact with  
the system to arrive at satisfactory solutions. The user interface is used by  
decision-makers to input data and decision preferences, and to retrieve answers from 
related services in the clients. The clients can also run as applets in java-enabled 
browsers. 

Middle tier. The middle tier mainly includes standard Web servers, application 
logic, modelbases, data services, and XML modules. A project portfolio selection 
framework is used to aid the users to expedite their decision-making processes in a 
more organized fashion. A modelbase is used to deposit and handle portfolio  
models of the many different types, -which may be chosen. The middle server is 
responsible for: receiving requests from the clients, accessing the data source, 
authenticating users and performing session management, formatting the received 
results into XML if necessary and returning them to the clients, as well as providing 
decision models. 
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Back-end applications. The third tier consists of persistent data stores, legacy sys-
tems, and data sources. The historical data is in the database for all model programs 
and data analysis services. 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1. 3-tier structure of an XML-based portfolio selection system 

3.2   Interactions and Implementation 

On the client side, the Web browser and Java applet handle the user interface and the 
presentation logic. The Web server gets all HTTP requests from the Web user and 
propagates the requests to the application server that implements the logic of all the 
services for portfolio selection. Communication between the Web server and the 
application logic can be achieved through the CGI, ASP or other gateway tools. An 
application server sends a query to the data source and gets the result set. The applica-
tion server can format the result into XML if necessary and provide the XML docu-
ment to the client. The Java client receives an XML page, parses it and generates Java 
objects that are then graphically displayed by the applet. At the third tier, all kinds of 
data are stored in the database by RDBMS. Portfolio optimization models can be 
maintained in a separate database. 
     Regarding to the design of Java client, it becomes clear that we need develop a 
better interface to the middle server that allows the (Java) client to access the data in a 
more comprehensible way. We can use an HTTP/XML-based approach, and construct 
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a document type definition (DTD) for data structures. The DTD describes how certain 
objects are described in XML using a specific tag set, and thus allows the client to 
validate response against the DTD. The server script simply fetches the requested 
objects from the database and transforms the python objects into XML-tagged output. 
The Java applet is based on publicly available XML software for Java. We can de-
velop the interface between the applet and its XML components by the Simple API 
for XML (SAX), which connects the XML parser with the main application via a 
specific method XML-parser. We use the document object model (DOM) to provide 
standard objects for accessing parsed XML documents.  

A modelbase is used to support variety of modeling techniques for portfolio selec-
tion optimization. Optimization model programs can be plugged into the modelbase 
for the system to use. Popular models, such as AHP, are included in the modelbase. 
The decision results are generated dynamically by a Java applet from information 
retrieved from database. 

4   XML for Heterogeneous Data in Decision Process 

In general, project portfolio selection process requires the interchange of inter-
organizational electronic data that may be from different resources with different 
formats to deal with the different representations of the same data, evaluate a project 
or construct a portfolio optimization model. Also, there is a need for electronically 
interchanging different structured data between the involved organizations. These 
data may be saved in heterogeneous databases and presented in different formats. 
Especially, heterogeneous data sources might be available for posting a single request 
constantly. In this section, we present a 3-tier structure based on XML and Java that is 
relevant to the problem of heterogeneous databases in project portfolio selection 
process (Fig. 2).  

We provide an illustration of the structure of the proposed system in Figure 2. The 
main components are data sources, agents, switchers, application logic, and Java 
client (Java applet).  

Data sources. Data sources include legacy systems such as conventional RDBMS 
(e.g., SQL Server and Oracle) and can be used as a repository of data for all model 
programs and search requests. 

Agents. They are used to control the interaction with specific data sources. Access 
to the data sources is accomplished through well-established protocols such as Micro-
soft’s ODBC or OLE DB, JDBC, and ADO. Agents can also operate like typical Web 
spiders. The role of an agent is to establish a two-way connection with a specified 
data source, and server requests arriving from one more switchers.  

Switchers. The switcher component is responsible for converting the received re-
sults in XML format and returning them to the gateway tools, relaying requests from 
application logic to agents and controls the flow of results in the reverse direction. 
Switchers have a multi-thread architecture, which allows simultaneous communica-
tion with multiple agents. They are information brokers which receive specific re 
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quests from Web clients, determine the proper agent for their execution, relay 
requests, combine results coming from more than one agent, and provide for session 
management.  

Java applet. A Java applet handles the user interface and the presentation logic, re-
ceives a XML page, and parses it.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2. 3-tier structure for integrating heterogeneous data 

 <!ELEMENT commodityType (organization, code, (commodity)*)> 

<!ELEMENT country CDATA>  

<!ELEMENT code CDATA> 

<!ELEMENT commodity 

 (date, price, name?, volume?, industry?, turnover?, maker?)> 

    <!ATTLIST commodity symbol ID #REQUIRED> 

<!ELEMENT date CDATA> 

<!ELEMENT price CDATA> 

<!ELEMENT name CDATA> 

<!ELEMENT volume CDATA> 

<!ELEMENT industry CDATA> 

<!ELEMENT turnover CDATA> 

<!ELEMENT maker CDATA>  

Fig. 3. XML DTD for commodity information exchange 

In the 3-tier scheme presented, agents handle individual information sources such 
as RDBMS, and the schemata model of each individual source mapped to a generic 
representation known to both agents and switchers. Switchers operate behind classical 
Web server using interfaces such as CGI or other gateway tools. Switchers map meta-
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information as well as the actual data to a proposed XML DTD. XML streams are 
transmitted to clients using regular HTTP dialogues, and XML is received and proc-
essed by a Java applet. After the applet’s invocation, communication with the server 
is still performed using the HTTP protocol but the HTTP response message always 
contains XML code in its body. The applet, besides formulation of the appropriate 
user interface for posting queries and viewing results, incorporates an XML parser. 

To ensure the generality of the agent, the problem of different data types and dif-
ferent data-type inner representations have to be dealt with. For example, some data 
may be collected from another organization taking deferent format with local, so we 
need to define the structure of the data that we would like to receive by using XML 
DTD file. This DTD file will then be referenced by Switchers to translate source data 
into XML format. For example, we can define a simple XML DTD to specify the tags 
and structure of a commodity from another organization as shown in Fig. 3. 

5   Open Interchange of Decision Models 

In the process of project portfolio selection, portfolio optimization model is a key 
component, and the modeling process is knowledge-intensive and time-consuming. 
There are many researches on sharing models that may be in different environments 
now. In order to support modeling processes and related activities, many researches 
on modeling environments (ME) [1, 4] have been made. To implement such a ME, a 
conceptual modeling framework is important for representing and managing decision 
models. In general, a closed architecture for interchange of models and data may 
produce a tangle of import and export point translators. An open exchange standard 
improves the shortcomings of closed architecture. Having a standard syntax for creat-
ing and exchanging data structures is obviously important for this type of integration. 
XML provides such a framework for describing the syntax. The distinctive character-
istics of XML can satisfy some of the new requirements for modeling tools and tech-
nologies in the age of the Internet, such as simplicity, extensibility, interoperability 
and openness. There  are many approaches and systems that involve XML in the 
standardization of data exchange and presentation, such as CML (Chemical Markup 
Language), MathML (Mathematical Markup Language), and ebXML, reflects the 
growing requirements and importance of XML. 

We can adopt XML as a meta-language and construct a Web-based structure 
(shown in Fig. 4) for open interchange of portfolio optimization models in different 
environments. An XML-based language (a central switcher in Fig. 4), formally de-
fined by a simple XML DTD, for the representation, sharing and management of 
different portfolio optimization models in open architecture, is required. The lan-
guage is able to allow applications to access models obtained from multiple sources 
without having to deal with individual differences between those sources. The model-
ing environments are based on the Web for sharing modeling knowledge. In this open 
architecture, we can use Markov decision process or fuzzy technology to optimize 
load balancing for multi-computer system. Hereto, although we describe the systems 
shown as Fig. 1, Fig. 2, and Fig. 4 respectively, we can unite them as an integrated 
system. 
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We can give a generalized XML DTD definition to describe heterogeneous portfo-
lio optimization models. As shown in Fig. 5, a model has its own unique name and 
pre-defined format for parameters passed in and out. The type of parameters for a 
model, in this case, can be of “SI” for system-generated input; “UI” for user input; or 
“O” for output parameters. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4. Architecture for model sharing based on an XML-standard 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 5. XML DTD for portfolio optimization model 

6   Advantages to Decision Process 

In this paper, we provide an integrated framework for project portfolio selection that 
is adaptable to the needs of financial organizations and individual investors. From 
previous discussion, we can see that portfolio selection process can be more flexible 
and organized once we break it down into several stages.  

Using of XML, the system can re-distribute processing load from the server to the 
Web clients. The client can do many things that were originally done by server, which 
can improve the performance of the system and save time during which programmers 
might otherwise have to update the system. In a distributed modeling environment, 
the highly structured delivery of data of XML enables open interchange between 
servers and clients, and potentially between servers themselves. In distributed HTML-
based modeling environments, the model manipulation and output generation is per-
formed on the server side. 

In the project portfolio selection process, data validation is very important to guar-
antee efficient decision-making. XML incorporate data validation through the DTD 
of an XML message and XML method is not complex. What is more, by making use 
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of XML, the programmer can save lots of times that might previously have been used 
to develop a validity-checking mechanism.   

In the project portfolio selection process, various types of data may be used. These 
data may be saved in heterogeneous databases with deferent structure according in the 
portfolio selection process. Using a XML method to access data source may be much 
better because of the advantages of XML. This method makes the design of the sys-
tem more conveniently and easily, and makes interaction of system more efficiently. 

Finally, we can adopt XML as a meta-language and construct a Web-based struc-
ture for open interchange of portfolio optimization models in different environments 
conveniently and easily.  

7   Conclusions 

In this paper, we discuss XML and its application to the Web-based information sys-
tems. Several XML-based schemes following our proposed portfolio selection model 
for Web DSS are presented. We also provide design and discussion on the adoption 
of XML for heterogeneous data sources as well as sharing decision models in portfo-
lio selection process. The use of XML for constructing the 3-tier structure of a portfo-
lio selection system is considered extremely advantageous. Although XML offers 
many benefits to Web applications including portfolio selection DSS, it is also impor-
tant to be aware that many of its benefits may at the same time impose the weakness. 
For instance, XML’s openness leads to the problem of lack of security; its tree-like 
hierarchical data structure represents the real-world objects naturally, but creates 
difficulty in communicating with existing databases that are relational or hierarchical. 
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